Questions without Notice
Wednesday, 1 June 1983
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade) took the chair at 11.3 a.m. and read
the prayer.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
ALCOA OF AUSTRALIA LTD
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province)-Is the Minister for. Minerals
and Ener~y aware of the mountmg apprehension m Victorian business circles at
reports that the Alcoa project at Portland
will not proceed; is he aware also that such
an unwelcome development would cause, a
veritable lack of investment confidence m
Victoria' will he inform the House whether
the Gov~rnment has made any progress in
its negotiations with Alcoa of Australia Ltd
in fixing a long-term contract for the
supply of electricity fot: ~he P<?rtland
smelter; and can the MInIster give an
assurance that this enormously important
project will proceed?
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to those continuing as is the case, which I
have indicated to the House on more than
one occasion.
SALINITY
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-The question I ask the
Minister of Water Supply relates to ~he
question I asked last week ~bout a meetlI~g
scheduled to be held in MIldura later thIS
week to discuss salinity. Last week, the
honourable gentleman agreed with me that
it would be appropriate that water supply
Ministers attend. What steps has he taken
to organize an. invitation to t~e meeting for
himself and hIS counterparts In New South
Wales and South Australia and with what
result?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister of
Water Supply)-I indicated to the h.onourable gentleman tha~ I would exa~Ine the
merits of whether It was appropnate for
Ministers of Water Supply to attend that
conference. I have discussed the matter
with the Minister of Agriculture and with
officers of the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission. It is correct t~at ,a
report in a Mildura local newspaper IndIcated that salinity would be one of the key
considerations of the meeting of Ministers
of Agriculture who would be attending that
conference.

The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)- This is an investment of significant magnitude to the State
and it is a matter of significant investment
confidence to the community. That being
the case, I will not take this opportunity of
It is my understanding that an ex~ensive
indulging, in ~oint scoring with th~ OpP?si- agenda is proposed an4 one ~f the mInor or
tion WhICh IS of far less consIderatIOn, lesser items for consIderatIon or merely
exc~pt to take note of the fact that the one of the items is the question of salinity.
smelter at Portland is a project which was It is the view of both the Minister of Agrideferred on two previous occasions and culture and the Water Commission that it
when that deferred smelter does resume I is not necessary for the Ministers of Water
hope it is on the basis on which one can be Supply in Victoria and New Sout~ Wales
assured that it resumes indefinitely and to attend the conference. That VIew was
without a further deferment.
shared by my colleague in New South
It is a delicate issue in that not only does Wales.
the Government have to be able to offer a
However, following the outcome of the
tariff that is competitive to both interstate
and overseas, but also the Government has conference, if there are matters that need to
to be able to offer a tariff which can be held be taken up by the Minister of Water
to over a period of time. That is al~o a pre- Supply either in this State or in the other
condition of ensuring that there IS confi- States or at a Federal level, I shall look
dence in the community by any person or forward to receivin~ such advice from my
organization who may be contributing to colleague the MinIster of Agriculture or
any oth~r Minister associated with that
that investment.
conference. If such matters arise that are
The Government is involved in dis- relevant to water supply, I look forward to
cussions with Alcoa and looks forward acting on them.
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PROPOSED REGIONAL PLANNING
AUTHORITY
The Hon. B. W. MIER (Waverley Province)-As there has been speculation in
the Westernport region about the Government's intention to re-establish a new
regional planning authority following the
abolition of the previous authority by the
former Government, I ask the Minister for
Planning what the Government intends to
do about it.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning)-It is true that, at present, an
anomalous situation exists in that two
groups share different responsibilities in
the \Vesternport region. One is the
Westernport Committee and the other one
is the Westernport Catchment Co-ordinating Group. The Westernport Committee
comes under my responsibility as Minister
for Planning. The other group was established by the previous Government under
the State Co-ordination Council.
Because of my dual role as Minister for
Planning and for Conservation, the
Premier asked me, in a letter in December
last year, to take responsibility for developing appropriate arrangements in the
Westernport area.· I have established an
inter-departmental committee which has
initiated much regional discussion with
community groups and individual and
local government bodies in that area.
Recommendations for a new body which
will consolidate and upgrade the
co-ordination and the planning roles are
expected to be received in the near future.
When they come to hand, I shall inform
the House and the honourable member of
those arrangements.
ALCOA OF AUSTRALIA LTD
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-I direct my question to the
Minister for Minerals and Energy. I take it
from the Minister's answer to the previous
question that he is currently pursuing with
Alcoa at Portland a long-term pricing
agreement which will give the company
certainty and be competitive. I ask the
Minister whether, in his view, there are
reasonable prospects at present of obtaining such an agreement.
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The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)- There are a number of relevant characteristics to the nature
of the discussions on a tariff and it is not
appropriate that the opportunity be taken
here today to discuss what those might be.
It is also true to say-and the Opposition
and the National Party and the public
generally must be patient-that discussions
are being pursued on the smelter for Portland and the Government looks forward to
continuing ongoing discussions with Alcoa
in that regard. However, I am not prepared
to provide a progress report about what I
perceive to be the position or the nature of
those discussions at any specific point until
such time as a joint announcement can be
made.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt - I was asking
about reasonable prospects of success.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE-The Government would not be pursuing discussions if
it thought otherwise.
STAFF SHORTAGES IN WATER
COMMISSION
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province)-I ask the Minister of Water
Supply whether some sections of the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission are
considerably under-staffed, and, in the case
of the hydrology section of the commission, an under-staffing of more than 10 per
cent exists at present. Is the Minister aware
of this and the effect this is having on the
duties of the commission in its various
responsibilities throughout Victoria and
what action is bein~ taken by him to ensure
that full staffing eXIsts in these sections?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister of
Water Supply)-I am not aware of a
shortage of staff in the hydrology section. I
will take up that matter with the commission. The activities of the commission,
both at central and district level, are subject to considerations such as pricing,
whether it be pricing for water, sewerage
services, or other things. It is totally inappropriate for the Opposition and the
National Party on the one hand, to be
critical of changes in tariff structure-I am
sure that I shall receive .significant representations from the National Party about
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the changes in tariffs for irri~tors, whether
they be agreed to by the advIsory counciland, on the other hand, to come forward
with open requests for further increases in
expenditure at a time when the Government is endeavouring to ensure that the
public expenditure is kept-The Hon. B. P. Duno - That is no
excuse.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE-I regret to say
that, in the context of the Wimmera-Mallee pipeline and the rationalization in the
provision of the State Electricity Commission prices, and now in respect of the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission, the
National Party wants the best of both
worlds. It wants to be able to say at all
times that in a specific area of Government
activity there should be an open cheque
but that there should be no increase in
tariffs. It is time that the National Party
joined the real world.
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The Government believes the funding
will assist these groups to produce wellresearched and high-quality submissions to
the Victorian Brown Coal Council. This
will ensure that there is not only the possibility for consultation to occur with community groups but also that they are able to
have the resources at their disposal to do
justice to the arguments they wish to put.
When the submissions have been put to
the Victorian Brown Coal Council in response to the Kinhill report, the council will
provide advice to the Government on how
to pursue the question not only of the
nature and extent of the brown coal
reserves but also the best use to which the
information can be put to resolve sensitive
issues, such as the future of Gormandale.
MANNING OF POWER STATIONS

The Hon. D. K. HAYWARD (Monash
Province) - I ask the Minister for Minerals
BROWN COAL REPORT
and Energy whether it is correct· that
The Hon. B. A. MURPHY (Gippsland Rheinbraum Consulting Australia Pty Ltd
Province)-Can the Minister for MInerals has found considerable differences in manand Energy inform the House what funding ning levels between West Germany and
has been made available to four com- Victoria so far as power stations are conmunity organizations to assist them to pre- cerned, in that it has found that at Loy
pare submissions to the Victorian Brown Yang the State Electricity Commission is
Coal Council in response to the Kinhill working on the basis of 729 men compared
report?
with 529 men for a bigger power station in
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for West Germany.
Minerals and Energy)-Following quesThe Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
tions that have been raIsed in the House by
Mr Murphy, Mr Long and other honour- Minerals and Energy)- It is interesting to
able members, the Government has note that the issues in respect of construcresolved to make available to four com- tion costs, manning levels and plant availamunity organizations funds to assist them bility have been addressed over a period of
to prepare submissions to the Victorian 60 years in the history of the State ElectricBrown Coal Council in response to the ity Commission and, during the 27 years of
Kinhill report. The Government wants to the Government of which Mr Hayward
ensure that those groups are fully was part, at no stage did any Minister or
informed, particularly those in the Latrobe any Cabinet pursue any of those issues
Valley forum. The Central Gippsland with any rigour or determination. It is
Regional Consultative Council, the becomin~ apparent that the Cabinet of the
Latrobe Valley Community Forum, the day, partIcularly in its latter years-most of
Save Merrimans Creek Task Force, and the its members were inheritors and benefiConservation Council of Victoria, have ciaries of past political performances-was
each been offered $2500. I understand that at arm's length from the major statutory
the Save Merrimans Creek Task Force authorities.
includes representations from the Gormandale area, which includes the category of
Since assuming Government, the Labor
people on whose behalf Mr Long and Mr Party has expressed its concern about conMurphy have made representations in the struction costs at Loy Yang, about the
past.
implications of levels of operations and
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maintenance at Loy Yang and about plant
availability. To ensure that we were not
addressing these questions in an academic
or arbitrary fashion, we commissioned by
the Department of Management and Budget, and has made available to us, experts
from both Germany and the United States
of America to look at these relative questions so that it would not be seen that we
were not making use of the best possible
advice and that we were not also ignoring
the advice of the management of the State
Electricity Commission.
As a result of the pursuit of these matters
we resolved, based on that report both late
last year and early this year, to set targets.
Given that power stations are now being
built with money borrowed at interest rates
of 15, 16, 17 and 18 per cent compared
with that of twenty years ago and given
that the competitiveness of the State Electricity Commission in its capacity to convert brown coal to electricity was being
thrown into question and as that is a basic
item of infrastructure for our existing
manufacturing base and will affect its capacity to expand and attract new investment
in Victoria, we saw the need to set targets.
No previous Government had addressed
the question or recognized this everyday
issue in the corporate sector-the need to
set targets.
The" Hon. D. G. Crozier-The commission did that constantly and regularly.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE-The targets
that have been set in respect of construction costs at Loy Yang had not previously
been set. The target is for construction
costs to be kept in line with the cost price
index, for operation and maintenance
costs, set at a level which will ensure competitiveness, to be at least 10 per cent
below that which was originally being
sought and that, based as Mr Hayward
said, on the German experience, plant
availability at Loy Yang to be approximately 75 per cent compared with the
existing generating equipment in the
Latrobe Valley of 67 to 68 per cent. Those
targets are not easily achievable but are
necessary in order to retain in this State a
competitive State Electricity Commission
and a competitive capacity to convert
brown coal to electricity at prices that
ensure the well-being of the manufacturing
sector of Victoria.
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The Government is endeavouring to
pursue that. If the State Electricity Commission pursued that course vigorously in
the past, it did so despite any involvement
of any previous Government. The Government is actively participating in consultation with the State Electricity Commission
and is dependent on external advice of the
type and quality of experience to which Mr
Hayward referred in ensuring that the
targets that are set are realistic and achievable.
The targets are essential and for that
reason not only were they made public but
also they have been introduced to the trade
union movement. The Government is
expecting close co-operation in pursuit of
those targets in order to guarantee continuity of both the construction work force and
the operation and maintenance of the
Latrobe Valley.
RIVER IMPROVEMENT TRUSTS
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern
Province)-I refer the Minister of Water
Supply to the eighth report of the Public
Bodies Review Committee which recommends substantial restructuring of the river
improvement trusts in Victoria. Will the
Minister be establishing a similar operation to the Water Structures Task Force
which was given the responsibility of
recommending implementation procedures
for recommendations of the report of the
Public Bodies Review Committee on restructuring water and sewerage authorities,
in order to implement the recommendations for the river improvement trusts? If
so, when will it be drawn up, and will those
bodies for which recommendations have
been made have the opportunity of putting
their point of view, including a contrary
view if they so desire?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister of
Water Supply)-Mr Evans is correct in the
first part of his question in saying that the
status of the report is a report of the Public
Bodies Review Committee which was
brought before Parliament for its examination. The answer to the latter part of the
question on whether local bodies will have
the opportunity of responding to the
recommendations before the Government
resolves to implement them or resolves an
alternative course of action, is, "Yes".
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The honourable member will appreciate
the spirit of the Public Bodies Review
Committee and, at every stage, full and
extensive consultation with the Government, and that it is appropriate to establish
a task force and seek advice from the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission as
to whether the recommendations suggested
by the Public Bodies Review Committee is
the appropriate course of action to pursue.
If that is the case and the Government
decides on that course of action, it may
well be appropriate to establish a task
force.
If a task force is established, its membership will, firstly, be representative and,
secondly, afford the opportunity for community groups to have an input prior to the
implementation period.
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portray the history of settlement in this
State and, in many ways, are works of art
that were carried out in the early days by
expert craftsmen and cartographers. They
have fallen into disrepair over many
decades of storage; nevertheless, they are in
everyday use, and the department believed
they should be restored, following calls for
restoration that date back to the 1870s.
If this information should be lost, the
cost of reacquiring it would be in the vicinity of$12 000 million. Even if the information contained on the plans should be
transferred to microfilm, it is still important that the original documents be
retained because they are a valuable piece
of Victorian history.
ALCOA OF AUSTRALIA LTD

RESTORATION OF MAPS AND
PLANS
The Hon. JOAN COXSEDGE (Melbourne West Province)- To break the
monotony, I direct my question to the
Minister of Lands. I understand that the
Government has allocated $134 000 for the
repair of maps and plans held by the Lands
Department. Can the Minister explain why
this work is necessary; how the plans came
to be in such a state of disrepair; and
whether the project represents a worthwhile investment of taxpayers' money?

The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR (Boronia Province)- Will the Minister for Minerals and
Energy inform the House what studies his
department has undertaken on the impact
on service industries in Victoria of the failure of the Alcoa of Australia Ltd project at
Portland to proceed up to the present time?
If the department has undertaken any studies, will the honourable gentleman make
the results available to the House?

The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-As the honourable
member appreciates from the answers to
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister two previous questions on this subject and
of Lands)- Yes, $134000 has been allo- from questions at an earlier time, the Govcated to the Lands Department. A total of ernment is endeavouring to resolve the
$ 500 000 has already been allocated and of issue in a favourable fashion so that work
that $84 000 was put aside for the repair of on the smelter can be resumed. It has not
plans held by the land administration given consideration to the honourable
section of the department and another member's hypothetical question.
$ 50 000 allocated to the repair of those
plans.
The Ministry for Economic DevelopIt may be of interest to honourable ment has been pursuing issues such as the
members to know that those plans date opportunities that exist for the expansion
back to the 1860s. In the vicinity of 40 000 of the existing manufacturing base, the
to 50 000 of those plans are from that era areas of economic activity that should be
and the Government has employed seven encouraged to expand, having regard to the
young people, who were previously un- size of the economic sector, and, given the
employed, to be trained and become advantage that this State offers to investskilled in restoration work. They are work- ment, the new industries that the Government should be seeking to attract. The
ing in the department's head office.
Ministry has been pursuing those issues in
Those plans are important because of the a constructive fashion rather than dealing
survey information that they contain. with the hypothetical issue that is raised in
Further, they are legal documents that the honourable member's question.
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CETACEAN STRANDINGS
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe Province)-To add to the colour and
rich fabric of this morning's question time,
I direct my question without notice to the
Minister for Conservation who, in January,
promised to implement improved procedures in the case of mass whale strandings, a matter that was of deep concern to
most Victorians, but one that was not
shared by .honourable members on the
Opposition benches. Has the Minister
implemented his promise?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Conservation)- I thank the honourable
member for his question of rich fabric on
an important issue. Following that mass
stranding in January, I immediately established a committee comprised of members
of the Fisheries and Wildlife Division, the
National Parks Service, Project Jonah and
the whale rescue service. A manual has
been prepared and a draft copy of it has
already been issued to local officers of the
Fisheries and Wildlife Division for their
guidance in the case of an emergency. It is
also based on the national contingency
plan for cetacean strandings but has been
made specific to Victorian conditions.
Having examined the draft, I assure honourable members that it is a very carefully
worked out document. In any future cetacean stranding, the Government will be
better equipped to deal with the emergency.
There are one or two questions remaining and the Government will be looking for
some public involvement. I assure the
House that in future strandings, which are
bound to occur in years to come, Victoria
will be well prepared.
FUTURE OF LOY YANG PROJECT
The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland Province)-In the unhappy event that the
Alcoa of Australia Ltd project does not
proceed, has the Minister for Minerals and
Energy engaged any consultants or sought
any report, or, through the Department of
Management and Budget, done any of
those things to ascertain what would happen to the Loy Yang project, or is it the
intention of the Government to let the Loy
Yang project wander on willy nilly?
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The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-For the benefit of
Mr Long, I shall spend the next 5 minutes
explaining the current situation in respect
of the Loy Yang power station and, it is
hoped, as a result of having put the case to
him on at least one occasion and in the
hope that members of the Opposition, if
they do not see fit to attend question time,
will at least read Hansard, they will have
the opportunity of understanding the situation.
The situation is that as of September last
year a supply report was provided by the
State Electricity Commission to the Government. It was made public and is part of
the increased documentation that the commission has been encoura~ed to provide to
the community to assist It in understanding the current situation.
One would hope that members of the
Opposition, in fulfilling their obligations to
the CroWD, will see fit to read such documents despite the fact that when in Government they may not have encouraged the
State Electricity Commission to make
them available.
As of September last year, there was the
probability of power restrictions this
winter. As a result of the fact that the
Snowy Mountains system has had record
low levels of water, it is clear that there is a
30 per cent probability of some power
restrictions this year.
It is hoped there will be no excessive
degree of plant breakdown. It is also hoped
that at least two of the refurbished units at
the Hazlewood power station will be available in winter.
In addition, it is expected that the first
unit at the Loy Yang power station will
come on stream in October or November
this year which will provide an additional
500 megawatts to secure future winter supplies. It will commence contributing to the
generating system in October or November
and, it is hoped, will be formally opened
prior to winter next year. It is hoped that
the second unit will become available later
in 1985.
I encourage honourable members to take
the opportunity, given the dimensions and
scale of the Loy Yang power station which
are not appreciated by merely looking at
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photographs in newspapers or television
coverage which does not cover the magnitude of the project, of looking at the project
periodically because of the changes in
activities.
Post-1985, the scenario begins to change
and could, depending on the state of the
economy and the future of the third
smelter line at Portland, arrive at a situation where surplus generation capacity may
emerge. The first opportunity that will be
taken as the second unit comes on stream
at Loy Yang "A" and the third comes on
stream at Loy Yang "A" will be a reduced
dependence on Jeeralang and Newport "D"
power stations, so Loy Yang "A" becomes
the peak station. Because of the cost of
natural gas and because the Government
wishes to ensure that it does not have to
make unnecessary use of natural gas, that
will also prolong the use of those two
smelter lines. In addition, and recognizing
the uncertainty in respect of the economy,
the Government has let the Loy Yang "B"
contract on a flexible time basis which
means that the successful contractor,
ICAL, can commence the planning of Loy
Yang "B" at this stage, but the decision on
the timing of the completion of the first
unit at Loy Yang "B" does not have to be
made until some time in 1985.
The first unit of Loy Yang "B" is due to
come on stream in 1991. However, if,
because of the state of the economy, the
need to bring it forward arises, that can be
done consistent with the existing contracts
and the first units can be completed in
1989. If there has not been an adequate
recovery in the state of the economy, the
development can be deferred until 1993.
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-There will be a
change of Government by that time, do not
worry about that.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE-In response to
the interjection from the honourable
member, there is flexibility built into the
Loy Yang "B" contract. The Government
is trying to balance the needs of the community to have a resumption in the deferred smelter and the requirement to have
some form of continuity for the construction work force at Loy Yang. These factors
are being taken into account in a responsible fashion.
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It would have been more appropriate if
members of the previous Governmentwhich, as I indicated earlier, with the
inheritance of the Bolte era simply slid into
the Government front benches-had been
diligent in the letting of the Loy Yang "A"
contract, as this Government was in
respect of Loy Yang "B". They would then
have introduced some flexibility to provide
the opportunity of taking into account the
factors foreshadowed by Mr Long. That
was not done. It has been done in respect
of Loy Yang "B" and it is for that reason
that the Government is in a position to
take into account the factors mentioned by
Mr Long.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province) (By leave)-I raise a matter arising from Mr White's answer to the last
question. He indicated that honourable
members should visit Loy Yang. I invite
Mr White to arrange a conducted tour of
Loy Yang for the Parliament.
ANSWER TO QUESTION ON
NOTICE
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK (Nunawading
Province)-On a point of order, Mr President, approximately three weeks ago question on notice No. 222 was prepared and
placed on the Notice Paper. I was informed
that an answer would be given to the Parliament as soon as it next sat. The question
was directed to the Minister for Minerals
and Energy representing the Minister for
Employment and Training. I was expecting
an answer to that question to be given to
the House last Tuesday. More than a week
has elapsed since then and the answer has
not been provided. Expenditure is required
to keep printing the question once a week
on the Notice Paper. It is a long question. I
should like the Minister to indicate why
there has been a delay in supplying an
answer to the question asked?
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade)-Order! This is not a point of order,
but it does follow on Question time and I
invite the Minister for Minerals and
Energy to respond.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-I am unaware
whether a draft answer to the question on
notice had been prepared a week or so ago.
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However, I look forward to taking up the
matter with my colleague in another place,
the Minister for Employment and Training, to discover whether an answer to the
question is imminent.
ECONOMIC AND BUDGET REVIEW
COMMITTEE

Audit Act
The Hon. D. K. HAYW ARD (Monash
Province) presented a report from the Economic and Budget Review Committe~ on a
review of the Audit Act 1958, together with
extracts from the proceedings of the Committee, appendices and minutes of evidence.
The Hon. D. K. HAYWARD (Monash
Province)-I move:
That they be laid on the table and be printed.

In so moving, I should like to pay tribute
to the members of the House who participated in the work of the sub-committee,
namely, Mr Dunn and Mr Guest. I should
also like to pay tribute to the staff of the
committee for the work they performed. I
believe the report is a milestone in the
work of the committee because it has the
potential' of having a significant impact
upon the audit procedures and the question
of accountability and responsibility in
future financial matters in Victoria.
The motion was agreed to.
On the motion of the Hon. D. K. HAYWARD (Monash Province), it was ordered
that the report be taken into consideration
on the next day of meeting.
PAPER
The following paper, pursuant to the
direction of an Act of Parliament, was laid
on the table by the Clerk.
Poultry Farmer Licensing Committee,...- Report for the
year ended 28 February 1983.

On the motion of the Hon. HADDON
STOREY (East Yarra Province), it was
ordered that the report be taken into consideration on the next day of meeting.
ORDER OF BUSINESS
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-I move:

Museums Bill
That the consideration of Notices of Motion and
Orders of the Day, General Business, be postponed
until later this day.

This is by arrangement with the Leaders of
the other parties to take account of the
spirit of the motion that the Minister for
Conservation proposes to move tomorrow
relating to the order of business for the
remainder of the sessional period. It is
moved on the understanding that if it is so
sought by the National Party and the
Opposition some time will be made available, when convenient, either today or
tomorrow.
The motion was agreed to.
MUSEUMS BILL
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Conservation)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The provisions of the Bill represent the
first step in the Government's policy of
achieving major improvements in the
State's museum and library services.
Under previous Governments, significant
improvements were made in the areas of
the visual, dramatic and performing arts,
and the Labor Party recognizes the importance of these achievements in the cultural
life of the community and the ongoing
benefits they will provide for future generations.
However, despite inquiries, commissions, reports, land reservations and
innumerable plans, the provision of library
services and the state of museums declined
under previous Administrations to such an
extent that large sectors of the State's heritage are endangered. The resolution of this
problem requires simultaneous action on a
number of fronts. This action embraces
both immediate steps of a palliative nature
and long-term, sequential action that must
be based on legislative change.
The Government has commenced construction of the new Queen Victoria
Medical Centre at Clayton and has allocated the present site of the Queen Victoria
hospital to the Library Council for the construction of a new State Library which will
serve as the focus for library services in
Victoria. A planning committee to design
the new library facility is being formed and
the members of it will be announced
shortly.

Museums Bill

The present difficult economic climate is
a fact of life and it would be unrealistic to
expect that major new capital ventures be
conceived without recognizing the need to
raise funding for them. Recognition of this
fact led the Government to review the
situation of the science and national
museums, both in terms of their immediate needs, their continued occupancy of
the present buildings and their reuse of
areas that will eventually become available
by the move of the library into its new
home. This review was carried out by the
Public Service Board which examined, not
only the efficiency and effectiveness of the
museums, but also the philosophical basis
for their separate existence.
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I am pleased to inform the House that
the two councils have recognized the wisdom of the Government's decision and
consider the Museum of Victoria to have
the potential to be a world-class museum.
Furthermore, the legislation has been prepared in consultation with the presidents,
vice-presidents and directors of the
museums.

The major purpose of this Bill is to give
recognition and support for the importance
of museums in the community and to foster them as vehicles of heritage, history,
research, scholarship, knowledge, education and entertainment. The Bill firstly
establishes a Museums Advisory Board
whose objectives will be to formulate a
The Public Service review had high- policy to rationalize all forms of assistance
lighted the frustration felt by the councils by the Government to the museum sector
and staffs of the two museums through the and to formulate guidelines for the granting
lack of resources given to them over the of that assistance in the most efficient and
years. This lack had led to the erosion of effective manner. Honourable members
area for public display in favour of storage may not be fully aware that there are now
and service for the priceless collections, to in excess of 300 museums, or museumthe storage of heritage material in condi- type projects, throughout the State and that
tions that hastened its deterioration, to each year some 80 to 100 requests are
revised collection policies in which size of recei ved by the Ministry for the Arts for
object rather than scientific or historical assistance for museum projects. These
importance became the primary considera- requests may be for direct financial aid or
tion, and to an ever-increasing backlog of for provision of resources or services. After
research and documentation on the collec- 27 years of the previous Government there
tions through shortage of skilled staff. The are no arrangements for dealing with this
review further noted the inability of the situation apart from ad hoc measures!
museums to move into the field of social
history and to play a leading role in guiding
This Government, through the
the development of this discipline in the Museums
Advisory Board, will redress this
State.
abysmal state of affairs and produce clear
The review gave the fullest considera- gUidelines so that all Victorians, no matter
tion, as did the Ministry for the Arts and where they live, will be able to participate
the Government, to the forceful and in the benefits museums can provide to the
persuasive arguments advanced by the community.
councils of the two museums for their
The second main purpose of the Bill is to
continued existence as separate bodies.
However, that continued existence implies establish the Museum of Victoria in place
a capital and recurrent cost burden that the of the present Science Museum of Victoria
Government cannot, at this time, enter- and National Museum of Victoria. The
new Museum of Victoria will contain
tain.
within it thrusts of natural history and of
The review drew attention to savings science and technology but will have the
and efficiencies that would be achievable new thrust of dealing with the history of
upon merging the two museums and the human society. It is perceived that its pubnew council will work with the Public Ser- lic role will be to present displays that intevice Board in formulating the new organ- grate man, his environment and his use of
izational structure and in implementing the his environment so that visitors will be
new corporate management system recom- given a view of society as it .was, as it now
mended.
is, and how it might be in the future.
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No doubt honourable members are familiar with museum displays that portray the
wonders of animal life, the origins of
energy sources in nature, the marvels of the
steam engine and the development of
machine tools. All of these are excellent in
themselves and represent the state of social
thinking of some generations ago when disciplines were discreet. The new Museum of
Victoria may well have a display in which
the steam engine is shown as the focus of
the depletion of fossil fuel reserves, where
pollution from the use of fossil fuels is seen
as the threat it has become to the animal
kingdom, and in which the perfection of
machine tools is seen in association with
mass production and industrial or slum
housing. The capacity of the new museum
is limited only by resources.
The Bill provides for the collections of
material held by the Museum of
Victoria to be given the status of State
Collections of Natural History, Science ~nd
Technology and History of Human
Society. In this respect it brings them into
line WIth the status of collections now held
by the National Gallery and the Library
Council. The collections held by the present museums, although of State significance, are not so designated under the
present Acts.
An important provision of the Bill is in
the placing of the position of director outside the Public Service Act and of providin~ for the Council of the Museum of
VIctoria to have the major role in his or
her selection. It is often said that one of the
most important tasks, if not the most
important, of a board of directors is in the
appointment of the chief executive. The
Government has recognized this fact which
has been a particular request of the present
councils.
The Bill provides for the Council of the
Museum of Victoria to retain control over
those funds which it generates' through its
own initiatives. These funds may accrue
through charges for services, through
research grants, through special grants for
specific projects from the corporate sector
and from donations solicited from private
citizens.
In the past the level of such funds has
been of major importance in allowing the
museums to function and the Government
heritag~
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recognizes the importance of the new
council continuing to generate such funds.
My colleague, the Treasurer, has seen the
wisdom of leaving such funds under the
control of those who generate them and the
inappropriateness of placing such moneys
in the Consolidated Fund.
The details of the Bill will be discussed
in the Committee stage but there is one
furtlJ,er matter worthy of special mention.
The rescission of the present State Library,
National Gallery, National Museum and
Institute of Applied Science Act 1960-the
Building Trustees Act as it is known-may
seem to some honourable members to disadvantage the State Library. However, the
Bill guarantees the continued use by the
State Library of its present areas in the
building complex and the statutory provision for the Library Council to be
represented on the buildings management
committee of the new council ensures that
it will have an effective voice in matters of
concern to the State Library in relation to
the building. I am pleased to inform the
House that the Library Council has
expressed satisfaction with this arrangement.
.
In addition to the legislative changes to
be effected by this Bill the Government has
purchased a seven-storey building in
Drewery Lane quite near the museum.
This building will provide immediate relief
for the most acute storage and service
needs of the new Museum of Victoria and
in so doing will free three areas each of
some 500 square metres for use for new
displays for the public.
The Government has allocated funds for
essential alterations to this building and
plans are now being finalized. The Government has provided an additional $200 000
to the present science and national
museums for the carrying out of works that
will improve the public image of the buildings. These works, which include basic
necessities such as carpets and curtains in a
number of areas, cover the painting of
McCoy Hall for the first time since it was
built in 1896 and a start on the provision
of facilities to allow access to the building
by the handicapped.
These works will be completed by 30
June 1983 and it is expected that additional funds will be provided in the
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following year to allow further improvements to be carried out. I emphasize that
these funds are additional to those provided for normal maintenance of the building.
The measures embodied in the Bill, and
those extra measures I have mentioned, are
designed to provide all Victorians with
access to improved museum services
within the life of the present Government.
There can be no instant transmo~fication
and the Government will be in Its second
term of office before the real benefits are
apparent!
In corn mending the Bill to the House I
wish, on behalf of the Government, to pay
a sincere and special tribute to the members of the councils of the science and
national museums. These men and women
have given years of dedicated service to the
institutions they believe in and they have
shown remarkable fortitude in persevering
against the most daunting odds. The Government places on record its appreciation
of their honorary service. I commend the
Bill to the House.
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR (Boronia Province)-The Opposition supports the Bill
and corn mends the Government and the
Minister for the action that has been taken.
As one who was aware of the difficulties at
the museum, I consider the measure will
assist in upgrading museum facilities in
this State.
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern
Province)-I listened with some interest to
the comments made by the Minister on the
Government's proposals and reasons
behind the desire to set up a museum
council in Victoria. It seems that the
reasons advanced for the necessity to set
up the council have been the recognition of
a lack of adequate funding over an extensive period to look after the cultural and
historical heritage of the people of Victoria.
As a person interested in history, I welcome the proper preservation of items of
historical interest, organizations that have
played a part in the development of Victoria and displays that may give present
and future generations some indication of
the way in which those organizations or
facilities may have worked in the past.
I was interested to note the way in which
displays may operate in the future as
outlined in the second-reading speech. It
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indicated that exhibits currently in
museums displaying the w~y ~n whi~h
steam engines work and statiC displays In
that field may carry further into the philosophy of the effects of civilization and
certain development on the environment.
There is an opportunity for some political
philosophyzing in that direction. It is
essential that the history of developments
be presented in an accurate way, that the
political philosophyzing does not become
too important, and that history does not
become too guided by particular viewpoints from time to time. It is essential to
ensure that the personnel and disciplines
involved in the selection of personnel for
the board be carefully scrutinized and controlled. Clause 11 (1) of the Bill may be
worth investigating in the Committee
stage. It states inter alia:
The Council shall consist of not more than eleven
members and not fewer than seven members
appointed by the Governor in Council ...

It is in order that the council shall consist

of not more than eleven members and not
fewer than seven appointed by the Governor in Council. The clause further
provides that not fewer than half shall be
chosen from certain persons. It seems
clause 11 provides a facility to choose persons who are not defined in the Bill for this
important board which will have substantial control over the way in which
historical matters are presented.

One cannot have too many quarrels
about the appo~ntment ~f a pers~n h<?ldi~g
senior academiC office In a university In
Victoria in a discipline appropriate to the
functions of the council. Nor could one
quarrel with the appointment of a person
experienced in business administration and
finance. One would welcome that. One
would not quarrel with the appointment of
a person di.stinguished in e~ucatio~,
science, the history of human society or In
another field appropriate to the functions
of the councils. The question arises with
respect to members of the council who are
not appointed from the ranks of other than
those I have mentioned. It could be almost
anybody. The legislation is loose in that
respect.
The Hon. E. H. Walker-Which clause
is that?
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The Hon. D. M. EVANS-Clause 11
provides a facility to appoint persons for
whom there is no definition in the Bill. I
have had the Bill in my hands for only a
short time, and I have read through it as
quickly as I can. It is a pity that the other
appointees are not defined.
An important area of concern for the
operation of the proposed legislation will
be the amount of finance made available. I
realize there is a tremendous competition
for the scarce commodity of money. The
feeling always exists that perhaps items· of
an historical nature, although important
and interesting, could be regarded as less
important than social welfare and business
issues, and the more practical items that
concern everyday living.
Some years ago, when my son was
thirteen or fourteen years of age, he made
the pertinent comment that people in the
Middle Ages devoted enormous amounts
of resources to building churches and other
similar public buildings even though the
people in those times had enormous
problems with social welfare. Although
families and children were not looked after
adequately, people still built churches.
I considered that to be a reasonable comment for a thirteen-year-old boy. My
answer to his comment was that if we are
to raise the human spirit rather beyond the
practical and mundane need to continue to
exist, we must deal with matters of rather a
more philosophical, historical or cultural
nature and that was perhaps some justification for those buildings. I still accept that
that is a reasonable way to put it.
There is still competition amongst the
community and a strong feeling that it is
better to devote resources to more practical
problems and those items which affect the
niche of the individual rather than to
matters of historical interest.
I hope the proposed legislation will
redress the balance to some extent and provide a small proportion of necessary funds
to this area. In that sense the National
Party welcomes the Bill. As Australians, we
tend to be rather apologetic about our past
history. Perhaps there are things that we
would do differently if we had the opportunity of doing so with today's knowledge
and with the judgment of hindsight.
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Nevertheless, there are things in our past
and recent past of which we should be
proud. They have played a part in the
development of community attitudes and
the character of the community in which
we live. They are important and need to be
preserved. The only way in which this can
be done is through proper preservation of
records and the presentation of things that
impinge on that area.
The small museums, to which the Minister referred in his second-reading speech,
are important in that context. In his
second-reading speech, the Minister stated
that there are 300 museum-type facilities
in Victoria and 100 applications are
received each year for funds to assist in
their preservation. One must examine
what, at an individual level, is worthy of
preservation. North-eastern Victoria,
which comprises the province I represent,
is an important historical area. I understand why people are keen to preserve its
history.
I also recognize the limitation on funds.
Perhaps it is necessary to encourage private
individuals to make the necessary effort to
maintain items of historical interest by
making a small contribution from public
funds, even if it is only research facilities to
fully evaluate what is available. Private
individuals could be urged to devote their
resources and time to preservation and
achieve that objective without substantial
amounts of public funds being made available.
I applaud the intention of the Government that the measures in the Bill are
designed to provide all Victorians with
access to important museum services
within the life of the present Government.
I take that to mean that the Government
wants to encourage the people of. Victoria
to take a ~eater interest in our history.
Perhaps thiS goes a little way above the
level of Ned Kelly, even though he was
well known to my grandfather and, I
believe, worked for him at one time. I was
fascinated by the Minister's statement that
there would be no instant transmogrification. I am darned if I know what that
means!
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade)-If I can assist the honourable
member, it means to change as if by
magic.
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The Hon. D. M. EVANS- Thank you,
Mr President. It seems that some magic
potion may be necessary if the Government is to have, as the second-reading
suggests, its second term of office.
Having dealt seriously with the majority
of the clauses, and a little more lightly with
one Of two, the National Party regards the
objectives of the Bill to be worthy and
reasonable. The National Party points out
to the Government the need to provide
adequate and reasonable resources, bearing
in mind the other priorities of our history
and the presentation of our records. I will
be interested to see whether the Minister
can expand on clause 11, which is significant. The National Party supports the
Bill.
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON (Higinbotham Province)-I support the Bill and
congratulate the Government for its introduction and for the creation of the two
committees to be established by the Bill.
One committee is a Museum Advisory
Board to provide advice to Victorian
museums and the other is a Council of the
Museum of Victoria which will manage the
museum in Swanston Street. It appears
that its name is to be changed to the
Museum of Victoria. Two types of
museums have developed over recent
years.
One is exemplified by the museum in
Swanston Street, which is housed in a large
classical type of building with pillared
facade where people ~o on a Sunday to
look at the exhibits m glass cases. The
museum in Swanston Street has tried over
the years to update its services and to
supply not only static displays for people to
look at, but also mobile displays. If
honourable members visit the Museum of
Victoria, they will be interested to see the
number and variety of displays that it contains.
The second type of museum that has
developed in recent years is the folk
museum. Examples of this are the Swan
Hill Pioneer Settlement and the museums
at Moe and Ballarat. These are only three
of the several hundred museums that have
been mentioned by the Minister for
Conservation.
The original prototype classic museum is
the British Museum in London. If honourable members have the opportunity of
Session 1983-106
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visiting that institution, I strongly advise
them to do so, because when Great Britain
had an empire it sent emissaries all over
the world to bring back treasures for display. This was a golden period of archaeology, when it was discovered, to everyone's surprise, that the ancient cities of
Babylon, Ur, and Nineveh actually existed.
U ntiI that time many people believed these
were fabulous cities that had been mentioned in the Bible but did not exist outside
the imagination of the people who wrote
the books of the Old Testament.
The Hon. P. D. Block-What about
Atlantis?
The Hon. ROBERT LA WSON - There
is no mention of that city in the Bible. It
was discovered by archaeologists that these
cities existed, and they dug up thousands of
artefacts, many of which were carted back
to the British Museum. These included
such treasures as the great winged bulls
that used to guard the entrance to the city
of Babylon and the Rosetta stone, which
was dug up by the French from the sands
of Egypt and transferred eventually to
Britain. The Rosetta stone is still in the
British Museum. Although broken, it is
carefully preserved, and is inscribed in
three languages, the hieroglyphics of the
ancien t Egyptians, Greek and another
language. These three languages compared
one with the other proved to be the key
that unlocked the riddle of the hieroglyphics. Because of the discovery of the
Rosetta stone, ancient Egyptian inscriptions can now be read by modem-day
scholars.
Recently various countries have tried to
get their treasures back from the British
Museum. The most recent example
occurred only last week when the Greek
Minister of Culture, Miss Mercouri, a
former actress, went to London to try to
recover the Elgin Marbles. The museum
trustees refused to hand over any of these
treasures, because they believe if they gave
the Elgin Marbles back to the Greeks, they
would have to hand over the other treasures as well, and there would be a queue of
foreigners arriving at the doors of the
British Museum demanding back their
property.
I looked at the Elgin Marbles and was
disappointed because they are badly
knocked about. When the Turks occupied
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Greece, they used the Parthenon _as a
powder magazine and it was exploded
when hit by a shell, with the result that one
sees today. All the Elgin Marbles fell from
the trapezium and were damaged. Fortunately, Lord Elgin purchased them from the
Turkish Government and took them back
to London to be placed in the museum,
and this is the basis of the Greek claim.
The Greeks say they did not sell the Elgin
Marbles but that they were sold illegally by
the Turkish Government. However, the
proprietors of the museum are not having
any of that story; they have the Elgin Marbles and they intend to keep them.
The age of looting foreign cultures has
passed and museums must acquire
treasures by conventional means. The
modern trend in Victoria is of giving
people the opportunity of seeing their own
history alive, as it were, at the various
museums such as those at Moe, Ballarat,
Swan Hill and other places. The tendency
is to set up small townships in nineteenthcentury style and to build in them general
stores and blacksmith shops that are
operating, and to have churches completely
reconstructed so that· people can walk
around these exhibits and see others in
nineteenth-century costumes doing the
work that was done at that time in the style
in which it was done then.

I\OW

Because museums are part of a growth
industry, they must be controlled. The
Museum Advisory Board that has been set
up by the Government will advise the
museums and municipalities that want to
set up museums of their own how to go
about it, and what are the mechanics of
this situation. What is proposed in the Bill
can be only of benefit to museums as a
whole.
The Hon. J. W. S. RADFORD (Bendigo
Province)-I congratulate the Minister on
introducing this Bill to set up a board that
will look into the position of smaller
museums across the country. As the Minister will be well aware, there are many
small centres-Mr Wright and Mr Dunn
would be well aware of these-including
that which services the town of St Amaud,
and where a small museum is carried on.
I must declare my interest in that
museum because I was a former president
of it and had a lot to do with its setting up.
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My wife is now the president of the local
historical society that controls and operates
the museum. Efforts are being made to
restore the old turncock's residence and the
adjacent fire brigade station with suitable
exhibits. Many items have been obtained,
and it is hoped to be able to co-operate
with the Eastern Hill Fire Brigade Museum
in a mutual exchange of items. This will
enable the museum to portray to people
visiting the town of St Arnaud what the old
fire station was like in the 1880s. It is
fortunate that one of the original handdrawn fire carts has been found, and displays are being held in conjunction with
the local Country Fire Authority to depict
the history of fire fighting in the St Amaud
area.
You, Mr President, will be aware that
one of the matters that has resulted from
the closure of so many court houses around
the State is that historical societies, including several in the electorate that I represent, are considering taking over the court
houses with the local municipality as the
committee of management. They are
examining the use of the court houses as
sources of information and possible display of local artefacts and so on.
There are also well-known smaller
museums such as the one at Dunolly, of
which I am sure the Minister will be well
aware. Although there are many museums
and art galleries in the provincial centres,
there is also a healthy interest in them
amongst people in the small communities
around the State. I trust that the Minister
and the new Museums Advisory Board will
examine this question and give due recognition to the role of museums in smaller
communities in keeping up not only the
local pride and interest of people who still
live in the areas, but also that of those who
have had past associations with the area
and are keen, when they visit these centres,
to examine local records to find out where
their forebears lived and other information.
In many cases, people living in the
metropoli tan areas have articles and
photographs that they are prepared to
donate to the local museum as mementos
of their families' contributions to the early
history of those centres. I commend the
Bill and I anticipate the satisfactory working of the proposed Museums Advisory
Board.

Fire A uthorities Bill
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Interpretation)
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Conservation)- I thank honourable members who have supported the Bill. I agree
that it is an important measure. It is gratifyin~ to the Government to realize that all
Parhamentary parties see value in the
measure. To answer some of the questions
asked during the debate, I wish to obtain
more detailed information from the Minister in the other place who is responsible
for the measure and, for that reason, I
suggest that progress is reported.
Progress was reported.
FIRE AUTHORITIES BILL
The debate (adjourned from May 26) on
the motion of the Hon. R. A. Mackenzie
(Minister of Forests) for the second reading
of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province)-The Bill creates new penalties for
offences of lighting fires and the Government is to be commended for taking this
action. The Liberal Party does not oppose
the measure. All honourable members are
acutely aware of the recent traumas that
Victoria faced on 16 February and the loss
of life and property that resulted from
those fires. Any measure to control persons
who through negligence or deliberate
action would light a fire on a day of total
fire ban is to be commended.
The Bill creates, firstly, a summary
offence for the lighting of a fire in country
areas of Victoria in circumstances of
extreme weather and where there is dry
vegetation and other materials that are
likely to be combustible and which if
ignited will cause danger to lives and,
secondly, an indictable offence for the
deliberate lighting of a fire in a country
area in an attempt to destroy property.
Both of those offences have mandatory
terms of imprisonment. The penalty for
the summary offence will be imprisonment
for not less than three months and
not more than two years and for the
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indictable offence, the more serious, there
will be a minimum term of imprisonment
of one year and a maximum term of twenty
years.
I refer the Minister also to a situation of
a person allowing a fire to rage out of control on a day' when the conditions referred
to in the BIll exist. Lightning may strike
and produce a fire that may then get out of
control. It may be necessary to include in
the Bill a provision to make it an offence
for people to allow a fire such as that,
which is ignited by lightning, to run rampant throughout the countryside. I urge the
Minister to examine the question of making it an offence for someone to allow a fire
to run out of control unrestricted.
It is important also that the Government
should examine a further fire-lighting
offence. One in four insurance claims in
Victoria concerns the deliberate fire lighting by people burning down their homes to
claim the insurance. Proposed new section
398 refers to other people on a person's
land where a person may start a fire which
could run out of control, and that would be
a similar situation. I urge the Minister to
consider those two aspects.
I am pleased that the Minister has acted
on a recommendation by the Country Fire
Authority that regional and district
advisory committees should receive travelling expenses for attendance at meetings.
This is an important provision because it
will assist volunteers in the Country Fire
Authority who give their time so magnificently and who devote a tremendous
amount of work to the authority. The
ability for them to be paid travelling
expenses is a step in the right direction.
It is unfortunate that this expense will be
a cost against the operating budget of the
authority. Perhaps there could have been
some other way in which that cost could
have been spread over the total community-for example, by those funds being
allocated against the Consolidated Fund
rather than the budget of the Country Fire
Authority.

The Government has acted on a recommendation that Mr Granter made when he
was Minister for Police and Emergency
Services. It was the inclusion of a provision
to cover registered volunteer members of
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brigades and casual fire fighters who are
injured when returning from the scene of a
fire. That suggestion was put to Mr Granter
by the local advisory committees of the
Country Fire Authority and probably also
to you, Mr President. I am pleased that the
Government has taken up that suggestion
and that people who act as casual fire
fighters with the authority will be included
in those provisions as are volunteers of the
State Emergency Service. It is pleasing that
the Government has decided to pick this
up and include it in the proposed legislation because it is an important item.
A number of other unrelated matters are
contained in the Bill, and it is a little
awkward to deal with this measure. I asked
the Minister for copies of submissions to
the inquiry into fire services and I had
hoped that he would make them available
to me so that I could comment on certain
aspects of the measure. I trust that in future
the Minister will make those submissions
available to me so that I can be better
informed of what the various organizations
have said about any proposal to integrate
the Country Fire Authority with the
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board. That
would have been quite valuable to me in
this debate, and I once again raise this
point with the Minister.
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of age, they receive 66 and two-thirds of
their salaries as a weekly or fortnightly
payout. If they retire at 55 years of age,
after 30 years' service, they will receive
approximately 52 per cent of their salaries.
That provision would obviously be welcomed by the Government and by members of the United Firefighters Union. It
has also been indicated that under those
regulations there will be no discrimination
between male and female personnel
employed by the board.
Another point that arises is that the
superannuation can be converted into a
lump sum and, apparently, it can be collected by a widow ofa former employee of
the board provided that the widow is 60
years of age. In some instances, the widow
may have a long time to wait. If the wife of
a young fire fighter who lost his life wanted
to take a lump sum, she may not be able to
do so; she would have to wait until she was
60 years of age. There may be a problem
with that aspect of the measure and I draw
it to the attention of the Minister.

As I indicated to the House, the Opposition will not be opposing the Bill and I am
pleased that the Government is recognizing
the fine work done by volunteer fire
fighters in Victoria. During the bush fires
01 16 February, which are now referred to
I mentioned the local advisory com- as the Ash Wednesday bush fires, a claim
mittees of the Country Fire Authority. was made that the Metropolitan Fire BriApproximately 170 of these committees gades Board was not called upon to assist
are involved and it would be a fairly major in the fighting of the fires. I should like to
item of expenditure. I raise with the put on record immediately the point that it
Minister the point that the CFA should be was called and that nine units from that
compensated for the reimbursement of brigade attended the fires in the Cockatoo
travelling officers so that it is not unduly area. It is important that the public and
affected by the allocation of those funds to members of the House realize that that brithe local advisory committees.
gade was called on and offered its assistance. However, one of the restricting facUnder the Bill, the Governor in Council tors is that members of the Metropolitan
is empowered to make regulations under Fire Brigades and members of the United
the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Superan- Firefighters Union who may wish to
nuation Act, which has retrospective appli- volunteer to serve with a Country Fire
cation. It relates back to negotiations that Authority unit are restricted in rendering
the Government had with the United Fire- their services because, in a submission that
fighters Union, and it has been dated back was put by the Victorian Rural Fire Brito 17 March 1983. The normal retirement gades Association to the inquiry into the
age for officers and men serving in the proposed integration of fire services, it is
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board is 60 stated:
years. The Bill gives them the option of
The following extract from a letter by the UFU to
retiring at 55 years of age, provided that
the CFA dated October 14, 1982, in response to a
they have had 30 years' service with the query
from the authority, is indicative of the indusboard. When those people retire at 60 years trial "muscle" exerted by the union:
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mine whether that body is carrying on the
business of insurance against fire, and
thereby requiring it to submit a return of
"The policy of this Union ispremiums. This aspect needs to be handled
'That no union member shall become a member of with some delicacy because we would not
any Country Fire Authority bri~ades or become like to see somebody going into a business
involved in any operational activities with a Country
Fire Authority brigade until an application on an and riding roughshod over the people
approved form has been made to and approved by the working there, using heavy handed tactics
.
State Committee of Management."
to obtain the records of information. The
situation
should be handled with much
That is putting a physical barrier in front of
the members of the Metropolitan Fire care, to provide a harmonious relationship
Brigades Board and preventing them from between officers of the board and of the
acting in a voluntary capacity and assisting authority when going to premises to ascerin fighting fires. Those people may well tain whether they have provided correct
live in the Cockatoo area or Macedon area, return of premiums.
but they are required to go to the comThe formula that has been evolved in
mittee of management of their union to relation to people who insure outside Vicobtain permission to become volunteer toria appears to meet most of the requiremembers of a Country Fire Authority unit. ments. I have spoken to people in the
That is a distinct barrier and I raise that insurance industry and they agree with 1
point with the Minister because I know per cent above the rate payable by Victhat he recognizes the fine contribution torian insurance companies. An additional
that Country Fire Authority volunteers 1 per cent will be payable by companies
make to this State.
that insure outside the State, and no probIt is unfortunate that this union matter lem is envisaged with that aspect of the
should cut across the spirit of volunteerism Bill.
when it comes to fighting fires. I know that
One interesting example quoted to me
claims were made on 16 February that
many thousands of fire fighters, who were concerns an overseas manufacturer who is
trained in fire fighting, were just sitting based in Victoria. He insured locally to the
around and had not been called on to parti- extent of $100 000. He was able to obtain
cipate in trying to arrest those serious fires his fire cover and he had all the services of
on that day. Yet an in-built barrier exists to the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board or
prevent volunteers from participating. As I the Country Fire Authority, wherever he
mentioned, the Metropolitan Fire Brigades was situated. That $100000 was only a
Board was called on at a formal level and it nominal amount; the balance of his insurresponded. The Country Fire Authority ance, which was about $40 million, was
asked for its assistance at Cockatoo, nine carried overseas. I do not know whether
units were despatched, and, obviously, the the Bill corrects that anomaly. Perhaps the
brigade performed a valuable role in trying Minister could address himself to that
problem and the Government could come
to suppress those fires.
up with some means by which not only is
One other aspect relates to the inspection local insurance obtained here but the insurof books to ascertain whether various ance, in an amount somewhere equivalent
insurance companies have made their con- to the true value of the property insured,
tribution to the Fire Fighting Services could be encouraged to remain in AusFund. Criticism has come from the tralia. Obviously this 1 per cent that is to
Auditor-General that some of the insur- be imposed on companies which insure
ance companies are not making available outside Australia will be a disincentive to
their records and details of insurance insuring overseas but, naturally, the Auspremiums and are not contributing an tralian insurance industry ~ould like as
accurate amount of premium to either the much of that business to remain in VicCountry Fire Authority or the Metro- toria as possible, in an effort to create
politan Fire Brigades Board. This Bill employment in the insurance industry.
empowers officers of either the board or That industry is a major employer of
the authority to inspect the records of any people in Victoria and we want to give it as
body corporate or incorporate to deter- much support as possible.

This is an important point, and I hope the
Minister is listening to it. It also states:
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Another provision of the Bill transfers
from the Governor in Council to the Treasurer of Victoria the control over borrowings by the Country Fire Authority and the
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board. This is
part of a trend that has developed under
the Labor Government and that was not
practised by the former Government. It
places a big responsibility on one Minister
to supervise all the borrowings of those
organizations and I hope, for the sake of
the people of Victoria, that the Minister
accepts that responsibility and carries it
out in a satisfactory manner.
The Opposition does not oppose the Bill,
which contains a number of good provisions.
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern
Province)- The Bill is superficially attractive in that it deals severely with people
who deliberately go out and light fires. It is
a clear response to community concern and
anger that such persons often have
extremely light penalties applied to them
when caught, particularly in view of the
danger to life, limb and property that they
create and the real problems that arise, for
instance, those that occurred in the community a few months ago with the dry fire
season and the enormous damage and loss
of life.
Although the Bill has this superficial
attraction which the National Party supports, it ignores some problems In the
community surrounding fire lighting. I
shall go through in some detail the problems as I see them. The pe'nalties for lighting fires needed to be increased. The community was concerned that when these fire
bugs were caught they were often given a
bond or very light sentence when frequently they have been active lighting fires
for a considerable time before being run to
earth. Also, it is not easy to catch them or
to convict them and frequently there is a
reticence on the part of citizens to dob
these persons in. Often they are known to
people with whom they have an association at a local level, but these matters are
not reported by the individuals to whom
they are known. It is one problem that the
law faces in catching up with these fire
bugs.
Although the Bill deals with that particular problem, it does not deal with a
number of other serious problems, nor
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does the Minister's second-reading speech
indicate that those problems are being
addressed. The first and foremost is that of
fire hazards and the danger to fire fighters
who have to deal with the fire problem at
the fire front, to residents of an area in
which a fire exists, and to the women and
children who are placed in extreme danger,
such as those in a number of communities
in Victoria during the Ash Wednesday
bush fire. The Bill leaves those problems
totally alone and they are not even referred
to in the second-reading speech. To take
that matter a little further, I refer to the
Four Corners programmes which dealt
with the Ash Wednesday fires in Victoria. I
draw attention particularly to the transcript
of that programme in which the ABC
announcer, Mary Delahunty, speaking to
Mr Alan West from the Southern California area said:
In southern California in similar fire conditions
they have fewer casualties. Alan West speculates on
why we may have lost so many fire fighters on Ash
Wednesday.

Alan West then examined the adequacies
or otherwise of weather forecasting and
compares information available in California with that available on Ash
Wednesday to Victoria and to fire services
generally. After an inspection of the fire
devastated areas and the areas that resulted
in the loss of life, Alan West states:
We didn't see the standards for roads for example,
access, the ability to get in and out of places quickly so
that you don't have to turn around. We didn't see
standards on building materials, standards for water
hydrants, those kinds of things which over years after
losing many homes in Southern California we have
established and implemented many new regulations
to do this.

Later on in the interview, the ABC
announcer, Mary Delahunty, asked a
Country Fire Authority officer:
Do your officers have the legal clout to tell people
to clean up their blocks, and enforce it?

In response, the Country Fire Authority
officer said:
No, not under normal circumstances. It is the
responsibility of the appointed officer within the
municipality.

Evidence indicated clearly that in many
areas where the fires were fiercest the most
damage caused was where the planning and
preparation for one of the worst fire
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seasons Victoria has had in 30 or 40
years - the fires were predicted earlier in
the year-was not adequate.
Many of the problems that were faced on
that day were of the community's own
making and the proposed legislation does
not begin to deal with that problem. Better
planning methods are required to recognize
and deal with the constant fire menace that
is faced by our community. Days like Ash
Wednesday when the wind and other
weather conditions are hazardous are with
the community every year or two. They are
not an occasional occurrence. Even though
the weather conditions this year were more
hazardous than in previous years, such
fire-danger conditions are not unusual.
Proper preparation for such contingencies
has not been made.
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up around houses in line with fire protection ordinances. Those are clear and
sensible practices for reducing danger to
life and property. The proposed legislation
does not deal with that area; it is inefficient.

The Bill deals with fire insurance cash
contributions to the Country Fire Authority and the Metropolitan Fire Brigades
Board. Honourable members should
examine the personal hardships that are
experienced when one's home is burnt
down and possessions are lost. It does not
matter how restitution is made, hardships
are still felt. The person may have to have
his home rebuilt and he may not have the
resources to do so, or to replace those possessions he lost, such as the refrigerator,
television, vacuum cleaner, motor car, or
whatever. If one does not have or did not
The problem that is covered in the Bill is have adequate insurance on those items
only that of those people who light the and property, one would be in a difficult
fires. They will always be a part of the position when one tries to replace them.
community, regardless of the penalties. Replacement will then take time and the
Those sorts of people have a personality replacements will probably be of a lesser
kink or a warped mental attitude. Unless quality. The majority of people do not
those people are caught before they com- cover themselves adequately with insurmit the crime, there will always be ance and, if they do, they at least have the
deliberate fires in Victoria. Honourable opportunity of getting back into business
members should be dealing with better again and starting the family in reasonable
prevention methods and better methods conditions in a relatively short time.
for ensuring the safety of those people than
It is my honest opinion that one reason
those which exist at present.
people do not adequately insure themIt may be that some of the unfortunate selves is the cost of the insurance previctims of the Ash Wednesday bush fires miums. Some people say that they simply
would not have died. if they had not felt cannot afford to pay the premiums and
impelled to leave their homes. The same would rather take the risk. Many people
risks apply to the fire fighters- I make no believe that it could not happen to them
judgment on what may result from and, if it did, they believe that the assistcoronial or other inquiries-who often risk ance received from the Government when
their lives in order to help people. Those a natural disaster occurs will help reinstate
fire fighters would not have their lives put their properties. It does not. It never has
at such great risk if it were not for the dan- done and, if it did, it would then be a
gerous conditions caused by lack of ade- national insurance scheme. If there is full
quate fire prevention and better road restitution from the Government, no one
access. Often the fire fighters try to help will insure.
people whose lives are at risk simply
There is a risk inherent with living and
because of this inadequate preparation.
to property at all times. That risk is small
In the comments made by Mr West on so insurance companies take a small
the Four Corners programme it was clear amount of money from the. individual so
that in California around the perimeters of that if the insured's number comes up, he
the fire-prone areas and certainly through- or she will be covered. The money colout those areas restrictions are placed. on lected for that small risk is spread through
the growing of trees and shrubs close to the community and, if one is unlucky, one
houses. There is a requirement to clean can draw from that pool. The insurance
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companies simply act as a mechanism for
drawing that money on that risk factor and
providing the administrative service of
insurance. If one is not insured, one would
not receive the benefits of that service.
Unfortunately, people are discouraged
from insuring adequately because of the
costs of the premiums, and between 37 and
44 per cent of the premiums-according to
the second-reading speech of the Minister-are totally and entirely due to the
requirements on insurance companies to
contribute substantial sums of money to
the upkeep of the fire services whether in
the metropolitan area, the Metropolitan
Fire Brigades Board, or the Country Fire
Authority. It is clear that that acts as a
direct disincentive to people to insure adequately. The ar~ument advanced in favour
of this method IS that it puts the cost of the
service back on to the user; the user is seen
to be the insurance company. It is seen that
the insurance company risk is being protected.
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unless the Government is prepared to pick
up the whole of the cost of reinstatement
for those people-and that would, in effect,
amount to a national insurance scheme-it
is essential that people be encouraged to
carry this class of insurance. It is, therefore,
reasonable to state that the Government
should redouble its efforts to find another
way of funding fire brigade services.
It is my honest view that it is a total
community problem that fire be properly
dealt with and that equipment be available.
It should come back to a direct charge on
the community through the consolidated
revenue, exactly as so many essential community services now do, especially those
services for which a direct cost cannot
reasonably be apportioned to the user. The
person who should not have to bear the
direct cost is the one who has just been
burnt out.

It is interesting that the most progressive
Government somewhat to the north of
us-the Queensland Government, from
I indicated that insurance companies are which the Victorian Government could
simply the risk spreaders who provide the well take a lesson - has moved in this
service of risk spreading. The members of direction.
the community who contribute to insurThe Hon. D. G. Crozier- The teacher
ance funds are the only ones who directly would
find us to be slow learners.
contribute to the fire services. It seems that
honourable members should be seeking a
The Hon. D. M. EVANS- I am afraid
better method, which the previous Gov- Mr Crozier is correct. However, given time
ernment examined, of carrying the costs of and sufficient reminders by the more profire insurance. If we do not, we will find gressive members of this most progressive
increasing resistance to insurance and the Parliament, perhaps a move will be made
consequential risk to which I am drawing in that general direction.
honourable members' attention.
I point out to the Government-and I
The sitting was suspended at 12.59 p.m. am sure that the receptive ears of the Minuntil 2.4 p. m.
ister, Mr Mackenzie, will pick it up and
that he will act expeditiously on it, because
The Hon. D. M. EVANS- Prior to the he has a reputation for expedition and
suspension of the sitting, I was referring to common sense - that the Insurance
the fact that the tax levied by the Govern- Council of Australia, in its bulletin of
ment on fire insurance premiums-which March 1983, states under the headline
was used to raise the $76 million that was "National first for Queensland" that that
paid in the last financial year to the Metro- State has passed the Fire Brigades Amendpolitan Fire Brigades Board and the ment Act 1983, under which the total cost
Country Fire Authority for fire suppression of fire services in that State will be met
purposes-acts as an inhibitor on those from consolidated revenue. That new legispersons who may believe they should lation will come into effect from 1 July
insure their properties, and 1 discussed the 1984.
need for people to be adequately insured in
I recognize that Queensland has a someorder to ensure that the hardship that
occurs through loss of one's home and pos- what better tax reimbursement relationsessions is minimized. I commented that, ship with the Commonwealth Govern-
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being spent is being spent wisely. Although
peripheral to the proposed legislation, that
matter is nevertheless a very important
part of it.
The House is considering the raising of
money for fire services, about the additional cost to the community of fire services and of insurance, and therefore, it is
essential to examine the possibility of alternative funding. There is certainly a need to
Whatever the source of funding of a look at the efficiency with which the funds
body that acts in the public interest- currently available are spent.
undoubtedly the Country Fire Authority
The need for funds is increasing and the
and the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board amount of expenditure by both the Coundo that-it is necessary that the efficiency try Fire Authority and the Melbourne Fire
of that operation be monitored constantly Brigades Board is increasing rapidly. The
and reviewed from time to time. Only last figures from the Public Service Board
week, this House decidedly rejected the inquiry which relate to the Metropolitan
notion of any form of integration between Fire Brigades Board clearly indicate that its
the two fire services as being not only in- costs are increasing at a far greater rate
appropriate but counter-productive in so than the Country Fire Authority. It may
far as the effect on volunteer fire services in well be that the board could look at why
this State is concerned, and clearly indi- the authority's costs are contained.
cated to the Government that legislation in
I stress the fact that the Bill is deficient.
that area would suffer at the very least a
torrid passage through Parliament, if not a It deals with only one or two peripheral
definite rejection. However, the comments issues and does not get to the nub of the
made by the Public Service Board inquiry matter. I am sorry about that.
At one stage I seriously considered the
that was charged with investigating the fire
services, and which brought down a report possibility of moving a reasoned amendmany months ago, are relevant. That ment, that the Bill be withdrawn and
inqUIry referred to efficiency within the re-drafted to provide for some of the
two fire services and its comments are rele- points I have mentioned. Perhaps that is
vant to the debate when the House is dis- not the appropriate course to take at this
cussing revenue raising to meet the costs of stage but it is an issue that I may take up at
those services.
a later stage. The matter needs to be
addressed and is important so far as the
fire
services are concerned and the whole
It is also true that, during the initial
investigations into the proposed integra- range of protection of property and lives
tion, although that move itself was strongly and expenditure. I am glad I have had the
resisted in many quarters and by a vast opportunity of raising these matters during
majority of submissions that were made to the course of the debate. The other issues
the board, criticism was made of top raised in the Bill are rather more minor
management, at least in the Country Fire matters.
Authority, and a number of persons have
The protection of the rights of volunindicated that some improvement in its teers, particularly where they suffer an
procedures would be justified. That is even injury through accident, or even death, on
admitted among some of the more senior the way home from a fire, is not covered at
members of the authority itself. I hope present. That is clearly an anomaly. When
some self-examination is going on within people give volunteer service they deserve,
the organization. Even so, now that the if for no other reason than equity, full prooption of amalgamation has been closed tection for themselves and their families
off and is a dead issue, it may be worth should something untoward happen to
while for the Government to examine the them. The National Party is in agreement
efficiency of both the Metropolitan Fire with that proposition. It is clearly an
Brigades Board and the Country Fire anomaly that has not been properly and
Authority to ensure that the money that is appropriately dealt with.

ment-and has had for some 40-odd years
- than does the Victorian Government,
and I recognize the inhibitions that that
situation places on revenue raising by the
Victorian State G.overnment. Nevertheless,
I believe that is the general direction in
which fire services expenditure should be
moving, and I have tried to give a real run
down as to why that should be.
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The next point referred to in the Bill
relates to faulty equipment and alarms
going off when there is no fire. Any honourable member who has an office facing
the street will have his or her ears assaulted
many times a day by fire engines racing by
Parliament House with their sirens blaring.
If one takes the trouble to go outside one
rarely sees smoke. I suggest many false
alarms occur in this area. Those false
alarms are dealt with at a substantial cost.
It is not unreasonable that where the
equipment is not working and the alarm
goes off when there is no fire some charge
should be made on those who have not
properly maintained the equipment. There
should be some degree of responsibility for
fire protection, particularly in major buildings. I hope that the work of supervisors
who look after fire protection equipment is
upgraded. The fault is not only that of the
firms concerned but of the supervisors who
maintain the alarms. It is true that the
alarms must work when there is a fire.
Most people prefer to hear the odd false
alarm and units arriving than units not
arriving in a genuine emergency. That procedure is not unreasonable.
The next matter relates to travelling
expenses for members of local advisory
committees. Other honourable members
and I have received correspondence from
the Waranga Shire Council which is on the
edge of the area I represent. The council is
concerned that advice given is not always
taken by the Country Fire Authority.
According to the Act the authority does
not have to take the advice-it is a courtesy that local advisory committees are
invited to make their opinions known in
the first place. It is essential that local
opinion should be sought and notice taken
of that opinion-not only that it be taken
but also that it be seen to be taken.
Some years ago I was involved as a shire
councillor in a situation where the Country
Fire Authority and the. Forests Commission ignored the advice of the local advisory committee but took unilateral actions.
That did not enhance the reputation of
either of the two statutory authorities; it
created some concern. This is one area
where co-operation needs to be fostered
and, if necessary, more clearly defined in
legislation. Perhaps if one examines the
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efficiency of the organizations some of the
minor issues will be considered at the same
time.
The final matter dealt with in the
ineasure relates to superannuation payments for -metropolitan fire brigades. I
draw the attention of the House to the fact
that it appears that there has already been
major cost escalations in the provision of
fire services in the metropolitan area.
In a previous debate I referred to a letter
received from the Knox City Council
which provided an explanation for that
cost escalation, namely, high wage
increases in the metropolitan fire services.
I would hate to think that the provision of
superannuation for members of the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board was being used
as a means of placating or ensuring industrial peace in that area. I hope that the provision of superannuation is seen to be
equitable and is not a means of obtaining
peace in the industrial area. I do not think
it would but, nevertheless, the fact that the
Bill provides for retrospective action so far
as superannuation payments are concerned
appears to be moving in a somewhat different direction than the Federal Government
is moving at present and the noises being
made by the Premier, Mr Cain, in the matter of superannuation. I draw attention to
that matter for no other reason than that I
think it is something to which attention
should be paid.
Although the provisions of the Bill are
reasonable and ones with which the community can agree and applaud, the Bill has
not got to the heart of the matter. It does
not deal with the major problem of proper
fire prevention and does not deal with
safety aspects. Nor does the Bill deal with
the very real problem created by high costs
being passed on to the insurer by other
members of the community who do not
insure their property and therefore do not
pay their fair share towards fire suppression. The Bill does not deal with the efficiency of the Country Fire Authority or of
the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board.
A number of other areas could have been
addressed by the measure. Perhaps the proposed legislation can be seen as a stop-gap
measure. The provisions of the Bill are
wise and sensible but do not go far enough.
The National Party does not object to the
passage of the Bill and wishes it well.
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Those persons who light fires in conditions of extreme danger should be
punished. The final point relates to negligence and carelessness which causes a fire.
I refer to the. use of faulty equipment in
times of extreme danger. Those matters are
not addressed. Perhaps the State Electricity
Commission is the focal point in this area
at present because procedures adopted by
it may not be 100 per cent safe and the
commission power lines have been suspected of having caused fires that have
resulted in loss of property and life. The
commission has offered to pay compensation. Perhaps that is one area where more
attention should be paid when considering
the use of faulty procedures or equipment
at a time when a fire is likely to occur.
That is the final point I make and I indicate that the National Party supports the
proposed legislation, so far as it goes.
The Hon. G. A. S. BUTLER (Thomastown Province)-I do not wish to say a
great deal about the Bill. Many of the
matters raised by Mr Evans are matters for
consideration and must exercise not only
the minds of members of the Government,
but those of members of the Opposition
and all people engaged in the prevention of
fire throughout the State, whether they be
forest, grass or farm fires or fires in the
country towns or metropolitan area. As a
result of the aftermath of the Ash Wednesday bush fires and the subsequent fire
period, there is need for a lot of consideration regarding fire prevention.
I, like many honourable members, can
think of numerous discussions with members of the Forests Commission, who must
control a considerable amount of the State
when a bush fire gets away from rural or
urban land into State forests. When that
occurs, the fire becomes the responsibility
of the commission. The suggestions made
last week as to the so-called integration of
the Country Fire Authority and the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board are spurious
arguments. Surely the aim of any Government is to ensure that it maximizes its
resources for the prevention of fire and, in
the unfortunate circumstances of a fire
breaking out, maximizes any resources that
it has to stop the fire from spreading.
When speaking on this subject, it
behoves all members of Parliament to put
on record the appreciation of the en-
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deavours of members of the Country Fire
Authority, armed services, volunteers,
am bulance services and the police who
acti vely took part when the fire problems
existed. Honourable members should also
record the fact that a number of people lost
their lives in the fires earlier this year,
some of them perhaps needlessly. An
article in the press today mentioned two
policemen who rescued a person and,
despite their good endeavours, the person
they rescued is still complaining. That is an
ungracious response to the endeavours of
the police.
The Bill is specifically aimed in one area.
Honourable members are aware that some
fires are deliberately lit. It appears from the
records to date that 116 bush and grass
fires were deliberately lit during the last
fire season. Consequently, some 53 people
have been charged with deliberately lighting fires. I presume those charges will
incorporate not only the matter of lighting
the fires but the property and equipment
damage and loss of life that may have been
caused.
lt is unfortunate that the Government
must take what I would describe as a
Draconian measure to prevent the activity
of lighting bush fires under conditions
where nothing else but disaster could
occur. Therefore, the extremely severe
penalties proposed-a minimum term of
one year's imprisonment and a maximum
term of twenty years-will be imposed.
That is not the sort of legislation that the
Government cares to put forward in terms
of its commitment to civil rights and liberties. However, the gravity of the situation
has motivated the Government, in accordance with its promises to the general public, to impose a severe penalty. I have no
doubt that those penalties will be carried
out.
lt is a tragedy, because I believe the sort
of person who would deliberately light a
bush fire or a fire around someone's property requires more than simply being
charged in the criminal courts and sent to
prison for his misdemeanour. Such a person must be mentally unbalanced because
no sane person could take that type of
action and watch the tragic results such as
those that occurred on Ash Wednesday.
It is ironic that the Government must
add into the proposed legislation that those
people who have been kind enough to fight
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fires for hours, days or perhaps on an ongoing basis over some weeks, will be protected by insurance if they are involved in
a car accident returning home from their
efforts on behalf of the State. I am pleased
to see that that anomaly in the previous
legislation will be changed.
As to the financing of various authorities, while not a total answer, the
measure is, at least, an answer in part, and
I sincerely hope that the insurance companies that provide fire insurance and do
not observe the laws regarding notifications, so that they will pay part of the
premium to either the board or the authority in accordance with the law, will be
caught up with. I would have thought that
that would have happened a long time
ago.
I make those few remarks because, while
the measure deals with one aspect, one, of
course, cannot underestimate the enormity
of the review that must take place of the
reasons, causes, actions and reactions of
people to try to combat the serious events
that occurred in Victoria, and in other
States, during the past few months. Unfortunately, similar propositions must be
faced next year because the indications are
that the drought has not yet broken and
more stringent measures may have to be
taken regarding fire-fighting services for
this and other States. On the matters that I
have mentioned, the Government has
taken the first step, and I commend the Bill
to the House.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Central
Highlands Province)-I do not usually
congratulate the Government on the introduction of a Bill. However, I do congratulate the Government on introducing this
Bill. Mr Evans claimed the Bill does not go
far enough, and perhaps this is so. However, the aim of the Bill is commendable.
Anything that any Government can do to
support either the professional or volunteer
firemen is worthy of support.
The Bill will increase the penalty for the
lighting of fires. The penalty should be
increased in the light of the devastation
and loss of life caused by the recent Ash
Wednesday bush fires.
It should be remembered that it takes a
long while for burnt timber to regenerate.
The timber in the forest areas that was
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burnt in the bush fires of 1939 has only
now fully recovered and reached a mature
age when they can be harvested.
The Bill also provides penalties for false
. fire alarms. Firemen are often called out
unnecessarily by false fire alarms. Those
firemen could be involved in accidents and
could meet their deaths when attending a
false fire alarm. Automatic fire alarm
systems should be properly maintained.
One often hears a fire alarm system in a
building where it is obvious that nothing is
wrong. In those instances, officers from the
fire brigade arrive and have to take the
necessary steps to gain access to the property to switch off the automatic fire
alarm.
Mr Reid, Mr Butler and Mr Evans referred to clause 6, which provides compensation for a casual fire fighter who meets with
an accident when returning from the scene
of a fire. I was surprised when this matter
was brought to my attention by the ladies
auxiliary of the Newham and Woodend
Fire Brigade. No doubt they were alerted to
the deficiency in the Country Fire Authority Act when someone they knew was
injured when returning from the scene of
the Ash Wednesday bush fires.
I telephoned the Ministry for Police and
Emergency Services and spoke to an
officer, who consulted the Act and
informed me that the contents of the letter
from the ladies auxiliary were correct. I
then wrote to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services and asked him to
amend the Act. I thank both the Minister
and officers of the department for their
help in this matter. The members of the
ladies auxiliary of the Newham and Woodend Fire Brigade are most appreciative of
the action taken.
Mr Evans referred to the work performed by regional advisory committees.
When the Bill is passed the members of
those committees will be paid travelling
allowances. The members of regional
advisory committees perform good work
for the community. At present the Country
Fire Authority Act is deficient because the
Minister does not have the necessary
control. Both Mr Evans and Mr Baxter will
recall that the Benalla office of the
authority was closed. The regional
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advisory committee had requested that
that office be allowed to remain open. I
approached the Chairman of the Country
Fire Authority and suggested that the
Benalla office· remain open for' a further
trial period. However, the office was closed
and the officer was transferred to Wangaratta. That should not have happened.
Mr Evans claimed that the proposed
integration of the Melbourne and Metropolitan Fire Brigade and the Country Fire
Authority is a dead issue. I do not believe
it is quite a dead issue, but I hope it will
become a dead issue.
The Hon. W. R. Baxter-It is a bit sick,
but it could be revived by the Government.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER-It could be
a bit sick, but I hope it does not recover.
There have been inquiries into the funding of fire services. There is presently a
report on the funding of fire services with
the Minister for Police and Emergency Services in another place.
The Hon. R. A. Mackenzie-The Liberal
Party held an inquiry also, did it not?
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER-The Minister of Forests is a little off beam in that
interjection. The Tasmanian Government
instituted an inquiry into the funding of
fire services. Recommendations were
made and a funding scheme was introduced, but it was later withdrawn and a
modified scheme was introduced. The
Queensland Government recently introduced a funding scheme for its fire services, but it remains to be seen whether
that scheme will be accepted. Victoria
needs a more fair and equitable funding
scheme than presently exists for the firefighting services.
It is to be hoped that the Government
will introduce another Bill to cover some
of the areas referred to by Mr Evans. The
Government should be commended for
anything it does to prevent further bush
fires occurring.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Amendment of No. 6228)
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The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
of Forests)- I thank honourable members
for their support of the Bill. The Government has moved quickly to rectify those
faults that became apparent during and
after the Ash Wednesday bush fires. The
Government has moved to increase penalties for fires that are deliberately lit, and
which often cause loss, of life and the destruction of property.
Several honourable members have
claimed that the Bill does not go far
enough. I agree that there is more work to
be done in certain areas. However, at present there are numerous inquiries and
investigations under way. There are not
only public inquiries within the Country
Fire Authority but, within the Forests
Commission, the whole activities of the
summer season are being reviewed. When
those inquiries are finished, the Government will be in a better position to draft
legislation which will apply to many of the
lessons that were learnt during that disastrous period.
Mr Reid made mention of lightning
strikes and the fact that if they occur on
private property, people ought to be compelled to respond and put them out at an
early stage; 30 per cent of fires that occur
are started by lightning, but it is rare for
them to occur in private and open country.
They occur in high mountainous country,
which is one of the worst features of them,
because the areas are inaccessible and it is
difficult to get men and equipment in to
fight the fires at an early stage.
Aerial fire-fighting equipment was used
this year in the fires. I refer to the Hercules
bomber, the cropdusting-type planes and
the helicopter provided by the National
Safety Council. They put out fires in areas
less than 100 hectares that were started by
lightnin~ strikes in inaccessible areas and
fires whIch had the potential of a large conflagration, so people do accept responsibility if fires occur on private property.
Mr Reid made mention of the fact of
people deliberately lighting fires to claim
insurance. This does occur. Mr Reid provided the House with some statistics as to
the percentage of fires that are deliberately
lit for insurance claims. That is another
aspect that must be addressed and taken
care of in future amendments to the Bill.
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Mr Reid also mentioned the recommendations of the Country Fire Authority that
expenses be paid to district advisory council members to attend meetings. The Government took that into consideration and it
is in the Bill. There is no doubt that the
authority's volunteers expend a lot of their
own resources not only in time but also in
money. In the little community in which I
live, Bannockburn, the local Country Fire
Authority, through fund raising, has purchased an additional fire truck which is of
immense value. It is through the voluntary
labour of these people that they have a
standby unit, which is of great value. This
goes on all over the State. As well as that,
these volunteer firemen spend time travelling vast distances, and the Government
recognizes that. Mr Reid made the point
about the funding comin~ out of the scarce
resources of the authonty. The Government has to examine that to see whether
there is a more equitable way that those
extra costs can be covered.
There is a provision in the Bill protecting
fire-fighting volunteers returning from
duty. Several members spoke about that
factor, and the Government has now taken
care of it. I was pleased to hear Mr Granter
explain to the House how that came about;
it was through the work of the new Woodend ladies auxiliary, which brought the
matter to his attention. The Government is
always willing to listen to people who come
up with an idea and who point out an anomaly that ought to be cleared, and the
Government has responded and included
that in the measure.
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responsibility and ensure that the excess
litter and inflammable litter around their
properties is kept to a minimum.
I shall consider the comments made by
honourable members and I am sure the
Government eventually will address itself
to the findings of the various reviews and
inquiries.
Mention was also made of the cost of
insurance and also the funding of the fire
services. It has always been my party's
policy that the funding of fire services
should be done much more equitably than
it is at present. In my view, it is completely
wrong that the insurance money, plus a
large section of the funding of the Country
Fire Authority, comes from the municipal
assistance fund, which in turn comes from
motor car registration. Therefore, the
Country Fire Authority, which is responsible for looking after country properties, is
indirectly financed by city motorists. The
whole question of funding requires a lot of
work and I can assure the honourable
member that the Government will be giving its attention to this matter.
I thank Mr Reid, Mr Baxter and Mr
Granter for their contributions and their
support of this measure. I assure them that
the matters they have brought forward will
be considered by the Government. I hope
that in the next sessional period of Parliament there will be a further amendment to
this Bill that will improve the legislation,
that there will be far greater protection and
that our fire services will be operating
more efficiently and effectively.
The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House without amendment, and passed through its
remaining stages.

Mr Evans made several points based
mainly on the ABC programme, 4 Corners,
which had a segment on the Ash
Wednesday fires. This programme pointed
out the need to clean up all properties and
TRANSPORT BILL
that it was the responsibility of people who
This
Bill
was received from the
own bush properties to ensure that the litter and inflammable material that lies Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
around those properties is cleared away R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister of Forests),
and kept under control. There is a need for was read a first time.
some action to be taken, and some sort of
SUPPLY (1983-84, No. 1) BILL
control exercised by local authorities to
AND
WORKS AND SERVICES
ensure that people who do wish to live in a
(SUPPLY 1983-84) BILL
bush surrounding clean up around their
The debate (adjourned from the preproperties. One can appreciate people
desiring to live among the trees and the vious day) on the motion of the Hon. D. R.
bush, but in so doing they must accept White (Minister for Minerals and Energy)
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for the second reading of these Bills was
resumed.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK (Nunawading
Province)- The Opposition thoroughly
agrees with the Government that these
~easures sho';1l<l: be debated as cognate
Bl!ls because It IS an appropriate way to
b~lng them befo,re the House. They are
vItal for the contInuance of government in
Victoria and provide honourable members
w~th the opportunity in debate to range
wIdely over the affairs of Victoria, particularly finances and how funds are expended
and .raised. Supply deals with expenditure,
b~t In order to spend money one needs to
raIse money. It is in the area of raising
funds that the Government finds itself in
jeopardy.
It is hard to be excessively critical of
what will be expended in the Supply
measures except in some areas where there
are major increases in expenditure over
and above what the Opposition considers
is prudent. The two Bills seek to draw
about $2367 million for recurrent expenditure and about $704· 528 million for works
and services. Recurrent expenditure has
increased by 25·6 per cent on last year's
expenditure and reflects the Government's
attitude of being a big-spending Government.
I headed my debate on these matters as,
"Big government versus big prosperity". It
is on that basis that I intend to examine
where the Government is taking this State
an~ ~here it shoul~ ~ takin~ it in my
opInIon. I know It IS tradItional for
Opposition members to criticize and castigate the Government for misuse of funds
a~d take it to task for the way in which it
raIses and expends funds. I will follow
tradition to a degree, but not to an excessiye degree, simply because I sympathize
wIth the Government. It is confronted with
the massive expenditure programme it has
undertaken and is not able to touch the
bulk of promises that it made in order to
bt: elected. It st::ems to have a cat by the
tall- not to COIn an expression, but to
quote an old one-and cannot let it go.
On the one hand, the Government faces
a situation of diminishing collections for a
whole range of reasons, some of which the
Opposition is extremely sympathetic
about, such as the drought, the economic
downturn and the wages pause, which has
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led the Government to save money, but
has also caused pay-roll tax revenue, collections from areas such as stamp duty,
royalties and Tattersalls to be down at the
moment; and on the other hand, the Government is undertaking massive expenditures and the Opposition sees no evidence
that the Government is seriously attempting to cut its expenditure to suit the
amount of income any prudent business
would have forced upon it in order to survive. Revenue raising has been based upon
what now appears to be the most extreme
case of optimism.
The financial institutions duty was introduced in the Budget last year and came
into operation retrospectively and finally
on 1 December 1982. The most recent
figures released indicate that it has raised
$27·2 million, which is under the expected
revenue collections. One wonders whether
the financial community has what can only
be called "dumb insolence". The Army
uses that expression for someone who is
"cheesed off' with the way he is being
treated, does not obey the letter of the law
and continues in a dumb and insolent way,
not being prepared to do what is expected
of him. The financial community is treating the Government in the same way. Last
month, $7·2 million was raised from the.
financial institutions duty and in the
month of December, $8·5 million was
raised. Incidentally, of that $8· 5 million,
$450 000 came from financial institutions
other than banks. I would expect the same
proportion in the amount that has been
raised in the last month. It is a tax that has
failed. The Government expected to raise
$80 million. It reduced that expectation to
$60 million and, in the last financial statement released by the Treasurer, he indicated that that $60 million was likely to be
reduced to $50 million. At 12.45 p.m.
today, a further document was released by
the Treasurer and if one works it out-the
Treasurer does not state it because he has
ceased to bring attention to these mattersthe figure will be reduced by another $8
million. The maximum the Government
can expect to receive from the financial
institutions duty is $42 million. Therefore,
the tax is failing.
The Government is showing no evidence, in any of its financial statements in
the Supply Bill, in requests to this House
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The DEPUTY PRESIDENT-There is
for money, or in explanations of the directions in which it intends to spend money or no point of order. The major Supply Bill
any indication of any economies. Victoria will be introduced in September. I mvite
is obviously heading for the largest pos- the honourable member to continue in the
sible deficit. Victoria cannot have a deficit way I suggested.
because that is against the law. We will
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK (Nunawading
have what is called a "subversive" deficit
where some taxation measures will have to Province)-Victoria is in dire danger of
be undertaken by the Government by 30 going bankrupt and the Supply Bill on
which the House is about to vote is in
June when it must balance the books.
grave danger of not being able to carry out
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-Mr Deputy its provisions. This House should carefully
President, I draw your attention to the examine what is happening in Victoria and
draw the attention of the public and memstate of the House.
bers of Parliament to the serious situation
A quorum was formed.
confronting Victoria.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (the Hon.
K. I. M. Wright)-Order! Before the honourable member continues his remarks, I
remind him that the Bill is dealing with
money to be spent and not revenue-raising
matters.

Every month this State is supposed to be
treated to a statement of Victoria's financial affairs. As I stated, at 12.45 p.m. today,
we received the April financial statement.
These documents are starting to read like
the "Perils of Pauline".

The Hon. P. D. BLOCK-Are you
aware, Mr Deputy President, that it IS a
long-standing tradition of this House that
Supply debates are wide-ranging? Is it your
intention, Mr Deputy President, to alter a
long-standing tradition of this House by
curtailing the Supply debate?

The Hon. D. G. Crozier-Some of them
are!

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT-I am
honourable member that the
Budget BIll will be introduced in September and that is the Bill upon which honourable members concentrate their speeches
dealing with revenue-raising matters. The
Bill before the House concerns the spending of money. Although I am not ruling
that the honourable member should not
direct his remarks in the direction he has,
the honourable member should make
those remarks brief and concentrate on the
purpose of the Bill.

remindin~ the

The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST (Monash
Province)-On a point of order, this matter
has arisen previously, as you will recall, Mr
Deputy President. I wish to suggest that the
requirements of Supply inevitably entail
decisions by Governments as to revenue
raising.
The very tradition under which State
Government has to match revenue with
expenditure inevitably involves practical
implications from the wish to spend
money.

The Hon. P. D. BLOCK-The document for March shows a projected deficit
of $70 million. However, the Opposition
believes that action will be taken to prevent this deficit occurring. The April document shows for a deficit blow-out of $48
million for that month and yet the projected deficit indicated by the document is
down by $10 million to $60 million. I am
intrigued by this. Perhaps it is not so much
the "Perils of Pauline" as a situation that
could be described as " Raiders of the Lost
Sock".
The Government is about to find extra
money to fund the deficit by raiding the
proverbial sock from beneath the beds of
Victorians. The Minister for Minerals and
Energy seeks to interject, but he seems to
accept carte blanche whatever the "junior
executive" Treasurer hands out. I would be
the first to concede that the Minister for
Minerals and Energy is performing a firstclass job in the portfolio he administers
and I congratulate him for the assiduity
with which he does so. However, the Minister would be wise not to open his mouth
on money matters.
Victoria is in dire trouble. An interesting
word was used earlier in the day, namely,
transmogrification. Honourable members
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will need to see a transmogrification take
place with the Supply Bill. If honourable
members recall, the President explained to
the House that transmogrification means
to change, as if by magic. Somehow we
have to change in one month, as if by
magic, the deficit in the State into a
balanced set of books. There is no way this
can be done, other than by some gross taxation measure which the Treasurer has yet
to reveal to the State. The current projected deficit-I refer directly to the
matters of expenditure-is based upon certain things, such as the use of the Cash
Management Account. At the end of
March the Cash Management Account was
being used by the Treasurer to the tune of
$160 million to prop up consolidated
revenue. One notices that there is now a
drop to $139 million. If one reads the
documents carefully, one discovers that
not 1 cent has been allowed for interest
payments.
The Opposition noted that when the
cash management Bill passed, it contained
a requirement that commercial rates of
interest be paid on any moneys contributed
to the Cash Management Account by statutory authorities. If one reads the March
statement of financial affairs, one discovers
that not $1 has been put into the shortterm money market to draw any rates of
interest to pay into the Cash Management
Account. The document for April does not
even mention the short-term money market. In other words, the Government has
dropped this because of embarrassment.
That amount of money has gone straight to
the consolidated revenue and not a penny
of interest is being drawn. Nowhere in the
figures of the Treasurer of the Department
of Management and Budget is there any
indication of interest allowance which
must be accumulating at a minimum of$2
million a month.
Nowhere is it to be found; nowhere is it
allowed for in the deficit projections, and
the deficit itself, the now projected $60
million, is to have added to it the $139
million that will be taken for the moment
from the Cash Management Account. Victoria is facing up to a $200 million deficit.
How is it to be found? How will the money
being voted in Supply be found to bring
about the projections of the Government?
The House should have the advantage of
this knowledge and should be assured that
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the affairs of the State are being handled
adequately. I shall refer to the amount
being sought in the Treasurer's allocation.
The Hon. C. J. Kennedy - What about
the "perils" of the Bill?
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK-If Mr Kennedy rattled his brain about, he would not
find two peas in the pod. If he listened he
would learn. His interjections are always
asinine and stupid, so much so that I feel
compelled to reply to them to ensure that
they are recorded in Hansard for the purposes of being published in the Waverley
Province.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (the Hon.
K. I. M. Wright)-Order! I suggest that the
honourable member does not stop for
interjections.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK-In the 198384 Supply Bill, $128· 169 million is allocated for the Treasurer's services. That is a
rise from $105·46 million in the 1982-83
Supply Bill. An increase of 20 per cent is
not unreasonable, although it is greater
than the rate of inflation.
Item 400 refers to the Office of Management and Budget services and general
expenses giving a total amount of $74·236
million, whereas in 1982-83 the allocation
was $55·965 million. This is a 40 per cent
increase to get the services to the State
from the Department of Management and
Budget, which presumably is the information that is being provided to the House in
these documents.
They can be called the "Perils of Pauline's Documents". I expect the next time
the document comes, there will be some
indication of how "Mr Pauline Jolly" will
escape from the dreadful ravages of the
flood or the boulder that will roll down
from a hill top from which somehow he
will escape the enormous deficit that the
State is facing. He will have to start robbing socks in order to do it.
The Hon. D. ~. White-Do you have
some foot fetish?
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK-I have some
fetish about mangement of money.
The Hon. B. W. Mier-Why did you not
tell that to the Waverley council on
Monday?
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The Hon. P. D. BLOCK - I did not want
to interfere with the good job Mr Mier was
doing of misleading the council. The State
is facing a desperate situation. There is a
forward estimate of at least $200 million
when one adds the $139 million that is at
present in the Cash Management Account
that will be transferred into the Consolidated Fund and the $60 million which
is the latest figure provided by the
Treasurer.
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The Hon. P. D. BLOCK - Mr Dunn is
spelling it out for me, for which I thank
him. The Government is setting out to kill
private enterprise. The way in which the
Government conducts its affairs reduces its
potential ultimate revenue base each time.
The Government has a whole range of projects. It is facing the worst unemployment
since the depression because approximately 180 000 people in Victoria are out
of work. The Government will face horrendous problems, but it is dealing with those
problems in a manner which is destroying
the very base from which it can expect to
collect revenue to deal with these problems.

That S200-million deficit compared at
this time last year with a deficit of only
$5·4 million which the Government had as
a direct result of the budgetary measures of
the former Government. That is $5·4 milThe Hon. D. R. White-Why not put
lion versus more than $200 million. It is a
good comparison for the House.
that to the Victorian Chamber of Manufactures and use your skills? You could not do
The Hon. R. A. Mackenzie-It is not a a worse job than your Leader.
good comparison; it is dishonest.
The Hon. B. W. Mier-What will you
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK-It is a good do, Mr Block?
comparison, as I will describe in a
moment. It is noted that there are certain
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK-I am about to
measures from which the Government inform honourable members. One factor
expects to obtain money. The land tax has that was revealed recently in an article in
not yet come in. There is the money from the Age of 6 May is that public inflation is
the reserve funds of statutory authorities, outstripping private inflation. These
and so on, but that still leaves the State figures tell almost the whole story but not
quite.
with a large deficit.
The Hon. R. A. Mackenzie-What about
the bush fires, the drought, and so on, that
Victoria has had?

The Hon. D. R. White-Where do they
come from-the Institute of Public Affairs:
Morrie Williams?

The Hon. P. D. BLOCK-If the honourable gentleman had been present earlier, he
would have heard me say that I have some
sympathy with the Government because of
the drought, the bush fires. and the economic downturn. I have expressed my sympathy and I am now giving the other side
of the coin to which the honourable gentleman should listen.

The Hon. P. D. BLOCK-The honourable gentleman may not like the figures. I
accept figures given by the Labor Party
when they are factual. The Institute of
Public Affairs has stated that there is an
18·5 per cent increase in the March quarter
on public expenditure compared with a 10
per cent increase on private expenditure, so
there is a case where the public arena is
outstripping the private arena in expenditure and contributing to inflation by
almost 100 per cent. This is the Government that sought to set the Victorian economy straight!

The Opposition has estimated that the
projection of the deficit for the 1983-84
Budget will be a minimum of $600 million
unless drastic action is taken by the Government to cut its expenditure. Frankly,
there is the reverse likelihood in what the
Government will do. The Government is
proceeding to kill the milch cow.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-Private enterprise!

The Hon. D. R. White- It is.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK-The Government is setting it straight on its back. There
is a classic indication is the last Budget
where there was in the private sector an
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anticipated 12·5 per cent increase in wages
whereas the Government allowed for a 15
per cent increase in its budgetary measures.
There was a plain acceptance of what was
going to occur. One would expect better
from such a highly-paid Department of
Management and Budget which is taking
away an additional $20 million from the
Consolidated Fund to come up with
further estimates of greater and everincreasing deficits. Something must be
done. One cannot have the sort of attack
that is being made on the industrial and
business base by the Government and
expect to get from them ever-increasing
amounts in taxation to solve those problems.
The Hon. D. R. Wbite- You are the
only one in the community who is saying
it. You are talking to yourself.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK-There have
been increased hospital charges, pay-roll
tax surcharges, the financial institutions
duty, increases in energy charges across the
board, salary increases and cash management grab for money. The State Development Fund has $150 million going to
works and services this financial year from
revenue that will come from statutory
authorities. That is a once-only grab for
money from statutory authorities. Where is
the allowance for interest on that in the
Budget? There is none, yet the Government promised that it would pay a commercial rate of interest. An equity tax on
public authorities is proposed; there is a
turnover tax, a pipeline tax and public
transport charges have been increased. Of
course, the Government has made no
effort to expand the economy because it is
also prohibiting the extension of shop trading hours. This is a "Big Brother" Government. It is destroying business confidence.
Not only are Victorians required to pay
these excessive charges to prop up the
Government's bi~ spending practices but
also a tax is beIng imposed on private
industry, as was evidenced by the industrial relations measure, which this House
dealt with in the manner in which it should
have been dealt with. In addition, occupational health and safety measures are being
proposed which, if the proposition as outlined by the Minister for Employment and
Training is proceeded with, will give the
unions control of the shop floor. The
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financial and industrial base of this community is petrified of those measures. In
this instance, the Opposition has complete
support on that issue from the Chamber of
Commerce, the Chamber of Manufactures,
the Metal Trades Industry Association and
the Victorian Employers Federation. All of
those organizations have said the same
thing. They are absolutely petrified of the
implications contained in this matter.
The Hon. D. R. White-Discussions are
still continuing.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK-I hope that
means that common sense will prevail and
I take note of the comment the Minister
has just made. I am grateful for the implication. Does that mean that common sense
will prevail on this matter?
The Hon. W. V. Houghton-The Minister said that discussions were continuing,
not that there would be common sense.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK-The Minister
is a man of some common sense, and if he
says discussions are continuing, there is
still some hope for the community after all.
Perhaps the Government is finally seeing
the light.
Another matter on which I wish to dwell
briefly relates to the way in which money is
expended in the employment and training
area at present. This is at the meat and core
of what the Government is on about. I do
not blame it for going on like that. It threw
the "jolly Roger" at the masthead when it
went to the people and, after all, it does not
pretend to be anything other than a Socialist Government. It is out to socialize the
means of production, the money supply
and a whole range of other things. Probably
the first indication of that that honourable
members had was when the Government
made a promise that it would pick up $30
per job for every fresh job that was created
over and above those that were currently
available in private industry. That is what
the Government said before the election. I
wonder whether the Minister for Minerals
and Energy and the Minister of Lands
remember those election promises. I
wonder if they remember how, immediately after the Labor Party was elected, it
said industry was not interested in that-I
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might add that it said that without consulting industry-and cut out that $30
increase. What it did-and I suppose the
Government should be commended for
it-was to allocate some $30 million for
the employment initiatives programme.
However, the Government set up many
short-term occupational opportunities for
out-of-work people, but those will last no
more than six months in almost 99·9 per
cent of cases. Instead of supporting private
industry, which would have provided longterm jobs, the Government opted for the
short-term option to accommodate its own
philosophy, and it will reap the whirlwind.
I have some sympathy for what will
come down around the Government's neck
when these employment initiatives programmes come to a conclusion. What will
happen to the 3000-odd people who had
been employed for this short period of
time but who will no longer be funded?
They will become even more dispirited
than they were when they started out.
Instead of adopting a long-range attitude
towards regenerating Victorian employment, the Government has opted for the
short-term expedience, and guided it,
because of its own Socialist philosophy,
away from private enterprise and into
Government activity.
The Labor Party believes the Government can do it better. I suppose that is the
main difference between the Government
and the Opposition. The Opposition
believes private initiative, private enterprise and entrepreneurs and the spirit of
the individual are paramount. The Labor
Party believes the Government can do it
better than private enterprise. That is what
it supports with its philosophy, and that is
why it will reap the whirlwind.
I should now like to discuss some action
that could be taken that would be of some
advantage. In bringing this matter before
the House, I hope that I shall do it in the
spirit of a bipartisan approach. I have certainly given the Government some curry
about the way in which it is tackling certain
issues. However, it is not too late to change
its course.
If the Government wants to bring the
economy back on course and if it wants to
have a situation whereby the amount of
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money allocated in Supply will be there
next year and in a way in which it will be
able to expand some of its social programmes, with which I agree-I believe in
underpinning the weak in our community,
in a certain degree social welfare, and that
there should be compassion in caring for
the underprivileged-it will not be done in
the way in which the Government proposes to do it, by having an ever-diminishing cake, which is continually being cut up
into smaller pieces. The Government must
expand that cake. One of the ways in which
that can be done is to take a good look at a
document that has been provided for the
Ministry for Economic Development by
PA Management Consultants, which was
commissioned by the former Liberal Government and which has now been taken up
by the present Government. The document
gives details and conclusions about the
direction in which the State should go. It
refers to the exports of energy-intensive
intermediate products.
That is a vital report and contained in it
is a clue as to just how the economy could
prosper on a large scale. Victoria has some
enormous advantages. I am glad that the
Minister for Minerals and Ener~y is present in the House because in hIS area of
responsibility lies one of the greatest
advantages of Victoria, and that is in the
production of energy. I shall not quote
extensively from the document because it
is complex, but it needs to be examined.
Japan and other Asian countries are
finding it increasingly difficult to get guaranteed long-term energy provision. The
costs of energy are enormous, and Victoria
has the great advantage of having almost
unlimited energy capacity. As discussed in
the Kinhill report, it was discovered that
the winnable coal had been increased to
197 000 megatonnes. At the current rate of
consumption, that represents about 1000
years' supply of energy.
Of course, if the attempt to expand the
Victorian economy is successful, based on
capacity to provide energy, although under
the current figures available, it may not last
1000 years, it is virtually unlimited in
terms of the present outlook. This is one of
the major assets of Victoria and it must be
handled carefully, not in the way in which
it is currently being han<;lled-perhaps I am
doing the MInister for Minerals and Energy
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an injustice because he may be considering
measures that he will bring before the
House. In Japan, of every $100 that is
expended on producing a product, on average $18 is expended on energy. In Victoria,
of every $100 that is spent, on average
$4.50 is expended on energy. That gives
Victoria an advantage of $13.50 per $100
over a country like Japan in being able to
produce products with our low cost energy
and with our energy availability. It leads to
the conclusion that Victoria should be
involved in the manufacture and marketing of a range of products which are
energy intensive rather than concentrating
on finished products. I shall take an indication from the document of some of the
areas in which we should be moving. They
are: The manufacture of synthetic fibre
materials; the manufacture of non-ferrous
metals; the manufacture of non-metal
mineral products such as cement; the
manufacture of chemical products, food
products and so forth. We should not be
looking at totally finished products,
althou~ it is hard psychologically to convince Industry that it should not take a
product from the beginning and conclude it
by, say, making a car, a radio, a gearbox
and so on.
If this State is to succeed financially, it
will be in the manufacture of intermediate
products such as wheels for the cars, casings for the gearboxes or intermediate products, which are energy intensive manufactures and which can then be sold around
the world at competitive prices. We have
the advantages of our infrastructure, of our
road and transport system, of our port
system, of our trained work force and,
above all, we have this unlimited access to
energy which is the greatest gift that a State
can have in the modem society, but we are
not using it as it should be used.
If one wants to see an example of that,
one has only to turn to the article in the
current issue of the Business Review
Weekly under the headline "T 5 cents that
threatens Alcoa's $250 million". The Minister for Minerals and Energy discussed
this matter fully at question time and I
dare say that he has read this article and
knows, as I do, that it is not based on fiction. I invite honourable members to consider what is happening in other countries
that have energy resources. Canada offers
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smelters an industrial rate as low as 6· 5
cents in the first five years, phasing up to
13 cents for the next fifteen years. With
that obligation to provide low cost power,
Canada is attracting industry, smelters and
energy users. Economic prosperity and
employment for all of the citizens follow in
the wake.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (the Hon.
K. I. M. Wright)-Order! As I pointed out
earlier, this is the Supply Bill dealing with
expenditure such as salaries, general expenditure, and so forth. Although, as a lead
speaker, Mr Block has some latitude, he
appears to be turning his address into a
general speech on the state of the economy
and the economy as a whole rather than on
a specific Bill. Therefore, I invite him to
turn his direction more towards the expenditure items.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK-So far as I am
concerned, Sir, one of the things that can
be done in this House is to go item by item
through the Supply Bill and explain one's
a~eement or disagreement with the expendIture involved, but if the money is not
there to spend, that is a futile exercise for
the House. In view of the way the Government has spent money and what appears to
be its lack of concern about the future of
the economy in terms of generating wealth
instead of spending wealth, this House
should concern itself not only with how the
money is proposed to be spent but whether
it will be there to be spent. Would you like
me to go through the measure item by
item, Sir?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT-That
should be done during the Committee
stage.
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK-I am using
this as a wide-ranging debate and looking
at the problems the Government will have
in over-all measure in raising the wind. I
shall not continue long in this vein. I make
one or two more small comments. The
Business Review Weekly states:
John Cain has tunnel vision and does not appreciate the wider benefits to the State's economy of the
project proceeding.

This is at the core of what we are all about.
The Minister for Minerals and Energy has
in his care one of the most important
ener~y resources in the world. He has
withIn his capacity, if he is wise in the way
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he sets about using this resource, the ability
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK-According to
to make Victoria a centre, a hub of indus- this article it is intended to sell it at 25
trial and commercial activity. I do not cents.
intend to criticize the Government for not
The Hon. D. R. White-That figure is
having done that so far because I could
equally have levelled similar criticism, and not correct.
privately did so, at the former GovernThe Hon. P. D. BLOCK-There was an
ment. The provision of jobs and provision enormous amount of political rhetoric
of economic viability and of a fine fighting prior to the last State election, at which
industrial base is the single most important time the Minister, then the shadow Minthing that can happen to Victoria. If Vic- ister, took to task the former Government
toria continues to have 180000 people and the former Minister for Minerals and
unemployed and does not make provision . Energy for their attempt to get Alcoa of
for them, the untold costs in human and Australia Ltd going on a viable basis. I beg
financial misery will rebound against this of the Minister to forget political rhetoric
State in the years to come. Victoria will and the political points that he made prior
become an economic backwater.
to the Labor Party gaining office, and look
The Hon. D. R. White-The whole at the matter squarely as a proposition for
the future of Victoria. Victoria must keep
society will do so.
Alcoa and, by doing so, it must provide its
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK-That is energy at a cost benefit which will attract a
correct. Frequently in this House, I have whole range of other industries. The
discussed the hidden costs of unemploy- answer is found in this report to the Minment-the increased costs in medical and istry for Economic Development, which I
health care, the increased costs of prison commend to all honourable members to
systems, vandalism and so forth. I invite read. The document points the way in
honourable members to consider as an which the future of Victoria lies.
example the case of Alcoa of Australia Ltd.
The Minister for Minerals and Energy is
The difference between 20 cents a kilowatt
hour and 25 cents a kilowatt hour-namely aware that if Victoria loses Alcoa of Aus5 cents a kilowatt hour-might make the tralia, it will affect not only employment in
difference between having 3000 jobs or not this State but also will have the effect that
the international banking system will be
having them.
aware that Victoria is not a suitable place
The Hon. D. R. White-What is the in which to consider setting up industry. If
appropriate price?
Alcoa has to forgo $250 million, money
was raised all around the world in the
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK-I do not know that
international
banking system, this will
the answer to that but Canada can provide resound against
Victoria throughout the
energy at 6·5 cents a kilowatt hour.
world. Do not let it happen. The Minister
The Hon. D. R. White- I do not think and the Premier find themselves presiding
over the economic destruction and the ecothat is the correct price.
nomic viability of Victoria. Surely that is
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK-lam quoting not a legacy the Minister would like to
from the article and I would be the first to leave the State as a result of his administerconcede that the Minister knows a lot more ing of the portfolio.
about this matter than I do. The article
The Hon. D. R. White-We understand
says that the costs would rise to 13 cents a
kilowatt hour for a long-term contract over the significance.
fifteen years. A similar scheme must apply
The Hon. P. D. BLOCK-Right. One
in Victoria. We must· otTer long-term
security. A rate must be struck with Alcoa would hope that ultimately Victoria will
and the company tied up so that it knows advance into high technology programmes
where it is going and that political contin- and a range of other programmes that will
build its economic base. Honourable memgencies will not destroy its viability.
bers should consider the intermediate time,
The Hon. D. R. White-The energy cost the next twenty years. Picking winners is
at Loy Yang is 2·5 cents a kilowatt hour.
not easy.
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Victoria needs to develop areas of high
technology to bring it into competition
with other countries around the world that
are better placed than it, in particular,
Europe, the United States of America and
Japan. Victoria is immensely well placed to
take advantage of the intermediate high
energy technology, and it should move in
that direction.
Honourable members should aim at
solving the economic problems and producing a Supply Bill which is a viable
document to give the Government a bigger
cake to cut up. Victoria must change its
course. We have to make our State an
attracti ve place for private enterprise to
prosper. We must abandon things such as
the nonsenses in the proposed industrial
relations Bills and the nonsenses of union
control proposed under the guise of
occupational and safety measures. Victoria
must make itself attractive.
The way to do this is to examine every
possible way of attracting industry to Victoria; in that way the Supply Bill and what
is proposed to be expended will be gladly
passed by the House because honourable
members know they will not be living off
the future earnings of future generations. I
do not wish to accuse the Government of
being a ~~spend today, our children will
pay" Government, but that is the way Victoria is heading at present. I ask the Government to turn around on this measure
and rearrange its stance on a whole range
of issues, particularly on costing of energy,
because that will head us into economIC
prosperity.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western
Province)-I have listened with interest to
Mr Block and I commend him for his
enthusiasm in dealing with economic responsibilities on behalf of the Liberal Party.
The points I shall make during the debate
are shared by all members of the National
Party. The National Party believes that the
way forward for Victoria is really in the
hands of private enterprise and the encouragement of the individual.
A basic philosophy of membership of
the National Party is that it is our role as
members of Parliament to pursue the
encouragement of the individual, to strive
to work harder and to take initiatives to
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develop properties, businesses and industry. A grave concern I have which is shared
by a growing number of people throu~out
Victoria is that the Government is Introducing policies that will have the reverse
effect on people to that which I wish to see
and which is desirable.
This Government-and more so the
Federal Government-is acting as a disincentive to private enterprise. It will tax out
of existence the few taxpayers and private
enterprises that remain. Many people will
say, "What the hell! Why should I be working to build my industry to do better if the
Government will just continue to penalize
me for doing so?"
We need to change our priorities sufficiently to encourage private enterprise and
the individual in Victoria. As Mr Block
said, Victoria has tremendous advantages;
it has a huge work force in a small geographical area supplied with power and
resources which are virtually unequalled
anywhere in the world; outstanding transport and communication systems, deepwater ports, ports of world standard and
the people with the technology and training
to provide the basis of those industries.
Those people need encouragement by
the Government. I disagree with the philosophy that the Government can do better
than private enterprise and the individual.
That is the basic difference between the
philosophies of the Labor Party and those
held by the Liberal and National parties.
The Government wishes to be in control,
whereas those on the Opposition side want
the course to be directed by the Government, but the control and driving force to
be in the hands of the people.
When one examines the deficit confronting the Victorian Government, one cannot
help but feel grave concern about how this
will ever be met. The Government has
locked itself into some worth-while but
costly programmes. The employment initiatives programme is commendable, as
are the housing programmes and many
others that are being pursued. There are
some very good programmes that have
been implemented but are very costly.
The net effect is that the State's deficit
will continue to rise. Sooner or later that
money will have to be found, and it must
certainly be serviced by the people of the
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State. I am deeply concerned, as are other
members of the National Party, about
those policies. So far as I can see, the Government will continue to push the State
further and further into debt; therefore, the
Government must try to devise new
methods of revenue collection.

see how they match up? The Minister often
talks about the user-pays principle; where
is the user-pays principle in many of the
programmes implemented in the State?

I do not discount the possibility of the
reintroduction of probate and gift duties.
There is a distinct possibility that the Minister's Federal colleagues may seek to reintroduce those sorts of measures in Victoria. Certainly the Government will have
to try to raise more revenue from Victoria.
The net effect will then be a further disincentive to private enterprise. Private enterprise will have to pay the price for
increased charges on what is being used in
the industry - transport, power or whatever - or there will be increased taxes and
charges across the board.

The Hon. B. P. DUNN-I could go
through the whole programme.

The Government intends to use the Cash
Management Account to prop up the deficit. That can be only a temporary measure;
that money will have to be recovered from
some source. The Government will be considered a "big spending" Government.
The Hon. C. J. Kennedy-Since when?
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-Many of the
programmes that have been implemented
are commendable, but one of the reasons
they have not been implemented in the
past is that the Governments have not
been prepared to push themselves into a
large deficit. There are two different strategies. One Government is prepared to live
beyond its immediate resources, yet
another Government would not take that
on.
The Hon. D. R. White-Do you want
more workers in the hydrology section?

The Hon. G. A. Sgro-You mention
which ones.

The Hon. G. A. Sgro-Just mention
one!
The Hon. B. P. DUNN - What about the
freeway that the Minister of Transport in
another place intends building? Where is
the cost benefit?
The Hon. D. R. White-So you don't
want it?
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-The Minister is
arguing completely in the negative all the
time.
The Hon. D. R. White-Members of the
National Party have been calling for that
link for years; all the members representing
Gippsland areas want it.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-The Minister
talks about the user-pays concept, but
where does he apply the user-pays concept
to that project? It can be applied right
across the State. It is the biggest load of
rubbish I have ever heard. When dealing
with a freeway or with water programmes
in the north of the State, one must consider
the benefit to the whole of the State, not
just to the handful of persons who will
have the immediate benefit of it. For the
Minister of Water Supply to make a
straight calculation between expenditure
and the benefit that will accrue to a few
irrigators is a load of rubbish and he knows
that as well as I do.

The Minister speaks of the user-pays
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-I was waiting principle but it cannot be applied to water
for the Minister to work it in that way. I for the communities of this State. The cost
knew he would. That is the strategy used to the Water Commission of getting the
by the Minister over the past few weeks; if water to those small townships is high. The
one asks for anything from him, he says principle cannot be applied in the case of
one cannot have it on the one hand with- the water supply to a small community
out copping it on the other.
such as Manangatang, which produces milof dollars of revenue for this State.
lions
The Hon. D. R. White- That's right!
The Minister wants to have that benefit, on
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-Then why not the one hand, and he wants to rip off those
apply that policy across the whole range of little communities, on the other hand; yet
programmes and not just specific ones to he is not prepared to give'them a little bit
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back. That system will not work. I want to
put the Minister's user-pays principle to
rest once and for all. It simply does not
wash and the Minister knows that as well
as I do. A much higher level of overview is
required in assessing the benefits of Government expenditure than simply looking
at the effect that will accrue to a particular
industry.
The same argument applies to the Alcoa
of Australia Ltd project at Portland. The
sooner the project is operating, the better it
will be for Victoria. I know that Mr Crozier
and many others have strongly pursued the
position concerning that company. Industries of that type are needed to get the
wheels turning again in this State. The
Government cannot consider merely the
net effect of a changed power structure on
that company; it must consider the benefits
of that company to the people of Victoria.
Again, the user-pays principle is only one
aspect of the total evaluation that needs to
be made by the Government when considering whether that project should go
ahead.
Members of the National Party have
been to the site and have had discussions
with the company. I agree wholeheartedly
with Mr Block that, unless the Government can effectively negotiate an agreement with the company and the project can
be reinstated, a severe confidence gap will
develop in Victoria as well as among big
companies throughout the world and in
other parts of Australia.
The Alcoa project at Portland is vital.
Many major industries and investors
throughout the world must currently be
eyeing Victoria and wondering about this
n~w Labor Government. It will be a big
confidence boost if the Alcoa project can
successfully be got under way. I wish the
Government well in that matter. Both the
National and Liberal parties have tried,
wherever possible, to act constructively in
assisting the Government to get the Portland smelter project moving, and I am
hopeful that an announcement will be
made on that matter in the not-too-distant
future.
A number of individual items concern
me in relation to expenditure matters. On
this occasion, the House is debating only a
Supply period as the policies are basically
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unchanged. My major contribution to a
debate of this nature will be made when
the Budget is introduced during the next
sessional period. However, there are two or
three areas where I want the Government
to act because it is coming undone in those
areas.
My first concern is that regional education is falling apart. Some schools in many
areas lack confidence in regional education. Under the administration of the
former Minister, Mr Hunt, the department
established regions and they operated
effectively, but a change of regions was
instigated by the Liberal Government, and
I believe that change has led gradually to
the dem~se of some ~f the re$ions.
Nowhere IS that more eVIdent than In the
north-western part of the State, which is
based on the Horsham region. The regional
office there served the area well, but the
former Government withdrew that office
and now services the area from Ballarat.
The schools are not now dealing with the
region as they should. I hope that experience is not being repeated elsewhere in
Victoria, but regional education does
appear to have considerable difficulties.
The problem in the area I represent probably will not be overcome until the Horsham regional office is reinstated.
Another area about which I am concerned is bush nursing hospitals and the
whole of the health field. The Government
has said that it does not have a priority listing for bush nursing hospitals and that
those hospitals must compete for funding
with the total hospital building programme
in Victoria. Birchip, a smflll town in the
N orth Western Province, has raised
hundreds of thousands of dollars for new
hospital buildings and was high on the
priority list of the Bush Nursing Association, only to be told by the Minister that it
is now in the sWim with all other hospital
building programmes throughout Victoria,
and the honourable gentleman could not
say when funding may be available. It may
be never. What a disaster! The people of
the township have contributed more than
$400000 towards hospital buildings, and
they are given no incentive. The Government needs to encourage communities,
such as Birchip, that are prepared to help
themselves, and one way to do that is by
backing them with support.
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The Hon. D. G. Crozier-They should
not be strung up by Tom the Roper.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-Mr Crozier
apparently understands the way in which
the Minister operates. The Minister has a
tremendous understanding of the health
system, but he must acquaint himself with
the fact that small country communities
desire, and are entitled to, health facilities
of a high standard, irrespective of whether
those facilities be maternity sections in
small hospitals, bush nursing hospitals or
whatever. However, I know that these
matters will be dealt with individually in
the debate.

Supply Bill and Works and Services Bill
Unfortunately, Victoria does not have
the benefit of growth taxes, as does the
Federal Government. In practice, the
Federal Government is not particularly
worried about inflation. It knows that the
greater the rate of inflation the higher will
be its tax receipts. The opposite applies to
tax collections in Victoria. Unlike the
Federal Government Victoria does not
have a printing press to print money and is
confined to its own tax collection area.
The Government will have enormous
difficulty in dissipating the deficit that has
accumulated but it must be done because it
is illegal for the Victorian State Government to have a deficit.

This State has severe economic probIn his second-reading speech on the
lems, and the Nation~l Party disagrees with
the direction in which the Government is Supply Bill, the Minister mentioned that
moving in trying to solve those problems. I the Financial Institutions Duty Act has
hope it .will change direction sufficiently to been a great disappointment. According to
regain the confidence of private enterprise that document, the Government expected
and give incentive to the individual to to collect $80 million during the first six
assist in the regrowth and development of months' operation of the duty, but now the
Government has had to admit it will be
this State and its economy.
$20 million short. That brings the amount
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON (Higin- collected from that source down to $60
botham Province)-As you will be aware, million. In fact, the second-reading speech
Mr Deputy President, it is not the inten- predicts that it will be even lower-perhaps
tion of the Liberal Party to oppose Bills. as low as $50 million.
The Opposition has stated on many occaThe Hon P. D. Block-The latest calcusions that it will not oppose money Bills in lation is $42 million.
this House. However, it is the duty of the
Opposition to point out the shortcomings
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-I
of a Supply Bill and to argue strongly believe Mr Block. The figure of $42 million
against the underlying philosophy that ani- is just over half the amount expected to be
mates the Government in creating and collected. This is another very serious blow
introducing these Bills.
to the State. It points up the fact that the
Treasurer- and his cohorts had better do
As has been expressed by various mem- their homework in future.
bers of the Opposition, our prime concern
Honourable members have been prois the size of the deficit that is looming
over this State. We concede that the Gov- vided with a good deal of information
ernment is not responsible for all of that about Alcoa of Australia Ltd during the
deficit. This State has been beset by some course of the debate. All sides have agreed
terrible disasters during the past year- on the importance of the issue because if
floods, drought, fires and not least, the the Alcoa smelter project at Portland does
Labor Government. Nevertheless, a large not proceed it will result in a loss of confiproportion of the deficit is the respons- dence in Victoria by overseas investors
ibility of the present Administration and many of whom will be likely to withdraw
although it has racked up the deficit, it is their investments because Alcoa of Ausnot the Government that will have to pay tralia Ltd has created one of the largest and
off that deficit; it is the people of Victoria most expensive ghost complexes in Auswho will be called on in the coming tralia. All the millions of dollars poured
months. to make sacrifices to dissipate the into the Alcoa smelter project at Portland
deficit that is now such a large feature of will be wasted; a serious blow to Alcoa
worldwide.
the political scene in this State.
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It will be even more serious to Australia's economic and employment position if the Alcoa smelter project does not
go ahead because there is no substitution
for a project such as that envisaged by
Alcoa and a healthy growing economy: The
best job creation programme one can have.
All other job creation programmes are
artificial because they are temporary-they
come to an end. Eventually the people
employed in artificial job creation schemes
are thrown out of work, whereas a healthy
economy can absorb labour in perpetuity.
Another important point is that these
two Bills lack information. When in
Opposition the Minister for Minerals and
Energy made an eloquent speech on the
subject of the lack of information in Budget Bills. He was prompted to do this by
the work of our former colleague, Or Kevin
Foley, who initiated the Public Bodies
Review Committee in this House. That
committee was of value to the Minister. Its
value is still in evidence today because of
the knowledge of water supply and disposal
that the Minister obtained from being a
member of that committee.
Honourable members on the Opposition
side of the House concede that the Minister
for Minerals and Energy is a good Minister
and is knowledgeable on the subject of
water supply. Opposition members have
not been able to trip him up when asking
questions on that subject. That goes to
show not only the value of the Public
Bodies Review Committee, but also brings
to mind the fact that the Minister, prior to
his becoming a Minister, complained on
various occasions about the lack of information in these documents.
The Bills appear to be pretty much the
same as when the Liberal Government was
in power. The Bills contain very little additional information but honourable members are called upon to approve the allocation of many millions of dollars expenditure by the Government. The amount
sought is $2 367 082 700 on the Supply
Bill.
Honourable members are supposed to
argue for a short time and then agree to the
passing of these Bills about which one
knows very little; this illustrates the necessity for standing committees to investigate
all facets of Government administration,
not along party political lines but by taking
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a bipartisan view. These committees would
be of value to the Parliament and ultimately the people of Victoria.
Victoria is in deep financial trouble but
honourable members are not provided
with much information about what is going
on.
According to our expressed policies, the
Opposition does not intend to oppose these
Bills.
The Hon. J. W. S. RADFORD (Bendigo
Province)-I wish to comment on the
paucity of information in the documents
before the House. It is all very well for the
Government to include general titles in the
Bills. The amount of $242 million is to be
spent on transport-under 23 different
headings. Unfortunately, there are no
details about the different items of expenditure. That is a constraint upon members
of Parliament in being able to ascertain
exactly what the Government does intend
to spend in the electorates represented by
various honourable members.
It is also a big disappointment that the
Government is not taking honourable
members into its confidence, because if we
are to operate efficiently as members of
Parliament we should have available to us
full and comprehensive details in documents such as these.
I refer to the police and emergency services section and wish to place on record
that I continue to receive strong representations from the Shire of Marong about the
upgrading of the Kangaroo Flat police
station.
It is something over which the shire has
taken previous Administrations to task,
and it will certainly continue its campaign,
irrespective of the Government, to ensure
that it has suitable police representation.
I note that the Government is allocating
$ 5 million to the State Emergency Service
to upgrade the radio service. During the
recent bush-fire disaster, communication
was one of the problem areas. The Government is looking at the position of the State
Emergency Service. I hope it will give consideration to having more telephones
installed in the offices of that service.
Fortunately, in Bendigo the offices of the
State Emergency Service are next' door to
the electorate office. When the crunch
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came during the Ash Wednesday disaster,
the staff from the service were able to use
the telephones in that Parliamentary office.
That helped to alleviate some of the local
communication problems that were
caused; I sugge~t that the Government seriously consider this because, unfortunately,
although a drou~t situation may not exist,
there will certalnly be adequate material
subject to fire risk during the next fire
season.

Road Traffic (Amendment) Bill (No. 2)
That the debate be now adjourned.

The understanding is that no further speakers from the Liberal Party, other than Mr
Birrell, will speak during the second-reading debate.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and it was ordered
that the debate be adjourned until the next
day of meeting.

ROAD TRAFFIC (AMENDMENT)
In the Daylesford area, the Forests ComBILL (No. 2)
mission conducted a slow reduction bum,
The debate (adjourned from the preand the people of Daylesford felt a bit
vious
day) on the motion of the Hon. R. A.
happier, if one could describe that state of
mind, during the period of the dangerous Mackenzie (Minister of Forests) for the
bush fires on Ash Wednesday. As has been second reading of this Bill was resumed.
mentioned by other speakers, there is a
The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland Prolack of awareness in the community in vince)- When the Government came to
dealing .with the amount of inflammable power, it came in on the basis that it would
material around houses and outbuildings.
set this State alight with its financial management. It staggers me that it is now the
I now refer to the Victoria Police Force. month of June and the Government, in the
Honourable members hear much of what second-reading speech, indicated that prois wrong with the Police Force and I draw vision was made for the borrowing of $1 . 5
the attention of the House to an interesting million for capital works by the Road
seminar held in Bendigo on the subject of Safety and Traffic Authority for the present
community police.
financial year. Why has it taken the GovThe PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grim- ernment all this time to introduce a Bill to
wade)-Order! Perhaps the honourable authorize that borrowing? If that is an
member may wish to address specific example of the financial management that
remarks during the Committee stage of the this State is currently under, it is no wonBill rather than during the second-reading der that the State is heading for such a huge
deficit.
debate.
It is even more ludicrous than that
The Hon. J. W. S. RADFORD-Thank
because the Government made provision
you for your guidance, Mr President.
for the Road Safety and Traffic Authority
The PRESIDENT -Order! I do not to borrow the amount of $1· 5 million, but
want to inhibit the honourable member in it had no power to do so. Through this Bill,
making his speech, but if he wishes to the Government is endeavouring to gain
dwell on any individual item, he should do that power by the provision in clause 3 to
so in the Committee stage.
turn the authority into a statutory corporate body so that it can borrow money.
The Hon. J. W. S. RADFORD-Could
Another fascinating thing about the Bill
you, Mr President, indicate when the
is that on 30 June, the Bill will be repealed,
debate may be continued?
if the Transport Bill is passed. The GovThe PRESIDENT-Order! It is up to ernment is passing a Bill that will be in
the House to make that decision.
operation for less than a month. The
The Hon. J. W. S. RADFORD-I take Opposition does not oppose the Bill, but I
your guidance, Mr President, and I will make those comments and I am puzzled as
refer to the matters at greater length during to why it has taken the Government so
long to introduce such a small measure.
the Committee stages of the Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
For the· Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (East
The Bill was read a second time, and
Yarra Province), the Hon. A. J. Hunt-I
passed through its remaining stages.
move:

Museums Bill
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PIPELINES (AMENDMENT) BILL
(No. 2)

Discussion was resumed of clause 2
(Interpretation)

The House went into Committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.

The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Conservation)-I requested that progress
be reported in order to further consider the
question that Mr Eva~s raised on clau~e. 11
of the Bill, which speCIfies the composItIon
of the Council of the Museum of Victoria.

Discussion was resumed of clause 2
(Amendment of No. 7541 s. 3)
The Hon D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province)-The Committee will recall that
when progress was reported, it was due to a
query that I had raised on clause 6 with the
Minister for Minerals and Energy. Therefore it may be more appropriate If I deferred ~y remarks until that stage of the discussion is reached.
The clause was agreed to, as were clauses
3 to 5.
Clause 6 (Amendment of No. 7541.)
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province )-Clause 6 (1) seeks to insert a
new section 28A (1), which states:

Mr Evans raised the point of whether the
composition of the council may apply only
to a minimum of four persons, because the
clause states that not fewer than seven
members shall be appointed by the Governor in Council, of whom not fewer than
half shall be chosen from the persons prescribed, and not fewer than half of the seyen
is four. Mr Evans asked me to conSIder
what the remainder of the membership will
be, if the membership is seven.

At present, the Government is combining the Science Museum Board and th~
National Museums Board. The other POSIThe Minister may, by notice published in the Gov- tions are· to be taken up by continuing
ernment Gazette, amend, vary, add to or revoke a members from those two boards plus a
third stream. As Mr Evans noted, a third
term or condition stated or included in a licence.
stream will be incorporated in the new
I thank the Minister for making available Science Museum, which is a social history
to me the expert opinion of two well-quali- stream. Therefore, the membership, other
fied officers from the Department of than that prescribed, with which Mr Evans
Minerals and Ener~y. Having discussed the had no complaint, will be made up of the
proposed new sectIon with those officers, I two existing museum boards plus some
am satisfied that the additional powers selected members to represent the social
expressed and implied will not include the history stream.
power of the Minister to vary the authorized route of a pipeline except as provided
Therefore, the membership does appear
for in another specific and restrictive to be open and flexible. I ho~ ¥r Evans
clause.
will accept my assurance that It IS understood that the present flexibility indicated
I did not wish to imply that either this or in
the Bill does not take account of persons
any other Minister would in some way who
have served well on those boards in
abuse this power. Regardless of who is the the past
who will continue memberMinister, the Opposition would have quer- ship and and
be
supplemented
by members as
ied whether such a power should exist. The prescribed in clause 11 of the
Bill.
Opposition is satisfied with the constraints
in the Bill and the proposed new section.
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern
The clause was agreed to, as were the Province)-I accept the explanation given
by the Minister, but again the Bill is defiremaining clauses.
cient in that the organizations which are to
The Bill was reported to the House with- be represented are not defined in the same
out amendment, and passed through its way as the three groups in clause 11 (3) (a)
(b) and (c). It is particularly important that
remaining stages.
the representatives of the Science Museum
of
Victoria and the National Museum of
MUSEUMS BILL
Victoria should be written into the legislaThe House went into Committee for the tion as having the opportunity· of being
represented.
further consideration of this Bill.
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I do not want to hold up the progress of
the Bill, and I am aware that we have
already had one go at this Bill in the Committee stage. However, I ask the Minister
whether there is any reason why those deficiencies are not written into clause 11. I am
perfectly happy with natural science and a
person representing social history being
written in.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Conservation)-In response to the sensible
comments of Mr Evans, the reality is that
the Bill has to stand beyond the present
moment, and Mr Evans would have to take
my assurance that the way the council is to
be made up is the way I have suggested. In
years to come, this Bill will be the basis for
the establishment of that council, and there
will not be the circumstance where two
councils are being combined. We are
happy to- say, whether it is this Government or the one that succeeds it, that there
will be a sensible composition of the Council of the Museum of Victoria. I suppose it
is left to future ~enerations, if they think
that the composition is not good enough,
to make the alteration, but it was believed
that the clause should have general applicability, and the assurance that I gave in
the first instance was that it will be made
up as I said.
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST (Monash
Province)-The Opposition has indicated
in another place that it is delighted with
this continuation of the _work of the previous Government and that it has been successfully brought to the point that the
council of the museum has been given an
adequate part in consultation, and this is
included in clause 11.
The Opposition accepts the explanation
given by the Minister for Conservation,
and I do not want to cover any ground
which has been covered in another place
where this essentially bipartisan measure
was accepted by the Opposition. However,
it is a pity that one or two unjust aspirations were cast upon the previous Government, when aspirations in relation to the
museum have been expressed for at least
46 years, and that covers the period of a
number of Governments.
The clause was agreed to, as were clauses
3 to 10.
Clause 11 (Members in council)

Museums Bill

The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern
Province)-Again, I recognize the correctness of the Minister's assertion that this
legislation may continue on beyond the
scope of the independent existence of the
National Museum and the Science
Museum, but to tighten up the legislation it
would have been reasonable to expect, in at
least the initial appointments, that the
Science Museum and the National
Museum should be represented, and we
agree to the provision of a person representing social history and accept that there
should be some provision for appropriate
appointments beyond that time.
I recognize that there is a need for more
flexibility, but again I must realize that the
categories of persons whose appointment is
provided for under the Bill could become
inappropiate in the future and then it
would be reasonable to expect that the
legislation would be amended.
Those provisions should be written into
clause 11 at this stage. I am never happy
with an assurance from a Minister, regardless of which Minister, because I believe
the provisions should be written into the
legislation. Had the clause been drafted
correctly, the objective of the Minister
could have been overcome. The groupings
from which he suggests the persons should
come, could have been clearly written in
the Bill and there could have been provision for the fact that, in due course, different circumstances will prevail.
I believe the Bill is not complete and I
appeal to the Minister to again consider
reporting progress, to take back to the Minister for the Arts the possibility of being
more definitive in this clause and thus
making it a better Bill. I ask the Minister to
make some comments on that.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Conservation)-I have listened to Mr
Evans's comments. He has indicated not
that he will oppose the clause, but that he
would like me to take the burden of his
comments back to the Minister to indicate
his dissatisfaction with what he considers
to be the loose way, the flexible way, in
which this clause is written. I will be happy
to do that.
I do not wish to take the matter out of
contention and report progress. As I understood the original comments of Mr Evans,

Museums Bill

he is dissatisfied with the way that the
clause is written. However, he is not intent
on opposing it having regard to the assurances I have offered on this situation.
I have made clear who will be the members who are not defined. I understand that
Mr Evans would like the matter to be
reviewed, but there is no urgency now,
because the first council will last some
time.
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern
Province)-I am not trying to be difficult,
but once the Bill passes through this
House, it becomes law. It may well be
many years before someone expresses the
same sort of concern that I have expressed,
and sending forward a Bill that is loosely
drafted is not handling legislation in the
way that it should be handled.
Again, I would prefer that progress be
reported to see if this clause can be more
stringently drafted. I am not insisting on it,
because I note a great deal of sense in what
the Minister says. However, I am not
happy for the Committee to pass a Bill that
should be drafted in a better way.
The clause was agreed to, as was clause
12.
Claude 13 was verbally amended, and, as
amended, was adopted, as were clauses 14
and 15.
Clause 16 (Delegations)
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST (Monash
Province)-I raise a matter that is quite
remote from museums but is embodied in
clause 16. It is a form of delegation which
is also contained in a number of other contemporary Bills. Clause 16 provides for the
particular way in which delegations are to
take effect under the common seal of the
council. This provision, which has recently
found its way into a number of Bills, is derived from Commonwealth forms of legislation. The cause of concern is that where a
particular form for delegating authority is
provided-in this case by an instrument
under seal-the general rule that a power to
delegate implies a power to ratify, is difficult to sustain. If the provision were simply
that the council might dele~ate certain
powers, no doubt it would be Implied that
there could be subsequent ratification by
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the council of an act done. in its name but
without prior delegated authority. Whereas
in this clause a careful procedure is laid
down that the common seal must be used,
there seems to be an implication that after
an unauthorized act when there is no possibility of giving authority by instrument
under seal there will be no authority to
ratify the unauthorized act. Of course,
there are other possible remedies in particular cases.
One can decide to enter into a completely new contract where it is a contract
which is in question, or where there is to be
a series of payments, which are still to be
made, it might be possible to make a decision in a properly authorized form to make
or permit the making of the series of payments, but these sorts of examples do not
cover every case. What I am suggesting is
that the Government ought to obtain and
table an authoritative legal answer on the
problems that the now quite numerous
bodies that have this power of delegation
may fall into. An opinion from- the Solicitor-General would be appropriate.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 17 (Director)
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST (Monash
Province)-The Opposition is particularly
pleased with the consultative process that
took place in the development of the proposed legislation. The councils of the existIng museums have been listened to by the
Government and the Minister is asking
Parliament to give them a say in the
appointment of the director of the
Museum of Victoria and to provide that
the director shall not be subject to the provisions of the Public Service Act. I commend the Government for this measure. It
is a precedent that could lead to the Government goin~ through many Acts and putting the positIon of director of a number of
different bodies in the same position. After
all, in the case of the Director of Film Victoria, one could say there is an a fortiori
case. Film production is an entrepreneurial
activity, far more so than the operation of
museums.
There are, it is true, other means to the
same end as in the case of Film Victoria.
The Public Service Board has delegated to
the department head the right to exempt
certain appointments from the provisions
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of the Public Service Act. So perhaps there
is no practical problem. However, as we
are in the process of updating management
methods in the public sector with annual
reporting Bills for Parliament, the Economic and Budget Review Committee's
report on improved management and
accounting methods in the public sector,
while the Public Service Board has gone
through a revolution in its approach to personnel practices, it is time" to rationalize
the rules relating to the appointment of
directors of bodies that have been
specially and intentionally set up to be
independent of the ordinary bureaucracy.
The clause was agreed to, as were clauses
18 to 21.
Clause 22 (Objectives)
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST (Monash
Province)-What I wish to say on clauses
22 and 23 generally is little more than
points supplementary to what has already
been said on behalf of the Opposition in
another place where it has been made clear
that we see this Bill as having the fruits of
the previous Government's work. The
Opposition recognizes that the unification
of functions of the existing museums in the
Museum of Victoria, together with the
addition' of a social history function, is
something that emerges inevitably as the
Public Service Board review indicated,
from the reality of lack of finance to do
more. The Opposition understands and
sympathizes with those who would like to
maintain a separate science museum, but
envisages no difficulty in all the existing
functions continuing under the aegis of the
council with the objectives set out in clause
22 and the functions in clause 23. The
former Liberal Minister for the Arts
aspired to have a social history museum
set up in the old Treasury building. To initiate and develop a social history museum
will threaten interference with other functions, except that all the functions and
objectives of the council ultimately depend
on the willingness of the Government and
future Governments to commit substantial
funds to the preservation of the development of the Museum of Victoria. It is in
the hope that this Government will not
content itself merely with sensible le$islation, but will commit itself to prOViding
necessary funds that the Opposition gives
its support to the "Bill and these clauses in
particular.

Discriminatory Industrial Agreements

The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses and the schedule.
The Bill was reported to the House with
an amendment, and passed through its
remaining stages.
STATUTE LAW REVISION
COMMITTEE
The role of Upper Houses of Parliament
The Order of the Day for the consideration of the interim report of the Statute
Law Revision Committee was read.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-I move:
That the Council take note of the report.

The motion was agreed to.
ROBOT TECHNOLOGY
The Order of the Day for the consideration of the report on implications for Victoria of robot technology was read.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-I move:
That the Council take note of the report.

The motion was agreed to.
MINISTERIAL STATEMENT
Australian Building Construction
Employees and Builders Labourers
Federation
The Order of the Day was read for the
resumption of the debate (adjourned from
July 1, 1982) on the Hon. Haddon Storey's
motion:
That the Council take note of the report and the
Ministerial statement.

The motion was agreed to.
DISCRIMINATORY INDUSTRIAL
AGREEMENTS
The Order of the Day was read for the
resumption of the debate (adjourned from
October 13, 1982) on the motion of the
Hon. D. K. Hayward (Monash Province):
That the Council take note of the decision of the
Australian Conciliation and Arbitration Commission
in refusing to certify the agreements between the State
Electricity Commission of Victoria and the Municipal
Officers Association of Australia which provided
retrospective pay increases for union members only

Social Development Committee
and calls upon the Victorian Government to ensure in
the public interest that similar discriminatory provisions are not included in any future Victorian public
sector industrial relations agreement.

The motion was agreed to.
W AGES AND PRICES FREEZE

The Order of the Day was read for the
resumption of the debate (adjourned from
December 1, 1982) on the motion of the
Hon. D. K. Hayward (Monash Province):
That this House notes with concern the continuing
impact of increasing taxes, charges, salaries and wages
on the economy and on employment opportunities,
and calls upon the Government to freeze all taxes,
charges, salaries and wages within its control.

The motion was agreed to.
VICTORIAN ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
QUANTITATIVE GUIDELINES
The Order of the Day for the consideration of the Quantitative Guidelines for the
Victorian Economic Development Corporation was read.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-I move:
That the Council take note of the guidelines.

The motion was agreed to.
INDUSTRIAL INCENTIVES REVIEW
COMMITTEE
The Order of the Day for the consideration of the first report of the Industrial
Incentives Review Committee was read.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-I move:
That the Council take note of the report.

The motion was agreed to.
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
COMMITTEE
Report on freeway speed limits
The Order of the Day for the consideration of the report of the Social Development Committee on freeway speed limits
was read.
Session 1983-107
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The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-I move:
That the Council take note of the report.

In so doing, I encourage the Government
to take note of the recommendation of the
report that the Road Traffic Regulations
1973 be amended to increase from 100
kilometres to 110 kilometres an hour the
maximum speed limit for private motorists on freeways. The committee further
recommended that commercial vehicles
should have the maximum speed limit
increased to 90 kilometres an hour and
that, for towing trailers, the maximum
limit be raised to 80 kilometres an hour.
The province that I represent is fortunate to have the main MelbourneSydney traffic artery dissecting it from
north to south. It enters my province at
Violet Town on the southern boundary and
leaves the province at Albury-Wodonga.
That highway is progressIvely being
restructured to freeway standards. It is
already a magnificent road and, when the
full duplication is completed, probably not
for another ten to fifteen years, it -will be
the best road in Australia which, quite
rightly, it should be, because it is the main
connection between the two major capital
cities in this nation.
It does appear to be a waste of resources
if the community commits that amount of
money to freeway conditions and then
restricts traffic travelling on that excellent
road to a speed limit no greater than that
which applies to any other open road in
Victoria no matter how poor that road surface might be or no matter the gradients
and curves of that road.

Those who travel regularly on the Hume
Highway, particularly the freeway sections,
very often complain that they have a sense
of frustration at complying with the 100
kilometres an hour speed limit. Anyone
driving at 100 kilometres an hour on those
sections will quickly o~serve that many
motorists thumb their noses at that speed
limit and drive faster. I do not for one
moment endorse or condone the breaking
of existing speed limits and I am not
encouraging an increase in speed limits to
more than 110 kilometres an hour, but I
believe an increase is justified.
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I have received submissions, particularly
from the rural City of Wodonga, that I
have passed on to the Government on this
issue and I was pleased when the Social
Development Committee endorsed the
view that a speed limit increase was
warranted. It is frustrating indeed for
motorists who are driving fast, modem,
efficient cars to be kept at 100 kilometres
an hour on a road of that standard.
It has the corollary that it often leads to
some policemen, those whom I would classify as over-zealous in their use of the
amphometer and radar, apprehending
motorists on those safe sections of the freeway driving at 110 kilometres an hour
wl1en those policemen would be far better
employed apprehending speeding motorists on less safe sections of the roads in the
State. Members of the Police Force, for all
their other activities, very much need the
co-operation of the public in apprehending
criminals, and so on, and that revenueraising behaviour quickly puts them offside with the community, which is something the Police Force can little afford.
I am pleased that the Social Development Committee has brought in this
recommendation and I hope that the Government acts quickly.
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR (Boronia Province)-I am one of the members of the
Social Development Committee which
dealt with this reference. It was one of the
earlier references that the newly-constituted committee received and it was dealt
with at some speed because the committee
was sorting out its business and had several
references with which to deal. The committee members found this an interesting
study. The terms of reference were to
inquire into and consider the maximum
speed limits as they are presently prescribed and the reference was concerned
with freeways, and only freeways.
In the course of carrying out the inquiry,
the committee consulted with members of
the Police Force, the Road Safety and
Traffic Authority, other organizations like
the Country Roads Board and interested
members of the community. Submissions
were invited from members of the community. The committee received individual submissions along with submissions
from organizations, such as the Country
Roads Board.

Social Development Committee

Certain factors influence speed limits of
road traffic and the most important is
safety. It is the first thing anyone considers
in the imposition of speed limits. There is
no doubt that today, in deciding on a safe
speed at which to travel, one must consider
the development of the motor car and
safety features that are now an integral part
of production of modem motor cars and
the state and quality of roads on which
motor cars will travel.
That involves a great number of considerations. It involves the width of the
roads, whether there are intersections, the
volume of traffic travelling at a particular
time, traffic lights, traffic hazards, and so
on, and not the least consideration of all is
the education and expertise of the person
driving the motor vehicle.
Education on road safety is the main
contributing factor to people being safe or
unsafe on the roads. I use that term in the
sense of available statistics on motor accidents and the injuries people sustain in
those accidents. All of them are caused by
drivers. The inadequate training people
receive for driving motor vehicles should
be considered by the Government along
with the committee's recommendations.
While people do go through a process of
learning to drive, and I do not cast aspersions on traffic school operators who do
the job properly and adequately inasmuch
as they produce a person goin~ for a licence
test who can meet the reqUlrements laid
down by the law for the passing of that test,
the statistics show that there is inadequate
driver education. One should not only
learn to drive a motor vehicle properly,
park it properly and understand and be
able to recite the road traffic laws; one
should also have continuing driver education.
I maintain that good drivers are born
and not made. Some people can handle a
motor car smoothly and well; others never
seem to learn to drive smoothly. Many
people need to have ongoing education to
be able to drive properly.
One needs confidence to face the Melbourne traffic and to get onto a freeway-it
is not so bad when one is on a freeway.
Many people in the community do not
have that confidence and they need to be

Social Development Committee
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that the legal limit ·should be below the
standard to which the freeway has been
built so that there is a margin for safety.
That, in turn, will involve eliminating the
earlier freeways, which would have already
been carrying traffic to the maximum
We have a responsibility, as drivers of speed limit. When considering increasing
motor vehicles, to be alert at all times, to the speed limit on freeways, it will be
be responsive to the traffic conditions and necessary to select the freeways that were
to know how we should react. The other built to carry a higher speed limit
matter that comes into the injury rate on tolerance.
the roads is alcohol. The alcohol intake of
The recommendations have been
drivers is a major factor because, having
imbibed more than they should, they then thought out carefully and all these aspects
decide that they will be in control of their on which I have elaborated, that is, safety,
vehicles, and they contribute to a large the volume and flow of traffic, which is one
extent to the road toll and to the number of of the major aspects of a freeway, and so
injuries sustained by people on the roads on, need to be seriously considered. It is
who are innocent but who are injured or well known that drivers will drive some
even killed in motor car accidents as a miles to get on to a freeway so that they
result of the irresponsibility and negligence can have a straight and unimpeded run to
of people under the influence of alcohol.
wherever they are going.

continually assisted with their driving
ability. It is in the interests of the community that people should be better educated on those aspects of road safety that
concern them as drivers.

Therefore, much consideration has to be
The Hon. Clive Bubb- They will have
given when considering these aspects of trouble getting' on, because the Governroad safety and what the speed limit ment will not build any more.
should be. I heartily endorse any initiatives
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR-There is no
that the Government may take to upgrade
driving abilities and capacities of people in doubt that freeways are a popular and
acceptable method of getting one's vehicle
this State.
from point A to point B. Like Mr Bubb, I
The report deals with speed limits on deplore the backward attitude of the Govfreeways and the Social Development ernment and its concept of what should be
Committee decided that, because the free- done about freeways. It intends not to
way system around Melbourne has been build any more. The Government has a
built over a long period of years-if one mythical view on getting people back to
examines some of the older freeways, such using trains. That will not happen overas the South-Eastern' Freeway and com- night. People will travel on trains for difpares it with the Eastern Freeway, one can ferent reasons and I should have thought
see the difference in the quality of the that a perceptive Minister or Government
roads-the condition of the roads would could work that out. There is no doubt that
have a bearing on the speed limits that there is a tremendous demand for freeways
should apply in certain areas. On the in this State. I should think that even
advice of experts from the Country Roads mem bers of the Labor Party would be
Board and the Road Safety and Traffic aware of that.
Authority, the committee considered careThere has been a great deal of public
fully the question of dividing freeways into
different classes and considering them on controversy about the Government decithe basis of the quality of the road surface, sion not to build any more freeways, and
its carrying capacity and the safety aspects. there has been a great deal of disquiet in
The quality of freeways has changed over the community about that decision. Even
the years. Originally, freeways were built to if the Government took the objective view
carry traffic at a maximum speed, and that and tried to get more people' to use public
maximum speed has changed. Tradition- transport - I am not sure whether that is
ally, from an engineering point of view, what it will decide because there is some
freeways were constructed to carry traffic confusion about the Government's official
at speeds higher than has been the legal policy-it must realize that it cannot
limit and it has always been maintained simply turn it on and off in such a way.
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One cannot expect people to decide overnight not to use their cars any more and to
use public transport instead. People take
time to adjust to changes, particularly
changes in modes of transport.
I do not think public transport meets the
needs of the majority of people in this
State. Intra-municipality transport would
need to be provided before people can be
weaned from their cars. Many people in
the outer suburbs use their cars not only to
get to work and back, but also to go shopping, to take their children to and from
school and for many other reasons. In
those situations, they cannot use public
transport. I would suggest that if the Government wants people to use public transport, it should provide more of it and be
more perceptive to where the needs and
demands exist.

Social Development Committee

That is another reason why it is deplorable
that the Government has taken the attitude
that it has. It is doing nothing about relieving the build-up of traffic on roads, to
assist in the safety of, or to preserve the
. lives and bodies of the people of Victoria.
Therefore, an example already exists, and
it has existed for some time, of people
driving at speeds higher than the specified
100 kilometres an hour, which is allowed
on freeways. Many drivers have been
travelling at a speed of 110 kilometres an
hour and have not been pulled up by the
police.
It is common usage of the freeways now.
It is therefore quite reasonable for that to

be the legal limit without causing any
detriment or harm to motorists. I support
this report of the Social Development
Committee. It had the unanimous support
of the all-party committee. Mr Shell had
The report recommends an increase of some reservations but did not go to the
the speed limit on freeways, which have length of putting in a minority report. It
been deemed to be of the necessary quality reflects the current thinking on the moveand standard, from the existing 100 kilo- ment of traffic and what safety limits
metres an hour to 110 kilometres an hour. should apply. The consultative programme
In considering the matter, the Opposition undertaken by the committee was
spoke to members of the Police Force. It thorough, as was the research, and I believe
discovered that the majority of road traffic the Government should take note of the
police take the view that the tolerance rate recommendations and it is hoped that in
is approximately 5 to la kilometres higher due course they will be implemented.
than the speed limit. That is what the
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB (Ballarat Propolice will tolerate before they will pull
anyone up. If one is travelling on a hiJili- vince)-I agree with Mrs Baylor that this is
way on which the speed limit is 75 kIlo- a valuable report but in one respect I
metres an hour, the traffic police will tolerate believe it to be deficient and requiring
that person travelling at 80 kilometres an more work. I refer to section 6.6 which
hour, but they will not tolerate that person deals with the regulations applying to
driving 15 or 20 kilometres above the trailers. Coming from a country area and
speed limit. The fact is that, on wide free- often towing a trailer myself, I must say
ways such as the Eastern Freeway, people that it appals me to see the standard of
are already travelling at 110 kilometres an some of the trailers being towed. It also
hour and anyone who uses a freeway regu- appals me that the committee is recommending, after an eight-page comment,
larly probably knows that.
that the speed at which trailers can be
Therefore, nothing very dramatic will towed should be increased.
take place by the Government adopting the
I understand that many people cannot
recommendations of the report of the
Social Development Committee, because afford to buy a trailer made by a reputable
the experience of large volumes of traffic manufacturer and that they often make
using modem freeways has already taken trailers in their backyards, but many of the
place. The freeways enable people to move trailers on the roads at present should not
quickly and easily at that speed. The evi- be there. They often jackknife and move
dence shows that fewer accidents have about even when travelling at speeds less
occurred on freeways than anywhere else in than the recommended speed. If there is to
Victoria. Freeways are certainly the safest be an upgrading in the speed at which
sorts of roads to provide for motorists. vehicles towing trailers may travel, there

Ministerial Advisory Committee
needs to be an urgent review of the quality
of the trailers that are allowed to trail at
that speed. As a result of being involved in
towing a horse float, I am horrified at the
proliferation of trailer hire operations now
available, some of which provide trailers
that are below standard. People hire these
trailers and put them behind vehicles, and
often the vehicle and the trailer are not
well matched. Two large horses are then
loaded into the trailer which means that
the weight being towed is about 2 tonnes.
People wonder why they come to grief. Six
months ago, on the Midlands Highway a
nasty accident occurred for this reason.
One of the horses died and the other was
severely injured and the trailer, which was
hired and which was poorly constructed,
was unrecognizable. It was matchwood.
That accident should never have happened. I understand that the young girl
who was driving the car that was towing
the trailer was not travelling at an excessive speed. That accident occurred on a
highway, not a freeway. Even if the road
conditions are good, one can get into difficulties with an improperly loaded trailer,
one that does not match the vehicle that is
towing it or one that has some defect in
design. For instance, the balance of the
trailer may lean backward from the vehicle
or it may lean too far forward; the wheels
may be badly aligned.
A requirement exists that trailers above
a certain size should be registered, but
many trailers are smaller than that size and
therefore are unregistered. Much more
work should be done on that aspect before
this Parliament or Government accept the
recommendation from the committee,
however well motivated, that trailer towing
speeds should be increased from 65 kilometres an hour to 80 kilometres and hour.
The motion was agreed to.
ADVISORY COUNCIL FOR
INTER-GOVERNMENT RELATIONS
Report for the year ended 31 August 1982
The Order of the Day for the consideration of the report from the Advisory Council for Inter-Government Relations was
read.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-I move:
That the Council take note of the report.
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The motion was agreed to.
PETROL PRICING POLICY
The Order of the Day was read for the
resumption of the debate (adjourned from
May 4) on the Hon. J. W. S. Radford's
motion:
That this House condemns the Government's
failure to implement a petrol pricing policy which
provides equity for motorists throughout the State
through uniform prices in both the city and country.

The House divided on the motion (the
Hon. F. S. Grimwade in the chair).
Ayes
20
Noes
17
Majority for the motion
3
AYES
Mr Baxter
Mrs Baylor
Mr Birrell
Mr Block
Mr Bubb
Mr Connard
MrCrozier
Mr Dunn
Mr Evans
Mr Granter
Mr Houghton

Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

Hunt
Knowles
Lawson
Long
Radford
Reid
Wright

Tellers:
Mr Guest
Mr Hayward
NOES

Mr Arnold
Mr Butler
Mrs Dixon
Mr Henshaw
Mrs Hogg
Mr Kennan
Mr Kennedy
Mr Kent
Mrs Kirner
PAIRS
Mr Chamberlain
Mr Storey
Mr Ward

Mr Mackenzie
Mr Mier
Mr Sandon
Mr Sgro
Mr Walker
Mr White

Tellers:

Mr Murphy
Mr Pullen
Mr McArthur
Mr Landeryou
Mrs Cox sedge

MINISTERIAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE
Shop trading hours
The Order of the Day was read for the
resumption of the debate (adjourned from
May 4) on the Hon. P. D. Block's motion:
That the Council take note of the report.

The motion was agreed to.
PAPERS TABLED
The Orders of the Day were read for the
consideration of the reports of the Building
Societies Registrar, the Dried Fruits Board,
the Department of Community Welfare
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Services, the Victorian Dairy Industry
Authority, the Motor Car Traders Committee, the Industrial Relations Commission, the Director-General of the Department of Youth, Sport and Recreation, the
Country Fire Authority and the Public Service Board, and the Police (Charges,
Expenses and Allowances) (Provision of
Affidavits) Regulations 1983 (S.R. No.
101/1983), Public Service Determinations
Nos. 23 to 30/1983 and the Warehousemen's Liens (Amendment) Regulations
1983 (S.R. No. 103/1983).
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-I move:
That the Council take note of the reports, regulations and deterrninations.

The motion was agreed to.
ORDER OF THE COUNCIL
RESCINDED
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-By leave, I move:
That the Order of the Council making the resumption of the cognate debate on the second readings of
the Supply (1983-84, No. 1) Bill and the Works and
Services (Supply 1983-84) Bill an Order of the Day
for the next day of meeting be read and rescinded, and
that it be made an Order of the Day for later this
day.

It had been generally agreed that Mr Birrell
would make his maiden speech on the
resumption of the debate on these Bills
tomorrow, but it is not now proposed to
follow that course.
The motion was agreed to.

SUPPLY (1983-84, No. 1) BILL AND
WORKS AND SERVICES (SUPPLY
1983-84) BILL
The Order of the Day was read for the
resumption of debate (adjourned from
earlier this day) on the motion of the Hon.
D. R. White (Minister for Minerals and
Energy) for the second reading of these
Bills.
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade)-Order! There being no further
debate, I shall put the question on the
Supply (1983-84, No. 1) Bill. The question
is:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The motion was agreed to.

Works and Services (Supply 1983-84) Bill

The Bill was read a second time, and it
was ordered that it be committed later this
day.
WORKS AND SERVICES
(SUPPLY 1983-84) BILL
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade)-Order! The question is:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clauses 1 to 3 were agreed to.
Clause 4 (Issue and application of money
from Works and Services Account)
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. K. I. M.
Wright}-Order! This clause is the general
authority for the issue and application of
the amounts itemized in the table in the
Bill, which forms part of clause 4. Specific
items in the table on pages 3 to 11 of the
Bill may be discussed at this stage. I ask
honourable members to conform to the
usual practice of identifying the item or
items to which their remarks are directed.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Central
Highlands Province)-I direct my remarks
to item 57 which deals with health. I am
concerned about the funds allocated for
ambulance stations in areas such as Woodend, Inglewood and Heathcote. At all those
places, the Central Victoria District Ambulance Service has recommended that
ambulance stations be built but owing to
the lack of funds and the non-availability
of funds being presented or made by the
Health Commission to the service, those
ambulance stations are not being built. All
those stations are to be erected in areas
that serve highways carrying heavy traffic
and local freight. The ambulance station at
Woodend has been promised for some
time and I am advised that owing to the
lack of funds the ambulance station is not
proceeding.
I draw to the attention of the House that
funding under the former Government was
at least two-thirds of the capital cost for
ambulance stations. That is now not available, as I understand it, so I ask the Minister to take a message to the Minister of
Health indicating that there is a grave
necessity for ambulance stations in country
Victoria. The Minister of Lands represents
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a country district-although Geelong is
almost semi-metropolitan, he represents
some country districts. I impress upon the
Minister of Lands and the Minister of
Health the need for funds for ambulance
stations especially in the areas I have indicated that are situated around highways
because a number of accidents occur and
ambulance stations would be of great
advantage to the public.
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON (Higinbotham Province)-First, I shall direct my
attention to item 10 which deals with Parliament. The amount allocated to Parliament is $333 000 and I hope that included
in that amount is a sum to be expended on
the amplifying system in this Chamber.
The present amplifying system is not adequate. Some visitors who have sat in the
~allery say that they have difficulty in hearmg what is said, for the amplifiers in the
gallery do not work adequately, if they
work at all.
The Hon. D. E. Kent-I beg your pardon.
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-I
repeat, visitors have said that they are
unable to hear what is said, particularly as
some honourable members speak softly
and others have hearing problems, as evidenced by the Minister. I suggest that as
well as upgrading the quality of the sound
service in this Chamber, repeaters should
be installed in the offices on this side of the
House. My office which is situated
upstairs, is shared by five honourable
members and if anyone of us wishes to
know what is happening in the House, we
must walk to the gallery to listen in. Honourable members who are situated in the
basement have even more difficulty; they
must come upstairs to find out what is
happening in the House.
By way of interjection, the Minister has
invited honourable members to his office
to listen to the proceedings. I hope he will
supply the appropriate refreshments. I also
draw attention to the need for computer
terminals and data banks in Parliament. In
a Parliament such as this, honourable
members should have access to the latest
electronic equipment.
Honourable members may recall a
debate which took place recently in this
Chamber during which it was mentioned
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that it would be helpful if local members
had access to word processing equipment.
Great sport was made of this. It was stated
also that local members should not have
word processing equipment because we
would all spend our time talking to constituents, but I point out that honourable
members on the Opposition side of the
House talk to their constituents as much as
do members of the Labor Party. There is
nothing wrong with being part of the twentieth century which now includes word
processors, computers, microfiche displays
and the like.
This equipment should not only be
installed in our offices but also in the Parliamentary Library. Computer terminals
and data banks should contain masses of
information which should be accessible to
all honourable members. The matter is
important. It has been mentioned here
before and no doubt will be mentioned
again but that does not detract from its
importance.
I shall now deal with item 22, which
covers community welfare services, one
sub-item of which involves the allocation
to voluntary organizations and institutions,
and grants to persons, organizations or
institutions that render or propose to render welfare services to the community. The
Children's Protection Society is in dire
need of funds. When I spoke to an officer
of the society this afternoon, he expected a
deficit this financial year of $100 000.
It is important that such an active organization be properly funded. The allocation
to community welfare services is now
$3·465 million. All that that group requires
is $100 000 and the Government can use
the other $3·365 million for other purposes. I impress upon the Government the
extreme importance of the Children's Protection Society.

Division 70 deals with transport other
than railway works and related facilities.
For some years, commuters on the Frankston line have been promised a third railway track. That promise was repeated by a
local Labor Party member just prior to the
last State election, and his campaign was
successful. However, work on the third
track has still not commenced; instead of
coming closer, it is receding into the dis-
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tance. I need hardly emphasize the importance of railway transport, especially in the
metropolitan area.
Despite the lack of a third track,
patronage on the Frankston line is steadily
increasing. I frequently travel on that train
in the off-peak period to attend Parliament, and at 10 o~clock in the morning or
even later it is difficult to find a vacant seat
on the train.
I attribute the growth in passenger traffic
to the fact that the loop is now virtually
completed and it is so much more convenient for people to come into the city
and disembark at the various distribution
points. The recently opened Parliament
station has had a high degree of acceptance.
Literally hundreds of people are using it at
peak periods and it is well patronized by
workers from the Treasury offices. Dozens
of people can be seen at the end of the
working day walking from that office to
Parliament station.
Residents in the area consider it important that the third track be provided from
Frankston to Mordialloc to speed up
passenger transit services and to take
advantage of the growing numbers of train
travellers.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. K. I. M.
Wright)-Before calling the next speaker, I
advise Mr Lawson that I will bring to the
attention of the President the matter that
the honourable member raised concerning
the relaying of debates to members' offices,
and the President may care to bring it to
the attention of the House Committee.
The Hon. G. P. CONNARD (Higinbotham Province)-I refer firstly to Division 20, which deals with police and emergency services, and to the acute needs of
Police District U which is located mainly
in the Higinbotham Province.
I have mentioned previously the absolute need for new headquarters for district
U, which is at present housed in a private
house in Highett and is grossly overused
and overcrowded. I understand that a property called the Grange in Moorabbin is
available to the police and that it would be
ideal for housing a new district headquarters. That property is owned by the
Moorabbin City Council and I believe the
land could be acquired for the remarkably
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low price of $500 000. If the problems of
the police in the Hi~inbotham Province
and in the cities of Bnghton, Sandringham
and Moorabbin are to be fully faced, the
need to provide a properly integrated
police headquarters is a matter of urgency.
Section 5 of Division 22 deals with
voluntary organizations and institutions
and grants to persons, organizations or
institutions rendering or proposing to render welfare services to the community.
Again, the Higinbotham Province covers
the southern region of Family and Community Services. Last year, the various
applicants for grants for community services totalled almost $700000, but the
Government was able to provide only
$160000 for the urgent needs of the welfare of our community. The Government
has a stated commitment to welfare, yet
the amount allocated for that purpose in
this year's Budget was the same as it had
been in the previous year and that situation
is repeated in the Supply Bill.
As most honourable members are aware,
these grants go to various local organizations that require funding for the services
of useful community groups. Indeed, the
Southern Volunteer Services Bureau,
because of Government restrictions in this
area, has lost funding for its co-ordinator
and its future is in doubt. That bureau is
the main co-ordinating body for the volunteers and various other groups in the area,
and it will be a disaster if it goes out of
action. With this very low allocation, it
may do just that.
Item 30 of Division 70 deals with the
reconstruction and upgrading of suburban
railway stations and facilities and associated works. The Government has been
advised on several occasions of the urgent
need for the separation of the track at Cheltenham railway station. At that location,
the rail line passes through the middle of a
growing and viable commercial area. Over
a period, the Government has been asked
by the Cheltenham Chamber of Commerce
and other community groups to do something about the situation. The last advice
received was that the project is so far in the
future that it is not worth considering.
This project is inter-related with the
third track that was mentioned by Mr
Lawson. Again, the Government made a
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commitment to the community to provide
that track. Part of that project is to be
undertaken in the foreseeable future,
although it is not clear when that will be.
Perhaps the work will reach Moorabbin,
but it is distant from Cheltenham and
Mordialloc to where it was planned and
needed.
When the work in the Cheltenham area
is being planned, the separation of the
track at Cheltenham must be seen as an
important component of the project.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-I look forward to
taking up with the relevant Ministers,
when H ansard becomes available, the
various matters raised by honourable
members.
The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House without amendment, and passed through its
remaining stages.
MINES (AMENDMENT) BILL
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
D. R. WHITE (Minister for Minerals and
Energy), was read a first time.
SUPPLY (1983-84, No. 1) BILL
The House went into Committee for the
consideration of this Bill.
Clause I was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Issue out of Consolidated Fund
$2367082 700)
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. K. I. M.
Wright)- I inform honourable members
that at this stage they may discuss the
items listed in the table which forms part
of clause 2.
I invite honourable members to discuss
the table at large and, when so doing, to
nominate the item being discussed for the
guidance of not only the Chair but also of
honourable members generally.
The Hon. D. K. HAYWARD (Monash
Province)-I refer to Division 150Ministry for Economic Development,
Rumours are being circulated that this
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Ministry is to be abolished. I am not sure
whether there is any substance in those
rumours, but it would obviously be helpful
to the Parliament and industry generally if
the Minister or the Government clarified·
the situation.
Obviously the Ministry for Economic
Development is of vital i'mportance to Victoria, particularly at a time when fundamental change is occurring in the Victorian
industrial structure; a time when the Government has to show considerable leadership in the types of areas that will lead to
industrial growth.
It appears from studies that have been
conducted in Victoria over some time that
the significance of the traditional manufacturing base with its volume of production
of consumer goods is declining. On the
other hand, smaller innovative industries
which are skill intensive and knowledge
intensive are ~owing fast in importance.
Likewise, servIce industries are also showing very rapid growth.

The characteristics of these new industries is that they rely on the innovative
adoption of ideas. They are not necessarily
high technology industries, nor capital
intensive industries.
It is very fashionable nowadays to talk
about "high technology" industries as if
they were the answer to all of our problems, It is also very fashionable to talk
about "sunrise" industries. Of course, in
the longer term, both those types of industries will be of significance to Victoria.

Every effort must be made to increase
Victoria's involvement in high technology
and in research generally. Victoria is some
way off from the realization of its full
potential in those areas and before those
types of industries will be making an
important contribution to the job situation. Therefore, it is very important to look
at the innovative adaption of existing technology, particularly so far as finding niches
in markets is concerned, Market research is
very important to Victoria.
The Ministry for Economic Development should be in a position to give industries in Victoria, particularly smaller industries, some assistance in that regard. That
assistance is necessary because many
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opportunities occur in areas away from Japanese organization, that would be likely
Australia, such as South-East Asia and to be one of the major customers of the
Saudi Arabia. Lately I have been fasci- products of the operation.
nated to hear of examples of exports to
Saudi Arabia. Some of those exports . The significance of the Alcoa project for
include prefabricated houses and hospitals. Victoria, particularly in terms of employA number of twelve-bed prefabricated hos- ment, does 'not lie so much in the products
pitals have been ordered by Middle East of that operation in Portland, but on the
ongoing products-the next stage in the
countries.
development. Firms should be encouraged
Another area of considerable export and assisted to enter into joint venture
potential in the Middle East is irrigation relationships with overseas firms-again
and dry land farming techniques. I do not possibly in Japan-where the products of
know whether it is generally realized that the Portland project would be further promost of the newer irrigation projects in cessed, developed and manufactured into
Iran, Itak and Saudi Arabia were designed an intermediate product as distinct from a
and developed in Australia, and many of finished product that would be difficult for
the important components used are built in Australia to sell on world markets because
of the competitive price situation - in other
Victoria.
words, provide components for the joint
It may seem a small item but a company venture partner in its own manufacturing
in Victoria has developed particular exper- process and be sold as part of its over-all
tise in a micro-sprinkler which is being production. In that way, Victoria would
exported not only to the Middle East but not be attempting to go mto direct compealso far and wide throughout the world. tition with such an organization but would
Another adaption of the innovative pro- use its own natural resources, so far as rural
cess of technology is in water softeners. A materials and energy are concerned, to profirm in Victoria is exporting water soften- vide intermediate-type products to go on
ing kits and components to Japan. They the world markets.
are being extensively used in Tokyo where
the water quality is not always as good as
There are a number of challenges ahead
desired.
for the Ministry for Economic Development. I hope that the rumours mentioned
Although there has been a contraction in are ill-founded and that the Minister will
the nature and growth of traditional con- be in a position to put them at rest. It is
sumer based industries, the answer does important for the Ministry to examine the
not necessarily lie in what one might call a various elements in the over-all Victorian
quick dash into the high-technology sun- development and growth situation. The
rise industries. The answer probably lies impediments to growth must be examined.
with firms that are clever at marketing Sadly, the burden of increases in Victorian
techniques, have the ability to seek out Government taxes and charges in recent
their niches in overseas markets-especi- months-an increase of about 27 per
ally in Asia and the Middle East-and are cent-has reduced the competitiveness of
clever at using particular skills, designs and Victorian firms and has acted as an
quality to fill those niches rather than impediment to growth. The Government
being preoccupied with price and attempt- should apply its mind to this.
ing to be price competitive.
The question of Government regulation
There is another aspect of this type of is also involved and that adds to the cost of
industrial growth in Victoria that flows business. That has never been successfully
from the State's combination of the avail- tackled on the Victorian scene and some
ability of basic raw materials and energy. new innovative and imaginative
The remarks of Mr Block and other approaches are needed to reduce the
honourable members about the Alcoa of burden of existing Government regulaAustralia Ltd project are relevant. It is tions.
critical that that project should go ahead.
Likewise, it is critical that the project
A new approach in future regulations is
should proceed on a joint venture basis also needed. It is a matter of considerable
with some large organization, preferably a distress that no adequate review of regula-
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tions is currently in progress in Victoria.
For a long time, the then Subordinate
Legislation Committee examined regulations in terms of whether they were ultra
vires. That committee has been abolished
and that aspect of its functions has been
incorporated in an investigatory committee. The new committee has so many
other things to do, that I am sure it is
barely able to undertake the basic job of
ensuring that the regulations are within the
power of the Government.

The Hon. D. R. White-It is pursuing
that issue.
The Hon. D. K. HAYWARD-It must
do more than check whether regulations
are within the power of the Government.
There is a case for saying that regulations
must be checked in terms of effectiveness
and cost. Somewhere along the line, some
technique or system must be developed
under which it is necessary, when putting
forward a regulation, to provide a statement of the economic implications, effects
and additional costs of the regulation. The
whole process of subordinate legislation is
getting completely out of hand. There has
been a major increase in subordinate legislation in Victoria and, every day, business
is being burdened with additional costs and
complications.
There are other aspects to this matter. I
have mentioned the impediments to
growth and that facilitating growth must be
examined. That is a responsbility of the
Ministry for Economic Development. The
question of ensuring that there is a costeffective infrastructure must be examined
and the importance of providing cost competitive energy should also be examined.
The provision of skills training and the
effective co-ordination of Government regularity agencies to enable the expeditious
completion of projects must also be examined.
There is also the need to ensure that
business, particularly small business, has
adequate information about the vital elements in its business. I have already mentioned information about markets, but a
need exists for increased information about
technology and financial matters. Many
critical elements exist which currently
require attention. Small business is not getting adequate attention and it is difficult to
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gain a lot of information about what is
going on in the Ministry for Economic
Development. However, from what information one can obtain, it seems that the
Ministry is in a theoretical-type situation.
Many studies are being undertaken and
many charts have been drawn up, but there
is little in the way of hard, concrete assistance or information being made available
to business, particularly small business.
The Small Business Development Corporation is certainly doing the best it can
with the limited resources it has available,
and it has an excellent reputation, particularly in its consultancy or advisory functions. Those functions are mainly in the
nature of advising small businesses on the
types of factors involved in establishing a
business and it gives advice as to the risks
that small businesses face, for example, a
consultancy business needs to take out
insurance in case it is later sued as to the
advice it has given.
The Small Business Development Corporation is short of funds and resources.
There is an important need for the corporation to provide more information by
the effective use of data processing and
electronic information systems.
An electronic information system was·
established in the Department of Agriculture under the Liberal Government. Under
that system, the farmers have ready access
through a television set connected via a
telephone to a central computer data bank.
Similar means of providing information
could and should be made available to the
operators of small businesses through the
Small Business Development Corporation.
I am concerned at the economic climate
in Victoria. Having travelled around Victoria and visited small firms, I have noted
that the economic outlook is one of considerable gloom. The order books for small
businesses are nowhere near full. Private
investment in small firms is at a standstill.
The worry about the economic climate has
been translated into growing unemployment.
I hold a fundamental philosophy that the
only way in which secure, long-term
employment can be effected is through the
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expansion and growth of small business.
There have been many debates in the
Chamber on the employment initiatives
programme and other employment programmes ofa similar nature. Some of those
employment pro~ammes are doing a lot of
good for the indIviduals involved in some
employment projects. For example, much
work has been carried out at Werribee Park
through the employment initiatives
scheme. I have been favourably impressed
by some of the community service work
that has been carried out under the
employment initiatives scheme.
However, many projects under the
employment initiatives scheme are unusual and odd. I doubt the cost effectiveness of those unusual projects and their
effectiveness so far as their worth to the
community is concerned.
The answer to the problems of unemployment does not lie in providing jobs for
limited periods for people. That is a confidence trick on the people involved, especially young people. In recent days various
people in the social service area have made
comments along those lines.
Many of the projects under the employment initiatives scheme do not provide
proper employment and training. If anything, those projects perform a disservice
to the young people involved.
There is no question that in future some
people will be described as "the long-term
unemployed" who will have difficulty in
finding jobs. There is a real need in the
community for community services to be
provided to assist people in developing
skills. Almost every person has a skill or a
potential skill.
There are many unfilled needs in the
community, especIally the needs of elderly
people. It should be a major objective of
the community to encourage elderly people
to remain in their own homes. A major
objective should be to provide elderly
people with strong support. There is a real
need in the community to use some of the
long-term unemployed to provide that support and to develop skills. It is just as
important for people to learn skills in how
to help elderly people as it is to develop
other skills.
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There is a need to constantly examine
ways of helping people to develop their
skills, while at the same time meeting community needs, rather than having a mishmash of employment projects.
I refer the Minister of Lands to the allocation for the Royal Botanic Gardens.
They are the best gardens in Australia, and
indeed, one of the great botanic gardens of
the world. The gardens possess a considerable potential for economic development.
I am aware of groups of people who have
come from overseas on an organized tour
basis to visit the Royal Botanic Gardens
and a number of other gardens in Victoria.
The gardens are of historic significance
mainly due to the influence of Baron Von
Mueller and Mr Guilfoyle.
The Hon R. J. Long-He brought out
the blackberries.
The Hon. D. K. HAYWARD-I do not
want to be diverted because there are often
dangers in the blackberry patch. It is fascinating to note that the Royal Botanic
Gardens were developed by skilled people
when Victoria was economically affluent
because of the gold strikes. People are coming from overseas to visit these historic
gardens in Victoria.
The Hon. R. A. Mackenzie":"'More than
1 million visitors a year.
The Hon. D. K. HAYWARD- Yes. The
Government is not acting to ensure that
people obtain a full understanding of the
Royal Botanic Gardens. The Government
should ensure that instructive, unobtrusive
signs are placed in the gardens.
A few days ago, I visited the Sydney
Botanic Gardens, which are nowhere near
as beautiful as the Melbourne Royal
Botanic Gardens, but the persons responsible for the management of the Sydney
Botanic Gardens do a much better job with
signs, maps and labelling. For example, at
every gate in the gardens there is an excellent colour map of the gardens. The labelling of the various sections and plants is
much better. For example, one section of
the gardens is displayed as the first vegetable garden in Australia. There is a
printed history on a wall that was built by
Governor Macquarie in 1816.

Firearms (Amendment) Bill
The Government should make more
funds available for the management of the
gardens so that overseas visitors can obtain
a better appreciation of the gardens. The
matter is relevant to economic development because the gardens are an excellent
resource for tourism.
Progress was reported.

The sitting was suspended at 6.30 p.m.
until 8.3 p.m.
FIREARMS (AMENDMENT) BILL
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The Opposition will be moving a number
of amendments to bring this Bill into line
with the promises and assurances that were
given to the community by the Australian
Labor Party prior to the last election.
The Shooting Sports Council of Victoria
gave a very good summary of the Bill in its
submission. One paragraph from that submission states:
Thousands of sportsmen and collectors who trusted
Labor's election promises are now struck with dismay
at what they see as a betrayal of their trust and their
legitimate interests. They believe they have been
deceived and they now look to individual Parliamentarians of all parties to see that justice is done and
reasonable legislation introduced.

The debate (adjourned from May 26) on
the motion of the Hon. R. A. Mackenzie
(Minister of Forests) for the second reading The documents attached to the submission
gave very clear indications of what the
of this Bill was resumed.
Labor Party spelt out in the series of adverThe Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Pro- tisements and press articles prior to the
vince)- This is an important Bill. Before election, and I shall refer to them later in
going into further details, I indicate that the debate.
the Liberal Party is in favour of firearms
The Liberal Party and the Labor Party
safety, education and training, and the differ sharply in their approach to safety.
shooting organizations throughout Victoria The LaborParty believes that registration
also are in favour of education and training of firearms will improve safety aspects.
of people who possess firearms.
The Opposition does not share that view.
I have received tremendous assistance The Labor Party in its pre-election underfrom shooters and shooting organizations takings claimed that it would introduce
in preparing for the debate on this Bill. I some form of firearm registration if it was
should like to mention just three people, elected. The Opposition will be holding the
but there are many more-Mr Phil Brown Government to the pre-election undertakof the Shooting Sports Council of Victoria, ing, and I trust that the National Party will
Mr Ted Clark of the same organization, see fit to support the amendments that the
and Mr Bill Woolmore. All these people Opposition intends to move.
have been a great help to me in preparing
I know that the National Party supports
for this debate and they presented an excel- the safe use of firearms. It also supports the
lent submission to all members of Parlia- proposition that the education and training
ment. On the front page of that submission of people who will use firearms is an
from the Shooting Sports Council of Vic- important part of the safe handling of
toria, there is a letter addressed to me, firearms. The Bill relates to education and
training aspects. The explanatory memorwhich states:
andum attached to the Bill states:
Dear Mr. Reid,
You will be aware of the stance adopted by the
organized shooting sports in regard to sections of the
Victorian ALP's firearms policy. It was an issue at the
last State election which was successfully defused by
the t.hen Shadow Minister for Police and Emergency
SerVices, ,Mr. Tom Edmunds, together with Mr. Cain
and other. Labor leaders and candidates who gave
firm promises and assurances to the nearly half million electors involved in the shooting sports. These
promises are thoroughly documented in the enclosed
summary and supporting papers.
We respectfully ask you to study the new Bill carefully in the light of those promises and assurances and
then take what action is necessary to ensure that they
are honoured.

The principal purposes of this Bill are to(a) require applicants for shooters' licences to-

(i) pass a test of their knowledge of firearms laws
and safe practices;
(ii) show good reason for the possession of a
firearm or firearms of different types;
(iii) undertake to ensure that all firearms will be
securely stored when not in use; and
(iv) wait three weeks before purchasing a firearm
for the first time;

The first principal purpose of the Bill is the
Government's claim that it will require
applicants for shooters' licences to pass a
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test of their knowledge of firearms, laws
and safe practices. I do not argue with that
objective, but the Bill does not achieve it
and falls far short of it. The Bill has come
from another place where 28 amendments
were made as a result of matters raised by
the Opposition and the National Party.
Those amendments were adopted by the
Government, and the Government consulted with some of the shootin~ organizations, only after the second-readIng speech,
and adopted some amendments from those
consultations.
The Bill before the House is a slight
improvement on the original Bill. The education and training aspects are important
and the whole firearms legislation should
be of concern not only to my party, but
also to all parties in this House. The Government has indicated that a written test
should be given to decide whether people
are capable of handling firearms. That is a
hopeless situation. I have heard claims
from the Labor Party that the tests will be
similar to the Western Australian test.
I have obtained a copy of a book titled
Firearms and Violence in Australian Life
by Professor Richard Harding. The Labor
Party places some credence on Professor
Harding's comments and writings. He
devotes a fairly large part of the book to
the education and training aspects and
believes that that is important. He quotes
the West Australian questionnaire given to
applicants wishing to obtain shooters'
licences. The questionnaire poses ten questions and to pass the test the applicant
needs to answer eight of the ten questions
successfully. Each question has a number
of choice answers that the applicant can
tick as the correct answer. The first question is:
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Liquor spilt on firearms tarnished the metal.

Question 9 states:
What is the best method
use offirearms?

to

receive training in the

View Western and crime films.
Attendin~

shooting parties with companions and
borrow then firearms.
Join an approved gun or shooting club.
Obtain a firearm and practise in your back yard.

They are samples of the type of testing
carned out in Western Australia. As an
applicant needs to answer only eight of the
questions correctly, he can answer question
9 and 3 incorrectly and still receive the
shooter's licence. I am seeking to demonstrate how inadequate are the training and
education proposals that the Government
has put up.

I refer now to the members of the Shooting Sports Council of Victoria, who were
not consulted by the Government. The
members would have been interested in
assisting with the development of an adequate training programme. All of those
organizations consist of extremely responsible people. The Sporting Shooters Association of Australia has 3550 members, the
Gaming Association has 3690 members,
the Victorian Amateur Pistol Association
has 3160 members, the Australian Deer
Association has 831 members, the Victorian Rifle Association has 1707 members, and the Antique and Historical Arms
Collectors Guild of Victoria has 550 members, which brings the total to 13 488. The
Shooting Sports Council of Victoria has a
fairly significant membership in Victoria.
Many shooters do not necessarily join the
shooting organization, even though they
Why should you notify your change of address?
have a particular interest in shooting
sports. They do not all take the opporTo keep a check on your movement.
tunity of enjoying the benefits that can be
For ready service of licence renewal notices.
provIded by a shooting organization, but
To allow advertising matter to be forwarded.
they certainly receive correspondence from
To ascertain your living standards.
those organizations and have a keen interQuestion 3 of the test states:
est in safety and education in the use of
Why is it inadvisable to take liquor on a shooting firearms.
trip?
It is difficult to carry both liquor and shooting
equipment.
Liquor tends to confuse one's judgment when using
firearms.
After shooting and drinking, cleaning of game is
more difficult.

One of the issues that honourable members need to examine is where the policy
for the proposed legislation originated. I
have a document entitled "Justice: What
the ALP will do". The document mentions
the Australian Labor Party Victorian
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Branch State Conference of 28 and 29
March 1981 and a report of the civil rights
and law reform policy committee. Apparently this is where the proposed legislation
originated and· the people elected to that
committee at the June 1981 conference
were, Mr Jim Kennan, President, Beth
Gleeson, Secretary, Doug AlIen, Geoff
Barry, Mike Arnold, Terry Carney, Joan
Coxsedge, John Howie and Geoff
McArthur.
At the bottom of the document a list of
shadow Ministers who attended the meeting comprises John Cain, Pauline Toner
and Tom Edmunds. As honourable members would recall, Tom Edmunds was the
shadow Minister for Police and Emergency
Services and was the Labor spokesman on
firearms prior to the election.
The committee reported back to the
State conference on 28 March 1981 and
informed the conference that a total of six
meetings had been held. It is interesting to
note who attended those meetings and how
often. Mr Kennan, who was the president,
attended on six occasions. That was a good
record. Mr Arnold attended three meetings
and apologized three times. I suppose one
could say he was half and half; he was not
sure about what the committee was doing
so he attended only half the meetings.
Mr Edmunds, who was responsible for
selling the policy to the electorate, did not
bother to go at all during the year. One
must remember that this is the time when
the Labor Party was formulating its
policy.
The Hon. W. R. Baxter-He did not
have the numbers.
The Hon. N. B. REID-Mr Edmunds
wa.s the person who had to go out into the
electorate and try to sell the policy to Victorians. It is obvious that Mr Edmunds's
heart was not in the policy, otherwise he
would have attended some meetings. That
illustrates how the policy developed and
the people who played a part in its development. I do not think I mentioned the
attendance of Mrs Coxsedge. I am pleased
to note that Mr Arnold has returned to the
Chamber.
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade)-I ask Mr Arnold to resume his
seat.
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The Hon. N. B. REID-Mrs Cox sedge,
who has more than a slight interest in
firearms policy, attended the meeting on all
occasions. She attended six meetings out of
six when the policy was being developed.
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-We could
almost give her ten out, of ten.
The Hon. N. B. REID-It is commendable, but it is a pity that other honourable
members were not in attendance at the
meetings to provide an even balance.
The Hon. J. H. Kennan - I was there,
Bruce.
The PRESIDENT -Order! I ask the
honourable member to cease interjecting
and not to refer to an honourable member
by his Christian name.
The Hon. N. B. REID-I shall now deal
with the undertakings given by the Labor
Party prior to the last election following
this committee meeting. The Labor Party
promised legislation similar to that of
South Australia. Mr Kennan might question the use of the word "similar" and what
it ~eans. I ~o.ok t~e opportunity of looking
up lts definltIon In the Oxford D;ctionary.
The Parliamentary Library has an excellent
copy of the dictionary which was printed in
1919. Other dictionaries, including the
Concise Oxford Dictionary, have been
updated from that dictionary. That dictionary states that "similar" means "of the
same substance or structure throughout,
homogeneous, of the same kind, consisting
of parts of the same kind, uniform". This is
a pretty good definition. The South Australian legislation is based on a notational
system. Once a person has satisfied the
authorities that he or she is a fit and proper
person to hold a particular type of firearm,
all he or she has to do is to qualify for a
licence and then acquire such firearms as
he or she sees fit. All that is required in
relation to additional firearms is for the
person to notify possession of them.
The Labor Party made that promise to
the Victorian electorate and it is well documented. It was understood by everyone
and no one understood it more than members of the shooting fraternity. The other
promise that sticks in the throat of everyone is that there would be no increase in
fees.
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In most cases the essential qualification of those
The Labor Party certainly let the shootindividuals, with whom we suspect 'consultation'
ing fraternity down in that it is advocating few
claimed, appears to be that they are dependable
a 100 per cent increase in fees. One of the isparty
supporters first and shooters second.
reasons why these issues have cropped up
The
Minister should be requested in Parliament to
in the Bill is because there was a lack of name those
representatives of sporting organizations
consultation with shooting organizations. I with whom he
~elieves consultation took place.
received letters from a number of organizations involved in firearms. A letter from It is signed, W. Woolmore, vice president
the Antique and Historic Arms Collectors -3550 members. The Victorian Field and
Game Association stated in its letter:
Guild of Victoria states:
re: Firearms Amendment Bill.

Dear Mr Reid,
Firearms (Amendment) Bill 1983
This is to inform you that at no time was this Guild
approached by the Government or the consultative
committee for information to be used in the preparation of the above Bill.
However, we did write to the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services on two occasions (June 21,
August 23, 1982) and on April 12 of this year in response to the Minister requesting comment on the Bill
following its second reading. Copies of this correspondence are enclosed for your interest and information.
Yours faithfully,
Neil G. Speed
Hon. Secretary

That organization has 550 members. The
Amateur Pistol Shooting Union of Australia sent the following letter:
Dear Sir,

We have received a copy of Hansard covering
debate on the above Bill, and on page 4204 Mr Race
Mathews is quoted as stating that" ... Of course consultation has taken place both before and after the
introduction of the Bill ... "
We would point out the fact that so far as our
organisation was concerned, and even with our affiliation with the Shooting Sports' Council there was no
consultation with us of the SSC prior to the Bill's
introduction.

It is signed by Ruby Cato, honorary secretary-3690 members. Those organizations
are all responsible organizations and they
could have provided a tremendous input
into the development of the legislative
measure. It is a tragedy that they were not
consulted. I refer to a letter to the editor of
the Age of Saturday, 18 July 1981-and, as
Mr Baxter interjects, the date is significant.
The letter is headed, "Secrecy of new laws
is childish, insulting and counter-productive" and it states, inter alia:

I have been advised that during debate on the
Firearms (Amendment) Bill, the Minister of Police
and Emergency Services, The Honourable C.R.T.
Mathews, stated that consultation had taken place
between the Government and representatives of the
shooting sports.

The practice in Victoria not to make legislation
public before the second reading is childish, insulting
and counter-productive.

It is desired to advise you that at no time has the
present Government, or its representatives or any
other person made any requests to or sought the views
of this Association or of its Executive in regard to the
Bill at present under consideration.

JOHN CAIN
Bundoora

All Governments should encourage public knowledge oflegislation and participation by all in its framing, not frustrate it.

It is signed by John Cain, Bundoora. In
1981, when he was Opposition spokesman
Yours faithfully, on le~al affairs, the Premier was chiding
the LIberal Party Government at the time
Rod Johnson for not conSUlting. He claimed that the
Honorary Secretary Liberal Party was shrouding legislation in
secrecy and said that consultation should
The letter from the Sporting Shooters occur before the second-reading stage of a
Association of Australia states:
Bill. Judging from the letters that I have
Statements in Parliament by members of the Gov- received from shooting organizations and
ernment compel us to write to you and confirm that other comments, the present Government
this association was not consulted, either directly or is even more guilty of not consulting than
through the Shooting Sports Council of Victoria, in the former Government ever was. I wish
regard to the Firearms Amendment Bill 1983 prior to
the second-reading speech. We believe the Govern- the Premier had had more input into the
ment is trying to deceive parliament and the people if consultative process for this legislative
measure.
it is asserting otherwise.
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I have received a very interesting report
from the Queensland Parliamentary
Li brary gi ving background information on
Firearms Control in Australia, a comparative analysis of the legislation and the
issues.
At page 41, the report refers to the consultation process and comments of Mr R.
J. Mitton, who was the Sporting Shooters
Association Executive Officer, on the legislation in South Australia. It states:
When the history of firearms legislation and its derivates is examined within the Australian context, a
consistent pattern emerges; namely that where
shooter participation is invited during formulation,
the result is generally satisfactory legislation that
achieves its intended aims and works reasonably well
in practice. In instances where this has not been the
case, the legislation has invariably taken the form of
total registration of long-guns and complete Police
discretion over purchase, possession, use, type and
make.

That comment is extremely valid. As I
have said, it is a tragedy that shooting
organizations were not consulted more.
There has been some consultation since the
second-reading speech in the other place
and the industry has made a major contribution to the 28 amendments that were
made in the Legislative Assembly. Those
amendments did improve the Bill to some
extent, but nowhere near what is required
for satisfactory legislation.
The report raised another very important issue that will be referred to later in
the debate on the transfer and movement
of shooters from one State to another
either for shooting expeditions, contests or
sport organized through shooting clubs or
privately. The report refers to uniformity
of legislation. The Labor Party said that it
would introduce legislation similar to that
of South Australia. If it had, that would
have been a step towards uniformity
because two States then would have been
operating under similar legislation. I have
foreshadowed that the Opposition will be
moving amendments to bring the Bill more
into line with the South Australian legislation. The report, at page 21, quotes Professor Harding, who is the author of Firearms
and Violence in Australian Life to which I
referred earlier. The report states:
Professor Harding has commended the South Australian firearms legislation as a model for other
States.
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Further, on the South Australian legislation, the report states:
Once a person has satisfied the authorities he is a fit
and proper person to hold a particular type of firearm
licence then he may acquire such firearms of that type
as he sees fit, and his only duty in relation to the additional firearms is to notify ... his possession of
them.

Uniform legislation would enable shooters
throughout Australia to move from State
to State without any difficulty in transferring their firearms so that they can compete in shooting contests or take part in
shooting sports-activities which occur
with strong regularity throughout the country.
The Government is imposing fairly severe restrictions on police recruiting in Victoria and the administration of this
measure will fall very heavily' on members
of the Police Force. The¥ wIll be responsible for much of the admlnistrative day-today operations in examining all applicants
for shooters' licences, and this will place a
tremendous burden on those members
who are already working extremely hard
under difficult conditions due to staffing
problems.
The additional work that officers will be
involved with could be quite a burden.
Honourable members will recall the days
when most of the motor car registration
work was done through the Police Force,
and most honourable members will also
recall the sort of work load that that
entailed. Even with this measure, the Government is proposing notices of acquisition
and disposal, which is similar to what is
processed at the Motor Registration
Branch. Many sections of the Police Force
are concerned about the additional work
load that will be involved in the registration of firearms.
That is also tempered with the fact that
for the system to be put on to computer
and to install terminals to facilitate this
registration system will be quite expensive.
I have received all sorts of quotes. I even
went to the trouble of getting an independent assessment of the cost of a computer to facilitate this sort of registration.
The price has varied between $3 million
and $4 million. That is what the cost
would be for the implementation of a satisfactory computer programme and hardware to provide for this sort of registration
system.
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That does not seem to be a cost-effective
way of processing registrations and the
additional work load that will be imposed
on the police will be just another burden
on them, and they are already extremely
busy. The role of the Victoria Police Force
is to be out in the community playing the
role of policemen and policewomen; it is
not to be doing paper work associated with
a registration system. As honourable members would be aware, a number of comments have been made during the debate
by various members of the Government
party. It is difficult to get a clear picture of
exactly what the Labor Party promised
during the election campaign, because it
varied from electorate to electorate,
depending on how tight the margin was in
the seat and on what the Labor Party
needed to say at the time.
The comments and publicity that
resulted also varied tremendously. Therefore, one would have to examine a ran~e of
comments, and that is what the OpPosItion
has done. It has collected together all the
various comments and information that
came out during the election campaign and
has taken an assessment of what has really
occurred and what was promised by way of
undertakings by the Labor Party. The matter has been well summarized in the submission of the Shooting Sports Council to
members of Parliament. It is an accurate
statement.
The Labor Party said that there would be
no limit on the number of firearms and
that there would be consultation, which
there was not. It said that there would be a
notational system of firearms similar to
that operating in South Australia and that
there would be no increase in fees. In fact,
there has been a 100 per cent increase in
fees. The Labor Party also said that it
would implement an education and training programme. I have just given honourable members an indication of the sorts of
things the Government is promoting in the
way of education and training. It is totally
inadequate beCause I, for one, do not agree
with registration any-way and, if the
Government is not Wllling to be serious
about education and training, it will be an
unfortunate exercise. As I have already
said, it is a tragedy that the Government
did not consult the shooting organizations,
which would have been prepared to assist
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the Government in the development and
implementation of a good education and
training programme.
The Labor Party maintains that the
registration of firearms will restrict criminal activities. That has not been borne out
by statements, even from its own Minister.
The Minister was interviewed at radio
station 3DB on 24 March 1983. When talking about the Bill, he stated that he would
not pretend for a moment that it would
disarm the criminal element in the community. Therefore, it is quite obvious that
what is happening is that the policy is
being dictated by the civil rights and law
reform policy, which is promoting the
issue. It is obvious that the Minister now
has to go out and try to convince the public
that what the Government is doing will
disarm the criminal element in the community. The Minister is an honest man
and that is obvious because he made that
statement. It is obvious that he has been
given that policy and told that he has it
under his responsibility, that he must go
out .and wear it, and try to sell it to the
community, because what the Labor Party
says goes.
The policy that the Government has put
forward in the measure is more in line with
the policy it developed in that committee,
but it is certainly not in line with the commitments it gave to the public prior to the
election.
The Labor Party made promises to the
electorate that certain things would occur
and I have spelt out the examples of the
notational system and that there would be
no increase in fees. All those promises are
fully documented, but they have been
shelved.
I point out that it is the intention of the
Opposition to propose amendments that
will bring the Govemmenfs measure more
in line with the undertakings it gave to the
shooting organizations throughout Victoria. The Opposition trusts that, with the
support of the National Party, these
amendments will be accepted and that they
will improve the Bill.
The Labor Party has neglected the education and training side of the measure. It
has had a long time, since 1980 when its
representative was elected to that committee, in which to do something about the
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a motor car. Under that South Australian
legislation, once somebody has demonstrated his abilities and bona fides to the
police he does not have to keep going back
I should have thought that Labor Party and justifying that he should receive a
mem bers would have sought a consultation licence. He can go and buy another
process and developed a good training pro- firearm, but he must notify the police
gramme which would put the minds of within a certain time that he has that
many people at rest. Most honourable firearm, what type it is and the registration
members and people in the community are number. That IS recorded on the shooter's
concerned about safety and the safe handl- licence anyway.
ing of firearms in the community. I assure
The legislation contains a safety provihonourable members that the Liberal Party
is also concerned. The Opposition supports sion, a cooling-off period and an administhe education and training aspect most trative delay. It is along the lines of what
strongly, but I believe the Labor Party is was promised by the Labor Party prior to
the last State election. Members of the
going about it the wrong way.
Liberal Party do not agree with it, and find
it difficult to accept that registration is the
If one thinks about it, a motor car can be policy of the Victorian Government and
classed as a lethal instrument. However, if something that was spelt out prior to the
one wishes to obtain a licence to drive a election. No one has any doubts that that is
motor car, all one has to do is to take a what the Labor Party intended to introwritten test and a driving test to demon.- duce, and the Opposition seeks to hold the
strate one's proficiency in driving the Government to the type of legislation that
vehicle and, when one passes those tests, was promised to the shootin~ organizations
one is able to go out and drive a motor car. and the community. Dunng the ComOne does not have to go and buy another mittee stage, I shall be moving a number of
car or even one car if one merely wants a amendments to amend the Bill to that
licence to drive. A person can qualify for a
driver's licence without owning a motor effect.
car. He can use someone else's car and take
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North
lessons from a driving school which puts Eastern Province)-At the outset, I place
him through a comprehensive driving on record that, apart from a short stint in
course, and then he can drive a motor car. the Scotch College school cadets, I have
If he eventually has enough money to pur- never used a firearm, I do not own a
chase a motor car, he does not have to get a firearm and it is not my present intention
permit to do so. All one has to do is save to own any firearms; so I do not have a
up some money or borrow some money to particular interest in firearms from a sportbuy the car. WIth this Bill, the Labor Party ing or any other point of view. It might be
is saying that if one wants to buy a firearm, considered odd that someone who comes
one must obtain a permit to do so.
from a farm has not had that practical
experience in firearms. I say that because
In South Australia, the legislation pro- people would take the view that I am antivides that a person has merely to prove firearms and would be supporting this Bill
and demonstrate to the police that he is a wholeheartedly. Nothing could be further
fit and proper person to have a shooter's from the truth. I am not anti-firearms and
licence and then he can go through a test I think this is a disgraceful Bill for a numand demonstrate that he understands the ber of reasons, which I will enumerate in
law and what is required to obtain that the course of my remarks.
level of skill and that he understands some
Honourable members have listened to
of the dangers that must result from careless handling of firearms. If the police are Mr Reid at great length tonight and it was
satisfied on those things, they send the fairly obvious that he had a difficult brief.
shooter's licence three weeks later, and the He spent a good deal of his time imploring
person concerned may then purchase a the National Party to support him in some
firearm. No permit is required to purchase proposed amendments. There is no need to
it, just as no permit is required to purchase proceed to his amendments. He can join

matter. I should imagine that it has been
working on it for a long time and that it has
been on its platform for some years now.
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the National Party in throwing out this
Bill, in defeating it at the second-reading
stage, so that the consultation so often
promised prior to the election can be
undertaken. A fresh Bill can be brought
back into this Parliament after there has
been an opportunity for the interested
parties to make an input. It cannot be
denied that that has not occurred to date.
Prior to the 1982 State election, the proposed firearms legislation was probably the
biggest issue throu~out Victoria. Public
meetings were held 1n many areas and they
were some of the biggest public meetings
this State has seen during an election campaign for many years. I attended three of
thenl. In Morwell, some 300 people were
present. Where was the shadow Minister
for Police and Emergency Services to put
up the case for the then Opposition, the
Labor Party? He was nowhere to be seen.
The Labor Party sent along the honourable
member for Morwell and she was absolutely desiccated. I am aware of that term
and, in relation to what happened to the
honourable member on that night, I think
it was appropriate.
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any of these speakers. That was indicative
of the views held by the shooting fraternity
prior to the election and still held by
people interested in shooting. I understand
a repetition of that view was expressed at
the same venue on Monday of this week
when the Deputy Leader of the National
Party in another place recei ved an
extremely good reception. I understand
that Mr Kennan was there. In response to
questioning on why the Government was
introducing the proposed legislation, the
honourable member alleged that people
who own firearms are potential criminals
and he announced that from the platform.
That is the thinking of this man; the honourable member is behind this measure.
That would read very well in the newspaper in the North Eastern Province and
throughout the State.

The Australian Labor Party committee
believes that people who own firearms are
potential criminals. That is a poor view to
be held by a so-called member of Parliament. It is little wonder that shooting interests were up in arms and are still up in
arms. Prior to the election, Mr Edmunds,
the then shadow Minister for Police and
I went to a subsequent meeting in Emergency Services, did his best to diffuse
Wodonga, which 100 people attended. We the issue by circulating press releases and
heard not from any Australian Labor Party writing letters to everyone he could think
member of Parliament but from a well- of. As Mr Reid noted, some candidates reknown local identity who was the Aus- leased statements in the newspapers
tralian Labor Party opponent for the hon- according to how slim the margins were.
ourable member for Benambra-again an Promises were made that there would be
interesting meeting. I then attended a mas- no increase in fees, registration would be
sive protest meeting in Springvale, which based only on the South Australian experiwas attended by more than 500 people. ence, and so on. The candidates promised
Where was the shadow Minister to put his full consultation with the shooting interests
case and defend the policy that was receiv- before the Bill was introduced.
ing so much criticism around the State? He
It has taken twelve months to bring the
was nowhere to be seen. The Australian
Labor Party sent along the then candidate Bill before the House but what consultafor Chelsea Province, Mr Sandon, the can- tion has taken place, in particular, prior to
didate for Waverley electorate, the late Mr the second reading in another place? VirVan Vliet and the honourable member for tually none, which has been well outlined
Springvale, the late Mr Kevin King. I give and illustrated not only in the submission
them credit. They had a difficult task that circulated to all honourable members and
night but they d1d their best to defend a referred to by Mr Reid but also by subsepolicy although their hearts were not in it. quent correspondence. Again, what does
Mr Kennan do? He must be an amazing
I do not often receive standing ovations man because the Shooting Sports Council
when I speak at public meetings and I often of Victoria wrote to him on 28 March 1983
wonder why, but on that occasion, because about the Bill. The letter was sent long
I came out in outright opposition to the after there had been representations to
proposal being advanced by the Australian honourable members about the proposed
Labor Party, I received the best response of legislation and one should have anticipated
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and thought that Mr Kennan would have
recei ved similar correspondence and
would be aware of what the Shooting
Sports Council of Victoria is. After all, the
honourable member is the architect of the
Bill~ surely he would take note of a major
group in Victoria.
It seems he would not, because the honourable member replied to the council in
an extremely terse and snappy letter in
which he implied that the Shooting Sports
Council of Victoria not only did not speak
to the shooters of Victoria but also had no
right to do so. I find it incredible that as
late as April this year Mr Kennan still held
that view. Naturally, the honourable member received a fairly terse reply from the
council, which I can understand under
those circumstances. The honourable
member got his just deserts.
In the second-reading speech of the Bill
comments are made that indicate that the
proposed legislation was designed to create
an equitable and effective system of
firearms controls. I am not sure exactly
what it means. In some respects it reminds
me of the bumper bar sticker which says,
"If guns are outlawed only outlaws will
have guns".
I am not suggesting that a free situation
should exist in Victoria and no controls be
implemented but there is a significant danger that controls may backfire and not produce the result that was intended. That
may well be the result of many aspects contained in the proposed legislation. During
his second-reading speech, the Minister
said amongst other things:
A large number of firearms in the hands of those
with little knowledge of how to use them safely and
responsibly is a recipe for disaster. There is thus a
need to reduce the rate of increase of firearms in the
community and to better educate those persons who
wish to own fire~rms.

I can quite understand those sentiments
and I do not object to them; certainly I
object to the means by which that objective
is to be achieved. I certainly do not consider that that method will achieve the
objective efficiently or equitably.
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forest at Nathalia there is one beast being
shot a week by vandals. It is quite unjustified and extremely distressing. Accidents
occur with the misuse of firearms and too
often we read in the newspaper about
people out shooting who cause others or
themselves to be wounded or fatally
injured by a firearm discharging while
chmbing through a wire fence, for example.
That is absolute carelessness and should
not happen.
Honourable members are also aware of
those shooters who are out with spotlights
in the back of utilities and hear of the accidents that occur with the shooters shooting
companions. Those accidents should not
happen.
The Hon. B. A. Murphy - They are all
good reasons for gun controls.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER- I concur
with the idea of education and teaching the
safe use of firearms. Mr Murphy interjected that it is all the more reason for
firearm controls; that will do absolutely
nothing in this matter.
If one wishes to reduce the use of
firearms in crime, ~or example, there are
better and more eff~ctive ways of doing so
than the proposed re~stration and the
other aspects proposed In the Bill. There is
absolutely no guarantee and absolutely no
likelihood that criminals will register their
guns. I had to agree with the final paragraph of a letter I received from a constituent who is an Army person from
Bandiana near Wodonga. He states:
I further suggest that if the State Government is
concerned that firearms are being used more and
more in criminal activities and that the Government
intends to adopt a hard line to stamp this out, then a
far more effective way in doing so would be to place a
mandatory 5 year jail term onto any sentence awarded
for a crime which was committed involving the use of
a firearm ...

He then continues:
. . . the Singaporean Government impose very
heavy sentences for use of a firearm in a crime.

That is the direction in which the Government should be heading if it wishes to
decrease the use of firearms in crime. The
There is much talk about the abuse of deterrent should be made sufficiently
firearms. I am the first to agree that there is severe to make people think twice.
Mr Reid referred to the written test and
some abuse of firearms by a small number
of firearm owners. That handful of people quoted the Western Australian examinavandalize road signs and in the Barmah tion. In general terms I agree with the logic
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he advanced. I also suggest that once the
test becomes known it will be easy to learn
the answers to the questions prior to taking
the tests. It will not take incredible intelligence, brain power or prior preparation to
answer the test. Although I do not object to
the test, I certainly do not consider it a significant method for reducing the availability of firearms to people who might not
be SUItable to use them.
If one considers the analogy of the test
for the motor driver's licence, one realizes
that it is fairly simple to learn the written
test and pass it. The real crunch is in the
practical examination of whether one can
drive the car. It has been suggested in this
case that there be a practical examination
in the proposed firearm legislation.

I object strongly to the proposal to limit
the number of firearms an individual may
possess by requiring him to have good and
sufficient reason for having additional
firearms. Who will make that decision?
Will it be uniformly applied throughout
the State, or will applicants be at the mercy
of a public servant who has a bent one way
or the other? What will be the situation
that applies in a case such as is posed by an
article in the Border Morning M ail of 24
May, which states:
To get a licence, a would-be shooter will have to
provide the issuing officer with a good reason for weapon ownership. Again this is a good point if policemen with plenty of time issue the licences.
But how will a country police station handle the
rush just before the duck season? If "for duck opening" IS a good reason to a busy policeman, will "for
rabbits" be a good reason to one with time on his
hands?
As the gun lobby and this newspaper have argued
repeatedly, criminals with guns won't register them or
get a licence to obtain or own one.
Short of a door-to-door search, police will never see
or get a record of thousands of the weapons they really
need to know about. They will get on file only those
people who use firearms lawfully and carefully.

That is the biggest drawback to the proposal in the Bill. It will not achieve the
objectives which the Government so earnestly desires, and I do not degrade the
Government's intention. The proposal
simply will not achieve the objective.
The concept of a cooling-off period is
desirable. However, if the reason for
having that provision is to stop someone
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from making an on-the-spot decision to
obtain a firearm quickly or for some nefarious purpose, three weeks seems to be a
lengthy period and I should have thought
that a period of seven days was ample. If it
is a matter of some passion that a firearm
is required, surely seven days is sufficient
time for that cooling off. I know of no
reason why a three-week period is necessary. A period of that length will hinder a
significant number of potential shooters
who may decide, for instance, to go duck
shooting, or to go on a hunting expedition
with friends the week-end after next. This
provision will preclude them from securing
a firearm in time to go on that excursion.
The Hon. M. J. Sandon - If they are
going duck shooting, they will have made
up their minds months ago.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER-Apparently
Mr Sandon lives in a secluded area and
does not have coming to him, as many
other honourable members do, constituents who have been caught up in a time
span because a decision has been made
late, or because they have overlooked
something. One has only to consider the
analogy of applying for a liquor licence for
a social function. How many times do honourable members representing country
areas have constituents coming to them
and saying, "I have just realized that I had
to give ten days' notice for an application
and there are only nine days to go"? That
situation will occur. Apparently Mr
Sandon lives in a rarefied atmosphere
where his constituents do not put themselves in that situation.
The question of safe storage also arises.
The issuing officer must be satisfied that
the firearm will be stored securely. I have
not seen any guidelines on what is deemed
to be safe storage. Is it on top of the broom
cupboard on the back verandah?
The Hon. J. H. Kennan-No.
The. Hon. W. R. BAXTER - Is it under
the bed, or must it be locked in a cupboard?
The Hon. J. H. Kennan - Yes.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER - It is
amazing that, as one goes along, one discovers that the Government's intention
and Mr Kennan's intention is to be more
and more restrictive. Apparently the Gov-
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ernment adopts a policy of hindering the
legitimate and law-abiding person more
and more, as I am finding out as I go
along.
Mr Reid has already referred to registration. Certainly the Government went to
the people saying that it would introduce
gun registration, but along the lines of the
South Australian system and not the Draconian measure that has been brought into
this House. What is the effect of registration? Does it work anywhere in the
world?
The Hon. M. J. Sandon - That is a different question. You asked what is the
effect of it.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER - Perhaps we
should supply to Mr Sandon the dictionary
that Mr Reid was using. If he cannot tell
the difference between whether it works
and what is its effect, he needs to refer to
the dictionary. Western Australia has the
most restrictive firearms laws in Australia,
having had 40 years of registration, and
that State has the highest crime rate per
capita in this country; Tasmania, which
has the most liberal firearms laws-one
can even own a machine gun there-has
the lowest crime rate in Australia. There is
a messa~e there that clearly indicates that
re~istratlOn does not have any effect on the
cnme rate, contrary to one of the justifications that were bandied about by the Government, both since coming to office and
prior to the election, as to the need for this
Bill.
I would not wish some of the more
extreme examples of guns to be freely
available in Victoria, but the Government
obviously does not understand the requirements of people who engage in shooting
sports. Highly emotive language has been
used; honourable members have heard
mention of riot guns and trench guns. If
Government supporters had a better
understanding of the position, they would
know that these guns are generally known
in rural Victoria as scrub guns. They have a
particularly useful purpose in the control of
feral pigs which are becoming a menace to
agriculture in this State and in the
Riverina. I defy anyone successfully to go
hunting feral pigs in a lignum swamp using
a long barrelled shotgun; a scrub gun is an
ideal gun for that purpose.
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The Hon. B. A. Murphy - How would
you know? You said you had never used
one.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER - I am able to
take advice, which is more than some of
Mr Murphy's colleagues are able to do. The
Government is resorting to an emotional
argument by stating that it will ban these
weapons out of hand. A criminal who
wants a short barrelled firearm that he can
conceal upon his person will not use one of
these weapons; he will obtain an ordinary
firearm and cut down the barrel. That
aspect needs to be re-examined.
The carriage of firearms on school buses
needs consideration. My colleague, Mr
Wright, and I -and no doubt other honourable members-have made representations on this matter over a period. In some
country high schools and technical schools,
valuable firearm education courses are
under way, and I pay tribute to Mr Charles
Whitla ofWodonga who was the pioneer of
these courses in Victorian technical schools
when he started them in Benalla many
years ago. These courses have been useful
10 training young men, and now young
women, in the safe use of firearms, but
problems arise concerning school children
being permitted to carry these weapons on
school buses and that needs consideration.
Obviously, safeguards must be put in
place. I believe the department has been far
too restrictive about the matter, and I hope
the problems can be overcome.
The Hon. K. I. M. Wright-Mr Lin Barr
is another leader in that field.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER-Yes, he is
now at the Wangaratta High School. Before
moving on to the reasoned amendment
that I propose to move, I shall make some
remarks about the consultative committee
which is to be established under the Bill.
Three barristers, three policemen, and
three persons from the shooting industry
are to be members of that committee.
The consultative committee is inappropriately structured. The committee is to
consist of three persons who shall be barristers and solicitors of the Supreme Court
of Victoria, three persons who shall be
nominated by the Chief Commissioner of
Police and three persons who shall represent the interests of the holders of licences
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under the Act. Persons refused a permit by
a responsible officer can appeal to that
body which has other functions.
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As Mr Reid has indicated, it is not the
intention of the Liberal Party to vote
against the second reading of the Bill. I find
that distressing, bearing in mind the
I believe the interests of holders of remarks made not only at the last ~eneral
licences under the Act are insufficiently election but also at the Swan HIll and
represented because they have only three Warmambool by-elections. I then have to
representatives out of nine. Mr Long inter- fall back to my next best act. Therefore, I
jected that the barristers might not know move:
very much about it-that mayor may not
That all the words after "That" be omitted with the
be true. The police may have a particular view of inserting in place therof"this House refuses to
view on firearms brought about by the read this Bill a second time until its provisions have
considered by a Select Committee of the legislanature of their work, and that is under- been
tive Council and a report made to the House".
standable.
That reasoned amendment will enable conIf I am unsuccessful in having the Bill sultation to take place. The Government
referred to a Select Committee, I will move promised that it would consult with the
an appropriate amendment during the Shooting Sports Council of Victoria, the
Victorian Game and Field Association and
Committee stage.
those other shooting interests mentioned
Mr Reid spoke about his proposed by Mr Reid.
amendments and pleaded with the
A Select Committee of this House could
National Party to support them. He quoted consult and ensure that the proposed legisfrom a document from the Shooting Sports lation not only has the general approval of
Council of Victoria which states that it the people it is going to affect but also that
believes it has been deceived and now it is the best and most effective legislation
looks to individual Parliamentarians of all that Parliament put on the statute-book.
parties to see that justice is done and
I invite Mr Reid and his colleagues to
reasonable legislation introduced. I took it
from the context in which Mr Reid pointed support me in forming a Select Committee
to that passage that he believed the Bill because that is the only way that the conshould be read a second time and then his sultation which Mr Reid so earnestly
amendments should be discussed. I inter- desires can now occur.
pret that passage in a different way. I
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Thomasbelieve there has not been the consultation town
is interesting that Mr
that was promised, and the Government BaxterProvince)-It
refers
to
the
bumper sticker slickhas refused - I do not think that is too ness because that is referred
to in an article
strong a term-to engage in the consulta- that appeared in the Australian
and New
tion that was promised prior to the elec- Zealand Journal of Criminology in
March
tion. The passage to which I referred in Mr this year entitled, "An ounce of prevention
Kennan's letter to the shooting council is of gun control and public health in Ausfair evidence of that refusal.
tralia." Professor Harding referred to the
fact that the tone of gun control debate had
My first option was to vote against the degenerated rather markedly. He referred
Bill at the second-reading sta$e and hope to the crass efforts of the shooting lobby in
that the Opposition would JOIn me. That the Victorian State election campaign
would defeat the proposed legislation and which reduced a profound social issue to
would give the Government the oppor- the level of bumper sticker slickness.
tunity to go out and honour its election
I suppose nothing better characterizes
promise; to consult and theh come back to
Parliament with a fresh measure embody- the remarks of Mr Reid and Mr Baxter
ing the principles of this Bill on which than that comment. They have endeathere is agreement. There are some aspects voured to reduce a profound social issue to
of the Bill on which there is agreement. the level of bumper sticker slickness. Mr
The Government could consult on the Baxter was cheerful about that. He said he
other issues and come back with a con- was delighted to take up the bumper sticker
approach.
sidered measure.
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The Hon. R. J. Long-What about your
promises?
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN-I will come
to the promises. Let me remind the House
that the Labor Party fought two consecutive elections and they may well be about
to fight a third on the issue of gun legislation. It would solve the leadership problems of the Liberal Party because the
Labor Party would win both Berwick and
Burwood. In 1979 the Labor Party fought
an election with a clear policy in relation to
firearms. Mr Hunt is sanctimonious.
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period and wrote it into our party policy.
So much for the humbug about the lack of
consultation! It was suggested that there
should be a requirement for safekeeping.
The Labor Party then prepared the policy
that was passed at the June 1981 State conference of the Victorian Labor Party. It has
not wavered from that policy in any respect since that time. The gun lobby well
knows that fact.

I have provided members of the Opposition with documents indicating that the
Shooting Sports Council of Victoria well
knew the Labor Party policy stated in paraThe Australian Labor Party fought the graph 151 of the Civil Rights and Law
1979 election on the policy that all firearms Reform Policy and printed in full in preshould be registered and possession of election propaganda published by the
firearms should be restricted to those council. Let there be no nonsense that
requiring firearms for essential occupa- there was any misunderstanding of where
tional and limited supervised recreational the Labor Party stood on this issue.
purposes.
The Hon. R. J. Long-Why did you
That policy was much more restrictive back off it?
than the policy on which the Labor Party
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN - The Labor
fought the 1982 election. The party was Party
has not backed off it. It was interestapproached by the shooting groups referred ing that
to give a copy of the policy to
to by Mr Reid and Mr Baxter. A process of Mr ReidI had
and
Hunt. The document
consultation commenced in May 1981, not published by theMrShooting
Sports Council
only before the legislation was introduced of Victoria quoted paragraph
151 and this
but also before the policy was written.
is the issue that upsets Mr Hunt because of
The Opposition has chosen to ignore the his hypocrisy and obstruction in this
fact that in May 1981 representatives of the place.
committee referred to by Mr Reid-the
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Civil Rights and Law Reform Policy Com- Province)-On a point of order, I object to
mittee-had a meeting with representa- the word "hypocrisy", although it does not
tives of the Sporting Shooters Association, really bother me. However, I do object that
the Victorian Clay Target Association, the the honourable gentleman said that he had
Victorian Field and Game Association and to provide the Opposition with copies of
the Shooting Sports Council of Victoria. the document. Members of the Opposition
The report on that meeting ran to eleven had seen it before. He gave it to us, but it is
pages. I wrote the report at that time and it a common debating ploy to say that he had
wa~ subsequently circulated to the Labor
to give it to us. I take it that he alleges
Party conference in June. It was a pub- hypocrisy on this side of the House. That
lished document, copies of which members term is regularly ruled out of order as being
of those associations obtained. Representa- un parliamentary.
tives of those associations attended a meeting that lasted for 2 hours or more.
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade)-Order! I invite Mr Kennan to withMr Baxter and Mr Reid talk about con- draw the expression.
sultation. Let me look at the report of the
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Thomasconsultation with the firearms lobby which
was published in June 1981. It opposed town Province)-I withdraw the expresregistration then as it does now but sug- sion. What touches Mr Hunt's sensitivity
gested an examination of firearms safety. in this debate is that the Labor Party had
After that consultation the Labor Party the clearest mandate to implement this
took up that suggestion of a cooling-off policy. When the Opposition states that the
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party misled shooters and then relies on a
folder put out by the Shooting Sports
Council of Victoria, one has only to look at
pre-election propagandaThe Hon. D. G. Crozier-What about
your pre-election propaganda?
The 'Hon. J. H. KENNAN-I will come
to that later, with great delight. If one looks
at the pre-election material of the Shooting
Sports Council, one sees that the Labor
Party policy is quoted accurately and in
full. There is no misunderstanding on the
part of the council, and the Opposition has
taken only a latter-day interest in it. If it
had followed the pre-election debate,
members of the Opposition would know
that the requirement for justification for
firearms ownership in respect of each particular firearm and the registration of
firearms were the two key issues. The
Opposition is attempting to frustrate the
Government on one of those.
There was no misunderstanding as to
what was the policy of the Labor Party.
The Opposition was provided with a copy
of the party policy and I reiterate the key
points of paragraph 151. It states that
licensing of persons wishing to possess
guns would be granted to persons who
could demonstrate competence, provide a
guarantee of responsible use and guarantee
the security of the gun. Paragraph 151
mentions registration of firearms and a
cooling-off period. That was well understood by the gun lobby and by anyone who
read the policy. The Labor Party has not
backed off from any of those items, but the
Opposition wants to knock off one of those
important aspects.
I now refer to the authorized party
pamphlet published in February 1982,
which sets out the law reform proposals of
the Labor Party. The Opposition is
extremely fond of quoting such pamphlets
when it wants to. If one reads pages 13 and
14 of the "Justice" pamphlet, one sees that
the very provision the Opposition wants to
obstruct relates to justification. As to suggestions that there was any misleading, it is
difficult to think of any single issue during
the 1982 election campaign that was more
clearly debated and better understood than
this one.
The gun lobby understood the policy and
if one examines press releases put out by
John Cain and Tom Edmunds, the then
shadow Minister for Police and Emergency
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Services-and again I have provided
copies to the Opposition-it can be seen
that there was no backing away from the
policy. In a press release at the time of the
Morwell by-election in 1981, the policy
was set out in full under cover of a letter by
John Cain and Tom Edm unds. There
should be no suggestion that there was any
misleading or backing away.
If one looks at paragraph 151 - which the
Opposition has carefully avoided quoting-members of the Opposition can
hardly claim that anyone was misled
when the very lobby the Opposition represents in this Parliament quoted the policy
in full. In its own material, the gun lobby
quoted the whole policy, and the Bill
implements that policy.

As to the pre-election debate relating to
the matters contained in the Bill, there was
considerable discussion concerning the
issue of what the lobby feared to be the
confiscation of guns. In a newsletter dated
July 1981 of the Shooting Sports Council of
Victoria, the adoption of the policy by the
Labor Party was referred to. That is
another example of how the lobby understood the policy put forward. It was suggested that the Labor Party would confiscate guns or that an arbitrary limit would
be placed on the number of guns owned by
shooters.
During the election campaign, it is true
that the Labor Party relied for support on
the South Australian experience. The party
referred to the registration system that
existed in that State, but members of the
Opposition knew that the Labor Party
policy involved' some additions to the
system in South Australia. At no time did
the Labor Party state that the South Australian Act would be enacted in Victoria.
The party stated that the system of registration would be notational, and it is. What
the Opposition proposes in its amendments is not a notational registration
system.
If one examines the reports of the July
1981 conference on firearm laws held in
Perth and looks at the paper presented by
Assistant Commissioner D. A. Hunt of the
South Australian Police Force, one can see
that during the first year of operation of the
new South Australian Act, there was a 38
per cent reduction in accidental homicides;
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sented easy access to guns by persons who
were either unstable or who had records of
irresponsible behaviour.
In the paper, which was published prior
to the 1982 election, Mr Hunt went on to
indicate that even the severest critics of the
I now refer to other comments made by legislation had not been disadvantaged.
Mr Hunt, from the South Australian Police There had been no confiscation of guns in
Force, in support of the Bill. I am deeply South Australia. A consultative committee
concerned that the Opposition has not was established in South Australia. Simidone its homework for the debate. The full larly, in Victoria, the Government estabextent-and it may be due to the limita- lished the Interim Firearms Consultative
tions that Mr Baxter referred to-of the Committee.
reading by Opposition members has been
It is extraordinary that, on the one hand,
confined to letters and submissions that there is a complaint that the Government
they have received in the mail. Opposition does not follow the South Australian legismembers have not displayed any inde- lation carefully enough, but on the other
pendent research or evaluation.
hand the National Party moves an amendIt may be constructive to compare the ment seeking to alter the constitution of
reasons why the Labor Party is in govern- the interim consultative committee, which
ment and why the Liberal Party is in is modelled precisely on the South Ausopposition. I urge honourable members to tralian committee.
Mr Hunt said that the South Australian
reflect on the way that the Labor Party
developed its policy on firearms. The firearms consultative committee had been
policy was formulated after consultation an enormous success and that it was well
and research. The issue was fought accepted. He said that the computer
throughout the last State election cam- system of gun registration was another idea
paign. Unfortunately, the Opposition is that the interim consultative committee
picked up.
now simply reacting to that policy.
There is a real cause for concern in VicMr Hunt, the Assistant Commissioner of
toria,
and in Australia, over the misuse of
Police in South Australia, referred to other
intangible benefits that flow from the regis- firearms. It is a pity that the House has not
tration of firearms. Mr Hunt said that there neard more on this important social issue.
was liaison between community groups More than 500 suicides due to firearms
and women's organizations associated with occur each year in Australia-there have
crisis intervention in domestic disputes. been some tragic, well-publicized suicides
The fact that guns were registered in the in Victoria during the past year or so.
names of their owners provided valuable Those suicides would have been preventaassistance in identifying violent and poten- ble in many cases through the implementatially violent situations. That has been the tion of proper precautions such as a coolexperience of a senior police officer in ing-off period before the purchase of a
South Australia on the avoidance of crime firearm.
due to gun registration.
The statistics for violent crime in Victoria
alarming. In 1981 almost
Mr Hunt, the Assistant Commissioner of half ofarethemost
homicides
in Victoria resulted
Police, said that the experience in South
Australia was that solicitors associated from shootin~s. That was a high percentage
with matrimonial and family cases had compared WIth the other States. In the
contacted the firearms division when there United Kingdom, which has a much larger
had been a real fear of violence. Similarly, population than Victoria, there were only
24 deaths resultin~ from shootings in 1980,
contact by mental health organizations which
is approxImately the number of
with the firearms division had been helpful
in dealing with the possession of firearms shootings that occurred in Victoria.
The United Kingdom had. the lowest
by persons suffering from either mental illness or drug addiction. He said that the death rate due to shootings compared with
new legislation in South Australia pre- Victoria, New South Wales and the United

a 36 per cent reduction in premeditated
shootings, and a reduction in domestic
shootings from four to nil. That was the
sort of material on which the party relied
to support the arguments relating to registration.
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States of America. In 1979 Victoria led the
Australian homicide rate and no other
Western nation, with the exception of the
United States of America, Canada and
Northern Ireland, had a higher rate of
homicide caused by firearms.
In recent years Victoria has been ranking
behind only the United States of America,
Canada and Northern Ireland in relation to
the number of homicides caused by
firearms. As Professor Harding said, it is a
public health issue. The number of homicides due to the use of firearms in Victoria
is ten-fold the number of suicides by
firearms. It is a public health issue.
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In November 1981 in Hobart, the Australian police Ministers council met and
expressed concern at the lack of uniformity
in firearms law in Australia. It thought that
there was merit in a co-ordinated approach
to some aspects of firearms management
and it thought that there had already been
achieved a high degree of uniformity on
hand gun regulation by registration. That is
another interesting point I should like to
make in passing.

If the Opposition is opposed to registration for long arms why does it not introduce a Bill seeking to deregister pistols? If
registration is so irrelevant why does the
Opposition
not introduce a Bill to deIt is extraordinary that honourable register pistols,
especially when it opposes
members can listen in this Chamber-and the registration of
long arms?
I suppose it says a lot for the irrelevance of
this place and how out of touch it is-to
The police Minister's council considered
Mr Baxter describe the Bill as a disgrace. In that the only way one could achieve an
Australia, firearms play a large part in the effective over-all national gun control
over-all rate of homicides. In 1980 Victoria system would be to have national registrahad twelve times as many deaths caused by tion. I urge Opposition members to reflect
firearms as occurred in England and on the fact that on that occasion only two
Wales.
of the seven police Ministers were Labor
The United States of America was the Party Ministers.
only country to have a higher rate of deaths
Following that meeting in 1981, the
due to firearms. A tighter restriction on the
ownership and use of firearms would have secretariat prepared a paper which argued
a correlation to the damage caused by for the registration of long arms and for
firearms. The inescapable conclusion good cause and good character requirereached in the articles and book written by ments. It also argued for the training in and
Professor Harding is that limited access to prohibition of weapons.
firearms deters potential misusers of
The Hon. W. R. Baxter-What other
firearms.
input would you expect from police?
I turn now to examine the record of the
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN-Mr Baxter
Liberal Party in relation to this issue. It is
no surprise that the Liberal Party does not has fallen into the trap. I was referring to
oppose the great majority of clauses in the the police Minister council meeting, which
Bill. In May 1981 in the Legislative was predominantly composed of Liberal
Assembly, the then Premier, the Honour- Party Ministers. On the opposition to
able Lindsay Thompson, indicated that the firearm control, the secretariat expressed
Liberal Party was reviewing its position in the view that opposition to the recomrelation to guns and hoped to introduce mended measures on long arms and registration could be expected from gun clubs
tighter laws later that year.
and other such sporting bodies. These
If Opposition members want to talk bodies represent' a small minority of
about who has been misleading who, I urge Australians who have consistently opposed
them to study what a former Minister for all measures taken to enhance firearms
Police and Emergency Services, Mr management and to encourage reasonable
Granter, was doing before the last State law enforcement procedures. That was the
election campaign. If members of the view of the secretariat of the council of
Opposition want to talk about what the which a former Minister for Police and
real intentions of various people were, I Emergency Services, Mr Granter, was a
urge them to examine this issue.
member. It does not stop here. With
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registration in Victoria, we will be moving
to a national firearms registration position
within the next few years in Australia and
that will be a most responsible position.
In 1978, the then Liberal Government
asked the Chief Commissioner of Police in
this State to conduct a review of the
Firearms Act. The Firearms Review Committee was made up of police officers and
was set up at the request of Mr Granter and
it met between March of 1979 and June
1980. Prior to the election, Mr Edmunds
wrote to Mr Granter and asked for the release of that report. It is interesting when
there is a notice of motion in this place
about open government, that Mr Granter
refused to release a copy of that report.
Why did he refuse? Because that report
that he asked for and received, and which
he kept secret, said that registration was
desirable. The report said that it would
cost a lot of money and did not recommend it because of the expense. The public
ought to know that was the report that Mr
Granter was sitting on and refused to
release.
In a letter to Mr Edmunds some few
months before the April 1982 election, Mr
Granter refused to release that report. It is
a sad indictment on the previous Government that was bereft of any decent principles in that it did not release that report.
The Labor Party Government has copies
of it now and It knows why the former
Government did not release it.
The committee concluded, not only that
registration of all firearms in Victoria was
desirable but it also realized that while we
will never be able to prevent criminals or
would-be criminals from obtaining
firearms, it expected that by tightening the
laws, having wider cancelhng powers and
proper penalties, the misuse of firearms
would be minimized.
One of the conditions that the committee suggested was a requirement that
firearms be kept in suitable facilities when
not in use. This is the very requirement in
the Bill which the Opposition is ridiculing.
Despite what Mr Thompson said early in
1981, that the Liberal Party would be moving on the firearms law, the former Government reached a state of inertia. It
thou~t that this small vocal lobby would
cost It votes. The Liberal Party would not
move on an issue, which Professor Harding
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has correctly described, as an issue of public health. The Opposition in the past week
or two of this legislation has been writhing
and moving about all over the place.
I shall now talk about the consultation
that the Labor Party carried out after the
election. I have already referred to the consultation before the election. I have referred to the South Australian experience, and
if Mr. Reid had done his homework, he
should have looked at the New Zealand
test, because I referred to it in a public
meeting in his presence. He would have
seen that that was a comprehensive test,
but he could not be bothered. I referred to
the fact that we would be modelling our
test on the New Zealand test, not the West
Australian test, and if one examines the
New Zealand test one will see that it is a
thorough test.
After the Labor Party got into power, it
would have been a simple matter to enact
these proposals by regulations because the
existing Firearms Act has a regulation
making power which is wide enough for
the introduction of registration. The Government chose not to do that, but to bring
it before the Parliament.
The Government set up an Interim
Firearms Consultative Committee that was
made up of a Chief Superintendent of the
Police Force, John Ibbotson, Mr John
Phillips, Queen's Counsel, now the Director of Public Prosecutions in this State, the
President of the Melbourne Gun Club and
the Victorian Clay Target Association, Mr
Bob Buchan, a man highly respected in the
shooting field. Members of the Opposition
do not want to hear this but that committee met on 4 May 1982, 31 May 1982,
24 August 1982 and 11 November 1982.
During all those meetings the form of the
laws was discussed. Mr Buchan put forward views in relation to the shooting
sports and, as a representative of the Minister, I attended a great many shooting
sports functions and clubs, including the
opening of the Victorian Clay Target Association in Echuca, as well as the School
Boy and School Girl Championships at the
gun club in July last year. During last year
that committee receIved written submissions from various people. ,It did not
receive, until earlier this year, any submis-
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sion from the Shooting Sports Council of
Victoria but it received written submis·
sions from other persons.
On 18 April this year, the Interim
Firearms Consultative Committee set
aside half a day to hear anyone who
wanted to put their views, and it is impor·
tant to recall that on that day there were
representatives from the Shooting Sports
Council of Victoria, from an organization
which calls itself the Firearms Owners
Union, from the Victorian Clay Target
Association, from the Deer Stalkers Asso·
ciation, Winchester Australia, and most of
those organizations also brought written
submissions. The Director of Public Prose·
cutions chaired that meeting and chaired it
fairly. No one asked for more time. All the
persons at that meeting, including three
representatives of the Shooting Sports
Council of Victoria, did not ask for more
time to' put submissions. They brought
their documents, went through them and
said all that they wanted to say. There have
been no complaints made to Mr Phillips,
to me or to the Minister. They were given
adequate time on 18 April 1983 if they had
wanted to have second thoughts and recon·
vene that meeting. They knew what the
draft Bill ~as and it was as a result of that
consultation that the Government has
introduced a number of amendments.
It is nonsense to suggest that there was
something wrong with that consultation.
The Labor Party had consultation before it
got into power and it was very familiar
with the arguments that were put by these
organizations. I know that the Premier,
and just about every Labor candidate, par·
ticularly Mr Edmunds, attended countless
meetings during the election campaign.
At the meeting which Mr. Reid, Mr
Hann, the Minister and myself attended on
Monday night, not one new proposal was
put forward; not one matter was raised for
almost two and a half hours that had not
already been put. The suggestion that there
should be an adjournment to allow further
consultation is extraordinary, because this
argument has been going on for two years.
Members of this Parliament met with 500
shooters on Monday night. It was a well
run, orderly meeting and ample time was
given for discussion and not one fresh matter was' raised. Every matter had been
raised time and again, and Mr Baxter says,
"Let us refer it off for more consultation".
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Following that consultation of the
interim consultative committee on 8 April
with representatives of the shooters' organization, the committee met again on 2 May
this year. At that meeting, the amendments
to the legislation were settled. In relation to
the suggestion that the Government has
not been concerned about training, this
Government has provided about $7150 to
the Victorian Clay Target Association to
assist in its programme of firearm awareness training. In 27 years, the Liberal Party
made no attempt to introduce legislation
or administrative procedures to test the
competence of people wanting firearms or
to educate applicants for shooters' licences.
However, Liberal Party members had the
audacity to come into this place in June
1983 and say that the Government had
done nothing about this matter.
The Government has taken the essential
first step, which is to require written answers to questions in a test of firearms awareness. It will be happy to introduce practical
tests when there are enough trained personnel to carry out that duty. That will be
implemented in some years' time, but it is
not practical at present. In relation to other
aspects of consultation, the sub-committee
of the interim consultative committee has
met on a number of occasions with representatives of the Hunter Safety Steering
Committee to work on the proper form of
testing firearms knowledge and safety.
The consultative committee also considered the mechanisms for registration in
detail and the forms that would be necessary. The Labor Party's policy was known
well before the election and the shooters
referred to it in their material. Registration, a cooling-off period, justification for
each additional gun, requirements for safe
keeping, a test of knowledge of firearms
and safety and the establishment of a
firearms consultative committee are key
elements of the Bill. The irony of this matter is that some aspects, such as the cooling-ofT period, were adopted as party
policy in June 1981, after talking with the
shooters in May 1981. So much for the
argument about consultation!
In so far as there is any departure from
our policy, the Bill before the House is in
favour of shooters because it provides the
once-only registration provision and
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retains the option of the licensing policy
for annual licences. The Government
fought the election and won a powerful
mandate. I shall refer to one example. The
gun lobby decided it would take on the
honourable member for Bentleigh in
another place, Mr Hockley, during the election campaign. In the 1979 election, Mr
Hockley won with a margin of only 100
votes. Mr Hockley and his wife both
received death threats during the election
campaign when firearms and their proper
control was made an issue. It is extraordinary for anyone to suggest that the death
threats were bogus or invented.
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-Who made
them?
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN - I am not
suggesting that it was Mr Crozier. This
matter was made an issue and Mr Hockley
increased his margin from 100 to 3000
votes. The Liberal Party did nothing about
this matter for 27 years. Who could possibly deny that the Government has a
powerful mandate in this matter? The Bill
implements exactly what the Labor Party
promised it would implement.
I shall refer again to the article by Professor Harding. The Liberal Party considers
that nothing needs to be done about gun
issues in society. It sat on a report recommending the reform of gun laws, did not
disclose it and took no action on it. It is the
party with blood on its hands which was in
Government while the carnage in Victoria
through the misuse of guns and vandalism
with guns was at a high rate, not only in
Australian terms, but also in world terms.
In the March issue this year of the Australian and New Zealand "Journal of
Criminology, Professor Harding said:
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disgrace lies. The Dixon report in Western
Australia that reviewed firearms legislation
found that tight controls were necessary.
Professor Harding recommended gun legislation. He indicated that it is essential to
control the inventory of guns in this country. He repeats that comment in the March
issue of the Australian and New Zealand
Journal of Criminology and states:
with regard to gun ownership and the use in Australia
there can be no ambivalence;

What a word to use in the context of the
Liberal Party in this State! What word
could better capture the characteristics of
that party than the word "ambivalence".
He says:
prevention is necessary, the phenomenon cannot
simply be ignored. The rate of firearms ownership in
Australia is . . . increasing at a rate which exceeds
population growth. There are excellent reasons for
supposing that gun use in robbery will increase.
markedly in coming years. The present level of gun
ownership is already too high to regard with complacency.

Mr Baxter has said that the Bill is a disgrace and the Liberal Party complacently
sat on a report that recommended gun
registration. Professor Harding said:
Where at a point where at the end of the decade and
certainly by the end of the century not only could the
level of firearms use have increased significantly but
also more importantly, a violence-fear spiral could
irretrievably have been set in motion-the general
point is that fear of crime and in particular fear of gun
crime leads to responses which are destructive to the
quality of life.

The Government is concerned about the
proper control of a serious problem. What
Professor Harding said in his well-argued
case was that the opposition parties have
not bothered to read the report because
they were lazy on this issue. That is why
they are on the Opposition benches. They
are not prepared to work and develop
policies, sometimes at the expense of copThere had been a 50 per cent increase in gun owner- ping ftack and standing up on matters of
ship between 1975 and 1982.
principle. I inform Mr Hunt that that is
The number of guns in private ownership in Aus- what politics is all about.
tralia is now about 3 million, owned by approxiProfessor Haiding has said that gun
mately 1·6 million citizens.
crime and fear of gun crime could grow to
In 1979 there were about 700 fatalities made up of a point where it disadvantages the social
approximately 150 homicides 500 suicides and 50 and political activity in this country. It is a
accidents and some 1200 gun robberies.
serious problem, and he said that guns
The Opposition says this is not a problem should be subject to both licensing and
because as many people must keep guns in registration and recommends that persons
Australia as there are people killed on Vic- requiring shooters' licences for the first
toria's roads each year. The Opposition time be trained in the safe handling and
claims that the Bill is a disgrace. I will be competence with guns and agrees with the
asking the public in due course where the idea of a firearms consultative committee.
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I refer also, in relation to the contemporary
problem we have, to comments made by
Mr Justice Nicholson of the Supreme
Court on 18 May. When sentencing a person convicted of an armed robbery, Mr
Justice Nicholson said:
One would assume that a proper system of gun control would have made this task more difficult for you,
having regard to your record. A proper system of gun
control might have operated to protect both the public and yoursel(

Prior to committing the crime, the man in
question had obtained a shooter's licence
and a rifle. That statement was made two
weeks ago in the criminal court. The
Opposition makes assertions based on
nothing but submissions and letters it has
received in the mail stating that gun control has nothing to do with crime. That is
not the view ofMr Justice Nicholson and I
know who the community would regard as
having 'the more responsible stand on that
issue.
So much for the suggestion that is
repeatedly and inanely made that criminals
do not register theIr guns. This is an
example where a person uses a gun - there
are plenty of them -and can obtain a gun
and a lice~ce too easily.
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If one campaigns on the basis of gun regis-

tration, justification for each particular
weapon and notational registration, one
has two choices as far as the paper work is
concerned. Unfortunately, Mr Reid is a
year behind because the consultative committee went through this issue last year.
If one passes a test for a licence and
adopts the system whereby one is given a
permit to purchase or acquire the gun, one
sends the details to the registrar and
receives a licence back with the details of
registration endorsed on the licence. This is
notational in the sense that only one
licence document is issued with the details
of registration noted upon it. That is what
the word "notational" means.
If one does not use that method, one can
supply a licence at the start and when a
person obtains the gun, he or she can send
the details to the registrar and receive, in
due course, a separate document which is
the certificate of registration.

If one wants to introduce a notational
registration system - which we do - one
establishes an administrative system so
that one document incorporates the licence
and the registration. There are not two
documents. Mr Reid says, "We will have a
In the case of suicides, people obtain a licence system and a registration system
gun on the spur of the moment. It is extra- but we want to provide the licence straight
ordinary that people can be so detached away so that people can buy as many guns
from the reality of homicides, suicides and as they want." The Opposition has not
domestic violence not to realize that so turned its mind to the problem of how
many of these events occur on the spur of people will prove that the guns are registhe moment. If guns are left lying around, tered. Under the provisions of the Bill, it is
and people do not have a sense of respons- an offence to have a gun that is not regisibility, that is a good reason for registra- tered.
tion. If registration is introduced, people
A person who is required by law to have
know that if the gun can be traced back to
them and they have not fulfilled their safe- his or her gun registered is entitled to be
guarding requirements, it will affect their given a document by the law enforcement
authorities as proof of registration. That is
licence.
what the Government has done. The GovIf each individual gun is registered in a ernment has combined this process in the
person's name, he or she is responsible for one document. If one does not like that
it. That person knows that if the gun is left system, one will have to issue separate cerlying around and is misused, the person tificates of registration and that would not
will have the gun traced back to them. This be notational; it would not be noted on the
encourages a responsible attitude towards one licence.
the safekeeping of guns.
If one is to have justification for. each
The Bill provides for notational registra- additional gun - this issue was fought prior
tion. I ·have tried to explain this point to to the last election-one cannot have a
the Liberal Party, but it is not very easy. I licence that is carte blanche for as many
thought the message would have got across guns as one wants. There has to be a nota-
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tion on the licence for each additional gun
after it has been justified. The cooling-off
period does not apply to the subsequent
guns. One has to provide good reason for
the extra gun and that will be noted on the
licence under the administrative procedure.
The same applies with the buying and
selling of guns. If the Opposition thought
the policy through and thought about how
it would work, it would have come to the
same conclusion as that of the consultative
committee. That is the only practical
method of achieving registration. With the
use of computers, this is much more readily achievable than it was ten years ago.
The Opposition has overlooked that fact
in its attack on what is called the permit
system. The permit is no more and no less
than the facilitation of notational registration, that is registration of the gun on the
licence. The Opposition does not seem to
be able to grapple with the problem.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province)-Honourable members have
been treated to a somewhat long-winded
homily by Mr Kennan on the subject of
ambivalence and this from a Government
which has achieved a reputation in thirteen
months as the master of the displaced
promise!
In spite of Mr Kennan's undoubted dialectical skills, he failed to convince me that
the ostensible reason for this policy is confiscation and he has. obviously failed to
convince the shooters' organizations. I
have a small, concise message from the
Shooting Sports Council of Victoria
headed "Shooters: We told you so." So
much for their consultation.
The consultation, like the rest of the
arguments is, to say the least, cosmetic.
Here is a' Government headed by a
Premier who put the "con" into consultation, the "con" into consensus and the
"con" into confiscation and one has to
search behind the rhetoric of Mr Kennan
and other spokespersons for the Government for the real reason for legislation of
this sort.
Ostens.ibly it is a progressive, enlightened piece of latter-day legislation, from a
socially concerned party. Ostensibly the
legislation is solely designed to reduce the
incidence of armed crime and misuse of
Session 1983-108
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firearms. I wonder how many people in the
public, apart from some of those
mhabitants of inner city suburbs to whom
the mere mention of guns is anathema, are
convinced of this argument. I su"est that
the real reason is a deep philosophIcal conviction to disarm the citlzenry.
Honourable members interjecting.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-This has
produced a few performances and applause
from amongst Government party members
and I take this opportunity of reminding
them again of one of their philosophical
mentors. I quote a nice literary fragment
from a work entitled, The State and Revolution, and a chapter entitled, "The Essential Left". The author was one Vladimir
Ilyich Ulyanov, or V. I. Lenin:
~eneral

And the conquering party is inevitably forced to
maintain its supremacy by means of that fear which
its arms inspire in the reactionaries.

Quite obviously, ideologues of the Labor
Party will not rest until the arms of the
citizeriry are all locked up.
I return to the ostensible reasons for this
extraordinary. measure. As Mr Baxter and
Mr Reid pointed out, this policy apparently had its genesis or its refinement in
one of those famous conferences of the
State Australian Labor Party, the 1981
conference which was held on 13 and 14
June. Amongst speakers at the conference
was Mr Tom Roper, now the Minister of
Health, and at least the Minister of Health
had still retained his sense of humour up to
that point. Even he found some of the proposals a little hard to stomach. It is a matter of record-and I quote from part of the
transcript which relates to the extraordinary provision in clause 4 of the Billthat it is not enough just to proscribe riot
guns and Boyes anti-tank rifles.
The Hon. J. H. Kennan - What about
men's anti-tank rifles?
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-When Mr
Kennan gets into that league, he will probably proscribe them, too. Not content with
all that, the Labor Party has to bring within
the ambit of this extraordinary measure
even air-guns and air pistols. Even Mr
Roper found that hard.
The Hon. B. W. MIER (Waverley Province)-On a point of order, will the
honourable member describe from what
document he is quoting?
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The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (the Hon.
K. I. M. Wright)- I invite the honourable
member to give details of the document
from which he intends to quote.
The Hon. D. G.· CROZIER (Western
Province)-I will respond to that invitation. I am quoting from a segment of a submission presented to the Government
from the Firearms Owners Union of Victoria which quotes from what purports to
be a transcript of the Australian Labor
Party conference of 13 and 14 June 1981.
The Hon. B. W. MIER (Waverley Province)-On a point of order, there is no
such document or record known as a transcript of an Australian Labor Party conference. That does not exist.
The Hon. J. W. S. Radford - Do you
have those conferences behind closed
doors?
The Hon. B. W. MIER-No, we do not .
There is no such document and I challenge
the honourable member's reply.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT -Order!
There is no point of order. I accept that as
a point of explanation.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province)-Instead of keeping the House
in suspense any longer, I remind members
of the Government party of what Mr
Roper said when speaking in support of an
amendment to outlaw the use of an air
rifle:
We are going to stop the kids having any fun at all.
Now, possibly, that is what we are about. But there is
no need to tip the people off to that.
.

That is the sort of ambivalence which has
punctuated this party's performance.
Before the election, despite what Mr Kennan has said, there was a learned dissertation on Professor Harding-and I thought
the House just about got to the stage of
awarding him an honorary "DCL", and
maybe it will before the night is out-the
Labor Party policy document headed "Justice" -and it is known that the collectivists
are good at these emotive terms-in the
section on page 14 dealing with the Labor
Party's gun control policy, the document
has this to say-and I do not know whether
Mr Mier will challenge this source:
Labor's gun control laws will provide for: (b) controls on the number of guns owned, subject to reasonable need.
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That policy got a little bit too hot. As Mr
Reid and Mr Baxter pointed out before the
election, the spokesmen for the Labor
Party, particularly Mr Tom Edmunds, the
present Speaker in another place who was
then the shadow Minister for Police and
Emergency ServicesThe Hon. B. W. MIER (Waverley Province)-On a point of order, I ask the honourable member the source of the previous
quote.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (the Hon.
K. I. M. Wright)-Order! The honourable
member for Waverley Province may not
ask the honourable member for Western
Province but he may ask the Chair. Will
the honourable member quote the source
of that document?
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province)-Certainly! It is a document
headed "Justice" and, surprisingly enough,
there is a reasonable facsimile of the Australian flag on it, next to which are the
words "Australian Labor Party"-I do not
know whether that is a misprint but it purports to be the Labor Party policy on these
matters. In fact, I have to also inform the
House that it has the Parliamentary
Library stamp on it. I shall be happy to
provide further information. I can just
make out the fine print which states:
Printed and published by:
Australian Labor Party (Victorian Branch)
23 Drummond Street, Carlton 3053.
Authorised by:
R. D. Hogg
23 Drummond Street, Carlton 3053.
March, 1982.

That perhaps establishes that this is an
authentic document. This was the party
policy, but as the election approached the
weight of argument and the expressions of
resentment and apprehension and, indeed,
alarm were comin~ from not just country
districts in Victona but also from many
other areas and from. many other law-abiding citizens who value ownership of
firearms and who respect the law of this
country and who resent being associated by
inference with criminality, were starting to
get to the Australian Labor Party. I have a
document that displays a reasonable facsimile of a photograph of a bland and
rather young looking Mr Cain.
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mentary or factual comments. It is not my
understanding that one's speech should
consist of a series of quotes.
. The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-A week in
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (the Hon.
politics is a lons_ time, even for show ponies or cream puffs as some ofMr Kennan's K. I. M. Wright)-May's Parliamentary
Canberra colleagues have found out. I Practice is quite explicit in this matter. At
quote from the submission with which page 414 of the nineteenth edition, it
most honourable members are familiar of states:
the Shooting Sports Council of Victoria,
A Member may read extracts from documents, but
appendix 1, and a photostat of an adver- his own language must be delivered bona fide in the
tisement in the "Courier" -presumably the form of an unwritten composition.
Ballarat Courier-of 10 March 1982 which
contains a photograph of Mr Cain. Under
attempt to influence the course of a debate by
this heading, "Shooters? This concerns you theAnreading
of arguments or letters from persons of
. . . From John Cain on the Australian authority outside is repugnant to the spirit of debate,
Labor Party firearms policy", the adver- although it has been permitted.
tisement states that the Australian Labor
Party will not confiscate guns, and will not I uphold the point of order, as Mr Crozier
limit the guns that one may own. Turning is quoting to a large extent. I know that is
to the summation of the Labor Party of assistance to him in the debate, but I
policy, bland assurances are given in that invite him to put forward his case more in
earlier document from which I have his own words and less by quoting from
documents.
quoted.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
There is a photostat of a letter that Mr Province)-I shall endeavour to refrain
Edmunds sent to the various people. In from quoting, relevant as quotes are to the
fact, the document reveals a large number debate. I am tempted to remind the House
of country and suburban newspapers, the that Mr Kennan made copious reference to
Firearm Traders Association, a number of Professor Harding, but perhaps that is no
shooting organizations and many indi- longer
important. I shall say with regard to
viduals who contacted him regarding the the material I have in front of me, that
Bill. The letter states:
similar assurances were made in the same
The amendments proposed by the Australian Labor vein on three significant points. It was said
Party are similar to the successful South Australian that, firstly, there would be full and adelegislation, both in the issuing of licences and the quate consultation-that consultation
registration of firearms.
would be invited; secondly, that there
would be no limitation on the number of
guns that any shooter can own and, thirdly,
To ensure that no organization or individual is dis- that there would be no possible question
advantaged, interest groups such as pistol, rifle and
gun clubs. farmers' associations and collectors will be that any such measure would in effect conrequested to advise on drafting amendments to the fiscate firearms.
Firearms Act.
As part of his defence of the consultation
Honourable members should note the process, Mr Kennan quoted the fact that
words "will be requested to advise on the Mr Buchan was appointed. I am not qualilegislation". That means before the event, fied to make any comments on the appronot when the Bill has reached the second- priateness of that appointment. All I will
reading stage. The same letter continues:
say is that Mr Buchan, in consultation with
the
Shooting Sports Council of Victoria, on
Registration of firearms will not restrict the number
12 December last year, pointed out to that
of firearms a person may own.
body that he was on a committee that
The Hon. M. J. SANDON (ChelseaPro- examined matters such as increasing the
vince)-On a point of order, it is my licence fees but that he was not at liberty to
understanding of the procedure in relation divulge such information and that he did
to placing submissions before the House not "represent any shooting body on that
that one has to make one's own personal committee". Whatever Mr Buchan's crepoints and support those with docu- dentials, the question of representing any

The Hon. J. H. Kennan - That is good
coming from you, Digby!
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shooting body was obviously not one of
them. I shall now turn to specific aspects of
the Bill.
It is quite clear that, if the Bill is allowed
to pass in its present form, it will not be the
sort of legislation that was promised to the
people of Victoria in some of the statements to which I have alluded. We have
seen this extraordinary ambivalence-to
use Mr Kennan's term-both in the document from which I have quoted, from the
so-called justice document put out by the
Australian Labor Party before the election,
and by Mr Edmunds and other candidates
who were falling over themselves in seats
such as Bendi$o and Midlands to assure a
doubting pubhc that the Australian Labor
Party had no sinister intentions at all and
that there was no question of a limitation
of firearms ownership. When the Minister
introduced the Bill, he stated in the
second-reading speech:
However, it is designed to restrict the ownership of
firearms to a number consistent with the legitimate
needs of the licence holder.

Here is found, filtering through documents-even through the second-reading
speech - the very strong and, indeed,
irresistible propensity of the Australian
Labor Party for authoritarian control. It
clearly comes through in the Bill itself. I
refer to certain sections of the Bill, as has
Mr Reid, which the Opposition finds quite
unacceptable and, were they to be passed
in this form, they would allow control of
sporting weapons and ammunition by
administrative fiats. If anyone doubts that,
I shall quote from clause 23 of the Billand I hope I am allowed to do that without
any interruption from the Government
benches-which states:
No person shall bring into Victoria, cause to be
brought or sent into Victoria or manufacture, sell or
purchase or possess, carry or use any prohibited weapon or ammunition.
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that the Government of the day has total
control over what guns and ammunition
are acceptable. It means that if it wants to
use that power-and I do not doubt that a
Labor Government would be tempted to
do so-it would constrict the ownership
and use of weapons and ammunition.
There are other passages in the Bill which
the Opposition also finds totally unacceptable. Mr Reid will detail the Opposition's
response to them, as he has indicated, during the Committee stage.
If he were in the House I would ask the
responsible Minister about these matters. I
would ask any Minister at all, if one were
present at the table. The front bench has
been quoted as "the most talented front
bench in Australia", and I must admit that
it is looking better at present.
The Hon. D. R. White-We are paying
you the respect to which you are due. You
are not getting any.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-That just
illustrates the contempt with which this
Government treatsThe Hon. D. R. White-In which it
holds you.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-It may
illustrate the contempt in which the Government holds me, and I take that at face
value, because the Minister is entitled to
his views. However, it illustrates something that is far more important, which is
the contempt in which this Government
holds the Parliamentary process. I shall
now refer to clause 22 of the Bill and the
Minister for Minerals and Energy, although
the Bill is not under his responsibility, will
have to test his versatility on this one.
Clause 22 substitutes a new proposed section 29 (0) for section 29 (0) and (E) of the
principal Act. It states:

In this section "prohibited weapon or ammunition"
means prohibited weapon or ammunition as pre-.
scribed by the regulations.

Any person who carries a loaded firearm or discharges a firearm in a town or populous place or on
any street road lane bridge thoroughfare or place open
to or used by the public for passage with vehicles shall
be guilty of an offence and liable to a penalty of not
more than $500 or to imprisonment for a term of not
more than one month.

That clearly means exactly what it says. It
means that any firearm and any ammunition can be "prescribed by the regulations". The short and fairly innocuous
sounding part of the clause gives enormous
power to the Minister and those to whom
he delegates authority. It simply means

That is an extraordinarily difficult clause
to interpret. I have referred to that clause
to illustrate the type of ambiguity that
flows through the Bill and the type of
Draconian consequences that could flow if
the Bill is allowed to pass in its present
form.
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One of the inevitable consequences of
the Bill will be that many law-abiding citizens, perhaps inadvertently, will find themselves outsIde the law. Mention has been
made of clause 12. This again illustrates
the extraordinarily wide discretionary
powers proposed in the Bill. Proposed new
section 22AB provides that any authorized
officer. of police may issue to the holder a
permit in the prescribed form provided the
holder has good reason to possess a
firearm.
Honourable members have been reminded that, far from the bland promises
of not limiting firearms, this is part of the
real intent of the Government and it is also
spelt out in clause 11. The Bill seeks to give
expression to an important philosophical
dogma of the Australian Labor Party. It is
disguised and dressed up as a progressive
social measure. It has been touted around
the place as a piece of proposed legislation
that will contribute to lowering the incidence of armed crime and the misuse of
firearms.
.
The Opposition has yet to be convinced
that any system of gun registration anywhere in the Western World has achieved
that objective. There has been no significant improvement in the reduction of
armed crime wherever gun registration has
been introduced.
The Hon. R. J. Long-Victoria is no
longer a stranger to this type of Bill.
The Hon. D. GO' CROZIER-That is
correct. Between 1953 and 1971, Victoria
had a system of registration for firearms.
That system was discarded because of the
cost, the bureaucracy and the vexation that
was caused by persons who wished to register their firearms and the potential for
abuse that will eventually flow from this
Bill.
The Bill, if passed, will tempt law-abiding citizens to ignore its provisions. The
Bill will consequently develop a potential
for turning law-abidIng citizens into persons outside the law. More importantly, it
will not make any significant difference to
the incidence of armed crime. That is its
principal, ostensible rationale.
I end with a quotation, which again
might come under the category of the
bumper sticker slogans, which, I note from
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various vehicles in· the Parliamentary car
park, Labor Party members are singularly
addicted to. It is simply this, and it still has
relevance:
When guns are outlawed only outlaws will have
guns.

The Hon. B. A. MURPHY (Gippsland
Province)-The Bill is the result of more
than two years of research by the Labor
Party's committee on civil rights and
shooters associations. It was the most controversial issue during the last State .election campaign. During that campaign, I
attended many meetings with shooters and
gun clubs. Recently, I attended the annual
meeting of the GIppsland Branch of the
Australian Deer Association. The persons I
met at those meetings all agreed that the
Labor Party had a mandate to introduce
firearm reforms. What are these reforms
and the aims of the Bill? I shall go through
the eight principal aims of the Bill to
demonstrate to the Opposition how sens. ible.is the Bin.
The first principal aim of the Bill is. that
an applicant for a shooter's licence should
pass a test of knowledge of firearms,
firearm laws and the safe practice of
firearms. Could anyone argue with that? It
is common sense that a person who owns a
firearm should be competent in the use of a
firearm and should use it safely.
The second principal aim is that a person wishing to own a firearm must show
good reason for wanting to possess a
firearm or firearms of different types. A
person either wants to collect firearms, as
is the case with antique guns, or wishes to
purchase a firearm to participate in shooting sports.
The third principal aim is to ensure that
all firearms are securely stored when not in
use. What could be a more sensible suggestion than that? A gun should be safely
stored when not in use.
The fourth principal aim is to establish a
cooling-off period of three weeks before a
person purchases a firearm for the first
time.
I have here a copy of the Herald of
Wednesday, 25 May, which shows an
advertisement for K-Mart. The advertisement refers to the sale of ·22 calibre semiautomatic Remington rifles and ·22 calibre
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M-14 bolt action semi-automatic Stirling
rifles, which are available for sale over the
counter at many K-Mart supermarkets.
What a ridiculous state of affairs! That is
the result of 27 years of Liberal Government gun laws. People can purchase rifles
in K-Mart supermarkets!
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arise. There could be occasions when some
minor amendments may be needed to
update the Bill.
The Hon. B. P. DUDD-Do you foresee
any at this time?

The HOD. B. A. MURPHY - I do not
think so, after two-and-a-half years' hard
work by all sorts of people. It may not be a
perfect Bill, but it is a good one. As it is
The Hon. B. A.' MURPHY - The intro- tried out over a period of time, changes
duction of a three-week cooling-off period will be made. At this stage much good
will help prevent people from making rash work has been done and members of the
decisions in the purchase of firearms.
Government party are proud to put the
measure to the House.
The fifth principal aim of the Bill is to
require a person who wishes to purchase a
I have given the eight reasons and said
firearm to obtain a permit to do so. What why it is hoped the Bill will pass. Finally, I
would be more sensible than requiring a turn to the safety aspect of teaching young
person to obtain a permit if that person people to respect guns and to use them
wishes to purchase a rifle from either a properly. I envisage the time when the gun
supermarket or any other place?
clubs and the shooters associations will
a responsible attitude and will be
The sixth principal aim is to require take
proud
to show young people and people
registration of all firearms. That is the who own
for the first time how to use
major aim of the Bill, which some people them and guns
take care of them. I congratulate
objected to during the last State election Mr Kennan
on his speech.
campaign. I do not understand why people
complain about guns being registered.
The HOD. H. G. BAYLOR (Boronia ProWhenever anyone is born or anyone dies, vince)-I feel compelled to speak in this
registration occurs. Indeed, whenever any- debate. It could be assumed that, as a
one purchases either a car or a house, regis- woman member, I would not be concerned
tration occurs. It would be common sense about gun laws because, traditionally,
to know how many guns there are in the women are not members of shooting
country and who owns those guns.
organizations or prolific users of firearms,
The Hon. B. P. DUDD - Do you think the but I have discovered that that is not the
case. Many women participate in shooting
criminals are going to register their guns?
sports and it has been drawn to my atten ..
The Hon. B. A. MURPHY - Earlier in tion that in the pistol shooting area women
the debate, Mr Kennan quoted the instance shooters are more accurate than men. For
of a criminal who obtained a licence, pur- that reason it is important that the women
chased a gun and used that gun in a violent members of this House take an interest in
manner to hold up several stores. The Gov- the Bill.
ernment will make it much more difficult
The matter that impels me to rise is that
for those types of persons to obtain guns.
I believe there is much community misunThe seventh principal aim is to place a derstanding about firearms generally, and
requirement on the owners of air-guns and that has been borne out by the arguments
air-rifles to hold a shooter's licence. What put forward by Mr Kennan, particularly,
could be a more sensible suggestion? I can and other members of the Labor Party
remember when I was a young lad being which shows that they are perpetuating
chased up the street by somebody with an some of the myths in the community about
firearms and their misuse. Mr Baxter,
air-rifle.
when opening his remarks, said that he did
The eighth principal aim is to establish not own a firearm and had no real interest
a firearms consultative committee to in the sport of shooting. I confess also that
examine the various problems that may I do not own a firearm and do not belong

The Hon. W. V. Houghton - The Bill
will not stop that.
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to a shooting association, but it is incumbent on all honourable members to take an
intelligent interest in the Bill and to try to
look at the matter from the point of view
of what the Government intends to do and
why there is argument and controversy
about it.
The next thing one should consider is
what types of people own firearms in the
community. Much emphasis has been
placed on crime associated with firearms,
the misuse of firearms, and so forth. I
invite honourable members to consider the
types of people who indulge in shooting as
a sport and who own firearms. The
opinions in the community about the
people who are shooters range from virile
outdoor men to latent homosexuals.
Firearms have often been equated with the
Freudian phallic symbol. When the great
Sigmund Freud was once reminded that a
cigar on which he was puffing was a phallic
symbol, his unamused reply was, 44Some_
times a cigar is just a cigar".
The fact is that people from all segments
of the Australian society are shooters. It is
important to remember that when the
Government introduces this type of Bill it
is legislatin~ for the ordinary members of
the public; It is not legislating for peculiar
or devious people. It is the ordinary people
who will be affected by the proposed legislation and it is important that they understand what it involves. The Bill should not
be unduly oppressive and should not place
unnecessary obstacles in the way of people
who wish to indulge' in a perfectly legitimate pastime and sport. It should contain
clauses, if we have the Bill at all, which are
sane and sensible measures which are there
only to obviate problems that might arise.
Guns as such can do no damage. It is
only the people using guns that can do the
damage. I would personally agree to any
control of firearms if I genuinely believed
that the Bill would control violent crime.
The Labor Party has put to the community, and created an expectation in the
community, that this Bill will obliterate
crime in the community. That factor was
held up by Mr Kennan who went to great
pains and great lengths to convince the
House that that was the main reason why
the Government had introduced the Bill.
However, nowhere in the measure is the
subject of criminal activity with firearms
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dealt with. Such things as vandalism
against livestock and property are not even
mentioned in the Bill. That matter was
canvassed by Mr Baxter.
The lack of consultation has been mentioned, and Mr Kennan defended the Government's position. I do not pretend to
know what consultation took place. I listened to what Mr Kennan said. I have also
heard the other side of that story from
people who claim not to have had the
opportunity of speaking to the committee.
I have in my possession a letter dated 6
April 1983 from Mr Kennan to Mr P.
Brown of the Shooting Sports Council of
Victoria. Before I quote from it briefly I
wish to state that it is incredible that, having said he had been consulting for two
years on this matter, Mr Kennan should
write this letter on 6 April 1983 to the
Shooting Sports Council of Victoria in an
attempt to elicit information. The letter
reads:
I would be assisted in evaluating your comments if
you could provide me with the following information:
1. A copy of the constitution.
2. The manner in which you were elected as president.
3. A financial statement of the Shooting Sports
Council.
4. The names of the organizations which are members.
5. An indication as to whether your submission
contained under cover of your letter was adopted by
any official group.
6. The number of individuals who are members.
7. The financial liability, if any, of the Shooting
Sports Council.

I cannot for the life of me see what relevance that information has and how that
can be deemed to be consultation on the
proposed Bill, bearing in mind that the
date was April 1983, and the Bill was
already in draft form. What can that information purport to mean in consultation on
proposals contained in the Bill? It is completely irrelevant. It appears to be prying
into the Shootin~ Sports Council of Victoria, and if that IS the sort of consultation
Mr Kennan was trying to defend, it is
highly questionable. Again I quote from
the Firearms Owners Union in Victoria
which said in a press release dated 18 April
1982:
We have been trying to appear to give evidence to
this Committee since June last year, to ensure that a
workable and sensible Bill was presented to Parliament ...
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That was signed by Anthony O'Brien,
secretary of the union, so it would seem
that the committee did not even grant this
body an interview or any consultation
whatsoever. I am still waiting to hear from
other honourable members from the Government side aboutU,te consultation that
was claimed to have taken place.
The consultation Mr Kennan claimed
took place does not appear to be represented in the letters the Opposition has in
its possession. The Government must
learn about consultation. Over and over
again proposed legislation which has been
introduced by the Government demonstrates its amateurish way. The Government has been elected by the people ofVictoria and it should, therefore, consult with
the people of Victoria, in particular those
who are interested in the proposed legislation and its effects.
Consultation with the people of Victoria
is a practice that any Government carries
out. This Government does not consult.
Time and again, we have heard from
people who cannot get appointments with
the Minister or the Premier.
The HOD. R. A. Mackenzie-I have
never refused an appointment.
The HOD. H. G. BAYLOR - I am not
sure about the Minister of Lands but I have
heard that the situation is different with his
Ministerial colleaJues who literally refuse
to meet deputatIons. That includes the
Premier. The Government will find itself
at' odds with the community and peoele
who have a vested interest in certain BIlls
if it does not pick \lP its performance in
that way.
The Opposition has evidence of people
who have been trying to meet with the
committee responsible for this matter
which has affected them, but evidently
those people were refused. The union said
that it had been trying to meet with the
committee from June the previous year. If
the Minister wishes to challenge the validity of that statement, he can by all means.
The Opposition can argue only with what
it has in black and white before it.
In extolling the virtues of the prQposed
legislation, Mr Murphy pointed to one
aspect that proposed new section 22AA
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(2) (b) provides that a police officer shall be

satisfied that any person applying for a
shooter's licence has good reason to possess a firearm or firearms in one or more of
the categories. I should like a spokesman
from the Government party to explain
what the Government believes the words
"good reason" mean. It is not spelt out in
the Bill. What I may decide is good reason,
the Minister might not agree with.
That provision is extremely loose and
should not be included in the Bill. I should
like to know what is the Government's
bench-mark on the reason for owning a
firearm. Will it state that unless one is a
full-time professional shooter, one is not
allowed to use a firearm? What if a person
wishes to use a firearm part time, say, for
deer stalking or whatever? Is that a good
reason? What reason will be required by
people to prove that they are capable of
using a firearm?
Mr Kennan claimed that the proposed
legislation and the control of firearms
would help to prevent suicides. The absolute lack of logic in his arguments was
rather remarkable. I shall demonstrate the
lack of logic in his arguments. The prime
decision a potential suicide makes is that
that person intends to kill himself. That
person does not necessarily decide by what
means he shall kill himself. The method of
attaining his own destruction should be the
secondary consideration in an attempted
suicide. The first decision is that the person
intends to do away with himself: The fact,
that that person might shoot himself does
not mean that a gun is necessarily the catalyst.
The HOD. B. W. Mier-Are you suggesting that they starve themselves to death?
The HOD. H. G. BAYLOR-A person
may suicide in a number of ways.
The HOD. J. E. Kimer-The proposed
makes it a little harder.

legislati~n

The HOD. H. G. BAYLOR-I do not
believe it will. How can a licensing officer
foretell that some time in the future the
person to whom he may issue a licence
may wish to commit suicide? If the Government really intends to stop suicide by
the use of guns, it may as well prohibit
guns throughout the State. That is the only
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The Bill will produce more revenue
because it will significantly increase the
registration fees for firearms. The impression will be created in the minds of the
public that those people with evil interit
Likewise, the statement that the pro- will find it difficult to obtain guns, but it
posed legislation will prevent firearm acci- will be merely an impression in the minds
dents is also debatable. The analogy of the public. That impression is false, and
brought forward about drivers obtaining it is necessary for everyone to understand
licences to drive and having to go through the implications.
the necessary training to obtain that
On first hearing of the Labor Party's prolicence, does not stop people being killed
on the roads. The same applies to firearms. posal to introduce gun registration legIsla-·
Just because a person may be licensed to tion, I thought it was a good idea, and I
use a firearm, does not mean that accidents think that would be the response of any
ordinary person-that to introduce any
will be prevented.
measure to control the use of firearms
The Hon. B. W. Mier-No, but one would be ~ood. However, when one comes
must obtain a licence to drive a car.
to grips With the problem, one sees the falThe Hon. H. G. BAYWR-Exactly, but lacy of that 8llument. Mr Kennan referred
the Government cannot control whether to' it as a major social problem -a most
ridiculous over-statement. It is not a major
the licensed driver will have an accident.
social problem at all.
The Hon. B. W. Mier-No, but that
The Hon. J. E. Kirner-It is not a great
driver must pass a test.
social problem when 500 people are killed
The Hon. H. G. BAYWR-That does in a year?
not prevent accidents.
The Hon. H. G. BAYWR-No. The
people about whom we are 'talking are
The Hon. B. W. Mier-How many acci- responsible people who enjoy shooting
dents would there be if they were not sports. Mrs Kirner is referring to those
licensed?
people as a major social problem, and that
absolute nonsense. The Labor Party has
The Hon. H. G. BAYWR-I do not is
blinkered
vision on this issue. The matter
know; that is a completely hypothetical
an ideological argument for the Governquestion. Another argument put forward is
ment, as it was put so succinctly by my
was that the proposed legislation would colleague, Mr Crozier. I support the
reduce the use of firearms in crime. The remarks of the shadow Minister, Mr Reid,
evidence received from countries around
I will support the amendments that
the world has been well researched. The and
will
be
moved by the Opposition.
United States of America, which provides
The Hon. J. E. KIRNER (Melbourne
Australia with a considerable amount of
information, needed to try out this type of West Province)-I am pleased that Mrs
legislation. New York, which has a similar Baylor entered the debate because it is
control on firearms, is probably one of the important that views should be put by
worst places in the world for violent crimes women as well as by men on this issue.
and the numbers of people carrying guns.
The Hon. W. R. Baxter-I thought you
One does not need to look further than were
all equal and that these divisions were
there. One does not need to be bright to see not necessary.
that. Evidence has been adduced by
experts in England and all sorts of places to
The Hon. J. E. KIRNER-Some of us
demonstrate that it has no bearing on miti- are more equal than others. I address my
gating crime. Criminals who want guns will comments to the importance of the matter
~et them. Legislation of the type proposed as a social issue. Much has been said about
In the Bill will drive gun owners under- opposition to the Bill by people who use
ground, and there will be a bigger black guns. I want to address what IS, for me, a
market and a higher availability of guns for far more important issue- those who are
criminals than ever before.
affected by guns.

way to do it. If someone wishes to commit
suicide, that person will attempt to do it.
The fact that people use guns to commit
suicide is of secondary consideration.
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A number of women's groups are
delighted with the introduction of a Bill to
tighten access to guns. I point out that
women's groups are entitled to at least as
much attention as Mr Baxter gave to feral
pigs and farmers. Women who work in crisis centres know of the effect that easy
access to guns has on the lives of people
with whom they work. Women who work
in domestic violence situations, especially
policewomen, know of the damage caused
by firearms. Women who work in banks
fear for their lives and the lives of their colleagues. Women with families worry about
youth's easy access to guns when the social
fabric of society is becoming more violent
and more alienated - women who do not
want their children and their families to be
among the 500 fatalities mentioned by Mr
Kennan.
If the Opposition is going to talk about
the rights of people, we ought to talk about
the rights of all people in relation to the
Bill, not just the rights of one legitimateand I emphasize legitimate-but sectional
interest, namely, the gun lobby.
The Hon. B. P. Dunn - The Labor
Party.
The Hon. J. E. KIRNER - That is 53 per
cent of the section, which is better than Mr
Dunn can do.
The position of the Government is well
stated in the editorial in the Age of 26
March 1983. It stated:
The private possession of firearms is not a right but
a privilege which, where $l'anted at all, must be qualified by re~ulation recogmsing their dangerous potential for mIsuse. It is absurd that lethal weapons of little social utility should be more freely available and
subject to less control than motor vehicles. Victoria is
at last about to remedy this anomaly.

"It is true, as asserted by the gun lobby, that such
stricter controls will not significantly reduce the use of
illegal firearms by professional criminals, who can
rely on an active black market.

That addresses Mrs Baylor's pointBut there is strong empirical evidence that the more
death-dealing weapons there are at large, the more
deaths will be dealt. More people are killed or injured
as a result of violent impulse, mental instability or
culpable carelessness than as a result of criminal
intent. Hence the justification for limiting the number
and types of firearms in the community and restricting them to persons who can show good cause for
their possession and competence in their safe-keeping
and handling.
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The Hon. R. J. Long-On the same
argument, why not limit cars?
The Hon. J. E. KIRNER - We license
people to use them. We register cars and
we apply te~ts on their roadworthiness.
Women welcome the legislation's
requirement of registration of dealers and
owners, the cooling-off period for a person
who has sought to obtain a firearm on the
spur of the moment, the requirement of
safe storage for firearms when they are not
in use, the requirement to show good
reason for needing an additional weapon,
including the number of firearms and types
of firearms already owned, the prohibition
of high-powered military-style .rifles and
the inclusion of air-guns and rifles under
the, Bill.
In the Melbourne West Province, a number of examples have occurred of air-guns
and air-rifles causing damage to young persons and property. Honourable members
will probably recall the serious accident
that happened to Wesley Wridgway of
Braybrook, who was playing in his own
backyard. and went over the fence to collect
a cricket ball. On his way back, he was shot
in the eye and almost lost the sight of one
eye.
The Hon. R. J. Long-There are thousands of accidents of a similar nature.
The Hon. J. E. KIRNER - Exactlythousands of accidents like that happen
and this Bill is designed to reduce the number. The Bill will do this by requiring the
registration of air-guns and air-rifles, and
will require education in their use. Up until
now there has been no such requirement.
The point that needs to be made was
made by Wesley Wridgway's father-that
there should be some way to license slug
guns or air-rifles. People think they are
only toys but, as he said, for only $23, one
can kill or maim with these guns.
In conclusion, I remind honourable
members that there is considerable evidence that a de-armed society is a less violent society. Women 'are often the recipients of violence, some worse than the
verbal violence Mr Bubb unsuccessfully
tries to inject into the debate. Women,
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The Hon. F. J. GRANTER- That might
because they are often the targets of violence, are concerned about the nature of be right, but sharp instruments are prominent today. Twelve thousand pistols are
society.
registered in Victoria - 6000 by the public
The Hon. B. P. Duon-Don't you think and 6000 by pistol clubs.
men care too?
The registration of firearms penalizes
The Hon. J. E. KIRNER-Yes, I am honest men and women in the community.
sure men care too, but I hope they care A number of women belong to gun clubs
about all people and not sectional inter- today and shoot regularly. The payment of
$1 as a registration fee does not seem
ests.
much.
The Bill will reduce the opportunity for
I remember attending a meeting at Ballaviolence in our society. It will not end it. I
rat during the election campaign when Mr
commend the Bill to the House.
Edmunds-the Speaker in another placeThe Hoo. F. J. GRANTER (Central spoke on behalf of the Labor Party. Mr
Highlands Province)-I have listened with Knowles was also present. Chief Inspector
interest to the debate. Probably most of the Greenwood, a British police officer, was
comments that should have been made also in attendance.
have already been made, but I wish to
Edmunds stated categorically that no
reply to one or two comments made by Mr feeMr
would
be charged for the registration of
Kennan.
firearms, that the fee would be contained
I do not argue that the Labor Party in the licence fee for a duck shooter's
included ~un laws in its firearms policy for licence or deer shooters' licences. That
two electIOns. No doubt the Labor Party statement has been retracted. I venture to
believes people in some areas voted for suggest that the Government has realized a
fee must be charged in order to defray the
that policy.
cost involved in administering the legislaI personally do not believe the registra- tion. No doubt the cost will be considertion of firearms will inhibit the criminal able.
from obtaining a firearm. I believe crimChief Inspector Greenwood stated that
inals will still obtain firearms irrespective registration fees in the United Kingdom
of whether firearms are registered.
had risen considerably. Although the figure
sounds
I think it was in the
All Governments have to face problems vicinity astronomical,
of
$50
for
some
categories of regisin respect of firearms ~etting into the hands
of criminals. The polIce would love to be tration.
able to prevent that but they know they
Mr Kennan quoted considerably from
cannot stop criminals from obtaining books written by Professor Harding and a
firearms.
policeman from South Australia, but he
did not quote from the book written by
For many years pistols have had to be Chief Inspector Greenwood which I read
registered in Victoria but that has not stop- two years ago.
ped criminals from obtaining pistols for
Chief Inspector Greenwood, a British
use in holdups, murders and so on. Forty
per cent of the holdups that take place police officer who studied firearms control
in the United Kingdom, wrote in his book
involve the use of a pistol.
Firearms Control:
The Hoo. C. J. Kenoedy- What about
The system of registering all firearms as well as
the other 60 per cent?
licensing the individual takes up a large part of the
The' Hon. F. J. GRANTER- They
involve sawn-off shotguns and sharp
instruments.
The Hon. C. J. Kennedy - It is usually
sawn-off shotguns.

police time involved and causes a great deal of trouble
and inconvenience. The voluminous records so produced appear to serve no useful purpose. In none of
the cases examined in this study was the existence of
these records any assistance in detecting a crime and
no one questioned during the course of the study
could offer any evidence to establish the value of the
system of registering weapons.
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If one read the full text of Chief Inspector
Greenwood's book one would realize that
there is a grave doubt on the value of registration of firearms to the community
generally. There is some value, but I do not
believe It is significant.

Mr Kennan also mentioned a conference
of police Ministers which I attended on 20
November 1981. The Ministers considered
the question of uniform firearms laws
between the States. The meeting commented that a significant degree of national
uniformity had been achieved in the area
of hand-gun management and requested
the officers to report to the next meeting of
the council on the possibility of achieving a
national approach to the management of
shot-guns and prohibited weapons.
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The person who owns a firearm that is
licensed is usually a responsible person.
Many people I know who are members of
gun clubs and others who shoot for sport
look after their weapons very well. They
treasure them and keep them in a safe
place because they know the value of those
weapons. I should not like to put a value
on a shotgun, but it could be $600 to $1000
for an ordinary gun.
The Hon. W. V. Houghton - More like
$6000.

The Hon. F. J. GRANTER-That may
be a more realistic figure.
It should also be recalled that at the last
Commonwealth Games the Australians
had considerable success in the field shooting events, and these people should be
I did not have the opportunity of attend- encouraged to continue with that activity.
ing another conference of police Ministers If registration is made too difficult and
in order that the secretariat could produce restrictions are placed on the number of
that report. I venture to suggest that that firearms that may be obtained, this will not
report was probably produced at the con- occur. No one has told us tonight how
ference held in Darwin recently - I may be many firearms a person may obtainwrong. Mr KenIian quoted from the report whether it be 5, 6 or 8. Perhaps the Minof the secretariat-probably the result of ister might let us know that. The Bill prothe last Ministers' conference.
vides that a permit must be obtained for
gun, but a restriction may be placed
The Hon. J. H. Kennan - It was May each
on
the
maximum number of firearms that
1982.
a person may own.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER-That
There is an argument to encoura~e the
would be right. It would be after the elec- better education of young people In the
tion. I was not privy to that report.
handling of firearms. That is something
Mr Kennan also stated that I had a that the Thompson Government was
report made by officers. I did not commis- working towards at the election date of 3
sion the report. I think the report was com- April. Gun clubs are of considerable value
missioned by the Honourable Lindsay in training young people and the comThompson. The report did state that regis- munity in general in the use of firearms,
tration could be very expensive. I do not and this is demonstrated if one visits a gun
club in a country district. For those reasons
disagree with any of those statements.
the operation of gun clubs should be
The Government has stated that the pro- encouraged.
posed registration will not be a taxing
I was interested to hear Mr Baxter's
measure, and I hope it will keep to that remarks about the proposed Firearms Conundertaking. I do not doubt that it will do sultative Committee and the number of lay
so. No doubt the police will be required to people whom it is proposed to have on the
register all firearms. I would say that the committee. I look forward to hearing him
police would not readily accept that task; speak on that matter during the Committee
they always complained to me about being stage.
responsible for issuing duck shooting
The Hon. J. W. S. RADFORD (Bendigo
licences and dealing with motor registration applications. As Mr Reid pointed out, Province)-I support previous speakers on
the pObce certainly have enough to do with this Bill. The point that should be borne in
carrying out their own duties, and I sup- mind is that the proposed system of registration will become a monster in many
port them in that contention.
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directions. On 30 March, the Minister of
Transport announced that police manpower would be boosted. It was stated that
the Ministry of Transport would remove
much of the responsibility for motor registration from the Victoria Police Force.
Honourable members have seen how the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services broke his promise about the number
of police to be trained. The mythical figure
of 1000 recruits that were promised before
the election has disappeared. Now we find
that the Police Force is going to be bound
up with registration of firearms.
No definition has been issued from the
Government benches of how many police
officers it envisages will be engaged in
these duties as a result of this measure of
what the final cost will be, although the
previous speaker, Mr Granter, referred to
the English precedent which quoted astronomical figures for a similar scheme. An
undertaking must be obtained from the
Government that control will be exercised,
and let us bear in mind the election promise that no fees were to be charged.
Another aspect that must be borne in
m.ind by' the Government is the e~ect t~e
Bill wlll have on· those deahng in
firearms-the shopkeepers. We are going
to find that a form of paper warfare has
been mounted. Those engaged in commerce will have to fill in forms that will
take time to process; more time will be
taken up by the person in private business,
and further paper warfare will result when
the forms have to be translated for feeding
into computers.
That reference has been made to confiscation. I should like to hear a definition-and we have not heard one from the
other side of the House-of the expression
"securely stored" in regard to where
firearms are to be kept in the household.
These are points on which I shall speak
when the House goes into Committee. I
hope the Government will take due recognition of the fact that the measure is going
to cause a' great deal of additional paperwork for all concerned.
The House divided on the question that
the words proposed by Mr Baxter to be
omitted stand part of the motion (the Hon.
F. S. Grimwade in the chair).
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Ayes
Noes
Majority against the amendment

34
4
30

AYES
MrAmold
Mrs Baylor
Mr Birrell
Mr Block
Mr Bubb
Mr Butler
Mr Connard
Mrs Cox sedge
Mr Crozier
Mrs Dixon
Mr Granter
Mr Hayward
Mr Henshaw
Mrs Hogg
Mr Houghton
Mr Hunt
Mr Kennan
Mr Kennedy

Mr Kent

l\1rs Kimer

Mr Knowles
Mr Lawson
Mr Long
Mr Mackenzie
Mr Mier
Mr Murphy
Mr Pullen
Mr Reid
Mr Sgro
Mr Storey
Mr Walker
Mr White

Tellers:
Mr Guest
Mr Sandon
NOES

Tellers:

MrDunn
Mr Wright

MrBaxter
Mr Evans

The House divided on the motion (the
Hon. F. S. Grimwade in the chair).
Ayes
Noes
Majority for the motion

35
4
31

AYES
Mr Kent
Mrs Kimer
Mr Knowles
Mr Lawson
Mr Long
Mr Mackenzie
Mr Mier
Mr Murphy
Mr Pullen
Mr Radford
Mr Reid
Mr Sandon
Mr Storey
MrWalker
Mr White

MrAmold
Mrs Baylor
Mr Birrell
Mr Block
Mr Bubb
Mr Butler
Mr Connard
Mrs Coxsedge
Mr Crozier
Mrs Dixon
Mr Granter
MrGuest
Mr Hayward
Mr Henshaw
Mrs Hogg
Mr Hunt
Mr Kennan
Mr Kennedy

Tellers:

Mr Houghton
Mr Sgro
NOES

Tellers:
MrDunn
Mr Wright

Mr Evans
Mr Baxter

The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
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Clause I was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Amendment of No. 6251 s.1)
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
of Forests)-Mr Reid described this
measure as an important Bill. The Govern- .
ment regards the Bill as the introduction of
a necessary reform. The Bill, if passed, will
introduce an era of proper and responsible
control of firearms.
During the last State election campaign,
no single issue other than firearm control
created so much feeling and passion. During the campaign almost every house in the
State was letter-boxed by those persons
who did not want the Firearms Act
amended. Those persons conducted a campaign in an endeavour to ensure that the
Labor Party would not be elected.
I attended many sporting shooters' meetings in the area I represent. Those meetings
were responsibly held and conducted.
However, that was not the case in every
area. Many irresponsible members of the
so-called gun lobby distributed scurrilous
anti-Labor literature.
The issue was canvassed broadly among
all Victorians. Not one person who went to
the polls would not have known the issues
involved.
On this issue, the Government can claim
a clear mandate. The Government has a
responsibility to all. Victorians. In an
article in the Sun newspaper, Mr Reid is
reported as having agreed with the mandate the Government has. That article
states:
The State Liberal Party will not block the Government's controversial firearms legislation in the Legislative Council, the party's Police and Emergency Services spokesman, Mr Bruce Reid, last night told me.

The Opposition has foreshadowed amendments which, if adopted, will emasculate
the Bill in such a way that it might as well
not proceed. The Government will not
accept any emasculation of the Bill.
At least the National Party has the guts
and the honesty to announce that it will
vote directly against the Bill. I give the
National Party its dues, no matter how
misdirected it may be.

Honourable members interjecting.
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The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. K. I. M.
Wright)-Order! The Chair controls the
proceedings of the Committee. If anybody
is to call "Order!" it will be the Chairman. I
invite honourable members to give the
Minister of Forests the opportunity to respond to the various remarks that were
made during the second-reading debate.
The Hon. R. A.MACKENZIE-No
matter how misdirected the National Party
may be, at least it has the guts to stand on
its principles. The same could not be said
about the Opposition. In an attempt to
appear co-operative, the Opposition is
having two bob each way. The Opposition
has foreshadowed a number of amendments, which, if adopted, would so emasculate the Bill that it would not be worth
passing. The Government will not accept
the emasculation of the Bill.
Mr Reid claimed that he has the support
of 13 000 shooters. The issue was canvassed broadly during the last State election campaign. The Government has a
mandate not from 13 000 shooters but
from 1 122 750 Victorians who voted in
support of the Labor Party's commitment
to amend the Firearms Act.
The Opposition knows at this moment
that there are thousands of Victorian
homes in which there is a loaded gun in
either the cupboard, the garage or the car
boot. Sooner or later some young man or
woman will pick up a loaded gun and kill
someone.
The Opposition is displaying an irresponsible attitude in the face of the Government, which is attempting to introduce a
long overdue reform of the Firearms Act in
an endeavour to prevent the unnecessary
slaughter of people.
On the one hand, Mr Reid has publicly
claimed that the Government has a clear
mandate. On the other hand, however,
with a smart piece of footwork the Opposition has foreshadowed amendments,
which, it is claimed, are minor. If those
foreshadowed amendments are adopted,
they will not effect minor changes. The
Government will not accept any of the
foreshadowed amendments.
The Government will not walk away
from its responsibilities. Members of the
Opposition will never again be able to hold
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up their heads. Indeed, in another section
of the article in the Sun I referred to, the
National Party referred to the Opposition
as being gutless.
The Government will not accept any
alterations to the Bill.
The clause was agreed to.
The sitting was suspended at 11.59 p.m.
until 12.31 a.m. (Thursday)
Clause 3 (Interpretation)
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province) - I move:
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(b), it states that there would be controls on

the number of guns owned, subject to
reasonable need.
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-What is a
reasonable barrister's interpretation of
that?
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN - That means
one has to justify eacn extra gun. This
amendment, and the consequential amendments, are knocking paragraph (b) out, and
the effect is to provide that once a person
has a licence there is no control on the
number of guns that he may own.
The Hon. D. G. Crozier- That is in line
Clause 3, sub-clause (2), page 2, omit this subwith your policy promises.
clause.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN-It is not in
The comments made by the Minister when
he was trying to stir up an emotional line with the policy promises. Mr Crozier
debate on this issue are not going to affect helpfully referred to the date of the "Justhe Opposition because it is taking a tice" document, which is March 1982.
responsible stance. The Opposition is sug- From the time of the Morwell by-election
gesting that this Bill be brought into line in June 1981, the policy was made clear in
with the promises that the Government a press release by Mr Cain, the now
made to the community, and that was that Premier, and Mr Edmunds, the present
the South Australian system of notational Speaker, that a person could only have
more than one gun where a need could be
registration would be introduced.
shown; a person holding a gun licence shall
This sub-clause refers to permits, and only be entitled to possess more than one
the Opposition does not want any refer- firearm where the shooter's pursuits
ence to permits anywhere in this Bill require more than one firearm. That was
because it does not apply to the South Aus- made clear. In the "Justice" document,
tralian legislation. Under that system, the nine months later in March 1982, almost·
shooter's licence contains the name and immediately before the election, we said
address of the person to whom it is issued, the same thing, and the Opposition talks
the issue date, the expiry date, the class of this nonsense about bringing the Bill into
licence and the licence number, and if the line with the policy of the Labor Party.
person wants to buy a firearm, he produces
If one looks through the press release
a notice of disposal and acquisition, which
is sent to the registrar. The registration and at the "Justice" document, one will see
sheet is produced by computer and it con- consistency, and the Opposition draws on
these fallacious ar$uments about bringing
tains details of the firearms.
the Bill into line wlth the South Australian
There is a reference to "permit" in this legislation. Of course, it is similar to the
sub-clause and that means permit to pur- South Australian legislation. We were talkchase. For that reason I move that sub- ing about registration.
clause (2) be omitted.
The point about the permit, which is
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Thomas- what this clause is about, is that if there is
town Province)-This gets to the point that to be a system of notational registration, a
was being discussed before. At no time did system whereby a person has to justify
the Labor Party say that it would be intro- each additional firearm that he owns, there
ducing identical legislation to South Aus- must be this permit system. How else can
tralia. The Labor Party said that registra- it get on one's licence? That is how a pertion would be notational, and it is; it is son qualifies to hold a firearm. He obtains
noted on the licence. Mr Crozier referred a permit to purchase, buys a gun, notifies
to the "Justice" document, which was in· the registrar and then a licence is sent out
March 1982, shortly before the election. with the notation on the licence and that is
On page 14 of that document, paragraph notational registration. That is the policy,
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that is the promise, and that is what was in ately before the elections. The policy was
the press release, and all that the Opposi- abundantly clear that persons would have
tion can seize on for purposes of obstruct- to justify the extra number of guns.
ing the policy that was in the "Justice"
The Opposition can point only to the
document, which Mr Crozier so helpfully .statement about the similarity to South
reminded the House was dated March Australia. There are other dissimilarities to
1982-and I am grateful to him for that-is South Australia and the Opposition is not
the control on the number of guns owned. trying to suggest that there should not be a
cooling-off period. If the Opposition wants
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-I pointed out to peruse this document in moving against
that was in sharp contradiction to the the cooling-off period, it is not doing so. It
advertisements in the newspapers.
is putting up a specious argument. Even if
it wanted to bring the measure into line
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN-Newspaper with South Australia, it would have to
advertisements-in which Mr Cain IS not bring in many more amendments. The
wearing too badly compared with some Opposition is seizing the one point and trymembers opposite-referred to limiting ing to save face.
the number of guns that one can own. At
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Prono stage did the Labor Party impose an vince)-I shall make some further comarbitrary limit of three, nor is there a limit ments on the matter because the reference
on the number of guns that one can own in was to certain publications that were supthis Bill. If one's shooting pursuits require posedly in fine print. In fact, it is such large
five guns, one can get them. If it requires print that anyone could read it. It contains
fifteen guns, one can acquire fifteen guns. a photograph of the Premier, John Cain,
That is what Appendix 1 states, and that is and is headed, "The ALP will not limit the
the same all the way through. The Opposi- number of guns you may own". If there is
tion is unable to point to any document any doubt about the authenticity of the
authorized by the Australian Labor Party, article, I indicate that it appeared in the
Mr Hogg or Mr Cain, stating otherwise.
Ballarat Courier of 10 March 1982 and at
the bottom of the page in fine print it is
Let us stop playing around over the fine indicated that it was authorized by J. Cain,
print and seIZing on a very selective use of Parliament House, Melbourne~ He justified
documentation, such as references in pro- the statement by putting his name to it.
vincial newspapers. That is nonsense, and
I also have a letter from the Speaker, Mr
the way the Opposition is using it is non- C. T. Edmunds, who was at that time
sensical.
shadow Minister for Police and Emergency
Services. He said:
The Hon. J. W. S. RADFORD (Bendigo Dear Sir,
Province)-I object to such reference being
The recent ill-informed comment about the Vicmade to provincial newspapers, whether it torian
Australian Labor Party firearms policy has
be the Ballarat Courier or any other pro- alarmed gun owners.
vincial newspaper.
It is no wonder. He also stated:
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. K. I. M.
Wright)-Order! There is no point of
order, but it was a good try.

The amendments proposed by the Australian Labor
Party are similar to the successful South Australian
legislation, both in issuing licences and the registration of firearms.

The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Thomastown Province)-The target group was well
aware of the policy paragraph 151 which
was understood, quoted in full and immediately introduced into party policy. From
that time until March, which is the last
dated document that can be produced, it
remained the same from the time when it
was introduced in March 1982 immedi-

Nothing could be more explicit than that.
It is fine for Mr Kennan to say that the
Government did not promise that, but it
did. I mentioned earlier that it depends on
where the tight political seats were and one
notices that in regard to the Ballarat
Courier, Ballarat is regarded as a marginal
seat. The Bendigo Advertiser states: "No
limit on guns: ALP". The article is by Mr
Calder. There is no doubt that the Aus-
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tralian Labor Party gave that commitment
to the community, told it exactly what it
would do and that is spelt out in the
Speaker's letter when he was spokesman
for the Labor Party. Obviously, Mr Kennan did not read the document. Both in the
issuing of licences and registration of
firearms it is quite explicit. It is signed by
Mr C. T. Edmunds, M.P., shadow Minister
for Police and Emergency Services. One of
the points about the South Australian legislation is that one does not necessarily have
to purchase a firearm. One can still get a
shooter'S licence without purchasing a
firearm. One can do so and go to a gun club
or rifle club, receive training and be taught
how to shoot correctly and enter into competitions, while it is not necessary to own
one's own firearm. It gives one the option
of whether to purchase a firearm, WhICh is
an important aspect.
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
of Forests)- I have been following Mr
Reid's argument and cannot relate his
argument to the amendment. It is a small
clause which provides that there shall be
inserted the words:
"but the provisions of sections 22AA (1). 23 and 24
with respect to permits shall not apply to or with
respect to the lending or borrowing of a firearm."

It excludes persons who lend or borrow

firearms from being required to obtain a
permit. Mr Reid has strayed far from the
point of the clause and is reiterating much
of his contribution to the second-reading
debate.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. K. I. M.
Wright)-Order! I invite Mr Reid to relate
his remarks more closely to the clause. The
same problem was exercised with the Minister.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-On the point of order, I point
out that the amendment deals with two
particular principles and there are eighteen
amendments to incorporate those principles. For the Committee to deal with the
amendment, it is necessary to canvass the
whole of the two principles. First of all, the
amendments will be test cases and will no
doubt bring about votes. It becomes
impossible, when those specific amendments will really be tested for the principles as a whole, to confine oneself just to
the wording of the amendment.
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The CHAIRMAN-Order! Thank you,
Mr Hunt, for the explanation. Mr Reid did
not make that perfectly clear when he
began his remarks.
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
of Forests)-On the point of order, the
clause still deals with the exclusion of permits. Mr Reid is talking about the granting
of permits. The clause relates to excluding
people from obtaining permits. It is
entirely irrelevant to be talking about issuing permits under a clause that specifically
deals with excluding people from permits.
The CHAIRMAN-Order! I ask Mr
Reid to relate his remarks more directly to
the clause.
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province)-I will do so. To give an example, if
I wanted to teach Mr LonJ to shoot, I
would not be able to lend hIm my gun to
show him how to shoot unless he had a
shooter's licence. Under the provisions of
the Bill, he must have a permIt to purchase
a firearm before he can obtain the shooter's
licence.
The CHAIRMAN - The question is that
the sub-clause proposed to be omitted
stand part of the clause. Those of that
opinion say "Aye", to the contrary "No". I
think the "Ayes" have it.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe Province)-On a point of order, the
vote has been taken and it is clear that the
Opposition has voted with the Government on this matter. This is not legislation
by ambush or guesswork. A vote has been
taken on the matter and it is clear that the
Opposition rightfully voted with the Government.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-On the point of order, it
might assist the Committee if I inform you,
Mr Chairman, lest it was not heard on the
Government benches, that my colleagues
and I in the National Party voted "No"
and called for a division.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe Province)-There is no doubt about
it on this side of the House. I ask honourable members opposite how they voted on
the voices.
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The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. K. I. M.
Wright)-Order! Comments have been
made that "Ayes" were heard from the
Opposition side of the House. I did not
hear them, so therefore I rule that the division as called for be taken.
The division bells were rung.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe Province) (Speaking covered)-I
wish to pursue the point of order. It is clear
in my mind that Mr Granter and Mr Reid
voted on the voices with the Government
and, on that basis, I request that you, Mr
Chairman, make a ruling on the basis that
they should vote with the Government on
this point.
The CHAIRMAN-Order! I ask Mr
Granter and Mr Reid whether they called
"Aye".
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Central
Highlands Province) (Speaking covered)-I
definitely called "No".
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province) (Speaking covered)-I did also.
The CHAIRMAN - There is no point of
order. I cannot rule in any other direction.
The Committee divided on the queston
that the sub-clause proposed by Mr Reid to
be omitted stand part of the clause (the
Hon. K. I. M. Wright in the chair).
Ayes
18
Noes
20
Majority for the amendment
2
AYES
MrMurpby
MrPullen
MrSandon
MrSgro
MrWalker
MrWhite

MrArnold
MrButler
Mrs Coxsedge
MrsDixon
MrHensbaw
MrsHogg
MrKennan
MrKent
Mr Mackenzie
MrMier

Tellers:
Mrs Kimer
MrKennedy
NOES

MrBaxter
MrsBaylor
Mr Birrell
MrBlock
MrBubb
MrConnard
MrCrozier
MrDunn
MrEvans
MrGuest
MrHayward

MrHoughton
MrHunt
MrLawson
MrLong
MrRadford
MrReid
MrStorey

Tellers:
MrGranter
MrKnowles
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PAIRS

Mr Landeryou
MrMcArthur

Mr Chamberlain
MrWard

The clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause. 4 (Amendment of No. 6251 s.

4A)

.

The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province)-The clause relates to the term ~~air
gun" and refers to any type of air-gun. The
reason I move the amendment is that disquiet has occurred in some sections of the
community about the use of the term
because it can relate to children's pop-guns
being classified as firearms.
I am not certain whether the provisions
of the Bill enable such items as pop-guns
and syringes to be classified as firearms. I
seek clarification from the Minister. Therefore, I move:
Clause 9, paragraph (b), omit this paragraph.
Clause 4, line 3, after "words" insert "or to any
spring operated smooth bore air-gun".

The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
of Forests)-The terminology to which the
honourable member refers is the common
terminology for "air-guns" or "air-rifles".
Air pistols can cause a good deal of harm.
The Bill does not refer to pop-guns.
The definition is a term that is understood by the community. It is clear that
clause 4 repeals a provision that at present
excludes air-guns and air-rifles from the
operations of the Act.
The amendment was negatived, and the
clause was agreed to.
Clause 5 (Amendment of No. 6251 s.
48)

The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland Province)-On behalf of gun collectors, I
register a stron$, protest at the fee prescribed in the Bill. Nothing has been said
in the second-reading debate by any member of the Government party to justify this
exorbitant increase. So far, once a gun collector has paid a fee of $20, he has been
able to carry on his hobby thereafter without a further payment of fees for his
licence.
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One can understand the love that gun
collectors have for this pastime. However,
to hit them with an annual fee of $20 is
unfair. The only conclusion I can reach is
that the Treasurer will be using this money
to pay for other provisions of the Bill.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 6 (Gun dealers' licence)
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province)-I move;
Clause 6, paragraph (a), omit this paragraph.

The Committee divided on the question
that paragraph (a) proposed by Mr Reid to
be omitted stand part of the clause (the
Hon. K. I. M. Wright in the chair).
Ayes
Noes
Majority for the amendment

18

20
2

AYES
Mr Mackenzie
Mr Mier
Mr Sandon
Mr Sgro
Mr Walker
Mr White

Mr Amold
Mr Butler
Mrs Cox sedge
Mrs Dixon
Mr Henshaw
Mrs Hogg
Mr Kennan
Mr Kennedy
Mr Kent
Mrs Kimer

Tellers:
Mr Murphy
Mr Pullen
NOES

Mr Baxter
Mrs Baylor
Mr Birrell
Mr Block
Mr Bubb
Mr Connard
Mr Crozier
Mr Dunn
Mr Evans
Mr Granter
Mr Guest

Mr Hayward
Mr Houghton
Mr Hunt
Mr Knowles
Mr Lawson
Mr Reid
Mr Storey

Tellers:
Mr Long
Mr Radford
PAIRS

Mr Landeryou
Mr McArthur

Mr Ward
Mr Chamberlain

The clause, as amended, was agreed to,
as were clauses 7 and 8.
Clause 9 (Register of Transactions)
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province)-I move:
Clause 9, paragraph (b), omit this paragraph.

The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 10 (Permit for purchase of pistol
before issue of licence)
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North
Eastern Province)-I register a protest at
the excessive increase in fees being
imposed upon the owners of pistols. It is a
substantial increase, which flies completely ,
in the face of every undertaking that was
given by the representatives of the Liberal
Party prior to the election, particularly its
candidates who campaigned throughout
the State. A number of examples have been
quoted tonight and I shall not reiterate
them. However, I place on record my displeasure with the excessive increases. I
have been approached by many pistol
owners who generally support the thrust of
the Bill in a number of respects but who
cannot understand why they have been
singled out in this fashion.
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province)-What the Government has done in
this case is to increase the fees by 100 per
cent. In the procedure of issuing a first
licence for a shooter, the cost would
obviously be far greater than that for a renewal. One would have thought that the
Government could have done something
about setting the initial re$istration fee at
one figure and then redUCing that fee for
any subsequent renewal. I put the proposition to the Minister for his consideration.
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB (Ballarat Province)-I join with Mr Baxter in the comments he made on the increase in pistol
licence fees. A gentleman who approached
me said that, under the definition of pistols
contained in the Act, the pistols he has collected do not qualify as antique pistols. To
take the literal interpretation, the definition means that any pistol for which one is
able to buy ammunition of a suitable calibre does not qualify as an antique pistol.
Even though the gentleman concerned is a
genuine collector, he is faced with the
problem of having to pay a dramatic
increase in fees for each pistol he has collected, and I raise that objection on his
behalf.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 11 (Amendment 7 No. 6251 s.
22AA)

,

The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province)-I move:
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5. Clause 11, sub-clause (1), lines 37 to 39, omit the
words and expressions on these lines.
6. Clause 11, sub-clause (1), line 40, omit "(by' and
insert "purchase".
7. Clause 11, sub-clause (1), line 43, after "to" insert
"purchase".
8. Clause 11, sub-clause (2), page 7, lines 24 to 28,
omit the words commencing with "to a person" and
ending with the words "in the permit" and insert "the
registrar or officer shall not deliver or forward the
licence to the applicant until after the expiration of
not less than three weeks after the making of the
application".

9. Qause 11, sub-clause (2), page 7, lines 29 to 36,
omit the words and expressions on these lines.
10. Clause 11, sub-clause (2), page 7, line 37, omit
"permit under sub-section (2A)" and insert "shooter's
lIcence".

11. Clause 11,. sub-clause !2), page 7, line 38, omit
"permit" and insert "licence .
12. Qause 111 sub-clause (2), page 7, lines 41 and
42, omit "permit under sub-section (2A)" and insert

"shooter's licence".
13. Qause 11, sub-clause (2), page 8, line 19, omit
"or permit".
14, Clause 11, sub-clause (3), page 8, line 25, after
"to" insert "purchase".
15. Qause 11, sub-clause (3), page 8, line 29, omit
"air-gun".

16. Clause 11, sub-clause (5), page 9, line 15, after
"to" insert "purchase".
17. Qause 11, sub-clause (7), page 9, lines 37 to 41,
omit the words and expressions on these lines and
insert "Act 1983 shall when he next applies for renewal of his licence after the said commencement".
18. Qause 11, sub-clause (8), page 10, lines 15 to 21,
omit the words and expressIOns on these lines and
insert-"(8) In section 22AA (12) of the Principal Act
for the expression "(12)" there shall be substituted the
expression "(15)".

Clause 11 deals with the important issue of
permits and permits to purchase. I clearly
Indicated earlier that the Opposition
strongly objects to the provisions of the
clause. All these amendments refer to the
permit to purchase, and the Opposition has
stated the reasons why it opposes the
clause. An undertaking was given by the
Government that it would introduce South
Australian-type legislation. That is my
reason for moving the amendments.
Amendment No~ 8 refers to 'what is called
in some circles the cooling-off period.
There is still provision for an administrative delay or cooling-off period under
the South Australian legislation. The
Opposition has stated in that amendment
that the registrar or officer shall not deliver
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or forward the licence to the applicant until
the expiration of not less than three weeks
after the making of the application. The
process is that one makes an application
and, three weeks later, the licence is sent to
the person. Therefore, it is clear there is an
administrative delay or cooling-off period.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN' (Thomastown Province)-Once again, the Opposition relies on the nonsense that the Government promised to introduce legislation
that is identical to that of South Australia.
The Opposition knows that it is not true.
No one believed it before the election, and
the Opposition has perpetrated a fraud,
and it knows it. The Opposition looked up
the word "similar" in the dictionary in its
attempts to demonstrate to the House and
to the public that it means "same". The
Opposition knows that that word does not
mean the "same" and it cannot convince
anyone that that is the case. In no way did
the Government promise to introduce
legislation identical to that of South Australia. If the Opposition believed that, why
did it not oppose every clause in the Bill
that is not like that of South Australia?
It is just an exercise in simple-minded
humbug and Mr Hunt, who is sitting next
to Mr Reid, cannot ~ve him any of his
brains because Mr Reld cannot understand
the proposed legislation. He is like an
incompetent footballer fumbling with a
football. The other ni~t in Queen's Hall,
Mr Reid's understanding of the Bill was so
incompetent that he was telling the Minister for Police and Emergency Services
and me that it would· require two visits to
the police station. He then had to go back
and read the Bill to discover what it all
meant. Today, he was fumbling around
with Parliamentary Counsel trying to work
it out. He' cannot even understand the
amendments he has moved.
At no time did the Government promise
that it would introduce identical legislation
to that of South Australia and the Opposition is now obstructing the Government's
mandate on the premise that the word
"similar" means "same" or "identical". It
is no good Mr Crozier, who is interjecting,
trying to pick Mr Reid up because he has
fallen over with the ball. He has been
fumbling all week and, on Monday night,
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he told a public audience that the Opposition would not obstruct this Bill. The
Opposition has obstructed it and it .is
changing its attitude almost daily. Mr Reld
has made press releases in the past two or
three days saying that the Opposition
would not oppose the Bill. Yet he has come
in here tonight and opposed it. What will
he say to the press tomorrow? Will he say
he was right on Monday, wrong on Tuesday and that he is nght again today?
That is the sort of topsy-turvy approach
that the Opposition is taking. In the metropolitan area and some country areas, the
Opposition will be seen for the great sham
that it is. For Mr Hunt and Mr Crozier to
be members ofa party that takes a position
of so-called principle on the basis that the
word "similar" means "the same" is ludicrous and shows the base level to which
they have descended.
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST (Monash
Province)-I am moved to speak because I.
find the outburst by Mr Kennan to be
astonishing.
The Hon. J. H. Kennan- You· support
this Bill privately, so why do you not sit
down?
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. K. I. M.
Wright)-Order! I invite Mr Guest to continue uninterrupted.
The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST - I deny that
privately I support this Bill. I support the
line that the Opposition is taking. I shall
point out in a much shorter time than that
taken by Mr Kennan that no party could
use the word "similar" honestly-which I
agree does not have exactly the same
meaning as the word "same"-unless it
was willing to convey some positive meaning to those who would read it or hear it
and that is that the same principles would
apply, the same essence. That is what the
Opposition seeks to insist upon.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe Province)-It is unfortunate that this
morning the Opposition is deliberately
misreading the policy that the Labor Party
enunciated clearly before the election, just
to justify its attitude in respect of amendments. The Opposition would be far more
honest to oppose the measure on the basis
on which it is obviously opposing it. It
does not understand the Bill. It is giving
way to the emotion and the basic instincts
in the community to try to misread and
misinterpret the Government's mandate.
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To do so in such a way is not honest. I call
upon members of the Opposition to withdraw those arguments and oppose the Bill
on the basic instincts which they have.
I would have thought that Mr Reid and
members of the National Party who live in
the country and who live with guns would
know the dangers and responsibilities
inherent in using guns and the accidents
that can happen. I accept that Mr Baxter is
not interested in guns and has never had
experience of them but most of the members I have mentioned have sat at a duck
opening on the Murray on the rice in New
South Wales and said, "It is terrible that we
have to come here at the opening of the
week with these irresponsible people who
shoot on only one day of the year. They
should not have guns because they are not
properly educated in their use. " I have
heard this when I was in Swan Hill. I know
the fears of the people because those inexperienced shooters are there for two days a
year, usually half full of drink or whatever,
and going out shooting. The Bill provides
for the education of people in the use of
guns and it controls people in such a manner that they do not put themselves and
other shooters in danger. I urge the
Opposition to revert to its proper opposition to the Bill and not be deliberately dishonest, as some of its members have been
during the debate.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province)-I raise a point of order.
Although I have enjoyed Mr Arnold'~ contribution from an entertainment point of
view, I fail to see the relevance of the
engaging scenario of duck shooters on ~he
rice fields of New South Wales full of ink
in the early morning.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe Province)-I can appreciate that Mr
Crozier would find it engaging and entertaining, but the point I was making was on
the amendments. I merely illustrated my
arguments by reference to my experiences
while duck shooting.
The Committee divided on Mr Reid's
amendments (the Hon. K. I. M. Wright in
the chair).
Ayes
20
18
Noes
Majority for the amendments
2
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AYES
Mr Baxter
Mrs Baylor
Mr Birrell
Mr Block
Mr Bubb
Mr Connard
Mr Crozier
Mr Dunn
Mr Granter
Mr Guest
Mr Hayward

Mr Houghton
Mr Hunt
Mr Knowles
Mr Lawson
Mr Lon~
Mr Rad ord
Mr Storey

Tellers:

Mr Evans
MrReid

NOES
Mr Arnold
Mr Butler
Mrs Coxsedge
Mrs Dixon
Mr Henshaw
Mrs Hogg
Mr Kennan
Mr Kennedy
Mr Kent
Mrs Kirner
PAIRS
Mr Chamberlain
MrWard

Mr Mackenzie
Mr Mier
Mr Murphy
Mr Pullen
Mr Walker
Mr White

Tellers:

Mr Sandon
Mr Sgro
Mr McArthur
Mr Landeryou

The clause, as amended, was agreed to.
Clause 12 (Amendment of No 6251 s.
22AB)
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province)- I move:
19. Clause 12, lines 22 to 44, omit the words and
expressions on these lines and insert-

"12. Section 22AB of the Principal Act is hereby
repealed....

The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-Firearm laws have received
considerable coverage tonight and I do not
consider that any honourable member
objects to firearm owners and potential
firearm owners having a knowledge of the
operations of the weapons and their safety
aspects. It appears that the Government
might well give consideration - bearing in
mind that it will gather considerable
income as. a result of some provisions contained in the Bill-to assisting some of the
shooting organizations in providing that
training in firearm safety.
Some of the associations are already providing training on a voluntary basis but it
is a costly exercise, particularly if the association needs to employ outside· experts.
Possibly the Government might give consideration to using some of the fee income
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to assist organizations that wish to take
part in this undoubtedly valuable comIIlllnity service to do so.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted, as was
clause 13.
Clause 14 (Group permit)
The Hon. J. W. S. RADFORD (Bendigo
Province)-The Minister mentioned interstate permits and registration of firearms
while interstate shooting teams are temporarily staying in Victoria. Will the Minister negotiate reciprocal rights for visiting
teams of shooters when visits are made to
either Western Australia or South Australia? It has been drawn to my attention
that the Bendigo police are sending a team
of shooters to a shotgun championship in
Western Australia and it would appear that
those shooters who are going by rail would
have to gain a firearm permit for their guns
when passing through South Australia.
Will the Minister explain that situation?
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
of Forests)-The answer is irrelevant to the
clause being passed. By the same token, the
honourable member has raised a matter
that requires an answer. I shall take up the
matter with the appropriate Minister and
provide the honourable member with the
information. The Government has no control over the affairs of other States but I
shall obtain the answer and supply it to the
honourable member.
The clause was agreed to, as were clauses
15 and 16.
Clause 17 (Offences)
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province)-I move:
20. Clause 17, sub-clause (1), omit this sub-clause.
21. Clause 17, sub-clause (2), lines 23 to 26, omit
the words and expressions on these lines.
22. Clause 17, sub-clause (2), line 27, omit "(c)".
23. Clause 17, sub-clause (3), omit this sub-clause.

The amendments were negatived, and
the clause was agreed to.
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The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. K. I. M.
Wright)-Clause 18.
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province)-On a point of order, Mr Chairman,
amendments Nos. 20 to 23 relate to clause
17 and I think you gave the wrong call
from the chair.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. K. I. M.
Wright)-On amendments Nos. 20 to 23, I
called the question that the amendments
be agreed to; the motion was put.
The Hon. N. B. REID-I said "Aye".
You looked at me and asked, "Division
called for," and I said, "Aye".
The Hon. J. H. Kennan - He said, "The
noes have it."
The amendments were negatived.
The clause was negatived.
Clause 19 was agreed to.
Clause 20 (Amendment of No. 6251 s;
28A)
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province)-The Minister has given a satisfactory explanation, and I will not proceed
with the amendment circulated in my
name.
The clause was agreed to, as was clause
21.

Clause 22 (Amendment of No. 6251 ss.
29D, 29E)
The Hon. J. W. S. RADFORD (Bendigo
Province)-I raise with the Minlster the
wording contained in proposed section 290
which states:
Any person who carries a loaded firearm or discharges a firearm in a town or populous place or on
any street road lane bridge thoroughfare or place open
to or used by the public for passage with vehicles ...

I ask the Minister for clarification of what
is meant by that, especially "or place open
to or used by the public for passage with
vehicles". It is extremely wide in definition.
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
of Forests)- I think the average member of
the community understands what is meant
by that. It simply means what it says, and I
do not believe it needs clarification.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province)-I support Mr Radford's
request. I, too, am at a loss to understand
the provision and perhaps I can assist the
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Minister. Is a private road a place open to
or used by the public for passage with
vehicles? Some private roads are in that
category. I should like an answer from the
Minister on whether a private road is
included in the ambit of the clause. .
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
of Forests)-The explanatory notes state
that the offence of carrying a loaded
firearm in a town or populous place is
extended to include roads or any other
place used by vehicles. That means public
places and public roads. It is clear. The
wording is the s~me as that in the existing
Act.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 23 (Amendment of No. 6251 s.
32)
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo. Province)- Under sub-clause (3) weapons or
ammunition can be prohibited by regulations. The Opposition believes this prohibition should be subject to the scrutiny of
Parliament, as provided by the Act, and I
invite the Committee to vote against the
clause.
.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Thomastown Province)-It is accepted that certain
sorts of ammunition and weapons should
be banned; that is already the case in relation to many weapons. I refer, for instance,
to the minutes prepared for the Police
Ministers Committee, which refer to items
such as sawn-off shotguns, hand grenades,
tear gas weapons and so on. If an automatic or semi-automatic weapon with a
pistol grip was banned, it would not be
difficult to modify it to get around the
definition that may be included in the Act,
and it is the same with ammunition.
To be responsible, it is necessary to have
the flexibility to move quickly in relation
to the prohibition of weapons. If a weapon
is so dangerous as to be prohibited, the
situation must not be allowed to develop
that that weapon can be modified to defy
the legal definition, making it necessary to
wait to amend the Act. The object of
covering the matter by regulation is to give
the Government sufficient flexibility to
move quickly in relation to modifications
that may be made to weapons or ammunition in defiance of the spirit of the Act,
although in keeping with the letter of the
law.
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It seems to be extraordinary, when we
accept the regulation of motor traffic by
regulation rather than by statute, that the
Opposition will not have the proscription
of dangerous weapons or ammunition controlled by regulations.
Mr Reid did not present a sensible argument. He presented something he picked
up at a public meeting, and is repeating it
like a parrot, with the assistance of Mr
Hunt who has more brains.
Honourable members have not heard
any argument about why the community
accepts regulations on how to drive a
motor car. Those regulations are accepted,
but in relation to weapons commonly
thought to be outrageous, why does Mr
Reid oppose the power to ban them by
regulation, so that where persons subsequently voided the description, the Minister could promulgate further regulations
to make that ban effective?
I find it extraordinary that Mr Reid
would want the Government to include a
provision in the Act so that persons can
continue to use weapons which oUght to be
prohibited until the Parliament reconvenes
and legislation can be introduced.
I suspect this is an immediate reaction
by the Opposition and Mr Reid has not
thought it through, nor has a rational argu.
ment been put. It would be interesting to
hear whether Mr Reid has any substantial
complaint about why a Minister should not
be able to regulate dangerous weapons by a
regulation-making ~wer. Of course, as Mr
Reid knows, one still has the ultimate sanction of Parliament in relation to these regulations at any time.
The HOD. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province)-Under the Act as it stands the
authority of the Governor in Council is
required to have a weapon declared prohibited. This is a very good provision
because action by the Governor in Council
can be executed quickly to cover the
instance raised by Mr Kennan. The fear is
that certain people could have a vested
interest in havinl a particular firearm
declared as prohibited and bureaucrats
would control the situation in the prohibition of certain firearms. That is not the
correct approach. The Opposition prefers
the Act as it stands. I support my suggestion that the clause be omitted.
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The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Conservation)-I suspect that the Opposition has not understood what it has suggested. The Government must oppose the
suggestion vehemently.
If the clause were omitted that would
remove the facility to prohibit firearms by
r~ulation. In the view of the Government
it IS necessary to have the capacity to prohibit firearms by regulation. I do not think
Mr Reid intended that that inflexibility
should occur. It is necessary that the facility exists that by regulation certain weapons can be prohibited. I ask Mr Reid to
review his suggestion because I do not
believe he intended this to occur.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North
Eastern Province)-I have listened to the
remarks of Mr Kennan and the Minister. I
have also studied the amendments. I agree
with what the Minister has just said. The
facility is needed to ban weapons by regulation in the event of an emergency, if a
certain type of weapon is being imported
from overseas for use by people in a manner that none of us would expect.
I think I understand Mr Reid's intention.
It has been brought about by some of the
claims that support the Government
account of some types of weapons that
might be prohibited by regulation. I do not
want that situation to arise.
I referred to weapons known as "scrub
gunsn during my second-reading speech
where a good case can be made for those
weapons to be used even under additional
controls.
The Committee would be advised to
accept the explanation of the Minister for
Conservation and leave the Bill as it is in
this section.
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province)-After hearing the explanation
given by the Minister for Conservation, I
think this is an area where consultation
needs to take place between the Government and representatives of the shooting
organizations who have a very real fear
about this part of the Bill. If the Minister
will give such an undertakin$ I will be
happy to withdraw my suggestIon that the
clause be omitted.
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The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Thomastown Province)-The Government made it
clear at the meetings of the consultative
committee when this matter was discussed
with members of the shooting o~niza
tions-the Minister and I also made It clear
at the public meeting held on Monday
night-that before there was any ban on
any weapon or ammunition that is not presently banned, or if there was a proposed
ban, there would be consultation and that
it is a responsibility of the consultative
committee.
At the public meeting on Monday night,
the Minister said that he was in the process
of drafting the first reference to the consultative committee. That is in relation to
whether or not there are presently on the
market types of ammunition or weapons
that ought to be banned. The Minister
repeated the undertaking then, that if the
consultative committee was of the view
that further bans were necessary, then all
interested parties would be given the
opportunity of making representations to
the consultative committee before it made
a decision or before the Minister made a
final decision on the matter.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Conservation)-I accept the comments of
Mr Reid and support Mr Kennan's comments. The answer to the question is, "Yes,
the Government would be willing to consult"
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province)-Before the matter is dealt with,
I remind the Committee that if the clause
is passed as worded, in spite of the assurances given -of which honourable members take cognizance-once the clause is
passed into law it gives the Minister and
the Governor in Council power to proscribe any weapon and ammunition. It is
the sort of broad ambit regulatory power
that I am apprehensive about supporting,
but I concede the arguments put by the
Minister for Conservation.
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The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. K. I. M.
Wright)- Will Mr Reid confirm that he
has withdrawn his suggestion to omit
clause 23?
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province)- Yes. Following the assurances
from the Minister for Conservation that
consultation will occur on that matter, I
withdraw that suggestion.
The clause was agreed to, as were clauses
24 to 26.
Clause 27 (Amendment of No. 6251 s.
46)
The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland Province)-I am still concerned about the
clause because new sub-section 22AA proposed to be inserted by clause 11 stipulates,
as I understand it, that if one possesses a
firearm and does not hold a shooter's
licence permit under new sub-section (3) to
be inserted by clause 27, one is then in a
position of committing an offence and the
firearm could be forfeited to the Crown.
Many assurances have been made in
advertisements throughout the State that
firearms will not be confiscated.
As I understand the position in Victoria,
many people own a large number of guns
of various descriptions. If a person applies
for registration of those guns, he must
reach a stage where he is unable to prove
the need for some of them. If he cannot
prove that need, he will not be able to
register them and must get rid of them or
they will be confiscated in some form or
another. What will happen to the people
who currently own a large number of guns
and are suddenly confronted with this
le~slation? Does that mean that people
wtll have to get rid of their guns or have
them confiscated?
The Hon. J. W. S. RADFORD (Bendigo
Province)-I am Concerned as to how this
clause may be interpreted. In new sub-section 22AA (13) proposed to be inserted by
clause 11, reference is made to persons who
are beneficiaries under a will and acquire a
firearm. They shall, within fourteen days
after acquinng the firearm, forward a
notice of acquisition to the registrar.

I point out that the clause will be very
much under the scrutiny of not only the
Opposition, and I do not doubt the
National Party, but also of the shooting
organizations because it will be very easy,
with the passage of this clause, for the
I raise with the Minister the situation
Government to totally control the issue of that could occur if a grandfather left a
every type of firearm.
firearm to his grandson, who is under the
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age of twelve years. Obviously, that child
could not take out a licence in his own
right. Who would then be responsible for
holding a permit for that firearm? The
child cannot and the grandfather is already
dead, so does that mean that the executor
of the estate must hold a licence to prevent
the firearm being confiscated under the
provisions of this clause?
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
of Forests)....,. The matter raised by Mr Long
is simply a decision that will have to be
made by the gun collector referred to. He
must make a conscious decision of which
guns he wishes to retain and argue the case
for the possession of those guns, the same
as he would if it be one gun or 200. He
must make a conscious decision of the
guns he wishes to have registered. If he
wants to register them, he must justify his
use of them. The same thing applies in the
case Mr Radford mentioned. A child under
the a$e of tw~lve years cannot be issued a
permIt to regIster a gun.
The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland Province) - I understand what the Minister
says, but does it mean that the advertisement honourable members have heard so
much about that says the Labor Government will hot confiscate guns is a lie?
The Hon. J. W. S. RADFORD (Bendigo
Province) - I seek further clarification from
the Minister as to the case I mentioned.
What if the executor of the will was an
organization such as a trustee company or
a solicitor acting in trust? What occurs in
regard to that situation?
The clause was agreed to, as was clause
28.

Clause 29 (New Part inserted)
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North
Eastern Province)-I move:
Clause 29, page 17, line 31, omit "three" and insert
"two".
Clause 29, page 17, line 33, omit "three" and insert
"two".
Clause 29, page 17, line 35, omit "three" and insert
"five".

Clause 29, amongst other things, provides
for the setting up of a Firearms Consultative Committee. Bearing in mind how
much discussion has taken place during the
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last 6 hours on the need for consultation, of
course, I support the setting up of such a
committee. The functions of the committee are to advise the Ministry on any
matters relating to firearms and, importantly, to hear and determine appeals
against decisions of the registrar and
authorized officers of police.
The composition of the committee is set
out in the Bill and provides that it will
comprise of three barristers and solicitors
of the Supreme Court of Victoria, three
persons nominated by the Chief Commissioner of Police and three persons
appointed to represent the interests of
holders of licences under this Act. That is a
total of nine, of whom six will be nonshooting people, and only one-third will
represent licence holders. That is a less
than desirable balance.
I do not attribute any ill-will to those
gentlemen who might be appointed by the
Chief Commissioner of Police, but their
mere occupation may well colour their attitude towards firearms. As to the barristers
and solicitors, they are, no doubt, very
competent people, but they may not necessarily be sympathetic to the use of
firearms. Bearing in mind that people who
perceive that they have been done an injustice by the refusal of the registrar or a
police officer to issue them with a shooting
licence may well feel somewhat constrained in appealing to such an unbalanced committee.
The amendments propose to change the
composition of the committee. The number of the committee will remain at nine,
but the amendments reduce the numbers
of barristers and solicitors to two, the number of nominees of the Chief Commissioner of Police to two and increase those
representing shooters' licensees to five.
I have deliberately left it open that there
be five representatives of shooters'
licensees. I could have specified, for
example, that one member represent the
gun dealers, one represent the manufacturers, one represent the clay target
shooters and one come from somewhere
else. However, I did not want to be that
restrictive. I have left it to the good faith of
the Government to appoint five people
with a wide range of interests in the shooting fraternity. This will be seen as a
genuine move by the Government to
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provide adequate consultation and provide
the shooting interests, in whatever avenue
they happen to be, with a fair input to the
consultative committee.

The Opposition has given a shameful
performance tonight and, if the Opposition
votes with the National Party, this will be a
night of infamy.

The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Thomastown Province)-A full circle has now been
turned as the composition of the committee proposed by Mr Baxter is directly
lifted from the South Australian provisions
and the balance has existed in South Australia of one person representing licence
holders, one barrister or solicitor and one
police officer. The idea of the panel of nine
is that it allows, if necessary, three consultative committees to sit at once with one
representative from each category. There
may well be a need for the proposed
Firearms Consultative Committee to meet
at more than one location. Depending
upon the work load of that committee, it
could be necessary to establish three panels
to meet the work load.

The proposed Firearms Consultative
Committee has been improved in those
aspects in which the Government believed
that South Australian legislation was weak.
It would be ridiculous to expect holders of
a shooter's licence to always make an
impartial decision in respect of the interest
of shooters. There should be a balance of
representatives on the proposed committee. The Government opposes the
amendments.

The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province) - It is strange to hear Mr Kennan
take up the challenge I have been issuing
and speak in favour of the South Australian legislation. However, Mr Kennan
has claimed that the Government should
use one piece of that legislation but reject
another piece.
It may well be that the three members of

the proposed Firearms Consultative Committee who represent the holders of a
shooter's licence could be either barristers
or members of the Victoria Police Force.
As the Minister of Forests would know,
many members of the Police Force are
members of shooting organizations and
take a keen interest in shooting sports.
Mr Kennan, who is a barrister and solicitor, holds a shooter's licence. He could be a
candidate for that committee. No doubt
there are other barristers and solicitors
who also hold a shooter's licence and who
would be qualified to represent shooters on
the proposed committee. That is the problem.
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
of Forests)-The proposed amendment is
outrageous. The Bill has already been
emasculated and the amendments, if
adopted, would be the final straw.

The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North
Eastern Province)-It is regrettable that the
Minister of Forests has used extravagant
language to describe the proposed amendments as outrageous. It was intriguing to
note the reference by Mr Kennan to the
South Australian legislation. Mr Kennan
attempted to convince the Committee that
having the South Australian legislation
with an interim consultative committee of
three members, the committee proposed
for Victoria should have nine members.
Mr Kennan should consult the dictionary
that Mr Reid referred to earlier in the
debate.
The South Australian committee is composed of one representative of shooters,
one from the Police Force and one from
the legal profession. In that situation, if the
shooters' representative has a good allument, he has every prospect of convincing
the other two members of his point of view
and therefore obtains a majority decision.
Consider the proposed situation in Victoria where there are to be three representatives of the legal profession, three representatives of the Police Force and three
representatives of shooters. The representatives of the shooters would have to put
up a pretty convincing argument to change
the point of view of the other six members.
It is an unfair comparison to make with the
South Australian committee.
Another alarming point was the assertion made by Mr Kennan that it may be
necessary for the proposed committee to
sit in three panels around the State: If that
were so, it would mean an extraordinary
number of appeals. If Mr Kennan can
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foresee that many appeals that it would
necessitate three divisions sittin$ in different locations, I am more convInced that
the National Party did the right thing when
it voted against the motion that the Bill be
read a second time.
The proposed committee could not be
described as a consultative committee if it
is to have only three out of the nine members representing the interests of firearm
holders.
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The Bill was reported to the House with
amendments.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-Before the report is dealt with,
I move:
That this Bill be recommitted in respect of clause
17.

The Opposition moved amendments in
globo on clause 17. Misunderstandings
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern arose when they were put. The Chairman
Province)-The Opposition finds itself in correctly expressed an opinion, and when
considerable sympathy with the arguments the opinion was not challenged he moved
raised by Mr Baxter. However, the compo- on to the next clause. A division was called
sition of the proposed Firearms Consulta- for belatedly after the Chairman had called
tive Committee is hardly a matter of prin- on the next clause, and he correctly indiciple. It is a matter for the Government of cated that the matter was dealt with at that
the day. On that basis, this does not appear stage. The Chairman acted properly in
to be an issue of principle of the kind that every respect. Nevertheless, the accidental
would justify the Opposition voting with omission to call for a division has left the
the National Party for the proposed Opposition with a hiatus. As a result, some
of the earlier amendments have not been
amendments.
followed through.
The Committee divided on Mr Baxter's
amendments (the Hon. K. I. M. Wright in
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
the chair).
was recommitted for the further consideration of clause 17.
Ayes,
3
Noes
35
Clause 17 (Offences)
Majority against the amendThe Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Prov32
ments
ince)-I move:
AYES

Tellers

Mi'Dunn

Mr Baxter
Mr Evans

NOES
Mr Birrell
Mr Block
Mr Bubb
Mr Butler
MrConnard
Mrs Coxsedge
Mr Crozier
Mrs Dixon
MrGranter
MrGuest
MrHayward
MrHenshaw
Mrs Hogg
Mr Houghton
Mr Hunt
Mr Kennan
MrKennedy
MrKent

Clause 17, sub-clause (2), lines 23 to 26, omit the
words and expressions on these lines.
Clause 17, sub-clause (2), line 27 omit "(c)".
Clause 17, sub-clause (3), omit this sub-clause.

Mrs Kimer
Mr Knowles
Mr Lawson
Mr Long
Mr Mackenzie
Mr Mier
Mr Murphy
Mr Pullen
Mr Radford
Mr Reid
Mr Sandon
Mr Sgro
Mr Storey
Mr Walker
MrWhite

Tellers

Mr Arnold
Mrs Baylor

The clause was· agreed to, as was the
remaining clause.

The amendments were agreed to, and the
clause, as further amended, was adopted.
The Bill was reported to the House with
further amendments, and passed through
its remaining stages.
RACING (AMENDMENT) BIlL
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture), was
read a first time.
The House adjourned at 2.33 a.m.
(Thursday)
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS AT
BRIGHT POLICE STATION
(Question No. 240)

The Hon N. B. REID (Bendigo Province) asked the Minister of Forests, for
the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services:
Is the Minister for Police and Emergency Services
aware of a radio communications problem at the
Bright police station and surrounding area, due to the
mountainous terrain; if so, will he investigate the feasibility of providing a radio relay station at Mount
Porepunkah?

. The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
of Forests)-The answer supplied by the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services is:
Yes, subject to the availability of funds, a radio
base station will be established at Mount Porepunkah
in 1983-84.

POLICE PROTECTION FOR
CHURCHILL
(Question No. 246)

The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province) asked the Mirister of Forests, for
the Minister for Police and Emergency Services:
Is the Minister for Police and Emergency Services
aware that the town of Churchill, with a population of
6000 people and with the Gippsland Institute of
Advanced Education situated in the area, is served by
a two-man police station and that consequently the
officers are required to work under considerable pressure in this town; if so, what action will be taken to
provide additional police protection to this town?

The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
of Forests)-The answer supplied by the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services is:
The Government is aware of the police resources
available at Churchill police station. Following a
recent review of the situation, the strength of the
nearby Morwell police station was increased by one
sergeant and three senior constables/constables in
accordance with the departmental policy of providing
country police districts with a 24-hour service on a
divisional basis.
Under this policy, areas in close proximity to 24hour police stations are serviced by sector patrols.
The increase in strength at Morwell earlier this year
had facilitated such patrols· of the Churchill sub-district from the Morwell police station.

In view of the anticipated further development of
the Latrobe Valley, the situation at Churchill will be
kept under close review.

STATE EMERGENCy SERVICE
VEHICLES
(Question No. 250)

The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province) asked the Minister of Forests, for
the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services:
Has the Minister for Police and Emergency Services
given consideration to the installation of flashing
rotating lamps as fixtures on State Emergency Service
vehicles and granting them emergency vehicles status;
if so, what decision has been made and for what
reasons?

The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
of Forests)-The answer supplied by the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services is:
Yes. Approval may be granted by the Transport
Regulation Board to permit State Emergency Service
vehicles to operate a flashing-rotating wammg lamp
under certain conditions.
However, there are insufficient grounds for the
granting of "emergency vehicle" status to State Emer~ency Services vehicles. The disadvantages of grant109 "emergency vehicle" status outweigh any possible
advantages of the proposal.

DREDGING ENTITLEMENTS
(Question No. 239)

The Hon. M. J. SANOON (Chelsea Province) asked the Minister for Conservation:
Will consideration be given to the prohibition of
mussel dredging between December and March when
scallop dredging is prohibited?

The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Conservation)-The answer is:
The prohibition of mussel dredging near the shoreline and dredging durin$ the December-March closure
for scallops in Port Phlllip Bay are issues which the
Victorian Fisheries Management Committee considered at the meeting in early May. The committee
has made a recommendation to· the Director of
Fisheries and Wildlife who in turn will put proposals
to me.
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Thursday, 2 June 1983
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade) took the chair at 11.3 a.m. and read
the prayer.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
SENIOR CITIZENS WEEK
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR (Boronia Province)-I raise with the Minister for Conservation, representing the Premier, the
timin~ of the annual Senior Citizens Week.
In dOIng so, I commend the Government
for the introduction of that week, as it was
a great success. I wish the Minister to convey to the Premier a matter regarding the
timing of the week. It was held in
February ...... the hottest period of the year.
That precluded a number of elderly people
from travelling from the country to attend
the functions arranged in the metropolitan
area. Such people found it distressing as it
was during a vefY. hot week. In "'Order to
avoid that possibIlity occurring again, the
Government should consider holding the
week in the st>ring, or when the weather is
not so hot.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Conservation)-Mrs Baylor has asked me
to take up with the Premier the issue of the
next Senior Citizens Week and it being
held at a time other than the month of
February. I will be happy to do that.

Questions without Notice
Protection of Animals Act, as Mr Dunn
should be aware, there has been a discussion paper circulated among the livestock
industry and all bodies and individuals
concerned with animal welfare. An Animal
Welfare Advisory Committee exists consisting of representatives of the Victorian
Farmers and Graziers Association, other
interested groups, departmental officers
and representatives of welfare bodies. That
is the advisory committee on which the
association will continue to have representation. As such, that association will have
an avenue to the Department of Agriculture that will be administering the retention of the Protection of Animals Act,
when a new Act is introduced. There is no
justification for any concern on the part of
the association. Perhaps Mr Dunn is not as
aware as he should be of the amount of
consultation that takes place between
myself, departmental officers and the association regarding these matters.

WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY
The Hon. J. E. KIRNER (Melbourne
West Province)-Next Sunday, 5 June, is
World Environment Day. Will the Minister for Conservation inform the House
what is the theme for the day and whether
there will be opportunities for the community to participate in the celebration of
that day?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Conservation)-Soil conservation has been
chosen as the theme for Australia's World
Environment Day and that is very apt. It is
BUREAU OF ANIMAL WELFARE
a topic of vital national importance. Land
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western degradation has been identified as the most
Province)-I ask the Minister of Agricul- significant environmental problem in
ture a question regarding the Bureau of Australia today. It has been discussed on
Animal Welfare in the Department of occasions in the House and it affects huge
areas of the landscape and critically limits
A~culture. Is the Minister aware that the
Victorian Farmers and Graziers Associa- the scope for what we are looking for in
tion considers that body to be an inappro- this State-sustainable developments.
Although Australia is a big country, it is
priate body to administer the Protection of
Animals Act, and will the Minister give an not widely realized that its productive land
assurance that farmer groups and associa- resources are extremely small and, theretions will be consulted and their views con- fore, very important. No more than 10 per
side~ed before any ch~nges are. made to the cent of the Australian land area is potentially arable, but of the agricultural land
Act In regard to farming practIces?
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agri- currently in use extensive soil conservation
culture)-The Bureau of Animal Welfare is is needed to halt or reverse deterioration.
In meetin~s with my colleagues from
a small bureau available for advice, assistance and consultation on day-to-day other States, It has become apparent that in
matters of animal welfare. As to the terms of the rural industry and the natural

Questions without Notice
environment, soil degradation from salinity and dust flows-caused by the drought
-are the major problems to be faced. If
the present trends are to be reversed, a coordinated effort will have to be adopted by
all parties and Governments. That will be
one of the major tasks to perform in the
next year or so.
The theme for World Environment Day
is most apt. The programmes developed by
the Soil Conservation Authority and others
to educate the public are worthy of the
attention of all honourable members and
the public.
MILK PRICES
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pause. That is one of the reasons why the
Government has not felt justified in raising
the price of milk.
A new formula is to be determined for
setting the price of milk. No doubt a
recommendation will be made based on
what is considered to be the appropriate
price for milk. Production of milk in Victoria this season, which has almost ended,
is approximately 2 per cent above the milk
production of the previous season. The
returns to farmers will be approximately 6
per cent more than last year. A considerable amount of assistance in enabling them
to produce their product economically has
been provided by drought assistance in
those areas where there has been some
difficulty.

The Hon. J. W. S. RADFORD (Bendigo
Province)-This morning the Minister of
GAS TARIFFS
Agriculture was interviewed on the Terry
M. EVANS (North Eastern
The
Hon.
D.
Lane radio programme and he discussed
the whole milk campaign to be launched to Province)-I refer the Minister for
complement the "Big M" campaign. Minerals and Energy to the problems assoPrimary producers are concerned about the ciated with rapidly increasing prices of
financial returns on the sale of milk. Vic- natural gas to major users. I refer to the
toria has the cheapest milk of all States. resolutions passed in this House on 20
For example, in New South Wales, the October last, at the Victorian Chamber of
Manufactures General Directions Conferprice of one litre of milk is 67 cents.
ence, at which the Minister spoke and
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grim- other representations were made. Is the
wade)-Order! Mr Radford should get to Minister now reviewing the effect of the
the question.
high increases in the price of natural gas on
the competitiveness of Victorian industry?
The Hon. J. W. S. RADFORD-In the Will the Minister explain the statement he
light of the fact that there has been no price made at the Victorian Chamber of Manuincrease in milk for fifteen months, can the factures General Directions Conference,
Minister inform the House when the price when he said that he was reviewing the
of milk will be increased, in view of the matter? Will the Minister now review
extensive increases in costs to producers objectives set under the document "Gas
due to the drought?
Pncing 1982-83" released by the DepartThe Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agri- ment of Minerals and Energy on the
cQlture)-Amid the confusion, I gather that increases in natural gas prices and the
the, main theme of Mr Radford's remarks effect on the competitiveness of Victorian
is a question on when the price of whole industry?
milk will be increased. Mr Radford
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
referred to the enormous efficiency and Minerals and Energy)-Since the tariff
productivity of Victorian dairy farmers. changes in September last year, which were
Those two attributes make Victorian dairy foreshadowed in the Budget speech, the
farmers superior to the dairy farmers in Government has received representations
other States, which is one of the reasons from various segments of industry, includwhy Victorian dairy farmers can keep the ing brick manufacturers, cement manufacprice of milk down and remain economic- turers and paper and pulp manufacturers.
ally viable. The situation has been The Government has also received repreexplained in the House on several sentations via the Victorian Chamber of
occasions with regard to the commitment Manufactures General Directions Conof the Government to honour its obliga- ference on the criteria used to 'determine
tions in regard to the wages and prices gas pricing policy.
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The Government has reiterated its view
that, notwithstanding the increases that
have occurred, it has always been, and it
remains so, that one of the significant
criteria in determining tariff policy is to
ensure ,that Victoria retains its competitiveness, vis-a-vis with other States and
overseas and that that remains the position
with respect to the industrial and commercial tariffs of the Gas and Fuel Corporation.
Gas producers who can sell natural gas
independently of the Gas and Fuel Corporation have been able to successfully
locate markets at prices substantially different from those that are presently
charged by the corporation. In respect of
the future situation which the honourable
member has addressed, it is the intention
of the Government to take. into account
those representations in looking at the
future of the energy consumption levy and
any other tariff changes that may occur
from time to time.
AIRSTRIP ON SWAN ISLAND
The Hon. D. E. HENSHAW (Geelong
Province)-I direct my question to the
Minister for Conservation. It is reported in
the Gee/ong Advertiser of May 27 that the
Department of Defence, more specifically
the Army, is planning to build a 931 metre
airstrip on Swan Island which is near
Queenscliff. There is considerable concern
within the community about the possible
environmental consequences of such an
action, and I ask the Minister whether he
can indicate what action the Government
is taking to ensure that these concerns are
examined.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Conservation)-I am aware of that proposal which was first indicated in the Gee/ong Advertiser last Saturday, or thereabouts. I had several calls over the weekend in that regard from concerned individuals. There are some serious environmental concerns about the proposal, apart
from the obvious problem of aircraft noise.
There is evidence that that is one of the
main habitats of the Orange Bellied Parrot,
which was a Point Wilson issue as well.
More specifically, I am concerned that it is
close to the Harold Holt Marine Reserve
and the marine science laboratories in
Queenscliff.

Questions without Notice
When I heard the news, I telephoned
Gordon Scholes; the Federal Minister for
Defence, and also a member of Parliament
representing the Geelong area. He gave me
some information. I also contacted Mr
Barry Cohen, the Federal Minister for
Home Affairs and the Environment. I have
been assured by Mr Scholes that the
Federal Government will be undertaking
the environmental impact procedures to
study the issue. I make it clear to the
House that I consider it serious enough to
send a request to my colleague Federally,
the Minister for Home Affairs and the
Environment, asking for an assurance that
those procedures will be undertaken prior
to any work beginning on that project
because I am concerned for the effect it will
have on the environment area.
Swan Island is occupied by the Commonwealth for specific purposes. It does
not come within my control or within the
State's control. It IS a matter of dealing
with the Federal Government on the matter, but we are taking specific action to
ensure that proper procedures ensue before
any work is undertaken.
WATER AND SEWERAGE
AUTHORITIES
The Hon. R. J. WNG (Gippsland Province)-I refer the Minister of Water
Supply to the Government scheme of subsidizing interest on loans obtained by water
works trusts and sewerage authorities. Has
the Government made a decision to
decrease that subsidy so that trusts and
authorities in future will be obliged to pay
7 per cent and not 5 per cent as at present?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister of
Water Supply)-As Mr Long will appreciate, the former Minister of Water Supply
in the previous Government, Mr Jenkins,
foreshadowed that during the course of
1982-83, if the Government had been successful, subsidized interest rates would be
subsidized back to 5 per cent; the next year
to 6 per cent and the next year to 7 per
cent. As that advice was sent to 375 water
works trusts and sewerage authorities, the
Government indicated that subsidized
interest rates would be subsidized back to 5
per cent for the financial year 1982-83, and
we are giving consideration to the issue for
1983-84. A decision will be made during
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the course of this month, after receiving
advice from the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission and the Ministry of
Water Resources and Water Supply and
making representations to the Treasurer. I
foreshadow that, as the industry is aware,
certain principles exist which are shared by
all political parties, namely, that some
form of ongoing assistance needs to be provided to the non-metropolitan sector in
recognition of the fact that. economies of
scales available to the Board of Works are
not necessarily available to all sections of
the non-metropolitan water industry.
In addition, it is recognized that the
application of existing subsidies produces
inequities, particularly in some country
towns that provide water and sewerage. It
is also true that we are in a period of escalating interest rates over recent years but
the total volume from the Treasury has
increased dramatically. That is one of the
reasons why both the Liberal Party-when
it was in government-and this Government foreshadowed changes to subsidized
interest levels.
The Government is foreshadowing, a
further step with one qualification, namely,
that as a result of moving-the Government has not formally made a decision
yet-if the Government resolved to subsidIze interest rates back to 6 per cent, it may
well be. that approximately 10 per cent to
20 per cent of water works trusts and sewerage authorities throughout Victoria may
not have a capacity to absorb that increase
without their rate levels moving to more
than one and a half times the State average.
In order to reduce that possibility to a
minimum it may be necessary to contemplate revenue assistance in conjunction
with any foreshadowed change during
1983-84. That issue is before the Government at present. It is impossible to preempt a Government decision, but the Government is sympathetic to problems associated with the industry and is examining
any changes in the interest subsidy level in
this context.
I also foreshadow to the industry that for
long-term arrangements the Government
is preparing a paper in conjunction with
consultants from Price Waterhouse and
Co. and it hopes to distribute that paper to
Session 1983-109
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the industry later this year with a view to
obtaining its comments. It will also be
based on the principles I proposed in
general recognition of some form of assistance that needs to be continued to be provided but on a more equitable basis than
the one that exists.
WOOL SCOURING PLANT FOR
BARNAW ARTHA
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-The question I raise with
the Minister for Planning concerns a proposal to establish a wool scouring plant at
Barnawartha, which has been the subject of
earlier questions in the House. Is the Minister able to confirm that the applicant has
withdrawn the application for a licence to
proceed on that site; if so, will the appeals
to the appeals board now not be necessary?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning)-No, I do not believe the company has withdrawn its application. It is
my understanding of the situation that
certain activities are proceeding and I shall
endeavour to outline them to the honourable member. The new Chairman of the
Environment Protection Authority was in
Wodonga early this week or late last week
and he reported to me that he had held
discussions with the Albury-Wodonga
Development Corporation, which was
keen to continue with the project. He discussed certain issues with the corporation
and then reported to me.
It is true that the Environment Protection Authority determined to issue a
licence. However, it indicated some time
ago that because the emission was to the
River Murray it was possible that the
licence was not legally valid. That point is
not clear but it is being examined. I indicate that I have also discussed the matter
with my colleagues in New South Wales
and South Australia and asked them to
respond to the environment effects statement that was written on material produced by the Environment Protection
Authority for the licence issue. I also
sought the opinions of my colleagues in
those States on the emission to the River
Murray because they expressed some concern. The company is keen to proceed and
the Government has asked it to consider
two alternatives.
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of Chairman of the Forests Commission; if
so, who is the successful appointee; if not,
when will an appointment be made?
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
of Forests)-An appointment has been
made. Honourable members may not be
aware that the chairman of the commission, Mr Allan Threader, retired last week,
after 44 years' service with the commission, and I place on record the thanks of
The answer is long but I am trying to this and former Governments under which
assure the honourable member that to my he served this State so well in the interests
knowledge there has not been a withdrawal of the Forests Commission. He was expert
by G. H. Michell & Sons (Australia) Pty in his field and had a deep knowledge of
Ltd of its application for a wool scouring forestry and the timber industry, and it is
plant at Barnawartha. It is the intention of with some regret that the Government has
the Government to see that the company is had to allow that knowledge to be lost to
encouraged to proceed on the basis that it some degree.
is, and not to cause unnecessary environIn his place, the Government has
mental damage to the area.
appointed Dr Ron Grose as chairman and,
to make up the number of three, has
appointed Mr Athol Hodgson as a comEGG INDUSTRY STABILIZATION
missioner.
ACT

The company was asked to consider
alternative methods of disposal because
there have been some changes to techniques that mi~t allow the company to
carry out the disposal on site and, therefore, no emission to the River Murray
might be necessary. It was also asked to
consider alternative sites. The company
was not keen to do that because the site at
Barnawartha suits it well.

The Hon. C. J. KENNEDY (Waverley
Province)-Early last month, the very
capable Minister of Agriculture circulated
a discussion paper on proposed chan~es to
the Egg Industry Stabilization Act. WIll the
honourable gentleman inform the House of
the progress made in this matter?
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture)-As Mr Kennedy is aware, that
discussion paper was circulated and the
closing date for submissions was 31 May.
Some industry groups have requested an
extension of time and that will be granted.
Comment has been favourable and a wide
response has been received to the request
for input from the industry. Appreciation
has also been expressed of the continuing
practice of consultation with industry
groups and farming organizations in
general; prior to last year they were not
accustomed to this practice. The Government is pleased with the tone of the comments, and I hope the Bill will be introduced during the spring sessional period.
CHAIRMAN OF FORESTS
COMMISSION
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Central
Highlands Province)-Will the Minister of
Forests inform the House whether an
appointment has been made to the position

PERSONAL EXPLANATION
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province) - I desire to make a personal
explanation with respect to the proceedings
on clause 3 of the Firearms (Amendment)
Bill that was dealt with by the Committee
of this House last night. Naturally, I
intended to vote for my own amendment. I
believed I had done so and so informed the
Committee when challenged. After checking with colleagues, I believe that, because
of the way in which the question was put, I
may have misunderstood and I might
inadvertently have called the wrong way. If
that is the case, I regret any error.
PAPERS
The following papers, pursuant to the
directions of an Act of Parliament, were
laid on the table by the Clerk:
Town and Country Planning Act 1961Ballarat-Shire of Ballarat Planning SchemeAmendment No. 14.
Buninyong-Shire of Buninyong Planning
Scheme-Amendment No. 9.
Cobram-Shire of Cobram Planning Scheme
1979-Amendment No. 5, 1982.
Hastings-Shire of Hastings Planning SchemeAmendment No. 14.
Horsham-City of Horsham Planning Scheme
1973-Amendment No. 73, 1982.
Lilydale-Shire of Lillydale Planning SchemeAmendment No. 157.
Sebastopol- Borough of Sebastopol Planning
Scheme-Amendment No. 25.

Sessional Orders
Seymour Planning Scheme-Amendment No. 69.
Shepparton-City of Shepparton Planning Scheme
1953-Amendment No. 65, 1982.
Sherbrooke-Shire of Sherbrook Planning Scheme
1979-(Urban Areas)-Amendment No. 4A,
1983.
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ceeded to make arrangements accordingly.
We were then not told, but found out after
investigation on Monday this week, that a
decision had been made that we were not
to sit next week but come back the following week. No one could run a business like
SESSIONAL ORDERS
that It is to be regretted.
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. GrimI register my objection and that of many
wade)-I draw the attention of the House of my colleagues over t.h~ lack of notific~
to the fact that the printed Notice Paper tion we have had of slttlngs. It makes It
showing Government Business, Notice of almost impossible for us, as members, to
Motion, is incorrect. The word "New" has make long-term plans and accept engagebeen omitted on the second line before the ments and appointments when complete
word "business". It should read, "no new changes of this nature take place. I hope
business". It affects the meaning enor- that can be avoided on future occasions.
mously.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Conservation) (By leave)-l thank honourConservation)-Mr President, I thank you able members for their support of .the
for drawing my attention to the lack of a motion. Mr Hunt asked for some assurance
very important word. As I indicated yester- that if time is available and the Opposition
day when I gave notice, I move:
wishes to undertake its own business, as
That so much of the Sessional Orders as requires might have been the case in a normal week.
that no new business be taken after 10.00 p.m and I will be happy to discuss that matter. Yesthat General Business shall take precedence of Government Business on Wednesdays be suspended until terday the House was able to return to
the end of June and that until the end of June, unless items of General Business in the middle of
otherwise ordered by the House, new business may be the afternoon because it had time to do so,
taken at any hour and Government Business shall which indicates my willingness to do that,
take precedence of all other business.
by negotiation.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
I am sorry that Mr Dunn is so upset by
Province)- The Opposition naturally changes made to sitting times. It is clear
accepts the motion at this stage, of the that there has to be some flexibility about
session. However, it is usual for the Leader sitting times. The work of this House is
of the House to give an assurance that naturally subject to the work of another
where time permits some opportunity will place. That is the way it is and the way it
be made available for any business already ought to be. We are, therefore, not entirely
on the Notice Paper under General Busi- the masters of our own destiny in terms of
ness to be debated, if so requested.
time; when a change occurs in another
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western place it is necessary that we adjust our
Province)-The National Party also agrees times of sitting to suit
with the motion, which is a normal proI am sure Mr Dunn understands that
cedure at this time of the session.
explanation, but he was informed as early
However, I place on record the dissatis- as it was possible to inform him. We did
faction of the National Party with the lack have discussions on the matter. Mr Dunn's
of consultation that took place with this complaint is understandable, but I cannot
House on the sittings of the Parliament for offer him any assurance that it will not
the next couple of weeks. I t is a totally occur in future.
intolerable state of affairs when we, as
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
members, receive only one week's notifica- Province)
leave)-On the issue raised, I
tion, and sometimes less than that, of a have not (By
yet been informed whether the
major c.hange in sitting times.
House is sitting next week. I have heard on
If one looks at this session, originally the grapevine that it is not sitting. The
honourable members were informed that members of my party have asked me for
this was to be the last week of the session. assurances so that they can plan their busiWe were then informed that next week was ness and I have been unable to give them
to be the last week of the session and pro- those assurances.
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Can the Acting Leader of the House
inform the House authoritatively whether
the House will be sitting next week?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Conservation) (By leave)-I assure the
Leader of the Opposition that it is not
intended that this House sit next week. All
Parlimentarians must understand that
absolute assurances of times are never
given. That is impossible. An urgent matter may arise and the Parliament have to
be recalled. I assure members of the other
parties that it is not intended that this
House should sit next week, and they can
plan accordingly.
It is not my intention that the House
should sit beyond dinner time this evening
or tomorrow, if that relieves the minds of
honourable members, but I must say that
is dependent on the fact that the House
completes the business before it today.
Honourable members have an achievable
goal.
Two Bills must go through today-the
Liquor Control Bill and the Supply (198384, No. 1) Bill. That achievable $oal is
before honourable members and WIth the
co-operation of other parties, the House
should be able to rise by dinner time this
evening and not sit again this week. It is
not intended that the House should sit next
week.
The motion was agreed to.
LIQUOR CONTROL BILL
The debate (adjourned from May 26) on
the motion of the Hon. D. R. White (Minister for Minerals and Energy) for the
second reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB (Ballarat Province)-The Bill is a very significant one,
significant in so far as it will have a very
dramatic effect on the liquor industry in
this State. Not the least of that effect will
be the effect it will have on the availability
of job opportunities in the industry and on
the current employment of many people
employed in the industry.
There is no doubt that in introducing the
repeal of section 11 A of the Liquor Act,
which deals with the minimum retail price
for packaged beer, the Government is
introducing a measure which was part of
its policy prior to the last election.

Liquor Control Bill

My party does not intend in this debate
to take issue with that policy which was so
clearly stated and the Government is now
moving to introduce that part of its
policy.
Other matters dealt with in the Bill are
Sunday bar trading and a series of proposals which purport to protect the smaller
employers in both hotels and retail liquor
outlets from the effects of the removal of
section I1A. I will deal with those matters
in detail in my contribution today.
In the short term there is cause for
serious concern in the public mind and in
the minds of those people who are part of
the liquor industry. In the short term there
may well be a reduction in the price of
beer, and, as a person who drinks a glass of
beer from time to time, like anybody else, I
would say it is a good thing. However, we
must be careful that the situation that
obtains in New South Wales does not
repeat itself in Victoria, because the State
of Victoria has the lowest price per bottle
of packaged beer of any State in Australia.
In New South Wales, ifone buys a dozen
bottles of beer, the price does not reflect
the individual price of each bottle. However, if the package has to be broken and
the purchaser buys less than one dozen
bottles, a different rate is charged from the
price of a carton of one dozen bottles of
packaged beer. The industry takes this step
to offset the fact that it is selling cartons of
beer at a lower profit margin. What has
happened in New South Wales may well
occur in Victoria. In New South Wales the
promise of cheap beer has not eventuated.
Beer may be cheaper in the short term, but
one must be concerned about what is going
to happen in the future.
Four studies on the liquor industry have
been made recently; one by the University
of Melbourne Institute of Applied Economic and Social Research; one by the
Technisearch Limited group at the Royal
Melbourne Institute of Technology; a
further study upon which the Government
appears to be relying was undertaken by
Professor Hogbin of Monash University,
and another study was commissioned by
the Australian Hotels Association and
carried out by Professor Geoffrey Meredith
from the University of New South Wales
who is an expert on small business. In each
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of those reports the best result the Government could obtain is the Hogbin report,
which proposes that section llA be phased
out-not removed immediately. Even
then, the professor talks about the impact
of this proposal on employees in the industry.
The proposal that hotel licences and
retail liquor licences be restricted to 8 per
cent of the market can easily be seen
through if one examines the current structure of the market in the retail liquor
industry. Currently there are 772 retail bottled liquor licences on issue; the Coles
Liquorland group controls 61, which represents 7·9 per cent of licences. Next to G. J.
Coles and Co. Ltd is the Myer group which
includes the San Remo, Crittenden's,
Target and Myer stores, which hold
licences of 4 per cent of the market.
The next group is Australian Safeway
Stores Pty Ltd which holds 26 licences or
only 3·3 per cent of the market. It is followed by Permewan Wright Consolidated
Pty Ltd with eighteen licences or 2 per
cent; Woolworths, with eleven licences or
1· 4 per cent; Murray Goulburn Trading
Pty Ltd with six licences, and P. and L.
Clark Pty Ltd with six licences.
It is a myth to suggest that small liquor
licence-holders can be protected by
restricting the number of available licences
held by anyone licence-holder to 8 per
cent of the total number of licences issued.
It is nonsense to suggest that that would
protect him, because a group like Myers
can pick up another 30 licences before it
reaches 8 per cent; Safeway can pick up
another 35 licences before it reaches 8 per
cent, and so it goes. Some of the other
groups have an even greater capacity to
enter the market-place.
The situation of small hotels is very similar. Any major hotel trading group could
take up to 8 per cent of the licences, and
that will place small hotel keepers and
licence-holders in jeopardy in the marketplace. They would not be able to compete
with those people.
The retail liquor merchants have
approached the Government and pleaded
with it, as has the Australian Hotels Association, to introduce some form of control,
whether in the form of a loss leading clause
or a clause in line with the Federal trade
Session 1983-110
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practices legislation, to enable them to
have some recourse to law to stop the predatory policies which can operate in the
market-place. The problem goes beyond
what I am saying in terms of licence numbers, rather like an ACTU-Solo operation
in petrol retailing.
Coles Liquorland in Bourke Street is the
highest volume outlet for retail liquor in
Victoria. The Coles chain holds sixteen
freestanding licences. If one takes the analogy of the ACTU-Solo operation, one sees
that a major retailer could acquire 61 high
volume outlet licences, discard low volume
licences and take an extremely high percentage of the retail packaged liquor market.
In those circumstances it is nonsense to
suggest, as the Government does, that a
small retail liquor licence-holder running a
shop in a strip shopping centre would be
able to compete in that sort of market.
Six years ago the ratio of sales of packaged beer to bulk sales in the hotel industry
was roughly 52 per cent packaged beer to
48 per cent bulk beer. Since the introduction of the ·05 per cent blood alcohol legislation in Victoria a trend has begun, and
more and more packaged beer is being
sold. The figures now show that 29 per cent
of beer sold by hotels is bulk ~er and 71
per cent is packaged beer. One can clearly
see from those figures that there has been a
marked change away from the consumption of alcohol on licensed premises to consumption of alcohol in the form of packaged liquor which is· taken away and consumed elsewhere.
.
It must follow from that that the market
will grow as the social pressures increase
on people to consume their liquor at places
other than licensed premises, and competition in the packaged beer market will
become more intensive. Other factors enter
into this matter. Caflton and United Breweries Ltd, the major producer of beer in
Victoria, has an extremely high percentage
of the market and there is-and rightly so,
in my view as a beer drinker-a high
acceptance by consumers in Victoria of
Carlton products.

I have been told by sources in the
industry that as a result of the repeal of
section 11 A breweries expect a short, sharp
trade war will occur. No doubt Castlemaine Perkins will seek to enter the Vic-
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torian market. I do not put this argument
speciously, but in evidence I su~est that
the average consumer should consIder why
Carlton and United Breweries Ltd has
changed the packaging of the Abbots lager
that they sell. Anyone who has been to
Queensland and seen the 375 millilitre
cans of XXXX beer will notice that
happily their colours coincide. The XXX X
cans are red and yellow. Lo and behold,
Abbots lager, ~hich was pr~viously contained in a white and red can, now appears
in a yellow and red can.
The Hon. W. R. Baxter-I am glad to
hear that someone else has a suspicious
mind!
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB-The can is
very similar to the XXXX ~an. O~viou~ly,
Carlton and United Brewenes Ltd IS taking
steps to protect its market when the re~al
of section 11 A takes place. The brewenes
will not surrender lightly their share of the
market, which they consider to be ri~tly
theirs because theIr products have a high
customer acceptance throughout Victoria.
A little while ago, I met with a fellow,
coincidentally, w\to said that he was w<?!king for the Castlemaine-Toohey organ~za
tion. Without realizin~ that he was. talking
to a member of ParlIament, I belIeve he
corroborated that the Castlemaine Perkins
organization would seek to enter the ~ic
torian market upon the repeal of sectIon
11 A. What that means is that there will be
intense competition for the market, the
smaller people will be placed i~ jeopard~.
If any honourable member !hln~s that It
will be any other way, I advise him to go
back to what I said earlier.
If the New South Wales pattern is
repeated, the people that th~ Labor.Party is
seeking to help and whom It 'saYS Itrepresents-the workers, the IOW-Income e~rn
ers, fixed income earners and. the pe!lsloners-will be the ones who might finish up
having to pay more for their one or two
bottles or cans of beer. Those sorts of
people do not· and cannot afford to buy
beer by the dozen; they cannot afford to
payout some $14, or whatever the dozen
price of beer will be. They cannot affo~d to
buy a dozen bottles of beer at one tIme,
and those people may well finish up having
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to pay more for their few bottles of beer
than they are paying now. !hat is a point I
wish to draw to the attention of the Government.
The other matter that is of some interest
is that the Government set up an interim
advisory panel of the liquor industry, and
the recommendations that came down
from the panel and the reactiot:l of the
industry to those recommendatIOns are
interesting. I should like to take the House
briefly through s,ome of the recC?mmendations of the advIsory panel, whIch are set
out in a letter dated 10 August 1982, from
the former Minister for Tourism, Mr
Landeryou. I regret that he is not in the
House today because it is clear that Mr
Landeryou held a different view. f~om that
of Mr Cathie, the current Minister for
Economic Development, who ~ow has
responsibility for liquor and tounsm. The
point I wish to make about the absence of
the Leader of the House will be obvious
from his letters that I shall quote to the
House. He was clearly concerned about the
effect on the industry of the move to
implement the policy his party wanted to
take.
If one can believe the few letters that
have been forwarded to people in various
sections of the industry, the current Minister for Economic Development in
another place is under some difficulty. He
does not appear to generate much paper
work. I suppose that can be regarded as
being efficient, but the Minister certainly
has not been very forthcoming i~ teUlt:lg
anyone in the industry what he thinks WIll
happen. The former. Minister was at least
prepared to express his concern about the
viability of the industry and about the loss
of jobs. On the best prediction available to
the Government, it is estimated that some
800 jobs will disappear. The industry suggests that up to 5000 jobs will disappear.
Despite this, there is a complete lack of
words from the Minister for Economic
Development, showing concern for the 800
people who would lose their jobs on his
Government's own admission. The Minister for Economic Development seems to
be brow-beaten by the party machine and
just refuses to say anything.
Yesterday, a deputation from the Retail
Bottle Merchants Association went to see
the Minister and spoke to him about their
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concern for what was happening to their
industry and what their likely future would
be in that industry. The Minister was most
uncommunicative. In fact, an observation
made by a member of that deputation was
that the Minister left most of the answering
to be done by his advisers. The Minister
did not seem to be fully briefed about what
was going to happen in the industry and he
did not appear to be concerned. It was
either that he did not understand or did
not wish to answer any of the questions
these people asked.
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cent limit will protect his interests. The
next recommendation from the panel
related to the establishment of a differential licence fee where more than five
retail licences are held by any company or
related company in the industry. I know
that this matter has been strongly pressed
by the retail bottle merchants group who
have discussed it with the Government.
The Government rejected that proposal.
Rather than recognizing the number of
licences, it has also been suggested that it
may be applied on a basis of turnover. In
terms of numbers of licences, one may
The Hon. M. J. Arnold - Did you meet hold a number of small retail bottle shop
with the deputation?
licences, but not turn over a high volume
. The Hon. CLIVE BUBB-The Opposi- of liquor. Considered on the basis of turntIOn met with the same deputation, which over, based on the purchase. price of the
a differential licence fee will protect
asked us what the Opposition was doing liquor,
the
small
operator against the larger
an.d ~hether m~ party would change its operator because
the hi~er the volume the
mind In the way It would approach the Bill.
higher
the
licence
fee wdl be. I am not sayThe Opposition spoke with them and, in
it is a peifect mechanism, but I am saythe course of discussion, it was said that !ng
that It IS there. The Government it
the Minister had been less than forthcom- Ing
seems has rejected that proposal outright.
in~ in the way he had dealt with the deputatIon.
The next recommendation suggested
The interim advisory panel proposed the th~t the State Government make represenadvancing of low-interest loans for hotels tatIons to the Federal Government with
to improve their facilities. That recom- regard to some relief from excise tax. It is
mendation has obviously appeared. It was interesting to note that, in respect of the
also recommended that there be an age excise, the licence fee is charged on the
!imit of. ei~teen years for employees sell- ~o~l costs, including the excise. Therefore,
Ing retad hquor and that the total number It 1$ a tax on a tax, and an area for minor
of retail bottle licences to be held by any relief which I raise with the Government.
person, company or related company not So far as I am aware, no approach has been
exceed 5 per cent of the total number of made by the State Government to the
licences in existence.
Federal Government in relation to excise.
It is clear that the only reason the 8 per No action has been taken on licence fees. I
cent figure has been set is so that the Coles have a copy of a telex forwarded by the
Liquorland chain will not have to divest Australian Hotels Association to the Honitself of any licences. I would not accept ourable R. J. Hawke, Prime Minister of
that it 'should not be forced to divest itself Australia, drawing his attention to the
of licences it currently holds, but the situa- situation of the licence fee being charged
tion can be monitored. The recommended on the Federal excise tax, to what the
5 per cent limit had been a carefully consid- industry regards as an excessive rate of taxered view of the industry, but it has been ation imposed by the Federal Government
totally ignored. An 8 per cent provision by excise. The telex shows the effect taxes
leaves enormous scope for supermarket have had on beer sales, and also shows in
chains to build up volumes and licence terms of per litre, per capita, per annumholdings. They could hold 40 per cent of the the source is the Australian Bureau of Stalicences and transact 90 per cent of the retail tistics-that in 1974-75, 120·6 litres per
head of beer were consumed in Victoria
packaged beer business.
and, in ~ 981-82, five ye~rs later, the figure
It is crazy to suggest that it is a safeguard has dechned to 103·09 htres per capita. In
to a small hotelier or licence holder in a the telex dated 11 May 1983, the President
retail bottle establishment that the 8 per of the Australian Hotels Association, Mr
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Tom Payne, says that the Victorian Government is about to repeal the minimum
price legislation on packaged beer and sug~ests that that would create a loss of 5000
Jobs in Victoria. He called on the Federal
Government to lower the excise on beer,
which would have a corresponding effect
on the value of the licence fee paid, to try
to lower costs and avert that job loss.
Again we come back to the inescapable
situation that on the most acceptable
advice available to the Government, the
Hogbin report, there would be effects on
employment in this State. On the Government's own admission, 800 people would
lose their jobs.
A prohibition on loss leadering clauses
was the next recommendation. I must say
that I have some reservations about loss
leadering clauses and I accept in part what
the Government is saying, that the introduction of loss leader clauses in the Bill
would be a de facto reinstatement of clause
ItA. The Government is entitled to that
view. Despite this, the Australian Hotels
Association has provided a wealth of information on other legislation, particularly in
the American states, which deals with and
regulates the liquor industry in this way. I
have copies' of the legislation from the
various states of America which go to that
question. It appears that the most common
method is by implementing a clause which
essentially says that the cost below which a
person may not sell beer or liquor is the
cost to that person, the cost of transport
and the overhead costs of selling that
liquor. In the majority of cases the overhead costs represent a mark-up on the cost
price plus transport costs of between 10 per
cent and 15 per cent, with an average of
about 12·5 per cent.
That is essentially the proposal put by
the Australian Hotels Association and
other members of the liquor industry to the
Government which mirrored the legislation in force in a number of states in
America. It sought a mark-up for overheads of 12·5 per cent. The Government
considered this and, in its wisdom, rejected
it, as it is entitled to do. But it cannot reject
the situation that the major supermarket
chains are able to cross-subsidize the various sections of their operations; they can
loss lead liquor. The Retail Liquor
Merchants Association told me of the
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example of Black Douglas Scotch whisky
being offered for sale in supermarkets at a
price lower than the price at which they
believe those supermarkets can buy it. Loss
leading liquor, soap, cornflakes or anything
else, is done to create more traffic, to get
people into the store, in the hope that when
they are there, they will buy something
else. That is all very well if one is running a
series of other departments. The major
supermarkets sell food, car accessories, gardening accessories and all sorts of things as
well as running liquor outlets. If they are
able to loss lead and sell liquor at a price
lower than the price at which they can buy
it, and subsidize that sale of liquor by
profitability in other areas of sales, it is
clear that the small licensed packaged
liquor outlets and the small hotels will not
be able to compete.
From time to time in the newspapers
one sees the complaint of a publican,
usually a publican in a small country town,
objecting to the fact that the supermarket
down the road is selling liquor at a cut
price. In retaliation he sets up a stall on his
counter and starts selling cornflakes and
milk at cut prices. He calls in a representative from the newspaper and says that the
fellow down the road is undercutting him
and, in retaliation, he is selling cornflakes
over the bar of the hotel. That type of thing
will happen in. the future, only at a scale
that has not occurred before.
Although beer is the major packaged
liquor product sold in this State, as with
Black Douglas whisky vignerons can sell
their bottles of wine at a price cheaper than
can be generally obtained in the liquor
stores, thus attracting people to wineries to
buy their brand name and product lines.
Beer is not currently in that situation. Carlton and United Breweries Ltd sells beer in
Victoria at a standard wholesale price,
regardless of quantity. All retailers buy
from Carlton and United Breweries Ltd at
that standard wholesale price, which itself
is curious because the Government has
now introduced a separate Bill, as an afterthought, which deals with a maximum
wholesale price of beer. Licensed grocers
and small hotels are less concerned with
the maximum wholesale price of beer, than
with the minimum wholesale price of beer.
There is no way in the world that this legis-
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lation will protect small business if volume
buying and other practices give larger
organizations a preferred price. This Government Bill, introduced purportedly to
safeguard the interests of small people in
the liquor industry, can achieve that objective only ifit controls the minimum wholesale price of beer. A maximum price is a
nonsense! Who cares whether the maximum price is $14.88 a dozen? If one buys
at $2 a dozen and the businessman down
the road buys it at $9.50 a dozen, one will
not be in business long enough to care
about it. One of the other factors that may
have been mentioned in only an oblique
way by the committee of inquiry is the nolimit clause. That is a wonderful clause! If
one has bothered to study the way in which
the major supermarket chains operate, one
will realize what a mockery that clause is.
It is an absolute travesty of what it purports to represent. If a store is operating a
centralized warehouse system for its market lines, whether they be liquor, food, car
accessories or whatever, it brings products
in whatever quantities it likes into the
establishment. The store can regulate the
flow of a product line, into the supermarket
to ensure that the no-limit clause does not
apply.
If a store has 100 cases of J ohnny Walker
whisky selling at $10.50 a bottle, it can
bring ten cases into the store while it has
90 cases in the warehouse, sell the store
items at the offered price and say there is
no more liquor at that price available at the
shop. The store is not contravening the law
in this way. Therefore, it is obvious that
the provision can be circumvented. The
clause has no such meaning for small
retailers who operate a shop and keep stock
on the premises. The small retailer does
not have the facility of a centralized warehouse and most of the time stock is kept on
the premises. With the no-limit clause, if
the small retailer offered a discount on one
line of liquor, he would have to sell his
stock at that price because the law will provide that liquor advertised at a price and
on the premises at the time of making the
offer to the public is subject to the no-limit
clause. It is nonsense to suggest that the
provision will protect the small retailer.

The Licensed Freeholders Association of
Victoria represents people who own the
freehold licence at a number of small
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hotels. They express horror and concern at
the proposal to remove the minimum price
of retail packaged beer, but no doubt
accept the fact that the Government has a
mandate from the people of Victoria to do
that. The association also doubts the safeguards. The - points I have raised today
have been put to me by the association and
by various groups within it. In a letter
dated 9 May 1983 and signed by James
Griffin, vice president of that organization
and manager of the Ballarat Brewing Company, the association referred to the Royal
Melbourne Institute of Technology Technisearch Ltd survey. This letter states that
the Technisearch research report indicates
that the repeal of section 11 A will cause the
loss of 5620 jobs. A job loss caused by a
Government that claims it cares. Government members had the audacity last week
to tell me when I was debating the Industrial Relations (Amendment) Bill and the
Workers Compensation Bill in this
sessional period that I have no concern {or
people who will be out of work and said
that by my actions I am a troglodyte and
will cause people to lose their jobs.
On the Government's own admission, a
minimum of 800 people will lose their
jobs. What will happen if the 5620 people
referred to in the Technisearch report lose
their jobs? Will the Government say they
too are troglodytes because they dId not
recognize what the Government was going
to do? Government members should be
consistent in what they say. They should
not ignore the empirical evidence of four
reports, all of which suggest that a significant loss of jobs will occur. The Government says it has a mandate and does not
care about it.
The Licensed Freeholders Association of
Victoria is clearly opposed to the so-called
protective measures and recognizes that
they are not sufficient to compensate for
the removal of section 11 A and to in any
way protect smaller operations in the
industry.
Technisearch Ltd, Research and
Development Division, wrote to the
Minister for Economic Development, lan
Cathie, on 19 April 1983 expressing
concern and posed a view that is almost
identical with the view I advanced earlier
about the short-term drop in the price of
beer and the probable effect after the short,
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sharp price war. A restructuring of the
industry will be forced by smaller hotels
and retail bottle merchants falling out of
the industry.
It sounds easy for me to say they will fall
out of the industry, but I mean it literally.
People will lose their homes and their lives
will be destroyed. People who work in
those businesses will lose their jobs.
Despite the recommendation of Professor
Hogbin, the Government wants to move in
and remove the minimum price straight
away. It is incredible. The Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology study referred to the loss leadering effects on small
hoteliers and refers to a 1982 study carried
out by the University of Melbourne Institute of Applied Economic and Social
Research on manpower needs of the
tourism and hospitality industry. It refers
to the probable loss of 5620 jobs in the
industry. The Minister was well aware of
this matter because a letter from Technisearch Ltd was sent to him ..
The Ballarat Brewing Company operates
a number of hotels. It is obvious that the
company will be affected. Most of the
hotels are small and are leased to independent operators. Most of those small
hotels in Ballarat will be affected by the
measure. In a deputation to me last week, I
was told that in Ballarat alone about 100
jobs will disappear in the industry. That
concerns me greatly. The company draws
the same inferences that come from every
sector of the industry that there will be loss
leadering, there will be cornering of the
retail packaged beer market by major
supermarket chains. The price of a bottle
of beer may well rise. The Leader of the
Government should consider that point
carefully because this legislation may not
be the way to protect the battlers in our
society.
I will also refer to a document by the
Federated Liquor and Allied Industries
Employees Union of Australia, Victoria
Branch, that is undated and signed by J. J.
Goddard, secretary of that organization.
The union sent a circular to its members.
under the heading "Union Supports Minimum Beer Price". Members of the union
were told they should be concerned about
the Government's plan to remove the minimum retail price of packaged beer. The
third paragraph of that broad sheet gives
the reason for concern. It states:
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This will lead to hotels losing their share of the
market in packaged beer which, taken together with
the decline in bar sales of bulk beer, will badly affect
the economic viability of many pubs.

If honourable members recall my earlier

comments on the Bill, they will realize
that, in a simplified version, the union is
saying exactly the same thing that I did.

But it is not all bad for the union. Some
sections of the Bill are a thinly veiled
attempt by the Government to buy off the
liquor trades union. The appointment of
Mr Joe Goddard to the Victorian Tourist
Commission begs the question, if the attitude of the Government was "Give Joe a
job; he will be right". The Bill also gives
the union new powers under which it could
require employers to ensure that everyone
is a financial member of the union. I
realize that this is in line with Government
policy, but it is not a fact of life in the
liquor retail industry. Under the provisions
of the Bill, the unions have been given a
substantial increase in their current posi. tion. It is a trade-off. The union is being
asked to agree over the dead bodies of its
members. Those people will be put out of
work simply because the Government
wants to introduce a measure which it has
not thought through.
On the best figures available, 800 people
who are eligible members of the liquor
trades union will find themselves out of
work. At worst, 6000 members of the
union will be out of work. The appointment ofMr Goddard to the Victorian Tourist Commission and the union receiving
additional powers under the Bill to place
pressure on employers to force employees
to join a union to meet wage demands and
other pressures is a trade-off. The union is
asked to surrender 6000 members; that is a
travesty of justice.
The Hon. R. A. Mackenzie-You are
concerned about union members?
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB-I am concerned about people who will lose their
jobs.
I referred earlier to a series of letters
written by the Minister for Industrial
Affairs. I made the point that this Minister
seemed to be far more forthcoming on this
subject than his successor in the Ministry
for Economic Development, Mr Cathie.
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On March 9 1982, prior to the last State
election, Mr Griffin of the Licensed Freeholders Association of Victoria wrote to
the Minister for Industrial Affairs, who
was then the Leader of the Opposition in
the Upper House, expressing concern at
the attitude of the Australian Labor Party
to the retail liquor industry. He asked the
Minister to comment on the Australian
Labor Party policy and to indicate the
likely effects of the policy. I realize the
reply to that letter has been quoted extensively in another place, but it bears repeating. The letter headed "Leader of Her
Majesty's Opposition in the Legislative
Council, Parliament House" states:

We will introduce "no limit" laws to discour~ge the
use of liquor and other products as "floor traffic" or
"loss leader" items.

As you know we are committed to the repeal of the
minimum price packaged beer legislation as part of a
new industry approach.

That was the letter to which I referred earlier. The circular continues:

That is good stuff! The letter continues:

Should you have any specific hotel, etc. in your
electorate that you feel I may be able to assist you
with in explaining our policy, please do not hesitate to
contact me.

Regrettably very little media attention is given to
our other proposals as invariably the news reports
concentrate on cheaper beer.
However, my party remains concerned at the
increasin$ dominance of the retail market by the large
retail chams.

On 15 March 1982, the former Leader of
the Opposition in the Upper House, now
the Minister for Industrial Affairs, circularized a letter to candidates. The circular
states:
Dear Candidate,
Most of us have been approached as candidates to
express a view on the Australian Labor Party's proposal to repeal the minimum price packaged beer
legislation.
I have enclosed a copy of a letter forwarded to the
Ballarat Brewing Company whose principal business
today is retailing.

I wonder how many people went to see
him. If the Minister visited a number of
small hotels, he would certainly not convince them now that the Australian Labor
It seems the Minister recognized that as far Party policy contains safeguards. He has in
back as 10 March 1982. The letter con- no way given the small hoteliers any comtinues:
fort. The future of the small outlets is
We remain committed to a revamped Liquor Con- placed in jeopardy. The Minister must
trol Commission ensuring adequate representation of have been at his most convincing! The
relevant industry interests acting on the basic premise
of ensuring fair and equitable trading within the Premier also had a dash on paper, as did
Mr Don Dunstan. On 16 May 1983 the
industry.
Premier wrote to Mr Papaziris.
One would have thought that the two
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimsuccessive paragraphs were mutually exclusive of each other. What is stated in one wade)-Order! The honourable member
paragraph does not line up with the next does a lot of reading of other people's
paragraph. The Minister speaks about fair letters!
and equitable trade in the liquor industry,
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB-I will paraand in the previous paragraph he refers to phrase it. The Premier stated that he recogthe increasing dominance of the retail nized the concern of the industry and went
packaged liquor market by retail supermar- on to state that the no limit clause, the
kets. One would have to say that either the registration of employment of people
Minister is doing some mental contortions under eighteen years of age and the 8 per
or he does not agree with the policy of the cent licence holding would safeguard the
party. Paragraph 5 states:
interests of people like Mr Papaziris, who
We will actively discourage further concentration of is a small retail bottle licensee. We have
retail business into the hands oflarge retail chains.
destroyed those arguments and the
What do we get? In response to that letter, industry does not accept that those are the
we have an 8 per cent limit where large safeguards required. Mr Papaziris received
companies, such as the Woolworths group, the same message from Mr Dunstan. The
can pick up another 50 retail licences. By letter could have been, and probably was,
the Minister's definition, the Woolworths written by the same person. I wonder how
group must be a small family business! on earth the Minister got himself into the
That is absolute nonsense. A further para- situation where he introduced a Bill which
is not introducing measures which he
graph of the letter states:
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The Opposition will not oppose the
believed would safeguard small traders.
The Government is selling out the small removal of the minimum price of packaged
sectors of the liquor industry because it is beer. The reason is clear; it is not the role
inevitable that a restructure will take , of the Opposition in the Upper House to
tell the Government that it should not proplace.
ceed with a clear policy stated during the
I shall not read from all the documents I last election campai~. It is, however, the
have; I have been chided for that already! duty of the OppositIon to draw the attenHowever, letters have been received from tion of the Government to the folly of
the Australian Hotels Association, the implementing that policy and the effects
hotel section of the Melbourne Chamber of that will flow from the introduction of it.
Commerce and the Retail Liquor Merchants Association of Victoria. Those assoI have done that and I have endeavoured
ciations have all sent letters to the Min- to be fair in the way I have dealt with the
ister.
Bill. I have tried to point out that I do not
I now deal with loans to upgrade hotel oppose the repeal of section 11 A and the
facilities. An amount of $10 million has liquor industry recognizes that the Governbeen allocated to the Victorian Economic ment is committed to that policy. All the
Development Corporation to provide industry asks of the Government is that
money against which hotelkeepers can bor- measures be put in place to protect the starow to upgrade facilities. Big deal! The bility and viability of the industry. Unless
report from the Technisearch Ltd group that is done, the Government will perform
includes figures ,indicating that 1430 hotels an ostrich trick; it is burying its head in the
in Victoria can be broken up into eleven sand by not taking notice of the industry.
groups: The report states that hotels in Vic- The liquor industry is a tightly controlled
toria have spent an average of $20 million industry, and one of the princIpal aims of
a year improving bistros and similar build- the Liquor Control Act is to control
ing works and another $20 million a year orderly marketing and maintain the viabilon fixtures, fittings and furniture. That ity of the industry.
level of expenditure has been maintained
The Hon. W. R. Baxter-Is not the
for the five-year period ending June 1982.
Opposition being an ostrich by supporting
The Government has magnanimously the Bill?
donated $10 million to the Victorian Economic Development Fund and stated that
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB-The Opposihotelkeepers can borrow against it. The tion intends to improve one of the amendviability of the industry with a stable and ments made in another place. It also
regulated market-place has allowed the intends to give the Government a chance
industry to spend an amount in the order to look more seriously at this whole Bill. I
of $40 million a year on improvements. foreshadow moving an amendment to give
Members of the Government say, "We will the Government the ability to phase in the
wreck the stability of the industry, but to various provisions of the Bill. The Governcompensate we will put $10 million into ment should consider that proposal and
the Victorian Economic Development would be wise to accept it.
Fund and allow you to draw against it".
The proposed legislation has the
The Hon. B. W. Mier-Are they waiting
potential to'cause devastating effects on the
for poker machines?
liquor industry in terms of jobs. I applaud
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB-Mr Mier may the move to try to implement cheaper beer,
be waiting for poker machines, but I am but it must be looked at on the basis of a
not. A situation exists where the industry is cost benefit analysis. It may cost the coma viable one. It is a large employer of munity dearly to have cheap beer, and one
labour, particularly of young people. The must think of those people who will lose
Government, suggests that it is mag- their jobs because of it. It will be cold comnanimous in providing money for the fort for them that the price of beer is
industry - what a nonsense. The Bill is a cheaper because, if one is on the dole, one
cannot afford to buy it.
nonsense!
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The Government should consider the
matters I have put forward and spare a
thought for those sectors of the industry
that will be badly affected by the measure
in its present form. The Government
should reconsider the matters put forward
by the Interim Advisory Committee and
the numerous submissions put forward by
various sectors of the community. It
should look more closely at how it can protect the industry.
It is not the Opposition's role to correct
Government legislation. The Government
should propose amendments which give
the protection that it promised; the protection that Mr Landeryou, as Minister for
Economic Development at the time, promised the industry. It is the Government's
job to introduce those protections. If it
does not do that, the Bill can be written off
as yet another broken promise to another
industry group.

On the motion of the Hon. W. R.
BAXTER (North Eastern Province), the
debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until later this day.
MINES (AMENDMENT) BILL
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The Government is committed to a series
of important changes in the law relating to
the mining industry. This Bill forms part of
a package of initiatives needed to revive
the mining industry in this State. Although
the previous Government made an effort
in 1981 to amend the Mines Act 1958,
honourable members are all aware that
those efforts were unproductive. Moreover, because of the lack of consultation
and the secretive nature of the process
which produced the previous Government's amendment Bill, the task of this
Government was made all the more difficult.
It is the firm belief of the Government
that the apparently conflicting interests of
all the parties involved in the mining
industry can be reconciled and that an
equitable settlement of the differences
which have figured so prominently in the
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past can be achieved. It was with this in
mind that the Premier and I addressed a
meeting in Castlemaine early in 1982 and
made the following commitments: That a
Labor Government would restore the
miner's right, that it would protect special
areas of interest and investment of exploration licence-holders, and that it would protect the environment.
Soon after taking office, the Government
reconstituted the Mining Advisory Committee representing a wide range of interested groups. Starting from the amendments proposed in 1981, the committee
was given the task of advising the Government on matters upon which agreement
could be reached, within the guidelines of
the stated Government policy.
The committee sat for four months last
year and produced a report which was considered before instructions were given to
Parliamentary Counsel. A Bill was produced in rough draft form and taken back
to the Mining Advisory ,Committee for
further discussions. That Bill represented a
negotiated agreement of most of the outstanding issues which the various sections
of the mining industry saw as important to
them in reviving a mining industry in this
State. The measures relating to the
environment contained in that Bill were
considered in a similar process.
That Bill was introduced in another
place in December last year. Debate on the
measure was adjourned until 15 February
this year, and at the same time I invited
pubhc comment by 11 February.
A substantial number of comments on
the Bill were received from mining companies, small miners, organs of government and the Conservation Council of
Victoria. Many members of the Mining
Advisory Committee, and many bodies
represented on that committee, took the
opportunity to comment on the Bill.
Officers of the Department of Minerals and
Energy have over the last three months
carried out a careful study of the submissions which were received in time for consideration. The officers and I have also
held discussions with some of the people
who made submissions. I take this opportunity to thank all those who commented
on the Bill.
A common theme in comments was that
the existing Act and the proposed Bill were
too complex. This is a problem recognized
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by all parties but not one which can be
quickly solved. I have asked that a review
be commenced to develop new, simple yet
comprehensive modern mining le~slation.
This is a very substantial task which must
be co-ordinated with a number of other
reviews, but it is hoped that new draft
lepslation will be ready for public review
wlthin three years.
In the meantime, it is essential to proceed with amendments to the present
Mines Act. The Bill now proposed to be
read a second time is basically the Bill
which was introduced in another place in
December. However, it has been revised to
incorporate numerous drafting improvements and machinery changes, and takes
into account many of the comments made
on the earlier Bill
The Government is aware that there is
an important small-mining industry which
contributes wealth and employment to the
State. The Prospectors and Miners Association of Victoria Ltd made a number of
submissions· on the earlier Bill. Though it
was not possible for the Government to
accept all of its submissions, some of them
were helpful and are reflected in differences
between this Bill and the earlier Bill. However, in line with the commitment made at
Castlemaine, this Bill gives to the holders
of claims greater security and increased
rights, and I will refer to these shortly.
I can present to the House today legislation that has been a product of negotiation
and discussions between interested parties
in the mining industry. Also included in
those discussions have been planning, conservation and Aboriginal interests.
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The problem with the attempt made in
1981 to reform the Mines Act was that it
did not represent part of an over-all package of assistance to the industry. The Cain
Government, through its commitment to
seeing the mining industry revive, sees this
Bill as only part of the over-all package
that is needed to both promote and effectively co-ordinate the industry. Through
last year's Budget, the Government has
taken steps to overcome the legacy left to it
in the Department of Minerals and Energy
which was badly understaffed, particularly
in the mining titles area. The holdups and
delays involved in the processing of mining
titles in many cases lasted for years. The
run-down of the State batteries which this
Government is acting to overcome is
another symptom of years of neglect.
The Government supports the initiative
of the training of miners and the preservation of the skills required in mining. This is
being done through a pilot programme at
the Bendigo Technical College. The Government is preparing an over-all report on
the mining industry looking at other areas
of need where, for a relatively small financial outlay, it can encourage employment
and industry in rural areas.
In line with the previously mentioned
principles of the Government, this Bill will
provide the legislative framework on
which all sections of the industry can ~et
on with the task of searching for and Winning the mineral resources of the State.

I wish to thank all of the participants and
members of the Mining Advisory Committee for the time put into the preparation
of the report, and to Parliamentary CounThe Government is committed to a revi- sel for drafting this Bill. Similarly, I wish to
val of a mining industry as a developer of thank the officers of the Department of
Victoria's resources and as a job creator in Minerals and Energy whose job it was to
many of the depressed rural areas. For prepare for and participate in and record
many years, mining activity has been very the activities of the Mining Advisory Committee. The Bill firmly enshrines in statute
limited.
the three initiatives on which this GovernIn 1965, the then Minister for Mines ment's policy in regard to mining is based.
introduced an exploration licence system The honest, frank and open manner in
to encourage wide-ranging exploration which discussions occurred with all interest
over large areas of Victoria. In 1975, groups has been so important in the formuamendments to the Mines Act severely lation of the legislation.
limited the miner's right to the benefit of
the exploration companies. Over this
The Bill will restore and enshrine the
period no major mines have been estab- miner's right. It will guarantee the holder
the right to peg, register and work a claim.
lished.

Mines (Amendment) Bill
Minerals recovered on a claim will become
the property of the claim owner. Consent
of an exploration licence-holder will be
required only during the first twelve
months of a new licence and an alternative
system of protection of the licensee's area
of interest will be introduced. Consent will
also be required from an exploration
licence applicant.
However, the interests of a claim applicant in such a case will be protected: The
claim application will remain current if the
licence applicant does not consent to registration and, if the licence application is not
successful, the claim application will have
priority over subsequent applications. A
25-metre depth limitation will apply to all
claims registered over part of an exploration licence application area or a licence
area, but a greater depth limitation may be
applied for by a claim owner and set for
particular claims.
Claims may be up to 1 hectare as a matter of right but may be up to 5 hectares
with Ministerial approval. They will be
registered for a period of up to five years
and renewable. Tailings will form part of a
claim. There will be a ri~t of transfer after
a claim has been regIstered for twel ve
months. There will be a right to use adjacent Crown land for the working of the
claim for mining purposes such as dams
and water races. Buildings in connection
with mining on the claim will be permissible. A claim owner may construct a dwelling house or erect temporary accommodation on the claim, provided that the claim
owner resides in the house or accommodation.
In this, as in other areas, however, it is
not the Government's intention that where
a planning permit or some similar authority from a planning body is presently
required, those requirements will cease to
apply. A claim may be subject to special
conditions and bonds, to be set by an
inspector of mines after consulting with
land managers and planning authorities.
The inspector will also take into account
any directions issued by the Minister dealing with claims generally or with particular
claims.
It is the intention of the Government to
make the claim an effective mining tenement for the small miner and syndicate.
With appropriate supervision and condi-
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tioning of the tenement the small miner
can undertake mining without reference to
the exploration licensee but nevertheless
with appropriate protection of the environment.
The special areas of interest to an
exploration licensee will be protected using
a number of provisions. The Bill provides
for the introduction of a new tenement
called a development lease. These leases
are to be used for the exclusive protection
of a site of proposed mineral development,
but will be subject to a higher financial
covenant than an exploration licence
normally contains.
Another concession to licence-holders is
that a claim may be entered to conduct
exploration. Such access is not to interfere
with the operation of the claim holder's
own programme. By this, the existence of
the claim need not interfere with the
exploration programme. However, the
rights of a claim owner are further protected by a provision that samples
removed from a claim by the holder of an
exploration licence must be delivered to
the claim owner after a reasonable time has
been allowed for testing and assessing the
sample.
Exploration licences generally will be
smaller, ranging from 0·25 square kilometres to 500 square kilometres. A new
graticular system based on 1000 metre
blocks as shown on the national topographic map series is being introduced. This
necessitates amendments to the fees payable upon the issue of exploration licences.
This opportunity has been taken to
increase the fees payable: For larger
licences the fees are doubled, which does
not seem unreasonable given that the
current fees have not been increased since
they were set in 1964.
The need for smaller licences was seen as
essential as the Bill provides for the abolition of the search licence. Small licences
will also allow explorers to focus on
defined targets. There will be compulsory
relinquishment of licence areas, 25 per cent
after the first two years and, if the licence
runs to four years, then 60 per cent.
Last year the question was raised
whether under the Act an exploration
licence could be extended after its expiry
date. To overcome any doubt in this area,
the Bill provides that where an extension
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application is lodged in accordance with
the Act and regulations, the licence continues in full force and effect until the
extension application is determined.
With changes being made to the rights of
miner's right holders to obtain claims over
new exploraton licence areas, it was felt to
be necessary for the new provisions also to
apply to licences current when the Bill first
became public, that is on 14 December
1982. This Bill gives the holders of licences
current on that date until 30 days after this
Bill comes into operation as an Act to give
notice of those parts of their licence areas
which they want protected from claims.
Those nominated areas will be protected
from nomination until the Minister makes
a declaration under the Bill in relation to
the nominated land: If the Minister agrees
that the .land should be protected then that
protection will continue until 13 December
this year. If not, then from the date of the
pubhcation in the Government Gazette of
the declaration, it may be marked out and
registered as a claim without the consent of
the licensee. The purpose of this process is
to give current licensees an opportunity to
speed up their current exploration programmes and, if they feel it is warranted,
they can apply for a development or mining lease.
The crucial issue of settling disputes
between competing miners, the large miner
whose programme has resulted from
exploratiOn under an exploration licence
and the claim holder, will be dealt with by
a review by the· mining warden. An
exploration lIcensee who applies for a lease
over part of the licence area may, if the
land is also registered as a claim, apply to
the warden for a hearing. The licensee· and
the claim owner will each be entitled to be
heard. After considering the warden's
recommendations, the Minister may order
cancellation of registration of the claim. If
the Minister orders such cancellation he
may also order that compensation be paid
to the claim owner.
Effectively, the Bill provides a mechanism by which large miners are protected
from claim holders who have no genuine
mining or prospecting programme by
requiring the value of the claim to be determined by the Minister, not by the parties.
Mining and exploration companies have
expressed great concern at the danger
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of "address pegging" or "real estating" by
which vexatious peggers may hold largescale mineral development to ransom by
the use of the rights and privileges of the
miner's ri~t. By making the value of the
claim subject to the determination of the
Minister, then such a person would stand
to gain nothing by his vexatious acts.
The mining warden will have other functions under the Bill. He will take over the
responsibilities of many of the technical
and inquiry functions that the present
legislation places before the Magistrates
Courts. The courts will, however, retain
the strictly judicial functions given them
by the present legislation.
The protection of the environment is an
equally important part of the legislation
contained in the Bill. The Government will
not allow the short-term gains of today to
be paid for by a legacy of serious environmental damage.
Miners and people concerned with the
protection of the environment can live in
harmony by mutual respect and consultation and the Bill provides the necessary
framework to be established so as to allow
this ,to happen. Mining will continue to be
prohibited in particularly sensitive areas.
Generally, the Government will follow the
recommendations of the Land Conservation Council in regard to this matter.
Changes will be made to the Act to allow
the Governor in Council to except from
mining areas of environmental sensitivity
or where there are Aboriginal relics and
areas which are of special importance to
the Aboriginal people. In addition, areas of
Crown land formerly exempted from mining will become exempted also from prospecting, and areas under the Reference
Areas Act 1978 will also become exempted
from prospectin~ and mining. The Bill
requires notification of certain applications
to a body, which, in the view of the Minister, represents the interests of Aborigine's
in Victoria, for example, the proposed Victorian Aboriginal Authority.
A major area, which the current Act does
not provide for, is the setting of bonds or
securities on various mining tenements.
This will be rectified and in consultation
with the authorities responsible for the
mana~ement of land and the appropriate
planning authorities, bonds and conditions
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will be set. The provisions dealing with
bonds or securities will apply to exploration licences as well as to other tenements.
Bonds or securities set in relation to particular titles may be varied if through the
passage of time the amount becomes insufficient. The Bill also provides that certain
titles may not be granted unless the applicant first. obtains the consent of the Soil
Conservation Authority and, where applicable, the appropriate planning permission
under the Transfer of Land Act 1961.
The Bill establishes a committee to be
known as the Mining Consultative Committee, which will be constituted as follows: A town planner, a conservationist, a
geologist, a mining engineer, a person with
knowledge and experience of matters relating to persons working in mining and
related industries, and a chairman. The
members of the committee are to be
appointed by the Minister. The committee's role will be to advise on matters
referred to it by the Minister. The committee may be asked to consider various
controverslal mining proposals or those
where the environment may be put at risk,
and to advise the Minister on appropriate
conditioning of these tenements.
The Bill provides deadlines by which it
is intended that applications for registration of land as claims and applications for
leases will be dealt with. In future all mining and exploration tenements which are
granted will be granted by the Minister.
Gold has been included as a mineral
resulting in a number of consequential
amendments. There will be a new system
for the licensing of eductor dredges resulting from the previously mentioned provision for the abolition of search licences.
There is a provision for the department to
license tourist mines on both Crown and
private land.
The Bill makes provision for the acquisition of all privately owned minerals by the
Crown twelve months after commencement of the legislation. Privately owned
minerals will become the property of the
Crown, but provision is made to allow a
period of exemption in certain cases, for
instance, where they are being currently
mined. Similarly, if the private owner of
minerals can demonstrate that he has a
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programme of mining development or that
he paid for the minerals when the land was
purchased, then he may apply for such an
exemption. I have already assured APM
that, with respect to its coal mine at Maddingley, an exemption will be given. There
are also provisions allowing for compensation to be paid in certain cases.
A mining division of the Planning
Appeals Board will be set up to hear
appeals from dissatisfied persons in regard
to the conditions that may be placed on a
title. It may also hear appeals where the
mining warden has held a review where a
claim covers part of an exploration licence,
and has failed to make a recommendation
or made a recommendation not satisfactory to one of the parties. Where the board
is empowered to hear appeals under other
Acts, and an appeal relates to a mine or a
matter also the subject of an appeal to the
board under this Act, the board may hear
the appeals together.
The Land Valuation Board will assess all
questions of compensation payable to
private landholders where the private landholder and explorer cannot agree on the
compensation. Previously compensation
was assessed by Magistrates Courts.
In regard to mining and development
leases, the consent requirement will remain
where the land in the lease application is in
an exploration licence or licence application area.
I turn now to the transitional provisions
of the Bill. The alternatives were to allow
the present Act to apply to existing titles
and applications and the amended Act to
apply only to new titles and applications,
or to have the amended Act apply to all
existing titles and applications. The first
alternative would require the department
to administer what would effectively be
two Acts until the expiry of the last existing
title, perhaps for as long as fifteen years.
On advice from Parliamentary Counsel the
Government has opted for a combination
of these two alternatives.
The Bill sets out the relevant provisions
in regard to each of the tenements under
the present legislation. The Bill abolishes
the Sludge Abatement Board. Its function
will be performed by the Minister and,
where appropriate, the Environment Pro-
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tection Authority. The Environment ProOn the motion of the Hon. D. G.
tection Authority will be the sole issuer of CROZIER (Western Province), the debate
licences for the discharge of waste. Any was adjourned.
such discharges not subject to licensing by
It was ordered that the debate be
the Environment Protection Authority will adjourned until the next day of meeting.
be subject to tenement conditioning by the
The sitting was suspended at 12.53 p.m.
Minister after the usual consultation with
land managers and conservation and plan- until 2.3 p.m.
ning authorities. The Minister may, howSUPPLY (1983-84, No. 1) BILL
ever, refer any matter arising generally or
in relation to a specific title to the Mining
The House went into Committee for the
Consultative Committee.
further consideration of this Bill.
Discussion was resumed of clause 2
There are naturally quite a number of
out of Consolidated Fund
(Issue
other matters to which the Bill addresses
$2367082700)
itself. There are a substantial number of
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. K. I. M.
changes to the definitions within the Act.
In the main, these have been included to Wright)-Before Mr Birrell speaks, I remtake account of the changes in the industry ind honourable members that this is Mr
over recent years and in community atti- Birrell's maiden speech and I ask that he be
tudes. There is a change to the Extractive accorded the usual courtesy.
Industries Act to more clearly differentiate
The Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (East Yarra
between that Act and the Mines Act.
Province)-Mr Chairman, on my maiden
I have chosen to deal with the
The terms of the pendency or the pro- speech
Supply
Bill,
for it covers the whole gamut
tection of a tenement application, which of Government
operations, and particuhas caused a number of problems over the larly the items relating
to Parliament and
past few years, can be extended indefinitely the Attorney-General's Department.
under changes in the Bill.
I recall that it was one of my preThe Bill also provides for additional decessors who began his maiden speech
safety precautions and procedures both for with the statement that he "had not
the safety of the public and miners. A new intended to speak in this Chamber quite so
system of licensing of winch and hoist soon", because he had "learned to appreciate the virtue of discreet silence at
drivers is contained in the amendments.
times".
There are also a number of amendments
I readily accept the wisdom of this
to other Acts administered by the depart- observation,
but find my viewpoint
ment or which impinge upon exploration balanced by the
that the very same
and mining activitIes. These are designed person was soon fact
to
become
one of Austo overcome anomalies and inconsistencies tralia's most eminent Parliamentarians,
in the current law.
certainly not prone to periods of long
The Government recognizes that this is a silence.
That man was the Honourable Robert
very complicated piece of proposed legislation. When the Government embarked Gordon Menzies, who was later to be
upon the task of amending the Mines Act knighted for his outstanding service as
to provide the necessary legal framework Deputy Premier of Victoria and Prime
needed for the revival of the mining indus- Minister of Australia. The standards that
try the Government was well aware of the he set, both as a political leader and, more
simply, as a fine Australian, provide a fitimmensity of the task.
ting yard-stick by which others have long
The Bill shows that the Government is been judged. Menzies had a vision for Ausnot only fulfilling its election commit- tralia and a personal determination to
ments, but that it is also fully supporting advance the interests and living standards
the attempts of all sections of the mining of its people. He was a great Liberal;
community to revive the industry in Vic- indeed, he initiated the birth of Liberalism
as we know it.
toria. I commend the Bill to the House.
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In 1958 another great Liberal was to
begin his political career as the member for
East Yarra Province. Like Menzies, he was
a man of profound vision. Through his
own fine qualities of decency, compassion
and foresight, he gave real meaning to the
term "quality of life". That man: Sir
Rupert Hamer.
It is an honour to follow in the footsteps
of these fathers of Australian Liberalism,
not only because of their contribution to
this and other Houses of Parliament, but
because they were responsible for establishing and advancing the Liberal cause in
this State.
I take this opportunity to pay several tributes. First, to my colleague in East Yarra
Province, the Honourable Haddon Storey.
It will be a privilege to work with such a
senior and respected member of this
Chamber and a pleasure to continue the
friendship that we have had for many
years. Mr Haddon Storey and I have similar backgrounds in that we were both State
Presidents of the Young Liberal Movement. My' appreciation is extended to the
Young LIberals for the support, experience
and encouragement they have provided
over the years.
Finally, I record my personal thanks to
my political party, which chose me to
represent its better interests following the
retirement of the Honourable Bill Campbell. I commit myself to repaying the party
and the electorate for the faIth they have
shown in me.
Like the men who came before me, I
enter this Chamber as a Liberal, committed to a philosophy that emphasizes the
freedom of the individual, acclaims the
value of the free enterprise system and
champions the rights of the citizens over
the State.
Given my concern for human liberty,
equality of opportunity and social responsibility I could be nothing but a Liberal.
I agree with Sir Robert Menzies, who
said of our great party:
We took the name Liberal because we were determined to be a progressive party, willing to make
experiments, in no sense reactionary but believing in
the individual, his rights and his enterprise.

And I find strength in the words of Sir
Rupert Hamer, who said:
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For the Liberal Party it is people who matter most
. .. we believe that Government exists to serve the
people and to respond to their needs and aspirations.

I am a Liberal, believing that progress and
growth are the natural products of individual initiative and personal enterprise. I
am not a Conservative, nor a reactionary.
It was Woodrow Wilsonwho succinctly described a Conservative as, "one who does
not go far enough", and a reactionary as,
"one who won't go at all.". I find no
warmth in either of those concepts.
A Liberal must go forward, providing
innovative and responsible leadership, initiating necessary reforms and seeking, at all
times, to care for the welfare, freedom and
rights of the individual.
I completely reject the dogma of Socialism. Socialism is a failure because it seeks
to restrain and restrict natural freedoms,
imposing bland conformity at the expense
of individuality and spontaneity. Tragically, Socialism demands total support for
the State instead of placing trust in the
creativity, goodwill and unique qualities of
its people. By contrast, Liberalism
believes, to use the words of John Stuart
Mill, that:
The worth of a State, in the long run, is the worth of
the individuals composing it.

As I said, I come here as a Liberal, and as a
member of the only party that represents
both city and country, the only party that
gives equal representation to men and
women in its policy and administrative
forums and the only party that has consistently and successfully encouraged youth
involvement in politics.
Given that the average age of my colleagues in this Chamber is close to 50
years, my contribution, as a 25 year old,
will necessarily be quite distinct and, I
trust, as fresh and positive as you would
expect of any young Australian. I do not
simply seek to be a spokesman for youth,
but I do commit myself to giving voice to
the needs and aspirations of today's young
people. In a time when more than 50 per
cent of Victorians are under the age of 30
years, this Chamber, this Parliament and
this Government must all turn their minds
to the critical issues of youth unemployment, homelessness, street crime, epidemic
drug abuse and the increasing feelings of
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alienation and frustration that have beset
young people. We ignore these issues, and
their underlying causes, at our peril.
This Chamber is uniquely suited to the
task of tackling serious economic, social
and intellectual problems. Most importantly, it has a key role to play in scrutinizing, analysing and testing the actions of the
Government of the day, and in initiating
legislative proposals of its own.
The critical requirement of an effective
review mechanism has, over the years,
been highlighted by numerous eminent
commentators, each of whom has cited the
fact that our governmental and bureaucratic systems appear to be moving further
and further out of public reach and becoming more and more prone to arbitrary and
aloof decision-making.
Professor Gordon Reid, in his essay,
"The Changing Political Framework",
said:
. . . the elected Parliament is a weak and weakening
institution (and) the Executive Government is the
principal beneficiary of the Parliament's decline.

A former member of the Legislative Council, Dr Kevin Foley, was moved to sum up
the situation by writing in 1982 that:
... the entire system of Government in Victoria is
in desperate need of review and reform. Much ofVictoria's machinery of Government was developed in
the 19th century and since then when changes have
been made they have, in the main, been at the margin
and ad hoc. In that regard the processes of Government in Victoria offer an almost classic example of
disjointed incrementalism.

These are strong words, but they correctly
emphasize the need for the creation of
effective mechanisms in this State, which
will keep a watching brief over the activity
or inactivity of Ministers, departments,
bureaucrats and statutory authorities.
The Legislative Council should do this
vital work-indeed, the Council's very
existence would be further justified if it did
take on this responsibility. A comprehensive committee system should be established by the Council, one which would
make this place a true House of review and
which would use the resources of honourable members in a more thorough and
searching fashion.
Such a suggestion is not new. Others
have recommended it before, including the
all-party Statute Law Revision Committee,
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but I am aware that we are no closer to
achieving the desired goal. The Committee
system that was introduced into the Australian Senate in 1970 provides a fine
model for us, as do the systems used by the
British House of Commons and the United
States Senate. Careful consideration should
be given to the number, size and scope of
the standing committees to be established,
but it is imperative that the first step be
taken without further delay.
The role of the Legislative Council committees would be to:
1. Review significant or controversial
pieces of legislation, and hear public evidence on the desirability and suitability of
the Bills concerned;
2. ConductParliamentaryoversightofthe
Budget Bills, and, thereby, scrutinize the
projected expenditure and taxation proposals of the Executive;
3. Examine major new areas of policy,
which may have been neglected or ignored
by the Lower House; and
4. Thoroughly scrutinize subordinate
legislation - the regulations that so often
affect the rights of individuals, families and
businesses more severely than specific
legislation does.
Surely it is not beyond the will of this
House to take upon itself the task of establishing a modern committee system. I
commend the recommendations on this
matter that my colleague, the Honourable
James Guest, has previously put before
this Chamber and I hope that in a bi-partisan way we can work to give the Legislative Council a new role and a new sense of
purpose.
Other Parliamentary reforms should
. also, in my humble view, be seriously considered. The community is sick and tired
of the excessive number of elections that it
has had to endure over recent years. The
need for fixed terms of Parliament, which
has been strongly advocated by the State
Parliamentary Liberal Party, is self-evident
and has wide community backing. Support
should be forthcoming from all parties for
the introduction of this important reform.
In addition, we should seriously consider
the introduction of numerous electoral
reforms-administrative reforms like plac-
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ing how-to-vote cards in polling booths
and listing political parties' names on ballot papers.
Like any other element of society, Parliament must be kept in touch with changing
times and modern demands. We should
not shirk at making considered and sensible reforms whenever the need for
improvement can be demonstrated.
I have commented on the roles and
duties of Parliament, as I see them, but I
would like to conclude by looking at a matter that is closer to home-the stature of
Parliamentarians themselves. It is a sad
fact of life that politicians are frequently
looked upon in a highly cynical manner by
the people they serve. A recent Gallup poll
asked 1200 Australians to rank seventeen
occupations according to their perceived
honesty and ethical standards. Members of
Parliament came a lowly eleventh on the
list, marginally above car salesmen and,
with due respect to honourable members
on the Government side of the House, only
just above trade union leaders!
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How many businessmen have to be put
in gaol for providing a service to con sum ers at week-ends before we accept that our
archaic trading laws need reform?
How far does the family budget have to
be stretched before Governments acknowledge that taxes, rates and charges cannot
be continually increased without causing
serious social side-effects?
The list could go on-and certainly the
problems I have recorded are formidable
ones, but they also provide an exciting
challenge. The prospect of advancing the
interests of the Victorian community
should be enough to motivate the vast
talents of Parliament into providing real
solutions.

In many cases all that is needed is a
more compassionate and tolerant approach
by Government. In others, innovation and
vision will be required. I have complete
faith in our ability to meet the desired
goals and, as idealistic as it may sound, I
believe we will achieve these and higher
goals
in the years to come.
I believe that this public perception of
politicians is quite wrong, but it will take
am conscious that we, on this side of
time and effort to lift our game in the eyes theI Chamber,
make our contribution
of the electorate. There are matters we in the role ofmust
an
Opposition. I do not
must tackle, decisions we must not put off. believe this will diminish
strength, nor
Governments, and particularly the incum- the popularity of the viewsthe
we put forward.
bent Government, will have to come to
I stated earlier in my speech, the Liberal
grips with issues that have so far gone As
Party has the philosophy, the principles
unnoticed or been left unattended.
and the policies that best suit the needs of
Allow me to cite the following examples Victoria. Properly presented and
of political need, and to ask the following vigorously pursued, these qualities will
stand us in good stead at the next State
questions:
election.
How many Royal Commissions must we
Opposition is a sobering experience for
have before Governments decide to seriously and uniformly tackle the shocking any party, but I draw strength from, and
crime problem in this country?
conclude with, the words of Emerson:
How many young people have to leave
The party of virility rules the hour, but the party of
our schools and end up on the dole queue ideas and sentiments rules the age.
before we realize that changes in our eduThe Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland Procation system are urgently required if
young Victorians are to be better equipped vince)-I refer to the Land Conservation
Council. This week I received from the
for the job market?
council the proposed recommendaton
How many citizens have to have. their from the alpine area special investigation.
privacy invaded before we introduce effec- In January 1979 the council had reported
tive laws which control the intrusions that on the same alpine area, and I was
can be made into our private affairs, astounded to find that, in less than four
especially by the modern day "Peeping years, the public land in the alpine area had
been altered to extend alpine parks to 39
Tom", the computer?
Session 1983-111
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per cent, an increase of 18 per cent of all
public land covered by the recommendation, and uncommitted land had been
reduced from 36 per cent to 34 per cent of
that area.
The figure that worries me most is the
reduction of hardwood production from 33
per cent to 30 per cent. I remind honourable members that the alpine area provides
approximately one-third of the hardwood
timber used in Victoria. When the previous Government decided to implement
the recommendations of the 1979 report, I
was upset that the sawmilling industry had
been overlooked. To find from the new
report that it has been further reduced
causes me deep concern. After all, the same
area of land has been investigated on two
occasions and different results have
emerged from the recommendations.
That strikes me as odd. If the council
continues to reduce the amount of millable
timber that can be recovered from the area,
unemployment in east Gippsland will
become more pronounced. I will go
further: A rebellion is building up in east
Gippsland. People there have reached the
end of the road; they are tired of being
ruled by bureaucrats who do not understand the position. If this continues, it will
not be long until blood will flow in the
streets.
The only factor I can find that might
have brought about the new report is the
political influence. The Order in Council
that was delivered to the Land Conservation Council instructed the council to carry
out an investigation of public land within
the area delineated on the plan, bearing in
mind the Government's conservation
policy for the alpine region. I can only conclude that political influence is being
exerted on the council to achieve the result
that the Government desires. If that is the
case, goodness knows where the matter will
end. Honourable members know that the
Government wants one huge alpine park in
that area. Does it mean that the Government will use political influence to achieve
its objective? If so, I warn the Government
that Gippsland will have to look after
itself.
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB (Ballarat Province)-The matters I wish to raise overlap
in some ways. They relate to tourism and
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conservation, and cover the National Parks
Service. It is appropriate that the Minister
at the table is responsible for both of those
areas.
Fairly close to where I live is an area that
has been declared. It is the area of Steiglitz,
which is an historical park. The court
house there was recently preserved in fairly
good state, as the Minister commented in
the House. The original Catholic church
was moved from Steiglitz but has now
been restored to the area. A resurgence of
interest in the area has occurred and the
Country Roads Board erected in Meredith
large directional signs that defaced the
scenery, even though that town has not got
much going for it. After representations
through the council and myself, the signs
were reduced in size and now are less intrusive upon the main street of the town.
Having erected signs to indicate that
there is an historic gold mining area at
Steiglitz, I ask the Minister to follow up
some matters that I have raised with the
Shire of Bannockburn as to whether some
historic buildings of that period can be
gathered from areas in the Bannockburn
and surrounding shires and brought to the
Stei~itz site to create a static display and
to gIve a better representation of that township in its heyday.
There are several buildings-I will not
name all of them-some of which have
caused continuing problems for the municipalities in which they are placed in that
those shires are always strapped for funds
to maintain buildings.
The proposition I put is that the Ministries for conservation and tourism, which
are collectively responsible for the areaone for its maintenance and the other for
attracting people to it-should consider
bringing buildings to recreate, in the form
of a static display, the town of the period
and to give some balance to Steiglitz.
When Mr Houghton was the Minister for
Conservation, a good booklet was produced on the history of that township. The
Ministry has also produced a number of
diagrams and historical maps indicating
where certain buildings stood in the streets
of that township. It has two major streets,
Molesworth Street being the main street,
and Regent Street being at an angle to it.
Most of the buildings were in those two
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streets. The court house was adjacent to
Molesworth Street; the Catholic church
was around the corner and over the bridge
but still in Molesworth Street, which takes
a right angle turn. The old pub is in Regent
Street, but it is now the private home of a
Mr Trotter and his family. Mr Trotter
owns other land, and his brother lives up
the hill in what used to be the post office.
With the effiuxion of time, some buildings will probably be able to be taken over,
and it may be possible to restore them to
their original purpose. The Minister of
Forests, Mr Mackenzie, is probably familiar with the bluestone block building in
Bannockburn in which the blocks were
individually numbered, transported to the
site like a giant meccano set and erected. It
is an historical building in its own right. It
was used by coaches bringing gold from the
Ballarat diggings to the port of Geelong.
They stopped at Bannockburn overnight
and the gold was locked up there. As I said,
the Shire of Bannockburn has had problems with its historic buildings and has had
to replace the roof on the old lock-up.
I put it to the Shire of Bannockburn that
it should approach the Ministries concerned to ascertain whether some process
could be worked out to fund the restoration of those buildings if they were moved
to the Steiglitz Park area. If such a programme could be worked out it would
make it worth while for motorists driving
down the Midlands Highway, who are confronted with signs about 6 feet by 4 feet
indicating the way to the national park, to
visit a couple of historic buildings.
The Hon. E. H. Walker-I went there
recently.
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB-If the Minister has visited the area he will understand
what I mean. Such a project would not
compete with the living history type of
concept at Sovereign Hill but would compete as a tourist entity in its own right.
Some buildin~s have been transported
from the Steiglltz area to other locations. A
couple of shop fronts and period houses
would transform the area and make a visit
worth while. I ask the Minister to consider
the suggestion.
The other matter I wish to raise deals
with every clause. Reference had been
made to the fact that Dr Foley was a man
of some ability who made strong state-
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ments about the operation of the Parliament. One of the matters to which Dr
Foley referred, almost on an annual basis,
was the presentation and form of the
Supply documents. I share his view. I used
to sit near Dr Foley and agree with that
opinion.
With the greatest respect to the present
Government, I do not think there has been
a dramatic improvement in the form and
content of the Supply documents produced. The House is being asked to
approve millions of dollars of expenditure
and in some cases a bracket appears
around a series of matters grouped under
one heading. If one presented a request for
expenditure of this magnitude to a board of
directors in private enterprise it would be
thrown out.
When in opposition members of the
Government used to refer scathingly to the
documents presented by the previous
Government. The Government is using
essentially the same format, so the same
criticism can be levelled at it. The Government has not addressed the problem posed
by the Supply documents. Perhaps the
notations give more information than in
the past but they do not go far enough. I
ask that when the documents are prepared
for the next Budget more information be
provided.
The Hon. G. P. CONNARD (Higinbotham Province)-I shall refer to the
Environment Protection Authority and the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission.
I particularly refer to a report of the proceedings of the Water Resources Council
which dealt in some detail with the sewerage strategy for the Lower Dandenong
Valley. In that report on the Draft State
Environment Protection Authority, the
council stated:
To achieve the proposed principal beneficial uses of
recreational usage and maintenance of the modified
aquatic ecosystem in the major streams in the Policy
Area, the DSEPP proposed that discharge of sewage
effluents from Dandenong and Frankston Sewerage
Authorities' treatment plants to surface waters in the
Policy Area cease within three years.

I asked the Minister of Water Supply
earlier what was proposed for that area and
learned that there has been a retraction of
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$616 000 this year that was previously allo- system is diminishing so some rationalizacated by the Melbourne and Metropolitan tIOn has to take place. This question of
Board of Works to cover the backlog of rationalization has arisen at a fortunate
sewerage connection programmes. That is time for the Moorabbin Technical School.
totally unsatisfactory for the area.
Our difficulty is that the Moorabbin .Technical
School shares a block of land wlth the
The Water Resources Council gave as a Moorabbin
College of Technical and
policy for that area four options:
Further Education, and both those instituAbandonment of the existing treatment plants at tions are expanding. The Moorabbin ColDandenong and Frankston and diversion of all raw lege of T AFE is expanding physically
sewage to the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
because it is being funded, in part, by the
Works system;
Federal Government, as the Minister
Discharging effluent from the existing local treatknows. At the moment plans are almost at
ment pl~nts to Port Phillip Bay via a sea outfall;
fruition to build an extra block onto this
Discharging effluent from the existing local treat- institution. At the same time, the Moorment plants to the South Eastern Outfall;
abbin Technical School is experiencing
Improvement of the effluent from existing local difficulties because of its expanding enroltreatment plants and discharge to streams;
ment.
The difficulty arises because the MooIn a nut-shell, that basically means that so rabbin
School occupies the front
far as the community is concerned the part of Technical
the
land
facing
South Road, and the
prime option is that the effluent should be Moorabbin College of TA
is down at the
discharged through the Melbourne and rear. There is only one FE
entrance
to the
Metropolitan Board of Works out fall parking area for students attending
which goes through to Cape Schank. The T AFE college, and that is from one or. the
the
Government has not adopted that concern side streets called Herne Close. Every nlght
but has suggested that the fourth option be the T AFE College is open, dozens of cars
adopted, which is u!lsat~sfactory. The ~in drive through Herne Close to get to the
ister is aware that It wdl add to the dIffi- parking area. The traffic nuisance is so bad
culty of controlling the environment in the that
educational region is proposing to
area because of the retraction of Govern- put atheroad
part or. the grou!lds
ment finance for the various sewerage occupied bythrough
the
Moorabbln
Technlcal
zones.
School. Of course, the technical school
The cities of Mordialloc, Frankston, objects because it has little enough space
Dandenong, Springvale and Chelsea took already.
up this matter with a great deal of interest.
One of the solutions that has been sugThe Minister of Agriculture is present and gested
is that the technical school should
I am sure he agrees- this is part of the area move off
this block of land altogether and
he represents-that there is an urgent need perhaps occupy
one of the high schools; t~e
to control and assist the Environment Pro- remainin~ high schools
could then consohtection Authority to stop the discharge of date thelr establishments
services.
sewerage effluent to those streams as the This is an expensive solution;and
as
most
run off of polluted waters is dramatically acknowledge many solutions nowadays will
are
affecting the bay. The Government should expensive.
Some
of
the
high.
schools
~o .not
retract its policy and make more money
an assembly hall or a hbrary buddlng;
available to assist that area by adopting have
naturally
enough, they do not have a trade
option 1 outlined earlier.
block as the Moorabbin Technical School
a good deal of negotiations on this
The Hon. ROBERT LA WSON (Higin- has,
botham Province)-I refer to education matter will be needed between the Federal
services and the problems experienced by Government and various schools and
schools councils concerned.
the Moorabbin Technical School.
Recently an educational working party
A working party has been set up and its
was set up to examine the problems of membership comprises representatives of
schools in the Moorabbin area. Unfor- the school council, the various high
tunately, we have falling enrolments in our schools, the Moorabbin Technical School
schools. The number of pupils entering the and the chairman of the southern central

;0
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educational region, as well as other people
and the principals of the schools concerned. One notable omission from the
committee membership is a representative
of the council of the Moorabbin College of
T AFE. I have written to the Minister asking that a council member from the T AFE
college be placed on the working party. I
hope the honourable ~entleman will refer
this matter to the MinIster of Education in
another place, to remind him not only of
what I consider to be an omission from the
working party, but also of the urgency of
the task that the working party has before
it.
I turn now to the division dealing with
the Land Conservation Council. The Minister for Conservation, who is at the table,
is probably aware that the Land Conservation Council has just issued a report on
national parks in the alps. Mr Long is very
well aware of that matter, as honourable
members heard from his speech earlier.
The Hon. E. H. Walker-I expect you to
take a different position.
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-My
position will become clear as I speak. On
examining the map and reading the report,
I notice that the Land Conservation Council has recommended that many areas be
filled in between the various alpine parks
that exist at present and this would have
the effect of creating a continuous large
alpine park, which has been the aim of the
Victorian National Parks Association for
some years. It may surprise the Minister to
learn that I was formerly the convenor of
the alpine sub-committee of the Victorian
National Parks Association, so I know a
little about the subject. I support the concept of a large alpine national park, and I
am rather glad that Mr Long is not present
in the Chamber to hear me say so! Of
course, I am telling the Minister this in
confidence; I hope he will not repeat this to
Mr Long!
The question that arises is compensation
for those who are to be deprived of their
occupations by the creation of a large park.
It is stated in the report that logging in
some areas is to be phased out by 1988,
and I understand that some of the mountain cattlemen are to be dispossessed of
their holdings also.
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The Hon. E. H. Walker-They were
both Liberal Party decisions.
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-No
doubt, but it is not the Liberal Party that is
in power at the moment-it is the Labor
Party. Surely the Minister is not trying to
tell us that he will reverse those decisions. I
hope the present Government will be
generous in its treatment of the various
interested groups that will be dispossessed
of their present rights. I do not wish to
speak against the concept of the proposed
park. Mr Long is not here, so I am not
under any pressure to do so! I wish the
Minister well in this matter, and I hope
that he will treat those concerned with
justice.
I refer next to ports and harbors, and
shall deal with beach renourishment.
Recently I received a copy of an environmental impact statement on beach renourishment at Brighton, and from that statement, wrote a story which was published in
one of the local newspapers.
The Hon. E. H. Walker-Who sent you
that?
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-I am
not sure; I think it was the Minister. They
do not keep anything from me. I understand that the document is now available
from the Brighton City Council, and I note
that advertisements appeared in the daily
papers stating that the matter was open for
comment and that copies of the statement
were available.
I congratulate the Ports and Harbors
Division of the Public Works Department
on the way in which they attempt to carry
out their duties of beach renourishment. It
is most important work, even if only from
a tourist point of view. The controversial
part of the proposal is that the Ports and
Harbors Division intends to build a rock
groyne about 150 metres out to sea from
the vicinity of New Street, Brighton. The
Minister will be well aware of the opposition that has arisen to such projects from
time to time from those who are concerned
about the building of rock groynes on the
foreshore. I have no doubt the Minister
will take full note of local sentiment on this
matter.
The point I make is that sand dredges
should be working full time, wallowing
around the shores of Port Phillip Bay
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picking up sand from offshore and dropping it on the beaches. This should be
treated as an ongoing project, as is the
purchase of machinery, such as front-end
loaders or vehicles by a municipal council.
The Ports and Harbors Division, or whichever body is responsible, should have the
constant service of sand dredges to bring
sand from offshore and place it on the
beach. If it is washed off the beach they
should pick it up again and put it back. As
for building groynes to retain the sand once
it has been placed on the beach, that is a
technical' matter on which I am not competent to speak, but it is important that Port
Phillip Bay should have a sand dredge to
operate full time.
I'refer next to the Ministry of Housing.
Honourable members may recall seeing
reports in the newspapers that the honourable member for Westernport, Mr Brown,
our own shadow Minister of Housing in
another place, suggested that some of the
high-rise buildings in the inner city be sold
to the Commonwealth Government, which
is now contemplating either buying or
erecting office buildings from which to
administer its affairs in the City of Melbourne.
The Hon. R. W. Baxter-Why do they
not put them in Albury-Wodonga, which is
outside the central business district?
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-We
prefer them in civilized areas, such as the
City of Melbourne. It is appropriate that
these buildings should be administered
from the centre of the State. All honourable members know that Melbourne is, in
more than one sense, the centre of the State
because it is the centre of the road, railway
and air network. Therefore, it seems lo$ical
that the Commonwealth should administer
its various departments from here.
The Hon. W. R. Baxter-But AlburyWodonga is central to both Melbourne and
Sydney.
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-It is
central between Sydney and Melbourne,
but it is not central to Victoria. I am being
drawn into a fruitless discussion about
where these buildings should be located.
The buildings should be in Melbourne. I
support the suggestion of Mr Brown that
some of the high-rise buildings, which were
designed for settlement of people who are
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unable to obtain accommodation elsewhere-some have created problemsshould be sold to the Federal Government,
and the money from their sale should be
used to house people ~lsewhere.
In respect of the social problems they
create, some of the buildings have been
failures, but not all of them. A number of
tenants are perfectly happy to live in highrise buildings. In fact, my aunt used to live
in such a building in North Melbourne.
One of the reasons that she liked living
there was that her flat overlooked Arden
Street. She was an ardent supporter of
North Melbourne and, on Saturdays, used
to put her chair on the sink, get out her
field glasses, turn on the transistor and follow North Melbourne's progress by these
means. She was annoyed when her son
purchased a flat elsewhere and suggested
that she move into it and she moved reluctantly. Some buildings are not as bad as
they are made out to be and some people
are quite happy to live in them. However,
some of the buildings should be disposed
of and the money used to house otherwise
homeless people in more suitable accommodation.
The Hon. D. K. HAYWARD (Monash
Province)-Last night, I was mentioning
the assets that Victoria has, such as its
gardens and so on, and the potential of
those assets to attract tourism including
overseas tourism. There was another matter that I wished to raise last night, but I
did not have the opportunity of doing so. It
may be somewhat controversial, but I
point out that another asset close to the
Botanic Gardens is Government House. I
know that Government House is entirely
controlled by His Excellency the Governor,
but I believe a case could be made for making that building' and its gardens more
available to the public. I understand that it
is one of the most outstanding examples of
grand Victorian architecture of any in the
world today, and it is reflective of an interesting period in Victoria's development
and as such is of historic importance.
I am aware that some residences belonging to the Royal Family in the United
Kingdom, for example, Windsor Castle,
are made available for the public to view.
Therefore, some consideration ought to be
given to making representations to His
Excellency that the public should be
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allowed to view the gardens and public
rooms of Government House. No doubt,
this would have to occur at a time when
His Excellency is absent, and I am aware
that, from time to time, he does leave Melbourne. No doubt, there would be some
security aspects involved also. It is unfortunate that this grand building and its
gardens ~re made available t.o only a
limited number of people, whIch sometimes includes Parliamentarians. That proposition oUght to be considered when trying to make the most use of the grand
buildings and excellent gardens that are
available in Melbourne.
The Hon. J. W. S. RADFORD (Bendigo
Province)-I am sorry that Mr. Mark
Birrell, the new member of Parhament
who just spoke, is not present in the House.
I should like to draw the attention of the
House to the relationship of the community with youth. In April a seminar
called "Community Policy" was held at ~he
Bendigo College of Advanced EducatIOn
with Councillor J. W. S. Harcus, Deputy
Chairman, Loddon Campaspe Regional
Consultative Council (FACS), in the chair.
It dealt with the problems that are found in
the community when dealing with the
younger generation, especially the school
generation.
The meeting was attended by represe~ta
tives of the Australian Crime PreventIon
Council of Victoria, the Victoria Police
and the Department of Community Welfare Services. Some of the personnel who
addressed the meeting have varied backgrounds. One of those persons was Senior
Sergeant David Blizzard, who was originally stationed at Daylesford, but is now
stationed in the Frankston area. He has
been working with youth workers in the
area to try to overcome the problems of
community relations. Many lessons that
have been learned in the Frankston area
are applicable to other areas of the St~te,
both in the metropolitan area aqd outsIde.
It is important that there be a good
relationship between the police and the
younger generation and it should work in
two ways. Firstly, the police should move
out as they have successfully done in the
Fra'nkston area, and establish a liaison with
the schools and other places outside them.
Secondly, police on full-time duty should
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also be trained to think along the lines of
working on the prevention aspects rat~er
than just on curing many of the socIal
problems they encounter in their areas.
One of the worst problems is alcohol. All
honourable members would recall the riot
situation that occurred in the Frankston
area some time ago .. Without sounding
puritanical, I point out that alcohol, as one
of the many drugs available to the community, is appearing attractive to the younger generation and is at the root of many
problems that are being faced by young
people. The police have .certainly taken
positive steps in the estabhshment of bll;le
light discos, and I am pleased to ~a~ that In
Bendigo that has been done and It IS proving to be successful. However, much work
still needs to be done.
Honourable members should realize that
this is not only a police problem but also a
community problem. Unless the co~
munity is prepared to support the pohce
and welfare workers, regardless of what
department they are attached to, people in
the community will run into many problems. An interesting point that was discussed related to shoplifting; who does it,
and why? The questions asked were
whether that was occurring because of economic problems, thrill-seeking or peer
~oup pressure. The answer given was that,
m most cases, shoplifting occurred as a
result of peer group pressure. It has been
suggested that there be a 5 per cent markup on all goods being sold in Australia to
cover the costs incurred as a result of shoplifting. We certainly see it in many takeaway stores and in the self-servicing that
takes place. This problem must be met,
unless we are to have problems later. Backup services are provided by the Lions
Club, through its "Speak Out" campaign,
the movement to establish safety houses
where there are problems in various situations and children are in danger, and the
"Drop-In" centres where young people can
call in and learn that their problems as
individuals are being faced by others. It is
hoped that they receive responsi~le cOl;lnselling there and be able to aVOid gettll~g
into perilous situations that could result In
their going before the courts.
The Police Department should receive
more adequate funds in this regard. Combatting crime is a co-operative effort at all
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levels of the community. I hope that, when
the new policemen are at training colleges,
emphasis is placed upon this area and that
ongoing courses are available for those who
have been serving in the force for a period
of time, because the social problems that
existed when some of the older policemen
graduated were minuscule compared with
the problems facing the force today.
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capable also. That particular officer who
was from the Hamilton area, gave a good
description of the problems facing the
south-west region of the State. It is hoped
that the Salinity Committee will be there in
the not too distant future.

Under District Services and Support
Services, I should like to register again my
disappointment at the move being taken
by the Department of Agriculture to
Much has been said in this House about remove trained staff from the State service
the Country Fire Authority. I draw to the at Bendigo. I understand that some of
attention of the Committee what has been those officers are to be moved to Dookie
happening in Avoca. The local Country Agricultural College and other areas. There
Fire Authority unit has been concerned are excellent facilities at Bendigo, and a
about the equipment. Some upgrading of farming district that has a wide variety of
trucks has taken place and new Interna- soil types, and it is essential that trained
tional Harvester trucks are being provided people be retained to carry out research on
but, unfortunately, there are still some old the local soils so that the department is not
Austin trucks around. They have a bad faced with the problem of having to introproblem of fuel vaporization and this is duce expertise from other areas; there
not only awkward but possibly also danger- should be a local knowledge. Dealing still
ous, particularly when there are bad fires, with the Department of Agriculture, I
as there were on Ash Wednesday. The Aus- believe the department will have gained
tin trucks travelling to or from the fires valuable information and experience from
could have vaporization problems, and the the drought. Many farmers, unfortunately,
team be stranded until the motors cooled. learned a great deal that they had forgotten
Under the Ministry of Consumer Affairs, a or had never known. I am sure the local
motion was before this House referring to Department of Agriculture officers did
the problem of fuel pricing. I am disap- likewise.
pointed that in regard to fuel prices in the
country the attention of Dr Fels has been
Finally, under the area of public health, I
directed only to the Bendigo area and not
to the whole of Victoria. Once again I point out that there is some disquiet in
notice that fuel price cutting has broken local government areas about the decision
out in the metropolitan area and the price made by the Minister of Health to pay subis below 40 cents a litre, whereas retailers sidies to kindergartens directly from the
in the Bendigo area cannot even buy petrol department and not through the council. It
is felt that at present the manner of chanat that price wholesale.
nelling funds through the council provides
community involvement. It is essential
I congratulate the Soil Conservation that such services as kindergartens have a
Authority on the tour it gave to members strong back-up by the local community
of Parliament recently. We saw the prob- and parents and those who are interested in
lems that beset the authority in the Parwan promoting the success of the kindergarten
Valley just outside Bacchus Marsh and the movement. I hope this will be corrected
various other problems around the State, and that the Minister will listen to the
and how the authority is monitoring the representation of the members of Parliaeffect of the rainfall in forested and non- ment who are making representations on
forested areas south of Daylesford. We saw behalf of their communities.
on the Bucknells property, in the CarisThe Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
brook area, pumping from the deep lead.
The authority turned on an interesting Conservation)-I thank honourable memevening for the committee in the Tullaroop bers for their comments, and I have made
Shire offices, and they brought along an notes. I shall be happy to pass on their
extremely capable officer. I am not sug- comments and concerns to the relevant
gesting that the other officers are not Ministers.
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The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported to the House without amendment, and passed through its
remaining stages.
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should consider the implications of the
measure. In the province I represent, there
are 93 hotels, which is apparently not as
many as Mr Bubb represents as there are
47 in one area alone in his province. I communicated with those 93 hotels by letter
LIQUOR CONTROL BILL
again as late as last Friday and have had an
The debate (adjourned from earlier this overwhelming response in support of the
day) on the motion of the Hon. D. R. action of the National Party in opposing
White (Minister for Minerals and Energy) the Bill. Country hoteliers regard it as a
for the second reading of this Bill was complete undercutting and undermining of
their business. Small retail bottle licensees
resumed.
are
concerned about the effect of cutThe Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North East- pricealso
trading
by big supermarkets on their
ern Province)-Honourable members are viability. In addition,
the Federated Liquor
witnessing what could best be described as and AllIed Industry Employees Union is up
an unholy alliance in this debate. On the in arms about the matter. I do not intend
one hand, the Government is in league to quote the relevant document because
with big business and the big operators in Mr Bubb quoted it at some length. It is an
the liquor industry, notwithstanding that intriguing
turnabout for a Government
on other occasions it is doing its best to that so often
jumps to the dictates of the
bring down big operators such as General trade unions and
claims to represent uniMotors-Holden Ltd, and Broken Hill Pro- onists. On this occasion
it is completely
prietary Co. Ltd. Anything big is bad to disregarding the welfare of
people in the
members of the Government. However, on liquor trade unions. As Mr Bubb said, it is
this occasion the Government is appar- sacrificing some of them. It has agreed that
ently in league with the big operators in the a minimum of 800 jobs would be lost, but
liquor industry and is being aided and
many as 6000 jobs could be lost as a
abetted by the Liberal Party in the passage as
result
of the measure. Mr Bubb referred to
of the Bill. The House listened for I hour them as
bodies". I will not go that
and 10 minutes to Mr Bubb, who virtually far, but I"dead
suppose if one loses a job in the
contributed nothing to the debate other industry that is how one feels.
than to criticize the repeal of section IIA of
the Act to abolish minimum pricing of
I do not believe that if Parliament puts
packaged beer. I agree with his criticisms, ' restrictions on hotels such as requiring them
but not with his statement that the Liberal to provide accommodation and meals at
Party will support the Bill because the certain hours, it can turn around and give
Government apparently has a mandate to the same rights to someone else whose
bring it in.
main business is not selling liquor, but who
sells groceries, car accessories or whatever
I agree that the Government's intention else
supermarkets sell. That would make it
to abolish minimum pricing for packaged
slather for stores to use beer as a loss
beer was part of its policy. I was elected to open
leader
and as a discount item to attract
Parliament by a mandate of the electors in
floor traffic through the front door. If
my area to oppose that policy. The Labor everything
were equal, I would have no
Party policy did not indicate what effect it
objection
to
that concept, but stores and
could have on employment and small
not
equal. The hotels are
hotels
are
country hotels. Those matters are now required to provide
services and standards
coming out into the open. The Liberal that are not placed on
supermarket chains.
Party oUght to have the courage of its con- I suppose a Government
supporter will
victions.
agree and indicate that provisions placed
If it wants to speak against the abolition on hotels will make it easier for them to
of a minimum pricing, it ought to support become taverns so that they will not need
the National Party in voting against the to provide accommodation. However,
measure. The concept of the mandate giv- hotels that already provide accommodaing the Government this right cannot apply tion have to finance and maintain those
when one takes into account the criticisms facilities. For example, the Cricketers
so validly put forward by Mr Bubb. One Arms Hotel in Mooroopna is run by a
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licensee who pays $560 a week in rent. Six
motel units are attached that were built
about fifteen or eighteen years ago when
the requirement was that accommodation
be provided. The investment of $100 000,
or whatever the units cost, has been made.
They have to be maintained. The hotel
cannot be converted to a tavern to avoid
providing accommodation as it already
exists. Because of those six motel units, the
hotel is not viable in its own right. The
licensee cannot hive it off and put an independent operator in the hotel because it
would not be viable. The proposed changes
to the legislation will make no difference to
that hotel. As an example to demonstrate
how business has declined in hotels in the
past eighteen months, I indicate that 18·6
barrels a week were consumed then and
fifteen barrels a week are consumed now.
There were various reasons for that, which
I will not canvass, but that is indicative of
the parlous trading conditions confronting
hotels at present.
The object~ of the Act sit rather oddly
with the Government's intention to abandon pricing. Section 3 (1) (c) of the Liquor
Control Act sets out the objects of the Act.
It states:
that there is an orderly and continuous improvement in and development of facilities and arrangements for the supply of accommodation meals and
liquor to the public;

One can do that only if one has a viable
business. The measure will undermine the
viability of businesses. Section 3 (1) (d)
states:
that provision for the orderly and economic development and improvement of that supply should also
promote a stable and ordered industry.

In what way will the proposed legislation
provide a stable and ordered industry? I
con~end that it can only undermine that
objective. Section 3 (e) of the principal Act
provides:
That all persons concerned in the supply of accommodation meals and liquor shall be of good character
and have the training skill and capacities necessary to
provide an orderly and proper service-

Of course they should. Hoteliers should be
assisted in that objective and not undermined, which will be the case if section 11 A
is repealed.
If one examines other sections, one can
see the additional conditions that are
imposed upon hoteliers. My main conten-
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tion is that if the Government places these
restrictions and requirements upon hoteliers, it should at least give them a fair go
in the market-place. That is not the case if
the big supermarket chains are able to discount beer. One of the large supermarket
chains already has 8 per cent of the licences
and is able to discount beer to such an
extent that packaged beer sales fall away
from hotels.
Members of the Government party will
probably say that New South Wales does
not have a minimum price on beer and
that the hotels in that State survive. However, there are differences. The hotels in
New South Wales sell much more beer
over the bar by the glass than Victorian
hotels. I do not know the psychological
reason for that. The trend may change now
that random breath testing has been
introduced in New South Wales-with a
vengeance, if one can believe the newspaper reports. At present the composition
of sales in New South Wales hotels is distinctly different from that in Victoria and
more of the hotel income of New South
Wales comes from beer sold across the
bar.
The other aspect which needs to be
examined when comparing Victoria and
New South Wales is the standard of hotels
in Victoria, which are far superior to those
in New South Wales. On visits to New
South Wales, including Sydney and many
country towns, I have formed the opinion
that the hotels in that State are reminiscent
of the Victorian hotels of the 1950s. To put
it mildly, with their yellow tiles, they remind me of public toilets.
In Victoria the Liquor Control Commission - particularly since the days of Judge
Fraser-has placed requirements on hotels
to upgrade their premises. No one objects
to that; it is a laudable proposition. The
hotels are provided with the capacity to
make improvements by being given a fair
go in the market-place by the maintenance
of a minimum price for packaged beer. The
abolition of that minimum price will deny
hotels an opportunity of upgrading their
premises.
I am not speaking about the million dollar edifices of the Burvale Hotel and the
Matthew Flinders Hotel which have a huge
turnover. As the honourable member
interjects, I am speaking about the Barna-
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wartha Arms! Small country hotels struggle
to provide a service in country towns. The
provisions of the Bill will remove their
economic viability. Country hotels are
used by many people; many travellers use
hotels to obtain a meal or to use the
washroom. If the Bill is passed many small
country hotels will face closure. Towns
which once supported three hotels will find
that this can no longer be achieved, and,
instead of three hotels, there will be only
two hotels, with the resultant loss of job
opportuni ties.
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In country towns on a Sunday, many
sporting clubs are legally trading with
licences provided under previous amendments to the Act. They usually trade
between 11 a.m. and 1 o'clock. That is the
time when the demand exists for Sunday
trading. There is no demand from 12 midday to 2 p.m. when most people are having
their lunch or are on their way to other
acti vi ties.
I have canvassed the 93 hotels in the
province I represent and they have indicated that they do not want Sunday trading
at all. They do not view the package being
offered by the Government of two 2-hour
periods as being attractive. It is not economically attractive, particularly since they
are not able to sell packaged beer. I am not
suggesting that they should be allowed to.
Those hours are available for bar trading
only. The Government should not hold
this up as a compensation for the repeal of
section 11 A.

These points illustrate the impact the
abolition of the minimum price of packaged beer will have on the industry. Parliament should reject the Bill outright at the
second-reading stage. I realize the Bill contains many other provisions but, after listening to Mr Bubb,one might be excused
for not knowing this. He made it clear that
the main section was that which repeals
section llA of the principal Act. The Government also sees the repeal of section 11 A
The other aspect concerns the extension
as a major aspect of the Bill. Although the
House could throw the Bill out on that of the hours during which hotels and so on
major issue, the Bill contains one or two may supply or allow liquor to be consumed
on Sundays. At present, liquor may be
minor aspects which are quite valuable.
served with meals on Sundays only
If I am unsuccessful and the Bill is read a between the hours of midday to 3 p.m. and
second time, during the Committee stage I 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. The hours will be
will seek to postpone the repeal of section extended under the Bill to allow liquor to
be served with meals from midday to 4
l1A. However, I shall await the events.
p.m. and from 6 p.m. to 11.30 p.m. People
I shall deal briefly with Sunday trading. I should be able to finish their meals by 10
know Government members will charac- o'clock. This will lead to an open slather
terize this as part of the package to justify and all sorts of abuse.
the abolition of the minimum price for
The National Party opposes that clause
beer. Approximately $10 million is being
provided by the Victorian Economic on the basis that the hours currently availDevelopment Corporation for the upgrad- able for liquor with meals are adequate. I
allude to clause 30, which is an extra~ng of hotels. Mr Bubb pointed out that
hotels already spend $40 million out of ordinary measure. It is not so extraordinary if one realizes that a square-off
their own resources.
was needed for the unions because so many
The Government also proposes to intro- of their members were being put out of
duce two 2-hour periods of Sunday trading. work by the repeal of section 11 A.
What a half-baked idea! On Sundays,
hotels will be allowed to open for up to two
Clause 30 substitutes a new section
periods of 2 hours between the hours of 58 (5) (a) which provides that the Equal
midday and 8 p.m. and where two periods Opportunity Board may object to the
are authorized they must be separated by renewal of a licence if it is of the opinion
not less than 2 hours. To the most that there has been an act of discriminablinkered observer there is no economic tion. The provision does not stipulate how
rationale whatsoever in that period of trad- the opinion is formed or on what basis. I
ing. Hotels have to pay staff for a mini- should have thought that if an organization
such as the Equal Opportunity Board had
mum of 4 hours' work on a Sunday.
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the ri~t to appear at a judicial hearingthat IS what an appearance before the
Liquor Control Commission is-it would
need to act on a conviction that an applicant had transgressed, not on the opinion
that the applicant may have done so.
The more vital part of the measure is
contained in proposed new section 58 (5) (b)
where the opportunity is given to the
Federated Liquor and Allied Industries
Employees Union to object to the granting
or renewal of a licence on the ground that
the applicant has failed to comply with the
provisions of the Industrial Relations Act
or any regulations made under that Act.
That IS a square-off to the unions, and the
Parliament should not extend the power to
a union to interfere with the proper judicial
process of the Liquor Control Commission
inquiring into whether someone should be
granted a licence. The National Party will
oppose that clause.
I now refer to clause 34. This is the most
diabolical clause of the Bill because it deals
with compulsory unionism in hotels. It has
been done in a devious way. The clause is
nothing more than a device to enable the
Federated Liquor and Allied Industries
Employees Union to require a hotelier to
ensure that everyone working in the hotel,
whether they are employees of the hotelier
or not, are members of the union. That will
be done by requiring the hotelier to be the
employer of every person working in his
hotel.
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Collingwood. There is a Chinese restaurant
next door to the hotel. The restaurant is
operated by Mr Tony Wong, and he has
entered into an arrangement to provide
low-cost meals to the hotel next door. It
suits the hotelier as there are no extra overheads and it suits Mr Wong because it
improves his throughput. The most illuminating aspect is that the journalist who
conducted the review gave the meal he
received a four-star rating.
That is clear evidence that an excellent
service is being provided to the public and
patrons of the hotel. However, the intent of
this clause would be to deny that hotel the
right to use the facilities next door. What is
the intent behind it? Although the practice
I have mentioned is going on, the union
cannot require the hotelier to ensure that
every worker in the hotel is a member of
the union because the hotelier has the legitimate answer that those people working in
the kitchen and dining-room are not
employees of his, they are the employees of
the person leasing the kitchen. Under
clause 34, the hotelier will be required to
be the employer and the union will then
require all workers in the hotel to be members of it or the beer supply will be cut off.
That is an outrageous aspect of the Bill and
it will be a sad day if the Parliament aids
and abets the passage of compulsory
unionism.

I have made it clear that the National
Party is opposed to the Bill, particularly to
the abolition of section I lA-the minimum
price for packaged beer provision. If one
Currently, many hoteliers sublet part of listened to the comments of Mr Bubb, one
their premIses, particularly the kitchen and would know that he is vehemently opposed
dining-room, to independent traders who to it and I invite the Opposition to vote
provide a service to the hotel patrons. with the National Party to throw out the
There are many examples of that. One proposed legislation.
hotel in Wodonga has a Chinese restaurant
attached to it. The proprietor of the hotel
On the motion of the Hon. M. J.
has leased the kitchen and dining room to a SANDON (Chelsea Province), the debate
restauranter who provides a service to the was adjourned.
patrons of the hotel or anyone off the
It was ordered that the debate be
street. That is a perfectly sensible and laudable objective. Since that has occurred, the adjourned until later this day.
trade of the hotel has picked up immeasurably and it offers a great service to the pubTRANSPORT BILL
lic. That is not the objective of the Bill.
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
If one reads the Sunday Press of 29 May, of Forests)- I move:
one can see a review by a journalist of the
Baden Powell Hotel in Victoria Parade,
That this Bill be now read a second time.

Transport Bill

The purpose of the Bill is to give effect to
the restructuring of the transport portfolio
outlined in the Minister of Transport's
statement to the Legislative Assembly last
September.
Since the introduction of the Bill into the
Parliament, honourable members would be
pleased to know that further consultation
has taken place with both the Municipal
Association of Victoria and the Bus Proprietors Association (Vic.), and amendments were agreed upon and the Bill
amended accordingly in another place.
Since that time, the Minister of Transport
has received letters from both the Municipal Association of Victoria and the Bus
Proprietors Association (Vic.) expressing
satisfaction with the extent of consultation
that took place and the amendments that
were made as a result.
A further amendment was accepted from
the Opposition providing that orders made
under clause 81 may be subject to disallowance under the provisions of the Subordinate Legislation Act 1962.
An amendment was also accepted from
the National Party making provision under
clause 13 for the inclusion on the board of
the State Transport Authority of a person
representing the Victorian Farmers and
Graziers Association.
The Bill enables the repeal of over 100
existing Acts and replaces the outdated
legislation under which the Minister of
Transport and authorities have had to
operate for many years. This will make the
law much easier to follow as well as clearing up the statute-book.
An efficient transport system is vital to
the economic growth and development of
Victoria's resources. The Bill creates a new
Ministry, a Victorian Transport Directorate, and provides for the replacement of
the present outdated structure of seven
statutory authorities with four new authorities, each with defined functions and
objectives. The Bill also provides for the
MInister to determine quantitative targets
to be attained by each authority in performing its functions.
The new authorities will report annually
to Parliament on their performance in
meeting their objectives and quantitative
targets. This emphasis on accountability is
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further strengthened by strong budgetary
control and greater financial independence.
Membership of the board of each of the
new authorities will be broadly based and
include members elected by officers of the
authority; the Director-General of Transport, the managing director, an officer of
the authority nominated by him, and
persons with particular knowledge and
experience in the use of the authority's services and facilities. This representation of
employees, users and senior management
will provide a greater awareness and sensitivity to the community's transport needs,
at board level, and facilitate a more
responsive approach to major transport
issues.
The restructuring includes:
The establishment of the Victorian
Transport Directorate chaired by the Minister of Transport to act as a corporate
management group for transport;
the expansion and reorganization of the
Ministry of Transport, under the DirectorGeneral of Transport, to control strategic
planning and policy development, resource
budgeting, and organizational development;
the establishment of a State Transport·
Authority, a Metropolitan Transit Authority, a Road Construction Authority and a
Road Traffic Authority as the operating
authorities in transport.
EXTENSIVE CONSULTATION
As all of these changes will impact on
management, employment and trade
unions in the transport area, they have
been carried out in close consultation over
almost twelve months with the trade
unions and employee associations, and
management and users involved in the
transport portfolio. In fact, the proposed
legislation is the culmination of a long
period of consultation.
Four project teams, one for each authority, and five task forces, one for each
authority, plus a central or co-ordinating
task force, were formed, drawing on people
from Government, management of the
existing authorities, unions and staff associations, user groups and industry groups.
In all, about 50 separate organizations were
involved and more than 100 people.
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VICTORIAN TRANSPORT
DIRECTORATE
The Victorian Transport Directorate,
chaired by the Minister of Transport, will
include the Director-General of Transport,
the managing directors of the four new
authorities, the two deputy directorsgeneral of transport, and a Department of
Management and Budget representative ..
The directorate will act as a corporate
management group for transport and provide a transport-wide perspective for
policy development, the allocation of funds
in accordance with agreed priorities and
for monitoring the effective use of funds to
meet Government objectives.
The existing transport authorities have
historically enjoyed a great deal of independence. Each has its own board, its own
systems and procedures, employs its own
staff, and has its own, necessarily narrow,
perceptions of the task to be performed.
The Victorian Transport Directorate
associated with a stronger Ministry will
provide the capacity to apply co-ordinated
management to the total transport task.
The directorate will be located within
and be serviced by the Ministry of Transport. It will consider transport policy and
resource allocations. This corporate
approach will ensure more broadly-based
decisions, with better co-ordination and
utilization of resources.
The directorate will be responsible for
the implementation of sound financial and
operational information systems within
each operatin~ authority. Such systems are
essential for Informed policy making and
the monitoring of performance. The directorate will monitor the financial and operational performance of the authorities.
The directorate will provide a balance
between the central transport-wide interest
and responsibility of the Ministry and the
individual functions of the authorities.
New imaginative policies must be developed within financial and budgetary constraints with the directorate providing the
forum for resolution of conflicting interests, the development of priorities in the
allocation of resources and a common
approach to transport issues.
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Complementing the Victorian Transport
Directorate will be the Victoria Transport
Borrowing Agency which will be the central borrowing vehicle for all transport
authorities. The agency will facilitate,
through the issue of Victorian transport
debentures and inscribed stock, the raising
of funds for transport works.
The agency is structured in such a way as
to allow each authority to be represented in
its deliberations and will be serviced by
officers of the Ministry.
The reinvigorated Ministry will have
major responsibilities in the following
areas:
Strategic transport planning and policy
development;
resource budgeting for the entire transport portfolio;
organization development and special
projects associated with the restructuring
process; and
administrative and secretariat services
for the Minister of Transport and the Victorian Transport Directorate.
ESTABLISHMENT OF FOUR
OPERATING AUTHORITIES
The Bill provides the vehicle to completely rebuild the organization of Victorian transport through the creation of
four new authorities.
This process will include the abolition of
the Victorian Railways Board, the Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board, the Country Roads Board, the Road
Safety and Traffic Authority, the Transport
Regulation Board, the Railway Construction and Property Board, and the Melbourne Underground Rail Loop Authority.
Honourable members will recall that the
West Gate Bridge Authority was integrated
into the Country Roads Board last July.
The four new authorities are: The State
Transport Authority, (S.T.A.); the Metropolitan Transit Authority, (M.T.A.); the
Road Construction Authority, (R.C.A.);
and the Road Traffic Authority, (R.T.A.).
Each of these new authorities is being
structured along modern corporate lines.
The functions and objectives of each authority, which are contained in the Bill, are
the product of the project team and
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task force consultative process, as are
many other features contained in the Bill.
One of the new and refreshin~ approaches
taken in the ~ill is the provisIOn in clause
38 of very broad authority powers which
will enable management to move with the
times and respond to changes in the transport market-place.
STATE TRANSPORT AUTHORITY
The State Transport Authority will be
responsible for all country passenger services and will operate all rail freight and
ancillary services. It will contain a freestanding suburban rail division with a high
degree of independence and accountability
for provision of suburban rail services.
The authority will take" over responsibility for country functions of the Victorian Railways Board and the Railway
Construction and Property Board, including all railway housing. It will become one
of the nation's major transport organizations as well as the employing authority for
all employees engaged in the provision of
railway services.
METROPOLITAN TRANSIT
AUTHORITY
The Metropolitan Transit Authority will
provide and manage transport services for
passengers and freight within the metropolitan area. It will contract with metropolitan
private bus lines and will manage and be
responsible for the metropolitan functions
of the Victorian Railways Board, the Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board, the Railway Construction and Property Board, and the Melbourne Underground Rail Loop Authority.
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This authority will take over the major
functions of the Country Roads Board.
While the new approach to the legislation
provides broad powers, honourable members can be assured that the relationships
which currently exist between the Country
Roads Board and the municipalities,
particularly with regard to main and unclassified roads, will be preserved.
ROAD TRAFFIC AUTHORITY
The Road Traffic Authority will be responsible for road safety strategies and
practices, driver licensing, vehicle regulation, and the education of road users.
Road traffic management will become the
responsibility of the Road Traffic Authority with substantial delegation to the
Road Construction Authority and
municipalities.
Honourable members can be assured
that the powers, duties and responsibilities
of local government in relation to traffic
management will be preserved and the
legislation carries forward existing powers
under the Act.
Generally, the Bill provides for the
Road Traffic Authority to exercise a coordinating role in the area of traffic management and over-all responsibility for
traffic signals. In exercising these functions
there will be extensive delegations to
municipalities for control of traffic, particularly in residential streets and on rural
roads.

ROAD CONSTRUCTION
AUTHORITY

Honourable members can be further
assured that coupled with extensive dele~
tions there will be full consultation WIth
municipalities on traffic strategies for
arterial roads in the metropolitan area. The
Road Traffic Authority will not be conducting its own construction and maintenance programme, other than for traffic
signals. Linking of these traffic lights to
provide an improved and safer flow oftraffic in the metropolitan area will be done by
the Road Traffic Authority.

The Road Construction Authority, in
conjunction with municipalities, will be
responsible for the maintenance and construction of, and, where necessary, the
improvement of Victoria's road network,
to enable the safe and efficient movement
of persons and goods.

The excellent relationship between the
Road Safety and Traffic Authority and
municipalities and the extensive consultation that presently exists will be carried
forward by the Road Traffic Authority.
The Road Traffic Authority will take over
the functions of the Road Safety and

The authority'S job will be to draw
together Melbourne's public transport
system into a single co-ordinated unit. It
will be responsible for one of Australia's
largest public transport operations.
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Traffic Authority, and the registration,
licensing, and regulatory functions of the
Transport Regulation Board.
The Bill includes a new definition for
"public commercial passenger vehicle n • As
the Metropolitan Transit Authority and
the State Transport Authority will have
prime responsibility for determining the
level of public transport service, including
the routes of private buses, licences for
regular route bus services, public commercial passenger vehicles, will be issued
by the Road Traffic Authority after
approval by the State Transport Authority
or Metropolitan Transit Authority, as the
case may be.
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ment of railway workshops and electrical
workshops. A Road Safety Board will be
established to report to the Road Transport Authority on safety issues. Membership of the board will be broadly based to
ensure that community and speCIal interest
views are" represented. Its responsibility
will include the appropriate functions of
the former Safety Inspection Advisory
Committee. Other consultative committees and regional advisory boards are
also provided for in the Bill.

The process of consultation has continued throughout the gestation period of
the proposed legislation with a presentation on the draft Bill being given to honourable members of the Opposition and
The Road Traffic Authority will also National Party, Central Task Force memhave responsibility for those aspects of bers and other interested parties on 7
traffic policing, for example mass and April. Following that presentation, interdimension enforcement, which come ested parties were requested to make writunder the transport portfolio.
ten submissions. Many submissions were
received and were carefully considered.
The Bill also provides for the establish- Numerous changes to the draft Bill were
ment of a Road Transport Licensing Tri- made as a result.
bunal. The Transport Re~ulation Board's
quasi-judicial role of heanng objections to
The Bill establishes a Victorian Transapplications for commercial passenger
vehicle and tow truck licences transfers to port Service to which persons may be
this tribunal. This independent tribunal, transferred from time to time on the proconstituted under the provisions of the viso that they will be appointed to an office
Bill, will consist of three members in that service corresponding with that
held immediately before their transfer and
appointed by the Governor in Council.
on terms and conditions no less favourable
The tribunal will also hear appeals than those of the former office and with the
against decisions of the Road Traffic Auth- benefit of all rights accrued. The Bill also
ority to cancel or alter licence conditions or enables a Victorian Transport Service
to suspend or revoke commercial goods Appeals Tribunal and a Victorian Transport Service Disciplinary Appeals Tribunal
vehicle permits.
to be established by regulation.
ONGOING CONSULTATION WITH
EMPLOYEES AND USERS
One of the concerns expressed by members of the staff of the present Transport
The Bill contains a number of other new Regulation Board is in relation to their
and unique features. It provides for the continuin~ status as public servants. It is
appointment of a standing committee on the intentIon of the Government that existconsultation procedures, with unions, staff ing employees of the Transport Regulation
associations and user $foups represented, Board may remain members of the Public
to facilitate consultatIon on significant Service. As new positions are created they
planning activities and other changes of will be classified within the transport
significance within each authority.
service. In addition, those Transport Regulation Board and Road Safety and Traffic
Other innovations are the introduction Authority public servants who enter the
of a Workshops Management Board in the transport service will retain the right to
State Transport Authority to be respons- return to the Public Service and apply for
ible for the administration and manage- positions advertised in the Public Service.
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It is also worth pointing out that the Bill
provides that a person employed by a
former authority shall be entitled on and
from the appointed day to be employed by
the relevant successor authority with terms
and conditions no less favourable than
those upon which he was employed immediately before the appointed day and
with the benefit of all rights accrued.

After representations by the Bus Proprietors Association, provision has been
made in the Bill that operators will not
have their charter or touring rights altered
or cancelled. These charter and touring
rights are protected unless the operator jeopardizes them through failure to maintain
his vehicle in a fit and proper condition.
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On the motion of the Hon. A. J. Hunt,
for the Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland Province), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Thursday, June 9.

LIQUOR CONTROL BILL
The debate (adjourned from earlier this
day) on the motion of the Hon. D. R.
White (Minister for Minerals and Energy)
for the second reading of this Bill was
resumed.

The Hon. M. J. SANOON (Chelsea Province)-On behalf of the working men and
women of Victoria, I congratulate the Government for introducing the Bill. When the
Another area of concern raised by the minimum beer price legislation was introMunicipal Association of Victoria relates duced, it was vehemently opposed by the
to the question of hypothecation of taxes. I then Labor Opposition, which, at the time,
would like to reaffirm that the level of claimed that a Labor Government would
funds directed to roads will be not less than repeal section 11 A of the Liquor Control
would have been the case prior to the Act, which is one of the aims of the Bill.
enactment of the proposed legislation.
The Labor Party has a record of honourThe Bill provides for the necessary trans- ing the promises it made in the last State
ition arrangements from the old authorities election campaign. The Bill is yet another
to the new, and of course it will be neces- example of the Labor Party honouring its
sary in due course to prepare subordinate promises. The Bill has been welcomed by
legislation. By-laws and regulations made Victorian consumers because the price of
under the Acts to be repealed will continue beer has been far too high for far too long.
in force until I July 1984 unless revoked or
Victoria has been the only State with
amended earlier. Steps are being taken to minimum beer price legislation. The Bill
remake the necessary regulations in the has four aims: Firstly, it seeks to repeal secnear future. These regulations will be tion IIA of the Liquor Control Act;
drafted in full consultation with those secondly, it seeks to introduce Sunday bar
parties most concerned.
trading; thirdly, it seeks to introduce and
implement a number of items that arise
The outworkin~s of the new organiza- from a report of an advisory committee
tional and legislative structure will be kept established to advise the Government on
under constant review and the Minister of the Liquor Control Act; and fourthly, the
Transport has undertaken, within twelve Bill seeks to appoint a deputy chairman of
months, to report to the House on this pro- the Liquor Control Commission.
cess and to introduce a further Bill containing such amendments as are deemed.necesThis is the most far-reaching liquor Bill
sary.
since the abolition of 6 o'clock closin~.
Victoria has been aptly named for the attiThe Bill effectively brings transport tude that has been taken on drinking laws.
legislation up to date and consolidates or Those laws have been too restrictive, too
supersedes many of the Acts that have narrow and too telescopic, like the attitude
been part of transport in the past. It will of the Opposition and National parties in
enable the structuring of a modem, effi- the Chamber for the past two weeks- they
cient transport portfolio to meet the needs have almost bordered on the level of
of Victorians into the twenty-first century. reactionary. The Government has adopted
I commend the Bill to the House.
a more cosmopolitan view.
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The Hon. W. R. Baxter-What does
reactionary mean?
The Hon. M. J. SANOON-The way
that the National Party has voted in the
past two weeks is a clear indication of what
reactionary means. It means reacting
against an Improvement through change or
anything that enhances the quality of life
for Victorians.
I shall dwell in more detail on the other
aspects of the Bill during the Committee
stage and the ramifications that will flow
from the report of the advisory committee
and the repeal of section 11 A.
When one examines the studies that
have been compiled on the liquor industry,
one realizes that there has been an overdramatic reaction to the Bill by certain sections of the industry. The Government is
conscious to ensure regulation in the liquor
industry. The Government·is conscious to-,
ensure the survival of employment in the
liquor industry. The Government is conSCIOUS to ensure the survival of the small
business section of the liquor industry.
It is completely incorrect for Mr Baxter
to claim that the Government is in cohorts
with big business. I assure Mr Baxter that
the Government is in no way in cohorts
with the large companies of this State.
This Bill shows that the Labor Party has
acted without fear or favour and it will
continue to do that.
On 18 March 1982, John Cain, the present Premier, said in his policy speech:
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This is an important Bill because, in
many ways, it will change the nature of our
way of life in Victoria, and that has been
long overdue. I will take up many points in
the Committee stage and highlight those
changes. I commend the Bill to the
House.
The ;Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province)-I wish to make a few remarks on
this Bill because in the City of Bendigo,
where I live, there are a large number of
hotels. In the gold mining days of Bendigo
there were in excess of 200 hotels-probably not the sorts of hotels that are seen
around the country now. A large number of
hotels in Bendigo are operated by families.
The Labor Party gave an undertaking to
the people that it would look after these
small family businesses when introducing
this legislatIon, that the legislation would
not affect their livelihood to any major
extent, and that severe restrictions would
not be imposed on them.

This Bill will have an enormous impact
on the hotelkeepers in the Bendigo area
and many employees in the industry win
be affected. In the Bendigo area and northern Victoria, which I also represent,
many jobs will be lost as a result of this
measure. I refer specifically to clause 32,
which relates to the 8 per cent requirement.
This clause inserts a new section 66A in the
principal Act and it states that the commission shall not transfer a retail bottled
liquor licence or an hotelkeeper's licence to
a corporation where the corporation holds
more than 8 per cent of the retail bottled
times when the _oats or actions of liquor licences issued.

There may be
individual unions are not compatible with our other
responsibilities and obligations of Government.
When that occurs we will make it clear that our duty
is to all Victorians.

A number of ~oups hold very big holdings. S. E. Dickins Pty Ltd, Coles LiquorThe Bill reflects that; a particular union is land, has 7·902 per cent of the licences.
not disposed towards the introduction of The Myer group, San Remo, Crittenden,
what the Government is doing through this Target and Myer South Australia has 4·016
Bill, but the Government has decided to per ceDt of the market. There is Australian
act on behalf of all Victorians. Our task has Safeways Stores Pty Ltd with 26 outlets,
been directed towards governing without which has 3·368 per cent of the market;
Permewan Wright Consolidated Ltd, with
fear or favour.
eighteen outlets and 2·332 per cent of the
Criticism is often made by the Op{>osi- market; WoQlworths Vic, eleven outlets,
tion that the Government favours UnIons. and 1·425 per cent of the market; Murray
This Bill shows that the Government is Goulburn Trading, six outlets, and O· 777
acting on behalf of all Victorians. It will per cent of the market; and P. L. Clark Pty
continue to do so, and the Labor Party is Ltd, six outlets, which also has O· 777 per
proud of that aspect.
cent of the market.
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Those large licence-holders can still
apply for and be granted additional liquor
licences before they get anywhere near the
8 per cent figure. Obviously the figure of 8
per cent is unrealistic because it will allow
those groups to expand. As a result, many
small businesses will suffer, particularly
small licensed grocers and small country
hotels.
I do not wish to speak at any great length
on this Bill but it is on the Government's
head to amend it. It is the Government's
measure and it is imposing an additional
burden on small businesses in Victoria.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe Province)-The purpose of this Bill
is to amend the Liquor Control Act in four
main ways. The first is to repeal section
llA and to give effect to the Government's
policy to remove the minimum price of
packaged beer. The second point is to put
into operation the announcement that .the
Government made in respect of Sunday
trading. The third part of the Bill contains
a number of amendments recommended
by the Interim Advisory Panel on Liquor
Control, and the fourth relates to the
employment of a deputy chairman.
I shall deal in order with the several
points made by the Opposition. I am
pleased that on this occasion the Opposition is not denying that the Government
does have a mandate to introduce this Bill
to repeal section llA and to give effect to
the Government's commitment to abolish
the minimum price on packaged beer.
When the Labor Party was in opposition it
campaigned, both in 1979 and 1982, to
provide a better deal for the consumers,
the beer drinking men and women of Victoria.
The Hon. J. V. C. Guest - Mr Sandon
said it was for the workers, but they are
going to be put out of work by this legislation, so at least you have chosen the right
target.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD- Thank you,
Mr Guest, I appreciate those remarks.
Today, the Government does not have to
deal with the convoluted argument that the
Opposition has produced in recent times in
an effort to justify the emasculation of
legislation for which the Government has a
clear mandate; for example, the local government legislation and the firearms legislation.
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I will be interested to hear what the
Leader of the Opposition has to say at the
end of this sessional period. He made it
clear at the end of the last sessional period
that the Opposition had allowed alllegislation to go through the Council, that there
had not been any emasculation or obstructionism. I do not think that he will have
the gall to stand up at the end of this
sessional period and say the same thing.
As I said, the Opposition has not said in
this instance that the Government does not
have a clear mandate. The reason is
obvious: The Opposition does not want to
be seen openly denying the ordinary drinking person the opportunity of purchasing
beer at a cheaper price. I think the Opposition has actually introduced politics into
this House by this ruse, and it has shown a
bit of political nous. It will not be openly
endeavouring to oppose the Bill because it
fears the ordinary man and woman in the
street will know it for what it is. It endeavours to attack the Bill by stealth and
insidious sniping and by taking up positions which were certainly an athema to it
when it was in government. It raised issues
of concern in the liquor industry and its
effects on the trade unions. Mr Bubb, who
vehemently opposed such measures as the
workers compensation legislation and the
industrial relations reforms which would
benefit the average working man, suddenly
appears from stage right-far right-masquerading as a person with concern and
compassion for the employee, the working
man, in the liquor industry.
Mr Bubb cannot expect to fool anyone
on this measure because his attitudes are
too well known. During his speech the
honourable member had the audacity-he
was supported by Mr Long-to attack the
Government for its lack of concern and
compassion for the unemployed. How
could he do such a thing? He, a member of
the Opposition which, when it was the
Government, showed no concern or compassion for those employed in any industry
and whose policies created record unemployment in Victoria.
No doubt exists about the care and compassion of the Cain Government. The
Labor Party was supported because it
showed care and compassion in preparing
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its policies and putting them to the people.
The Labor Party Government enjoys
unheralded and unequalled support at present because of the way it has carried out
its policies with care and compassion and
because the promises it made before coming into office have been carried out to the
best of its ability.
The Government has been hindered
because of the intransigence of this House
and the inability of the Opposition to
realize that the Government is carrying out
the will of the people. Members of the
Opposition will realize during the next
elections when they go to the people that it
has been made clear to them that this
House has been obstructionist and has held
up many measures involving social
reform.
I shall deal with a couple of points raised
earlier today. As I have stated, there is no
argument about the clarity of the mandate
to introduce the proposed legislation. I
draw attention to the process that the
Labor Party went through upon attaining
Government. It established an interim
advisory panel to advise the Minister on
the liquor industry generally. The Government illustrated its responsibility to not
impose its will on the industry in such a
way that it might damage it or those
employed in it without first receiving
advice from those who had knowledge and
expertise in the field.
Members of the panel were drawn from
all sections of the liquor industry, including representatives of employers and
employees. One of the panel's first tasks
was to advise on measures that would be
taken to protect the position of small
retailers and employees. The panel produced a package of ten proposals.
In August 1982-almost twelve months
ago-the Government released the package
for examination and discussion by both the
liquor industry and the public generally.
All the submissions made on the package
of ten proposals have been' considered by
the advisory panel and after consideration
of the submissions some of the details have
been amended and some have been
included in the proposed legislation.
Mr Bubb went through some of the
points; I intend to go through some of
them also and make some short and cogent
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references to them. The first was encouragement which included low-interest loans
to small hotels to improve their facilities
and upgrade their operations in entertainment, food and accommodation areas in
order to relieve their financial dependence
on beer sales. The Government accepted
this recommendation as it was part of its
campaign which led it to the 1982 elections.
The present Government made it clear
to the small business people of Victoria
that it was concerned about them in all
areas; it was obvious that the then Government, the now Opposition, had lost complete touch with small business people in
Victoria and, since the Labor Party has
been in government, the Liberal Party has
fallen further away from small business
which, traditionally, has been its supporter.
Clause 23 will give effect to the recommendation by removing the present difficulties and impediments in the Act that
hinder the conversion of hotels into
taverns. All honourable members appreciate that the sale of packaged beer
generates a large cash flow for most hotels
and enables the hotels to provide certain
services, to carry them, so to speak. The
hotels make their profits from packaged
beer which enables them to carry on in
some of the less profitable areas.
By making it easier for hotels to convert
to taverns, hotels that found it uneconomic
to carry on as a hotel, because of residential requirements and so on, will be
able to continue trading.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-Don't you personally fear that?
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-In what
way? The fact that hotels convert to
taverns will not downgrade them, they will
still be able to maintain a high standard.
The tavern will provide a different form of
drinking; it will probably introduce a more
civilized and sophisticated way of drinking
in tune with the 1980s.
It has also been envisaged that some of
the $10 million that has been made available to small business could be used to
facilitate the upgrading of small hotels
where it is consistent with the criteria for
the obtaining of those loans. The recommendation was to provide ,for the mini-
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mum age of eighteen years for employees
selling retail liquor. That recommendation
was accepted by the Government and is
included in the Bill.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-It happens anyway.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-No, it does
not. The provision will prevent the supermarket chains from employing these
under-aged people and paying them
reduced wages and salaries, which puts
them in a position to lower their costs and
gives them an unfair advantage over
smaller hotels and retail bottle outlets.
The Hon. R. J. Long-It might have the
reverse effect on unemployment.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-By way of
interjection, Mr Long mentioned unemployment; I shall deal with the matter at a
later stage. Mr Acting President, upon the
best advice, I seek leave to continue my
remarks later this day.
On the motion of the Hon. M. J.
ARNOLD (Templestowe Province), the
debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until later this day.
ANZ EXECUTORS & TRUSTEE
COMPANY BILL
This Bill was received from the
Assembly and, on the motion of the Hon.
D. R. WHITE (Minister for Minerals and
Energy), was read a first time.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)- I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

On Tuesday, 31 May, the Premier made a
Ministerial statement which detailed the
circumstances leading to the collapse of the
Trustees Executors and Agency Company
Limited (TEA). That company is now in
liquidation. Consequently immediate
action is required to safeguard the interests
of the beneficiaries of the trusts administered by TEA.
This Bill serves that purpose. It will
authorize a new trustee company, namely
the ANZ Executors & Trustee Company
(ANZ E & T) to take over as trustee from
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the failed TEA. In effect, it decants the
existing trustee company operations of
TEA into a new vehicle, the ANZ E & T
Company.
The Bill excludes from the transfer those
functions which can be described as the
non-trustee or commercial operations of
TEA. They are defined in clause 2 (a) to (f).
Those dealings which are the subject of the
takeover and can be characterized as the
usual and ordinary operations of a trustee
company are defined as "the trustee business of the old trustee" and are referred to
in the definition section.
The Trustee Companies Act is amended
by clause 5 so as to authorize the ANZ and
restricts its shareholding to the ANZ Banking Group Ltd or 1000 shares for any other
member.
The new trustee company will be
required at all times to maintain a reserve
liability of $1·4 million in the form of
uncalled capital of issued shares. The existing reserve liability of the old trustee company will continue but will now enure for
the benefit of general creditors.
The heads of agreement entered into go
as far as practicable to 'care for the interests
of the staff members of TEA formerly
employed in the trustee side of that business. The ANZ E & T proposes to employ
them.
The ANZ Banking Group Ltd proposes
to use a wholly owned subsidiary to purchase the trustee operations of TEA. The
actual purchase price is a flexible sum
depending upon the ultimate revenue
generated by the business and whether the
bank obtains the permission of other States
to operate in their jurisdiction. However,
in so far as Victoria is concerned, the purchase moneys will provide substantial
funds, which may ultimately be applied to
satisfy claims by creditors.
The beneficiaries under the trust instruments are not creditors as such, and their
rights as beneficiaries against the trustee
company and its directors are not
affected.
I can assure this House that the Bill in no
way derogates or takes away the rights
available to creditors and beneficiaries
against the trustees, TEA, its directors, or
officers. I t makes available additional
funds for any pecuniary loss which may
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have been occasioned by the incompetent,
imperfect or improper discharge or neglect
by TEA.
I can assure this House that the receivers
and liquidators properly canvassed the
market-place, sought, obtained and evaluated offers of purchase before agreeing to
the offer put by the ANZ Banking Group
Ltd. The offer by the bank is substantially
better than any of the other offers received
and, importantly, does more to safeguard
the interests of the existing staff of TEA. I
have been informed that the former receivers openly advised of the proposed sale of
TEA. Either by themselves or their agents,
Hill Samuel Australia Ltd, they canvassed
trading banks, existing trustee companies,
solicitors acting for proposed purchasers
and various overseas interests, prior to
receiving four offers. The Trustee Companies Association was kept informed of
these steps and invited to a form of consor..
tium to purchase, if at all possible. This
alternative was not possible.
I cannot say it gives the Government
pleasure to introduce this Bill. TEA was
the first of the trustee companies to be
incorporated in Victoria.
The events of the past few weeks have
shocked and stunned the business community of Victoria and Australia. It is
essential now to ensure that those parties
most vulnerable are protected to the greatest extent possible. I commend the Bill to
the House.
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grim..
wade)-I have examined this Bill, and am
of the opinion that it is a private Bill.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-In another place,
this Bill was also ruled to be a private Bill.
Therefore, I move:
That this Bill be dealt with as a public Bill, except
in relation to the payment of fees.

The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for
Minerals and Energy)-I produce a receipt
showing that a sum of $1000 has been paid
into the Treasury for the public uses of the
State to meet the expenses of the Bill.
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade)-The debate may proceed.
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The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)- The Bill is indeed urgent.
Therefore, the Opposition is happy to
agree to its speedy passage. It is urgent
because it affects the interests of all those
who have trust funds or are beneficiaries of
trusts with the Trustees Executors and
Agency Co. Ltd.
J

With the collapse of that old and, until
recently, highly respected institution, panic
has set in among many whose funds are
invested throu~ that company. That panic
is the worst thIng that could happen to the
business of a trustee; it could, in fact,
threaten the future of a great many investors.
Obviously, it was essential to find a new
trustee to act in place of the failed company. Had that not occurred, actions such
as those that were recently taken by the
Murdoch family, in which TEA was
removed as an executor, would have followed one after another, with disastrous
results for those who were left. Those who
were left would mostly have been smaller
investors or those who were not readily
able to obtain or afford legal advice. In any
event, the cost of action after action would
have been enormous and could have
resulted in a further dissipation of trust
funds. None of those consequences could
be countenanced, and the community owes
a debt of gratitude to the liquidators for
moving so quickly, in difficult circumstances, to find a purchaser. The community also owes a debt of gratitude to the
ANZ Banking Group Ltd for being prepared, at very short notice, to form a company to act as a trustee and to make an
offer for the business of the failed company. Everyone concerned with -the negotiations and with the way in which they
were brought to such a speedy conclusion
deserves congratulations and support. The
action that has been taken is absolutely
necessary to safeguard the interests of
thousands of persons who benefit under
trusts of the failed company or who have
trust funds lodged with it.
Honourable members are assured that
the Bill deals equitably with the situation
and, to the best of the Government's
ability, those who are entitled to the benefit of trusts. Members of the Opposition
have seen the Bill only this afternoon and

